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Exhibit 149, Atkinson vs. Claims of the ‘135 Patent2
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D478 Exhibit 165 Wesmger vs. Claims of the ‘211 Patent2

D479 Exhibit 166 Wesmger vs. Claims of the ‘504 Patent2

D480 Exhibit 167 Wesmger vs. Claims of the ‘759 Patent2

D482 Exhibit 169 Azuz(234) vs Claims ofthe‘151 Patent2

D483 Exhibit 170 A212 (234) vs Claims ofthe ‘180 Patent2

D481 Exhibit 168,Aziz (‘234) vs. Claims of the 135 Patent2
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 D503 Exhibit 190, AutoSOCKS‘ vs. Claims of the '759 Patent2

m Exhibit 191, Aventail Connect 3.01/2.511 vs. Claims of the ‘135 Patent2
D505 Exhibit 192, Aventail Connect v3.01/2.511vs. Claims of the ‘151 Patent2  

 
D506 Exhibit 193, Aventail Connect 3.01/2.511 vs. Claims of the ‘180 Patent2

D507 Exhibit 194, Aventail Connect 3.01/2.511 vs. Claims of the ‘759 Patent2  
 

D508 Exhibit 195, Aventail Connect 3.1/2.6 Administrator's Guide1 vs. Claims of the ‘135 Patent2

 D509 Exhibit 196, Aventail Connect 3.1/2.6 Administrator's Guide1 vs. Claims of the ‘151 Patent2

D510 Exhibit 197, Aventail Connect 31/261 vs. Claims of the ‘180 Patent2  

 
0511 Exhibit 198, Aventail Connect 31/261 vs. Claims of the ‘759 Patent2

D512 Exhibit2199, BinGO! User’s User's Guide/Extended Features Reference1 vs. Claims of the ‘151Patent .

D513 Exhibit2200, BinGO! User's User's Guide/Extended Features Reference1 vs. Claims of the ‘135Patent

D514 Exhibit 201, BinGO! vs. Claims of the ‘180 Patent2

D515 Exhibit 202, BinGO! vs. Claims of the ‘759 Patent2  
 

atent2
D516 Exhibit 203, Broadband Forum Technical Report TR-025 (issue 1.0/5.0)1 vs. Claims of the ‘135

P

D517 Exhibit 204, Domain Name System (DNS) Security1 vs. Claims of the ‘211 Patent2

0513 Exhibit 205, Domain Name System (DNS) Security‘ vs. Claims of the '504 Patent2

  
D519 Exhibit 206, RFC 2230, Key Exchange Delegation Record for the DNS1 vs. Claims of the ‘211

Patent2

D520

D521 Exhibit 208t,2 RFC 2538, Storing Certificates in the Domain Name System (DNS)1 vs. Claims of the'211 Paten

xhibit2207, RFC 2230, Key Exchange Delegation Record for the DNS1 vs. Claims of the ‘504atent“um  
 

D522 Exhibit 209t,2RFC 2538, Storing Certificates in the Domain Name System (DNS)1 vs. Claims of the‘504 Paten

vs. Claims of the ‘504 Patent2   D523 Exhibit 210, IETF RFC 2065: Domain Name System Security Extensions; Published January 19971
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0524 Exhibit 211, lETF RFC 2065: Domain Name System Security Extensions; Published January 19971
vs. Claims of the '211 Patent2

D525 Exhibit 212, RFC 2486, RFC 2661, RFC 2401, and Internet-Draft, "Secure Remote Access with
L2TP"1 vs. Claims of the ‘135 Patent2

0526 Exhibit 213, U.S. Patent No. 7,100,195 in Combination with RFC 2401 and U.S. Patent No. ‘
6,496,8671 vs. Claims of the '135 Patent2

0527 Exhibit 214, U.S. Patent No. 7,100,195 in Combination with RFC 2401 and U.S. Patent No.

6,496,867' vs. Claims of the ‘151 Patent2

-0528 Exhibit 215, U.S. Patent No. 6,643,7011 vs. Claims of the ‘135 Patent2
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Exhibit 216, U.S. Patent No. 6,643,701 ‘ vs. Claims of the ‘151 Patent2

  
0530 ExhibittZZ17, U.S. Patent No. 6,496,867 in Combination with RFC 24011 vs. Claims of the ‘151Paten

Exhibitt2218, U.S. Patent No. 6,496,867 in Combination with RFC 24011 vs. Claims of the '135Paten

D532 Exhibit 219, U.S. Patent No. 6,496,8671 vs. Claims of the ‘211 Patent2

0533 Exhibit 22o, U.S. Patent No. 6,496,867' vs. Claims of the '504 Patentz

D534 Exhibit 221, RFC 2486, RFC 2661, RFC 2401, and Internet-Draft, “Secure Remote Access with
L2TP"1 vs. Claims of the '151 Patent2

 
U1 0) _n

 
  

D535 Exhibit 222, U.S. Patent No. 6,557,0371 vs. Claims of the ‘211 Patent2

 
0536 Exhibit 223, U.S. Patent No. 6,557,0371 vs. Claims of the ‘504 Patent2

0537 Exhibit 224, RFC 2230, Key Exchange Delegation Record for the DNS1 vs. Claims of the ‘135
Patent2

D538 Exhibit2225, RFC 2230, Key Exchange Delegation Record for the DNS1 vs. Claims of the '151 -Patent

-D539 Exhibit Cisco-1, Cisco’s Prior Art Systems1 vs. Claims of the '135 Patent
-0540 Exhibit Cisco-2, Cisco’s Prior Art Systems1 vs. Claims of the ‘1 51 Patent

-0542 Exhibit Cisco—4, Cisco's Prior Art Systems1 vs. Claims of the ‘211 Patent -
-0543 Exhibit Cisco-5, Cisco’s Prior Alt Systems1 vs. Claims of the ‘504 Patent -
-0544 Exhibit Cisco-6, Cisco's Prior Alt Systems1 vs. Claims of the ‘759 Patent -
- -Exhibit Cisco-7, Cisco's Prior Alt PIX System1 vs. Claims of the ‘759 Patent
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0548 Exhibit 8: Certificate of Service to Request For Inter Partes Reexamination Under 35 U.S.C. § 311
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Exhibit B: Certificate of Service to Request For Inter Partes Reexamination Under 35 U.S.C. § 311
(Patent No. 7,490,151)
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Exhibit 02: Claim Chart Aventail Autosocks (Patent No. 7,490,151)

D558 Exhibit C3: Claim Chart Aventail AutoSOCKS (Patent No. 6,502,135)

0559 Exhibit C3 Claim Chart BinGO (Patent No. 7,490 151)

0560 Exhibit 0-3: Provisional Application 60/137,704
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0561 Exhibit C4: Claim Chart Wang (Patent No 6 502 135)

0562 ExhibitC4 Claim Chart Beser(Patent No 7,490,151)

D563 Exhibit C5: Claim Chart Beser (Patent No 6502135)

Exhibit 05: Claim Chart Wang (Patent No. 7,490,151)

0565 Exhibit C6: Claim Chart BinGO (Patent No. 6,502,135)

0566 Exhibit D. Memorandum Opinion in VirnetX v. Microsoft.

0567

D568

0569

 
  
    

  
Exhibit D-1: Takahiro Kiuchi and Shigekoto Kaihara, “C-HTTP — The Development of a Secure,
Closed HPPT-Based Network on the Internet," Published in the Proceedings of SNDSS 1996.

 
 
 Exhibit D-10: D.E. Denning and GM. Sacco, “Time-stamps in Key Distribution Protocols,"

Communications of the ACM, Vol. 24, N8, pp. 533-536. August 1981.

Exhibit D-11: C.l. Dalton and J.F. Griffin, "Applying Military Grade Security to the lntemet,”
Proceedings of the 8th Joint European Networking Conference (JENC 8), (May 12-15 1997).
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D570 Exhibit D-12: Steven M. Bellovin and Michael Merritt, "Encrypted Key Exchange: Password-Based
protocols Secure against Dictionary Attacks," 1992 |EEE Symposium on Security and Privacy
(1992).

-0571 Exhibit D-2: Copy ofU.S. Pat. No. 5,898,830
D572 Exhibit D—3: Eduardo Solana and JiJrgen Harms, "Flexible Internet Secure Transactions Based on

Collaborative Domains,", Security Protocols Workshop 1997, pp. 37-51.

9573 Exhibit D-4: Copy ofU.S. Pat. No. 6,119,234

D574 Exhibit D-5: Jeff Sedayao, “’Mosaic Will Kill My Network!’ — Studying Network Traffic Patterns of
Mosaic Use,” in Electron. Proc. 2nd World Wide Web Conf.’94: Mosaic and the Web, Chicago, IL,
Oct. 1994.

 

  
 

  
  

 

 

 
 

 
  

  
  

Exhibit D-6: M. Luby Juels and R. Ostrovsky, “Security of Blind Digital Signatures,” Crypto '97,
LNCS 1294, pages 150-164, Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1997.

D575

Exhibit D-8: David M. Martin, “A Framework for Local Anonymity in the Internet," Technical Report.
Boston University, Boston, MA, USA (Feb 21, 1998).

Exhibit D-9: Copy of US. Pat. No. 7,764,231

D576 
D577

D578 Exhibit E-1: Claim Charts Applying Kiuchi and Other References to Claims of the ‘135 Patent.

D579 Exhibit E1: Declaration of Chris Hopen (Patent No. 6,502,135)

D580 Exhibit E1: Declaration of Chris Hopen (Patent No. 7,490,151)

D581 Exhibit E-2: Claim Charts Applying Wesinger and Other References to Claims of the ‘135 Patent.

D582 Exhibit E2: Declaration of Michael Fratto (Patent No.6,502,135)

D583 Exhibit E2: Declaration of Michael Fratto (Patent No. 7,490,151)

D584 Exhibit E-3: Claim Charts Applying Solana and Other References to Claims of the ‘135 Patent.

D585 Exhibit E3: Declaration of James Chester (Patent No. 6,502,135)

D586 Exhibit E3: Declaration of James Chester (Patent No. 7,490,151)

D587 Exhibit E-4: Claim Charts Applying Aziz and Other References to Claims of the ‘135 Patent.

--Exhibit x1: Aventail Connect Administrator’s Guide v3.1/v2.6., PP 1-20 (1996-1999)
--Exhibit x10: Copy ofU.S. Patent No. 4,885,778
-m Exhibit x11: Copy ofU.S. Patent No. 6,615,357
--Exhibit x2: Aventail Connect Administrator’s Guide v3.01/v2.51., PP 1-116 (1996-1999)
- 9592 Exhibit x3: Aventail AutoSOCKS Administration & User's Guide v2.1 ., PP 1-70 (1996-1999)

-

 

 
Exhibit X4: Reed et al., ”Proxies for Anonymous Routine," 12th Annuary Computer Security
Applications Conference, San Diego, CA, December -9-13, pp 1-10 (1996).
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D594 Exhibit X5: Wang, The Broadband Forum Technical Report, "TR-025 — Core Network Architecture
Recommendations for Access to Legacy Data Networks over ADSL," lssue 1.0: pp. 1-24 , v1.0
(1999).

D595 Exhibit X6: Copy of US. Patent No. 6,496,867

D596 Exhibit X7: BinGO! User's Guide incorporating by Reference BinGO! Extended Feature Reference.

  

    

 
 

  D597 Exhibit X7: Kent et al., “Security Architecture for the Internet Protocol, “ Network Working Group
Request for Comments (RFC) 2401, pp 1-70 (1998).

D598 Exhibit X8: Copy of US. Patent No. 6,182,141

-0599 Exhibit x9: BinGO! User’s Guide v1.6 (1999).
- D600 Exhibit Y1: Aventail Extranet Server 3.0 Administrator's Guide.

-D501 Exhibit v10: Hanks, 8., et al., RFC1701,“Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE)," 1994, Is

 

 

 

Accessbile at http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc1701.txt.

-D602 ExhibitY10: Socolofsky, T. et al., RFC 1180, “A TCP/IP Tutorial," January 1991.
-D503 ExhibitY11: Simpson,W., editor, RFC 1661,“The Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP)," July1994.

D604 Exhibit Y1 1: Simpson, W., RFC1994, “PPP Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol (CHAP),"
1996, http://www.ietf.org/rdc/rfc1994.txt.

-D505 Exhibit Y12: Meyer, (3., RFC 1968, “The PPP Encryption Control Protocol (ECP)," June 1996.
D606 Exhibit Y12: Perkins, D., RFC1171, “The Point-To-Point Protocol for the Transmission of Multi-

Protocoi Datagrams over Point-To-Point Links," 1990, Is Accessible at
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc1171.txt.

0507 Exhibit Y13: Kummert, H., RFC 2420, “The PPP Triple-DES Encryption Protocol (3DESE),"
September, 1998.

-D608 ExhibitY14: Townsley, W.M., eta|., RFC 2661, “LayerTwo Tunneling Protocol ‘L2TP‘," August1999.

-D509 ExhibitY15: Pall, G.s., RFC 2118, “Microsoft Point-To-Point Encryption (MPPE) Protocol," March1997.

m Exhibit Y16: Gross, (3.. et al., RFC 2364, “PPP Over AAL5,” Juiy1998.
D611 Exhibit Y17: Srisuresh, P., RFC 2663, “IP Network Address Translator (NAT) Terminology and 

 

Considerations," August 1999.

July 1993.

D613 Exhibit Y2: Goldschlag et al., “Hiding Routing Information" (1996).

m Exhibit Y3: Copy of us. Patent No. 5,950,519
D615

D612 Exhibit Y18: Heinanen. J., RFC 1483, “Muitiprotocol Encapsulation Over ATM Adaptation Layer 5,"

 Exhibit Y4: Ferguson, P. and Huston, G., “What Is a VPN", The Internet Protocol Journal, Vol 1.,
No. 1 (June 1998 (“Ferguson").

Exhibit Y5: Mockapetris, P., RFC 1034, "Domain Names — Concepts and Facilities," November
1987 (“RFC1034”).
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D617 Exhibit Y6: Mockapetris, P., RFC 1035, “Domain Names — Implementation and Specification,"
November 1987 (“RFC1035”).

-0618 Exhibit Y8: Fielding, R., et aI., RFC 2068, "Hypertext Transfer Protocol — HTTP/1.1," January 1997.
D619 Exhibit Y8: Woodburn, RA, et aI., RFC1241, “A Scheme for an Internet Encapsulation Protocol:

Version 1," 1991.

-0620 Exhibit Y9: Leech, M., et al., RFC 1928, “Socks Protocol Version 5," March 1996.
D621 Exhibit Y9: Simpson, W., RFC1853, “IP in IP Tunneling," 1995, Is Accessible at

http://ww.ietf.org/rfc/rfc1583.txt.

D622 Form PTO/SB/42, Listing Each Patent and Printed Publication Relied Upon to Provide a Substantial
New Question of Patentability (Patent No. 6,502,135)

D623 Form PTO/SB/42, Listing Each Patent and Printed Publication Relied Upon to Provide a Substantial
New Question of Patentability (Patent No. 7,490,151)

-D624 Request for Inter Partes Reexamination (Patent No. 6,502,135)
-0625 Request for Inter Partes Reexamination Transmittal Form (PTO/SB/58) (Patent No. 6,502,135)
-0626 Request for Inter Partes Reexamination Transmittal Form (PTO/SB/58) (Patent No. 7,490,151)

D627 Request for Inter Partes Reexamination Under 35 U.S.C. § 311 (Patent No. 6,502,135)
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0628 Request for Inter Partes Reexamination Under 35 U.S.C. § 311 (Patent No. 7,490,151)

D629 Transmittal Letter (Patent No. 6,502,135)

D630 Transmittal Letter (Patent No. 7,490,151)

D631 JOint Claim Construction and Prehearing Statement

D632

-D633 Exhibit B: Disputed Claim Terms; P.R. 4-3 Joint Claim Construction and Prehearing Statement
-D634 Exhibit C; VirnetX's Proposed Construction of CIaim Terms and Supporting Evidence

0535 Exhibit D; Defendants' Intrinsic and Extrinsic Support; P.R. 4-3 Joint Claim Construction and
Prehearing Statement

-0536 File History of US. Patent 6,839,759
D637 Exhibit 8-4; VirnetX, Inc. v. Microsoft Corp., Case No. 6:07-cv-80, Microsoft's Motion for Partial

Summary Judgment of Invalidity of US. Patent No. 6,839,759 (E.D. Tex. Dec. 18, 2009)

D638 Exhibit 0-2; Kent et aI., "Security Architecture for the Internet Protocol," lntemet Engineering Task
Force, Internet Draft, (Feb. 1998)

D639 Exhibit 0-3; Aziz et al., US. Patent 5,548,646 to Aziz et al., "System for Signatureless Transmission-

Exhibit A: Agreed Upon Terms; P.R. 4-3 Joint Claims Construction and Prehearing Statement

 

 

 
 

and Reception of Data Packets Between Computer Networks," Filed Sept. 15, 1994 and issued Aug.
20. 1996 
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Applications on a Computer on an as needed basis, Filed on October 28, 1996 and Issued
September 28, 1999

Exhibit D-8; Barlow; US. Patent 5,204,961 to Barlow, “Computer Network Operating with Multilevel
Hierarchical Security with Selectable Common Trust Realms and Corresponding Security

 
 

Protocols," Filed on June 25, 1990 and Issued April 20, 1993

D642 Exhibit D-12; RFC 1122, Braden, “Requirements for Internet Hosts — Communication Layers," RFC
1122 (Oct. 1989)

D643 Exhibit D-13; RFC 791; Information Sciences Institute, “Internet Protocol," DARPA Internet Program
Specification RFC 791 (Sept. 1981)

D644 Exhibit D-14; Caronni et aI., “SKIP — Securing the Internet," 5th International Workshops on
Enabling Technologies: Infrastructure for Collaborative Enterprises (WET ICE '96) (June 19-21,
1996)

0545 Exhibit D-15; Maughan et aI., “Internet Security Association and Key Management Protocol
(ISAKMP), " IPSEC Work Group Draft (July 26, 1997)

-D646 Exhibit E-1; Claim Charts Applying Kiuchi as a Primary Reference to the ‘759 Patent. 
-0647 Exhibit E 2 Claim Charts Applying Kent as a Primary Reference to the ‘759 Patent
- 0648 Exhibit E-3 Claim Charts Applying Azrz as a anary Reference to the ‘759 Patent

0649 Exhibit E-4; Claim Charts Applying Kent in view of Caronni as a Primary Combination of References
to the ‘759 Patent

-0650 Exhibit D-5; Edwards et aI., “High Security Web Servers and Gateways," Computer Networks and

   
 

   
ISDN System 29, pages 927-938 (Sept. 1997)

0651 Exhibit D-10; Lee et al., “Hypertext Transfer Protocol — HTTP/1.0," RFC 1945 (May 1996)

-0652 Exhibit E-3; Claim Charts Applying Blum to Claims of the '151 Patent
9653 Exhibit 3-1, File History of us. Patent 7,490,151

0654

0655 Exhibit E-2, Claim Charts Applying Wesinger, and Wesinger and Martin to Claims of the ‘151 Patent

0656 Exhibit E-4, Claim Charts Applying Aziz and Edwards, and Aziz, Edwards, and Martin to Claims of
the ‘151 Patent

 

 Exhibit E-1, Claim Charts Applying Kiuchi, and Kiuchi and Martin to Claims of the ‘151 Patent

 
Claims of the ‘151 Patent

0658 VirnetX Inc., V. Mitel Networks Corp.; Defendants' Joint Invalidity Contentions

-0659 Exhibit 37, RFC 26611 vs. Claims of the “135 Patent 2
-0660 Exhibit 38, RFC 2661‘ vs. Claims of the ‘211 Patent 2
- ‘

D657 Exhibit E-6, Claim Charts Applying Wesinger and Edwards, and Wesinger, Edwards, and Martin to

 
 
 

 
  

0661 Exhibit 39, RFC 2661 vs. Claims of the “504 Patent 2

D662 Exhibit 40, SecureConnect1 vs. Claims of the ‘135 Patent 2
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-0663
-
-0665
- 0666 Exhibit 44, SFS-HTTP‘ vs. Claims ofthe 1211 Patent2
-0667
-0668
- 0669

- 1
-
-
-
-

 

0670 Exhibit 48 US‘8831vs Claims of the ‘504 Patent2

0671 Exhibit 49 Chuah1 vs. Claims of the 1135 Patent2

0672 Exhibit 50, Chuah1 vs. Claims of the 1211 Patent 2

D673 Exhibit 51, Chuah1 vs. Claims of the 1504 Patent2

0674 Exhibit 52, us. ‘6481 vs. Claims of the 1135 Patent 2

0675 Exhibit 53, U.S. ‘6481vs. Claims of the ‘211 Patent 2

 

 ___
_
- , 1
- . 1
- - 1
_
_
_
_

-

 D687 Exhibit 68, RFC 2486 vs Claims of the ‘211 Patent2  0688 Exhibit 69, RFC 24861 vs. Claims of the 1504 Patent 2
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Victor Larson

0689 Exhibit 70 Understanding lPSec1 vs. Claims of the ‘135 Patent 2-
--Exhibit 71, Understanding lPSec1 vs. Claims of the ‘211 Patent 2
--Exhibit 72, Understanding iPSec1 vs. Claims of the ‘504 Patent 2
--Exhibit 73, US ‘8201 vs. Claims of the ‘135 Patent 2
--Exhibit 74, us “820‘ vs. Claims of the ‘211 Patent 2
--Exhibit 75, us ‘8201 vs. Claims of the ‘504 Patent 2
--Exhibit 76, us “019‘ vs. Claims of the ‘211 Patent 2

Exhibit 77, us ‘019‘ vs. Claims of the '504 Patent 2

0697 Exhibit 78, us ‘049‘ vs. Claims of the ‘135 Patent 2  
 

0698 Exhibit 79, us '049‘ vs. Claims of the ‘211 Patent 2

0699 Exhibit 80, us ‘049‘ vs. Claims of the '504 Patent 2

-D700 Exhibit81, us '748‘vs. Claims ofthe ‘135 Patent2
D701 Exhibit 82, us '261‘ vs. Claims of the ‘135 Patent 2  

 
  

D702 Exhibit 83, us ‘261‘ vs. Claims of the ‘211 Patent 2

D703 Exhibit 84, US ‘2611 vs. Claims of the ‘504 Patent 2

iNoN mxEE.. 099° C (D 05 N —l <E” QE.3a) O_. .. 2' (‘D J m 01 'U m .. (‘D D ..
M

D709 Exhibit 90, US “6711 vs. Claims of the ‘504 Patent 2

U \l _L o- Exhibit 91, JP ‘704‘ vs. Claims of the ‘135 Patent 2
Exhibit 92, JP ‘704‘ vs. Claims of the '211 Patent 2U N _L _L

D712 Exhibit 93, JP ‘704‘ vs. Claims of the ‘504 Patent 2

D713 Exhibit 94, GB ‘8411 vs. Claims of the ‘135 Patent 2

iNoco m Xa:g... co5° C (I) 0'5 N d <.U’ Q9.3tn o_. .. :r m N- d d 'U m ... CD 3...
N

D714 Exhibit 95, GB “8411 vs. Claims of the ‘211 Patent 2
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--Exhibit 96, GB ‘841‘vs. Claims of the “504 Patent 2
D716 Exhibit 97, us ‘318‘ vs. Claims of the '135 Patent 2

D717 Exhibit 98, us ‘318‘ vs. Claims of the '211 Patent 2

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

D721 Exhibit 102, Nikkei1 vs. Claims of the ‘211 Patent 2

D722 Exhibit 103, Nikkei1 vs. Claims of the ‘504 Patent 2

D723 Exhibit 104, SpeCIal Anthology1 vs. Claims of the ‘135 Patent 2

D724 Exhibit 106-A, Gauntlet System1 vs. Claims of the ‘135 Patent 2

-D725 Exhibit109-A, Gauntlet System1 vs. Claims ofthe '211 Patentz
D726 Exhibit 110-A, Gauntlet System1 vs. Claims of the ‘504 Patent 2

_
_
_
_
_
_
_

- . -
- , -
-

1

D737 Exhibit 137 Schulzrinne1 vs. Claims of the‘135 (Final) Patent2

D738 Exhibit 140 Schulzrinne1 vs. Claims of the ‘211 Patent2
1

D739 Exhibit 141 Schulzrinne vs Claims of the “504 Patent2

D740 Exhibit 143, Solana1 vs Claims of the ‘135 Patent 2
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D746 Exhibit 168, Aziz1 vs. Claims of the '135 Patent 2
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D747 Exhibit 171, 0.3. ‘234‘ vs. Claims of the “211 Patent 2

D748 Exhibit 172, Aziz1 vs. Claims of the ‘504 Patent 2

D749 Exhibit 175, Valencia1 vs. Claims of the ‘135 Patent 2

D750 Exhibit 178, Valencia1 vs. Claims of the ‘211 Patent 2

D751 Exhibit 179, Valencia1 vs. Claims of the ‘504 Patent 2

D752 Exhibit 181, Davison1 vs. Claims of the ‘135 Patent 2

D753 Exhibit 184, Davison1 vs. Claims of the ‘211 Patent2

D754 Exhibit 135, Davison‘ vs. Claims of the ‘504 Patent 2

D755 Exhibit 200, BinGO! User's Guide/Extended Features Reference1 vs. Claims of the ‘135 Patent 2

 
Exhibit 2203. Broadband Forum Technical Report TR-025 (Issue 1.0/5.0)1 vs. Claims of the ‘135 'Patent

D757 Exhibit 2206, RFC 2230, Key Exchange Delegation Record for the DNS1 vs. Claims of the '211Patent

Exhibit 2207, RFC 2230, Key Exchange Delegation Record for the DNS1 vs. Claims of the ‘504Patent

Exhibit 208,2RFC 2538, Storing Certificates in the Domain Name System (DNS)1 vs. Claims of the‘211 Patent

D760 Exhibit 209, RFC 2538, Storing Certificates in the Domain Name System (DNS)1 vs. Claims of the
‘504 Patent 2

D761 Exhibit 212, RFC 2486, RFC 2661, RFC 2401 and lntemet—Draft, “Secure Remote Access with
L2TP" vs. Claims of the ‘135 Patent 2

D762 2Exhibit 218, US. Patent No. 6,496,867 in combination with RFC 2401'1 vs. Claims of the '135 Patent

D756

D758

D759 

 

 

 
 D763 Exhibit 219, US. Patent No. 6,496,8671 vs. Claims of the ‘211 Patent2

D764 Exhibit 220, US. Patent No. 6,496,8671 vs. Claims of the ‘504 Patent 2

D765 Exhibit 222, US. Patent No. 6,557,0371 vs. Claims of the ‘211 Patent 2  
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D766 Exhibit 223, US. Patent No. 6,557,0371 vs. Claims of the ‘504 Patent 2

  
 

D767 Exhibit 2224, RFC 2230, Key Exchange Delegation Record for the DNS1 vs. Claims of the ‘135Patent

Exhibit 228, us. 588‘ vs. Claims of the '21 1 Patent 2 (Final)

-

-
-

Exhibit 229, us. 588‘ vs. Claims of the ‘504 Patent 2(Final) -
-_-

Exhibit 231, Microsoft VPN‘ vs. Claims of the “211 Patent 2 (Final) -
Exhibit XX, Microsoft VPN1 vs. Claims of the '504 Patent2 -
Exhibit Cisco-1, Cisco’s Prior Art System1 vs. Claims of the ‘135 Patent2 -
Exhibit Cisco-4, Cisco's Prior Art System1 vs. Claims of the ‘211 Patent2 -

D775 Exhibit Cisco-5, Cisco's Prior Art System1 vs. Claims of the ‘504 Patent2

D776 Exhibit 225, us '037‘ vs. Claims of the '135 Patentz

 D777 Exhibit 226, lTU-T Standardization Activities1 vs. Claims of the ‘135 Patent2

D778 Exhibit 227, us ‘393‘ vs. Claims of the ‘135 Patent2

D779 Exhibit 233, The Miller Application1 vs. Claim 13 of the ‘135 Patent2

-D781 Exhibit 235, Microsoft VPN‘ vs. Claims of the ‘504 Patent2 -
D782 Exhibit 1, IETF RFC 2065: Domain Name System Security Extensions; published January 19971 vs.

Claims of the '211 Patent2

  Exhibit 234, Aventail Connect 3.1/2.6 Administrator’s Guide (“Aventail Connect")1 vs. Claims of the
‘504 Patent2

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 
D783 Exhibit 2, IETF RFC 2065: Domain Name System Security Extensions; published January 19971 vs.

Claims of the ‘504 Patent2

D784 Exhibit 3, RFC 2543‘ vs. Claims of the ‘135 Patent2

 

Exhibit 4, RFC 2543‘ vs. Claims of the '211 Patent2

Exhibit 5, RFC 2543‘ vs. Claims of the ‘504 Patent2

Exhibit 6, SIP Draft v.2‘ vs. Claims of the '135 Patent2

Exhibit 7, SIP Draft v.2‘ vs. Claims of the '211 Patent2

D789 Exhibit 8, SIP Draft v.21 vs. Claims of the '504 Patent2

D790 Exhibit 9, H.323‘ vs. Claims of the ‘135 Patent2
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D791 Exhibit 10, H.3231 vs. Claims of the ‘211 Patentz

D792 Exhibit 11, H.3231 vs. Claims of the ‘504 Patentz

  
D793 Exhibit 12, SSL 3.01 vs. Claims of the '135 Patentz

D794 Exhibit 13, SSL 3.01 vs. Claims of the ‘211 Patentz

-

-
-
-
-

-
-
-
-

D802 Exhibit 23, iPass1 vs. Claims of the '504 Patentz

D803 Exhibit 24, US. Patent No. 6,453,034 (‘034 Patent") vs. Claims of the 135 Patent1

0804 Exhibit 25, US. Patent No. 6,453,034 (‘034 Patent") vs. Claims of the 211 Patent1

--Exhibit 27, us. Patent No. 6,223,287 (“287 Patent") vs. Claims of the 135 Patent‘
--Exhibit 28, us. Patent No. 6,223,287 (“287 Patent”) vs. Claims of the 211 Patent1
_
- 0809 Exhibit 35, RFC 1928 vs Claims of the ‘211 Patent2

1 .

Exhibit 36 RFC 1928‘vs. Claims of the ‘504 Patent?

1 .

Exhibit 106 Gaunlet System and Gaunlet References‘ vs. Claims of the ‘135 Patent2

1 .

-0812 Exhibit109 Gaunlet System and Gaunlet References vs Claims of the ‘211 Patentz
-0813 Exhibit 110 Gaunlet System vs Claims of the ‘504 Patent2
 

 
0814 Exhibit 130, Ovewlew of Access VPNs and Tunneling Technologies (“OvervieVlf’)1 vs. Claims of the

‘135 Patent2

815 Exhibit 133t,ZOverview of Access VPNs and Tunneling Technologies (“Overvielllr”)1 vs. Claims of the‘211 Paten
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Exhibit 134, Overview of Access VPNs and Tunneling Technologies (“Overview")1 vs. Claims of the
'504 Patent2

 
816

1 .

9821 Exhibit 165 Wesinger1 vs. Claims of the ‘211 Patentz

D822 Exhibit 166 Wesmger1 vs. Claims of the ‘504 Patent2 I

D823 Exhibit 187, AutoSOCKS v2.11 vs. Claims of the ‘135 Patent2

9824 Exhibit 191, Aventail Connect 3.01/2.51 (“Aventail Connect”)1 vs. Claims of the ‘135 Patent2

Exhibit 195. Aventail Connect 3.1/2.6 Administrator’s Guide '(“Aventail Connect")1 vs. Claims of theD825 ‘135 Patent2

D826 Exhibit 204, Domain Name System (DNS) Security vs Claims of the ‘211 Patent2

D827 Exhibit 205, Domain Name System (DNS) Security1 (“DNS Security") vs. Claims of the ‘504 Patent2 -
0828 Exhibit 210, Lendenmann1 vs. Claims of the “211 Patent2 -
0829 Exhibit 211, Lendenmann‘ vs. Claims of the ‘504 Patent2 -
D830 Exhibit 213. U.S. Patent No. 7,100,195 in combination with RFC 2401 and U.S. Patent No. 6,496,8671 vs. Claims of the ‘135 Patent2

D836 Exhibit B3, File History of Reexamination Control No. 95/001,270, Reexamination of U.S. 7.188,180
requested by Microsoft Corp 
 Exhibit D1, “Lendenmann”: Rolf Lendenman, Understanding OSF DCE 1.1 For AIX and 08/2, IBM 

 
 

D839 Exhibit DB, RFC 793; Information Sciences Institute, “Transmission Control Protocol,” DARPA
Internet Program Specification RFC 793 (Sept. 1981)

Exhibit 07, “Schimpf‘; Brian C. Schimpf, “Securing Web Access with DCE," Presented at Network
and Distributed System Security (Feb. 10-11, 1997)
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-0841 Exhibit D8, “Rosenberry"; Ward Rosenberry, David Kenney, and Gerry Fisher, Understanding DCE(1993)

D842 Exhibit D9, Masys; Daniel R. Masys & Dixie B. Baker, “Protecting Clinical Data on Web Client
Computers: The PCASSO Approach," Proceedings of the AMIA '98 Annual Symposium, Orlando,
Florida (Nov. 7-11, 1998)

-D843 Exhibit E1, Claim Charts Applying Lendenmann as a Primary Reference to the ‘180 Patent.
D844 Exhibit E2, Claim Charts Applying Kiuchi as a Primary Reference to the ‘180 Patent

  

    
  
 
 

Victor Larson

 
 

  

  
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

D845 Exhibit E3, Claim Charts Applying Solana as a Primary Reference to the ‘180 Patent

0846 Exhibit E4, Claim Charts Applying Schimpf and Rosenberry as a Primary Reference to the ‘180
,Patent

D847 Request for Inter Partes Reexamination of Patent No. 7,188,180

D848 Modified PTO Form 1449

D849 Request for Inter Partes Reexamination Transmittal Form No. 7,188,180

D850 Exhibit A; US. Patent 7,921,211 with Terminal Disclaimer

D851 Exhibit B, Certificate of Service to Request For Inter Partes Reexamination Under 35 U.S.C. § 311
(Patent No. 7,921 ,21 1)

D852
Exhibit C1, Claim Chart — USP 7,921,211 Relative to Solana, Alone and in Conjunction with RFC
920, Reed and Beser

0853 Exhibit C2, Claim Chart — USP 7,921,211 Relative to Solana in view of RFC 2504 and Further in
conjunction with RFC 920, Reed, and Beser

0854 Exhibit C3, Claim Chart — USP 7,921,211 Relative to Provino, Alone and in Conjunction with RFC
920, Reed, and Beser)

D855 Exhibit C4, Claim Chart — USP 7,921,211 Relative to Provino in view of RFC 2230 and Further in
Conjunction with RFC 920, Reed and Beser

D856 Exhibit C5, Claim Chart — USP 7,921,211 Relative to Provino in view of RFC 2504 and in Further
Conjunction with RFC 920, Reed and Beser

D857 Exhibit C6, Claim Chart - USP 7,921,211 Relative to Beser, Alone and in Conjunction with RFC
920, RFC 2401, and Reed

D858 Exhibit C7, Claim Chart — USP 7,921,211 Relative to RFC 2230, Alone and in Conjunction with RFC
920, RFC 2401, Reed, and Beser

0859 Exhibit C8, Claim Chart — USP 7,921,211 Relative to RFC 2538, Alone and in Conjunction with RFC
920, RFC 2401, Reed, Beser, and RFC 2065

D860 Exhibit D1, Asserted Claim and Infringement Contentions by Plaintiff VirnetX, Inc. in VimetX, Inc. v.
Cisco Systems, Inc., Apple Inc., Aastra Technologies Ltd, NEC Corporation, NEC Corporation of

 

 

America and Aastra USA, Inc., Civ. Act 6:2010cv00417 (E.D. Tex)

D861 Exhibit D2, Asserted Claims and Infringement Contentions by Plaintiff VirnetX, Inc. against Apple
based on 7,921,211 Patent

-0862 Exhibit X1, Solana, E. et aI. "Flexible Internet Secure Transactions Based on CollaborativeDomains"
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Exhibit X2, US. Patent 6,557,037D863

D864 Exhibit X4, Atkinson, R., IETF RFC 2230, “Key Exchange Delegation Record for the DNS"
(November 1997)

Exhibit X6, Kent. et aI., IETF RFC 2401, “Security Architecture for the Internet Protocol" (November0865
1998) Is Accessible at: http://www.ietf.org/rfclrfc2401.txt

Exhibit X7, Eastlake, D. et aI., IETF RFC 2065, “Domain Name System Security Extensions” D866

(January 1997) Is Accessible at: http://www.ietf.org/rfclrfc2065.txt

Exhibit X9, Guttman, E. et aI., IETF RFC 2504, “Users' Security Handbook" (February 1999) Is0867
Accessible At: http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2504.txt 

D868 Exhibit Y3, Braden, R., RFC 1123, "Requirements for Internet Hosts — Application and Support,”
October 1989 ("RFC1123").

Exhibit Y4, Atkinson, R., RFC 1825, “Security Architecture for the Internet Protocol (August 1995) Is
Accessible At: http://www.ietf.org/rfclrfc1825.txt

Exhibit Y5, Housley, R. et aI., RFC 2459, “Internet X.509 Public Key Infrastructure Certificate and
CRL Profile” (January 1999) Is accessible At: http://www.ietf.org/rfclrfc2459.txt

0871 ExhibitA, u.s. Patent 7,418,504

D872 Exhibit B, Certificate of Service to Request For Inter Partes Reexamination Under 35 U.S.C. § 311
(Patent No. 7,418,504)

0873 Exhibit C1, Claim Chart — USP 7,418,504 Relative to Solana, Alone and in Conjunction with RFC
920, Reed, and Beser

0874 Exhibit C2, Claim Chart — USP 7,418,504 Relative to Solana in view of RFC 2504 and Further in
Conjunction with RFC 920, Reed, and Beser p

-0875 Exhibit c3, Claim Chart — USP 7,418,504 Relative to Provino, Alone and in Conjunction with RFC

0869

0870   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 920, Reed, and Beser

D876 Exhibit C4, Claim Chart — USP 7,418,504 Relative to Provino in View of RFC 2230 and Further in
Conjunction with RFC 920, Reed and Beser

0877 Exhibit CS, Claim Chart — USP 7,418,504 Relative to Provino in View of RFC 2504 and in Further
Conjunction with RFC 920, Reed, and Beser

DB78 Exhibit C6, Claim Chart — USP 7,418,504 Relative to Beser, Alone and in Conjunction with RFC
920, RFC 2401, and Reed

0379 Exhibit C7, Claim Chart — USP 7,418,504 Relative to RFC 2230, Alone and in Conjunction with RFC
920. RFC 2401, Reed, and Beser

0880 Exhibit C8, Claim Chart — USP 7.418.504 Relative to RFC 2538, Alone and in Conjunction with RFC
920, RFC 2401, Reed, Beser, and RFC 2065

0881 Exhibit D1, Asserted Claims and Infringement Contentions by Plaintiff VirnetX Inc. in VimetX, Inc. v.
Cisco Systems, Inc., App/ce, Inc, Aastra Technologies Ltd., NEC Corporation, NEC Corporation of
America and Aastra USA, Inc., Civ. Act. 6:2010cv00417 (E.D. Tex)

Exhibit 02, Asserted Claims and Infringement Contentions by Plaintiff VirnetX Inc. against Apple Inc.
Based on the 7,418,504

0883 Exhibit X5, Eastlake, D., et aI., IETF RFC 2538, “Storing Certificates in the Domain Name System
(DNS)" (March 1999)

Exhibit X6, Kent, S. IETF RFC 2401, “Security Architecture for the Internet Protocol.
(November1998) http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2401.txt
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D885 Exhibit X8, Postel, J. et al., IETF RFC 920, “Domain Requirements" (October 1984) Is Accessible at

 

 

 
 

 

  http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc920.txt

D886 Exhibit X10, Reed, M. et aI. “Proxies for Anonymous Routing," 12th Annual Computer Security
Applications Conference, San Diego, CA, Dec. 9-13, 1996.

D887 Request for Inter Partes Reexamination Transmittal form

D888 Transmittal Letter '

 
 

D889 Request for Inter Partes Reexamination Under 35 U.S.C. § 311

 
 

Exhibit 0-7, “Thomas": Brian Thomas, “Recipe for E-Commerce, IEEE lntemet Computing, (Nov.-
Dec. 1997)

Exhibit 0-9, “Kent ll": Stephen Kent & Randall Atkinson, “IP Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP),"
Internet Engineering Task Force, Internet Draft (Feb. 1998)

Exhibit C1, Claim Chart — USP 7,921,211 Relative to Solana, Alone and in Conjunction with RFC
920, Reed and Beser (Came from Inval. Cisco did 11/18/11)

Exhibit C2, Claim Chart — USP 7,921,211 Relative to Solana in View of RFC 2504 and Further in

Conjunction with RFC 920, Reed, and Beser

Exhibit C3, Claim Chart — USP 7,921,211 Relative to Provino, Alone and in Conjunction with RFC
920, Reed, and Beser

Exhibit C4, Claim Chart — USP 7,921,211 Relative to Provino in View of RFC 2230 and Further in
Conjunction with RFC 920, Reed and Beser

D896 Exhibit C5, Claim Chart — USP 7,921,211 Relative to Provino in View of RFC 2504 and in Further
Conjunction with RFC 920, Reed and Beser

D897 Exhibit CG, Claim Chart — USP 7,921,211 Relative to Beser, Alone and in Conjunction with RFC
920, RFC 2401, and Reed

D898 Exhibit C7, Claim Chart — USP 7,921,211 Relative to RFC 2230, Alone and in Conjunction with RFC

D890

 

 D891

D892

D893

D894

D895 
920, Reed, and Beser

D899 Exhibit C8, Claim Chart — USP 7,921,211 Relative to RFC 2538, Alone and in Conjunction with RFC
920, RFC 2401, Reed, Beser, and RFC 2065

0900 211 Request for Inter Partes Reexamination

0901 Exhibit C1, Claim Chart — USP 7,418,504 Relative to Solana, Alone and in Conjunction with RFC

 
920, Reed and Beser

0902 Exhibit C2, Claim Chart — USP 7,418,504 Relative to Solana in View of RFC 2504 and Further in
Conjunction with RFC 920, Reed, and Beser

0903 Exhibit C3, Claim Chart - USP 7,418,504 Relative to Provino, Alone and in Conjunction with RFC
920, Reed, and Beser

0904 Exhibit C5, Claim Chart — USP 7,418,504 Relative to Provino in View of RFC 2504 and in Further

 

Conjunction with RFC 920, Reed and Beser

m Exhibit 06, usp 7,418,504 Relative to Beser, Alone and in Conjunction with RFC 920, RFC 2401,and Reed

0906   
 

Exhibit C7, Claim Chart — USP 7,418,504 Relative to RFC 2230, Alone and in Conjunction with RFC
920, RFC 2401, Reed, and Beser
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090-, Exhibit C8, Claim Chart - USP 7,418,504 Relative to RFC 2538, Alone and in Conjunction with RFC

 

 
 920, RFC 2401, Reed, Beser, and RFC 2065

0908 504 Request for Inter Partes Reexamination

0909 Defendants’ Supplemental Joint lnvalidity Contentions

Exhibit 226, Securing Web Access with DCE1 vs. Claims of the '135 Patent2

Exhibit 227, Securing Web Access with DCE1 vs. Claims of the ‘151 Patent2

Exhibit 228, Understanding OSF DCE 1.1 for AIX and 08/21 vs. Claims of the ‘135 Patent2

13 Exhibit 229, Understanding OSF DCE 1.1 for AIX and 08/21 vs. Claims of the ‘151 Patent20to

0914 Exhibit 230, Understanding OSF DCE 1.1 for AIX and 08/21 vs. Claims of the ‘180 Patent2

0915 Exhibit 231, Understanding OSF DCE 1.1 for AIX and 08/21 vs. Claims of the ‘211 Patent2

0915 Exhibit 232, Understanding OSF DCE 1.1 for AIX and 08/21 vs. Claims of the ‘504 Patent2

Exhibit 233, Understanding OSF DCE 1.1 for AIX and 08/21 vs. Claims of the '759 Patent2

Exhibit 234, US ‘648‘ vs. Claims of the ‘135 Patent

Exhibit 235, US ‘6481 vs. Claims of the ‘211 Patent

Exhibit 236, US. ‘648‘ vs. Claims of the '504 Patent2

Exhibit 237, US ‘6481 vs. Claims of the '135 Patent2

Exhibit 238, Gauntlet System 1 vs. Claims of the ‘211 Patent2

Exhibit 240, Gauntlet System 1 vs. Claims of the ‘135 Patent2

Exhibit 241, US ‘588 ‘ vs. Claims of the ‘211 Patent2

0925 Exhibit 242, US ‘588 1 vs. Claims of the ‘504 Patent2

0932 Exhibit 248, The Miller Application 1 vs. Claim 13 of the '135 Patent2
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-0933 Exhibit 249, Gauntlet System 1vs. Claims of the ‘151 Patent2 -
-0934 Exhibit 250, lTU-T Standardization Activities ‘ vs. Claims of the ‘151 Patent2 -

0935 Exhibit 251, us. Patent No. 5,940,393 1vs. Claims of the '151 Patent2

0936 Exhibit 252, Microsoft VPN ‘ vs. Claims of the ‘151 Patent2 ‘
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0937 Exhibit 253, US. Patent No.6,324,648 1vs. Claims of the '151 Patent2

0938 Exhibit 254, us. Patent No.6,857,072 ‘vs. Claims of the ‘151 Patent2

0939 Exhibit A, Aventail Press Release, May 2, 1997

Exhibit B, InfoWorId, "Aventail Delivers Highly Secure, Flexible VPN Solution," InfoWorId, page 640,0940
(1997)

0945 Exhibit J, “Aventail ExtraNet Center 3.1: Security with Solid Management, Network Computing, June
28, 1999

 

Petition in Opposition to Patent Owner's Petition to Vacate lnter Partes ReExamination
Determination on Certain Prior Art

0946 
0947 Request for Inter Partes Reexamination Under 35 U.S.C. § 311

0948 Exhibit B, Certificate of Service to Request for Inter Partes Reexamination Under U.S.C. § 311

0949 Exhibit C1, Claim Chart Aventail Connect v3 1

0950 Exhibit C2, Claim Chart Aventail Connect v3 01

0952 Exhibit C4, Claim Chart Wang

0953 Exhibit C5 Clalm Chart Beser

0954 Exhibit C6 Claim Chart BINGO

0955 Exhibit X6, U S Patent 6 496 867

0956 Exhibit x10, us. Patent4,885,778
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0953 Exhibit E-2, Claim Charts Applying Wesinger to Various Claims of the ‘135 Patent

0964 Exhibit E-3, Claim Charts Applying Solana to Various Claims of the '135 Patent

Exhibit E-4, Claim Charts Applying Aziz to Various Claims of the ‘135 Patent

0966 Request for Inter Partes Reexamination Transmittal Form

0967 Request for Inter Partes Reexamination

0968 Request for Inter Partes Reexamination Transmittal Form 1449/PTO

0969 Exhibit C1, Claim Chart Aventail Connect v3.01

D970 Exhibit C2, Claim Chart Aventail AutoSOCKS

0971 Exhibit C3, Claim Chart BINGO

0972 Exhibit C4, Claim Chart Beser

  
0973 Exhibit CS, Claim Chart Wang

0974 Transmittal Letter

0975 Request for Inter Partes Reexamination Under 35 U.S.C. § 311

0976 Exhibit B, Certificate of Service to Request for Inter Partes Reexamination Under 35 U.S.C. § 311

Exhibit E-1, Claim Charts Applying Kiuchi, and Kiuchi and Martin to Claims of the ‘151 Patent

 
0977

-0978 Exhibit E-2, Claim Charts Applying Wesinger, and Wesinger and Martin to Claims of the '151 Patent
- 0979 Exhibit E-3, Claim Charts Applying Blum to Claims of the ‘151 Patent

0980 Exhibit E-4, Claim Charts Applying Aziz and Edwards, and Aziz, Edwards, and Martin to Claims of
the ‘151 Patent

D981 Exhibit E-5, Claim Charts Applying Kiuchi and Edwards, and Kiuchi, Edwards, and Martin to Claims
of the ‘151 Patent

-0982 Exhibit E-6, Claim Charts Applying Wesinger and Edwards, and Wesinger, Edwards, and Martin to
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D985 Exhibit E-1, Claim Charts Applying Kiuchi, as Primary Reference to the ‘759 Patent

D986 Exhibit E-2, Claim Charts Applying Kent as a Primary Reference to the ‘759 Patent

D987 Exhibit E-3, Claim Charts Applying Aziz as a Primary Reference to the ‘759 Patent

D988 Exhibit E-4, Claim Charts Applying Kent in View of Caronni as a Primary Combination of References
to the ‘759 Patent

D989 Request for Inter Partes Reexamination Transmittal Form

D990 Request for Inter Partes Reexamination

D991 Request for Inter Partes Reexamination Transmittal(form 1449/PTO)

D992 Certificate of Service to Request for Inter Partes Reexamination Under 35 U.S.C. § 311

D993 Request for Inter Partes Reexamination

D994 Request for Inter Partes Reexamination Transmittal Form

Request for inter Partes Reexamination

D996 Request for Inter Partes Reexamination Transmittal Form

D997 Exhibit C1, Claim Chart — USP 7,921 ,211 Relative to Solana, Alone and in Conjunction with RFC
920, Reed and Beser

D998 Exhibit C2, Claim Chart — USP 7,921,211 Relative to Solana in view of RFC 2504 and Further in
conjunction with RFC 920, Reed, and Beser

D999 Exhibit C3, Claim Chart- USP 7,921,211 Relative to Provino, Alone and in Conjunction with RFC
920, Reed, and Beser

D1000 Exhibit C4, Claim Chart- USP 7,921,211 Relative to Provino in view of RFC 2230 and Further in
Conjunction with RFC 920, Reed and Beser

Exhibit C5, Claim Chart— USP 7,921,211 Relative to Provino in view of RFC 2504 and in Further
Conjunction with RFC 920, Reed and Beser

D1002 Exhibit CB, Claim Chart— USP 7,921,211 Relative to Beser, Alone and in Conjunction with RFC
920. RFC 2401, and Reed

D1003 Exhibit C7, Claim Chart — USP 7,921,211 Relative to RFC 2230, Alone and in Conjunction with RFC
920, RFC 2401, Reed, and Beser

D1004 Exhibit C8, Claim Chart — USP 7,921,211 Relative to RFC 2538, Alone and in Conjunction with RFC
920, RFC 2401, Reed, Beser, and RFC 2065

.W Exhibit D1, Asserted Claim and infringement Contentions by Plaintiff VirnetX, Inc. in VimetX, Inc. v.Cisco Systems, Inc., Apple Inc., Aastra Technologies Ltd, NEC Corporation, NEC Corporation of
America and Aastra USA, Inc., Civ. Act 6:2010cv00417 (E.D. Tex)

D1006 Exhibit D2, Asserted Claims and Infringement Contentions by Plaintiff VirnetX, Inc. against Apple
based on 7,921,211 Patent
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D1009 Exhibit D-10, Gaspoz et al., “VPN on DCE: From Reference Configuration to Implementation,"
Bringing Telecommunication Services to the People — IS&N ’95, Third International Conference on
Intelligence in Broadband Services and Networks, October 1995 Proceedings, Lecture Notes in
Computer Science, Vol. 998 (Springer, 1995)
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D1012 Exhibit D-13, Pallen, “The World Wide Web," British Medical Journal, Vol. 311 at 1554 (Dec. 1995)

D1013 Exhibit D-14, Rivest et al., “A Method for Obtaining Digital Signatures and Public-Key
Cryptosystems," Communications of the ACM, 21 :120-126 (Feb. 1978)

D1014 Exhibit D-15, Copy of us. Patent No. 4,952,930 '

D1015 Exhibit D-17, Pfaffenberger, Netscape Navigator 3.0: Surfing the Web and Exploring the Internet.
Academic Press (1996)

D1016 Exhibit D-18, Gittler et al., “The DCE Security Service," Hewlett-Packard Journal, pages 41-48 (Dec.
1995)

01017 Exhibit D-6, Copy of US. Patent No. 5,689,641

-D1018 Exhibit D-9, Lawton, “New Top-Level Domains Promise Descriptive Names,“ Sunworld Online, 1996
D1019 Exhibit E-1, Copy of Catalog Listing by IBM for RS/6000 Redbooks Collection which includes a Link

to the Lendenmann reference. The link to the Lendenmann reference was archived at archive.org
on December 7, 1998 and retrieved by the Wayback Machine

D1020 Exhibit E-10, copy of an Archived Version of the Lawton reference archived at archive.org on
February 19, 1999 and retrieved by the Wayback Machine

-D1021 Exhibit E-11, Abstracts of the Proceedings of the Symposium on Network and Distributed SystemSecurity, 1996, Archived at archive.org on April 10, 1997, and retrieved by the Wayback Machine

D1022 Exhibit E-12, 1996 Symposium on Network and Distributed System Security, Website Archived by
archive.org (Apr. 10, 1997), Retrieved by the Wayback Machine at

 

 

 
 

 

 
  

 http://web.archive.org/web/199704101 14853/http://computer.org/cspress/catalog/proc9.htm.

D1023 Exhibit E-13, Copy of Search Results for ISBN 0-12-553153-2 (Pfaffenberger) from
www.isbnsearch.org

D1024 Exhibit F-1, Claim Charts applying Lendenmann as a Primary Reference to the ‘504 Patent.

D1025 Exhibit F-2, Claim Charts applying Aziz as a Primary Reference to the ‘504 Patent

D1026 Exhibit F-3, Claim Charts applying Kiuchi and Pfaffenberger as Primary References to the ‘504
Patent

  D1027 Exhibit E-2, First Page of US. Patent No. 5,913,217 published June 15, 1999 and citing a portion of
the Lendenmann reference as a prior art reference

D1028 Exhibit E-3, Request for Comments 2026, “The Internet Standards Process — Revision 3," October
1996
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art Reference

D1030 Exhibit E-5, Copy of catalog listing from Boston University Digital Common Website, listing the
Martin reference with an issue date of February 21, 1998

D1031 Exhibit E-6, Copy of Technical Reports Archive Listing from Boston University Computer Science
Department which includes a link to the Martin paper. The link to the Martin paper was archived at
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archive.org on January 22, 1998 and Retrieved by the Wayback Machine

D1032 Exhibit E-7, Boston University Computer Science Department Technical Reports Instructions,
available at: http://www.cs.bu.edu/techreports/|NSTRUCTIONS

D1033 Exhibit E-8, U. Moller, “Implementation eines Anonymisiemngsverfahrens fUr WWW-Zugriffe,"
Diplomarbeit, Universitat Hamburg (July 16, 1999), citing to Martin at page 77.

D1034 Exhibit E-9, First page of US. 5,737,423, published April 7, 1998 and citing Schneier as Prior Art
Reference

D1035 Request for Inter Partes ReExamination; US. Patent 7,418,504

D1036 Request for Inter Partes ReExamination Transmittal Form; US. Patent 7,418,504

 
D1037 Request for Inter Partes Reexamination Transmittal (Form 1449/PTO) 7,418,504

D1038 Exhibit C1, Claim Chart — USP 7,921,211 relative to Solana, alone and in conjunction with RFC 920,
Reed and Beser

Exhibit C2, Claim Chart — USP 7,921,211 relative to Solana in view of RFC 2504 and further in

conjunction with RFC 920, Reed, and Beser

Exhibit C3, Claim Chart — USP 7,921,211 relative to Provino, alone and in conjunction with RFC
920, Reed, and Beser

D1041 Exhibit C4, Claim Chart — USP 7,921,211 relative to Provino in view of RFC 2230 and further in
conjunction with RFC 920, Reed and Beser

Exhibit C5, Claim Chart — USP 7,921,211 relative to Provino in view of RFC 2504 and in further

conjunction with RFC 920, Reed and Beser

D1043 Exhibit C6, Claim Chart — USP 7,921,211relative to Beser, Alone and in conjunction with RFC 920,
RFC 2401, and Reed

D1044 Exhibit C7, Claim Chart — USP 7,921,211 relative to RFC 2230, alone and in conjunction with RFC
2401, Reed, and Beser

D1045 Exhibit C8, Claim Chart — USP 7,921,211 relative to RFC 2538, alone and in conjunction with RFC
920, RFC 2401, Reed, Beser, and RFC 2065

046 Request for Inter Partes Reexamination under 35 U.S.C. § 311

D1047 Exhibit C1, Claim Chart — USP 7,418,504 relative to Solana, alone and in conjunction with RFC 920,
Reed and Beser

Exhibit C2, Claim Chart — USP 7,418,504 relative to Solana in view of RFC 2504 and further in

conjunction with RFC 920, Reed, and Beser

Exhibit C3, Claim Chart — USP 7,418,504 relative to Provino, alone and in conjunction with RFC
920, Reed, and Beser

Exhibit C5, Claim Chart —— USP 7,418,504 relative to Provino in view of RFC 2504 and in further
conjunction with RFC 920, Reed and Beser
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D1051 Exhibit CG, USP 7,418,504 relative to Beser, alone and in conjunction with RFC 920, RFC 2401,
and Reed

D1052 Exhibit C7, Claim Chart — USP 7,418,504 relative to RFC 2230, alone and in conjunction with RFC
920, RFC 2401, Reed, and Beser

D1053 Exhibit C8, Claim Chart — USP 7,418,504 relative to RFC 2538, alone and in conjunction with RFC
920, RFC 2401, Reed, Beser, and RFC 2065

D1054 Request for Inter Partes Reexamination under 35 U.S.C. § 311

Victor Larson

 

 
  

 
 

D1055 Exhibit 226, Securing Web Access with DCE‘ vs. Claims of the ‘135 Patent2

D1056 Exhibit 227, Securing Web Access with DCE1 vs. Claims of the ‘151 Patent2

D1057 Exhibit 228, Understanding OSF DCE 1.1 for AIX and 08/21 vs. Claims of the ‘135 Patentz

D1058 Exhibit 229, Understanding OSF DCE 1.1 for AIX and OS/21 vs. Claims of the ‘151 Patentz

D1059 Exhibit 230, Understanding OSF DCE 1.1 for AIX and 08/21 vs. Claims of the ‘180 Patent2

D1060 Exhibit 231, Understanding OSF DCE 1.1 for AIX and 08/21 vs. Claims of the ‘211 Patent2

m Exhibit 232, Understanding OSF DCE 1.1 for Aix and 03/21 vs. Claims of the ‘504 Patent2
D1062 Exhibit 233, Understanding OSF DCE 1.1 for AIX and 08/21 vs. Claims of the ‘759 Patent2

D106 Exhibit 234, US. ‘6481 vs. Claims of the ‘135 Patent23

D1064 Exhibit 235, us. ‘6481 vs. Claims of the '211 Patent2

7

8

 
D1065 Exhibit 236, 0.3. ‘6481 vs. Claims of the ‘504 Patent2

D1066 Exhibit 237, us. '072‘ vs. Claims of the “135 Patent2

D106 Exhibit 238, Gauntlet System 1 vs. Claims of the ‘211 Patent2  
D106 Exhibit 239, Gauntlet System1 vs. Claims of the '504 Patent2

D1069 Exhibit 240, Gauntlet System 1 vs. Claims of the ‘135 Patent2

01070 Exhibit 241, us. ‘588 1vs. Claims of the ‘211 Patent2

01071 Exhibit 242, 0.3. ‘588 1vs. Claims of the '504 Patent2  

 
D1072 Exhibit 243, Microsoft VPN 1vs. Claims of the ‘135 Patent2

1073 Exhibit 244, Microsoft VPN 1vs. Claims of the ‘211 Patent2D

01074 Exhibit 245, Microsoft VPN ‘ vs. Claims of the ‘504 Patent2

D1075 Exhibit 246, ITU-T Standardization Activities1 vs. Claims of the ‘135 Patent2
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Exhibit 250, lTU-T Standardization Activities 1 vs. Claims of the ‘151 Patentz

D1083 Exhibit 254, U.S. Patent No.6,857,072 ‘ vs. Claims of the '151 Patent2

D1089 Exhibit B4, VirnetX, Inc. v. Microsoft Corp., Case No. 6:07-cv-80, Memorandum Opinion on Claim
Construction (E.D. Tex. Jul. 30, 2009)

D1090 Exhibit D15, U.S. Patent 4,952,930

D1091 Exhibit F1, Claim Charts Applying Lendenmann as a Primary Reference to the ‘211 Patent

D1092 Exhibit F2, Claim Charts Applying Aziz as a Primary Reference to the ‘211 Patent

D1093 Exhibit F3, Claim Charts Applying Kiuchi and Pfaffenberger as Primary References to the '211
Patent

D1094 Exhibit 2, Letter and attachment from Ramzi Khazen, Counsel for VirnetX, to Dmitriy Kheyfits,
Counsel for Cisco Systems (June 23, 2011)

D1095 Exhibit P, Malkin, “Dial-In Virtual Private Networks Using Layer 3 Tunneling"

D1096 Exhibit Q, Ortiz, “Virtual Private Networks: Leveraging the Internet"

D1097 Exhibit R, Keromytix, “Creating Efficient Fail-Stop Cryptographic Protocols"

 

 

 

  
 

 
 

D1098 Transcript of Markman Heanng Dated January 5 2012

D1099 Declaration of John P. J. Kelly, Ph_D

D1100 Defendants' Responsive Claim Construction Brief; Exhibits A—P and 1-7
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previously submitted references at the Examiner's request. Enclosed are copies of references not previously submitted in
a priority application (C8, C19, C21, 624', 0257, 0258, 0261l 0263, 0264, 0266, 0292-01111).

The present application 13/342,795 claims priority from and is a continuation of a co-pending U.S. Application No. 13l049,552,
filed March 16, 2011, which is a continuation of U.S. Application No. 11/840,560, filed August 17, 2007, now U.S. Patent
No. 7,921,211, which is a continuation of U.S. Application No. 10I714,849, filed November 18, 2003, now U.S. Patent No.
7,418,504, which is a continuation of U.S. Application No. 09/558,210, filed April 26, 2000, now abandoned, which is a
continuation-in-part of U.S. Application No. 09I504,783, filed on Februa[y_ 15, 2000, now U.S. Patent No. 6,502,135,
issued December 31, 2002,

Please See 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection/s)

[ ] Information Disclosure Statement is being filed with the filing of the application or before the receipt of a first office
' action.

[ ] That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any
communication from a foreign. patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to
the filing of the information disclosure-statement; or

[ ] That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a ”A,
foreign patent office in a cOunterpart foreign application. and, to the knowledge of the person signing the‘, ‘
certification after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure}
statement was known to any individual designated in § 1.5610) more than three months prior to the filing ofthe ";;-~-~:=
information disclosure statement. "

 
 

[X ] The Commissioner is hereby authorized'to charge the fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1.17(P) in the amount of $180.00, or
_ further‘fees which may be due, to Deposit Account 50-1133.

[ -] Information Disclosure Statement is being filed with the Request for Continued Examination. The Commissioner is
hereby authorized to charge the fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1.17(P) in the amount of $810.00, or further fees which may
be due, to Deposit Account 50-1 133.

SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for, .

thefy/o/f the signature.
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28 State Street '

Boston, MA 02109

Tel. (617) 535-4000

Fax (617) 535-3800
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Docket N0.: 77580-155(VRNK-1CP3CNFT5) RESPONSE UNDER 37 CFR. § 1.116

EXPEDITED PROCEDURE REQUESTED
PATENT
 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of: Victor Larson, et al.

Serial N0.: 13/342,795 : Confirmation No. 4180

Filed: January 3, 2012 : Group Art Unit: 2453

Customer Number: 23630 Examiner: Lim, Krisna

For: System and Method Employing an Agile Network Protocol for Secure Communications

Using Secure Domain Names

Mail Stop AF
Commissioner for Patents

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 223 13— 1450

AMENDMENT AFTER FINAL REJECTION
UNDER 37 CFR 1.116

Dear Commissioner:

This Reply is being filed in response to the Final Office Action mailed from the United

States Patent and Trademark office on December 5, 2012. Pursuant to 37 CFR. § 1.116,

Applicants propose that this application be amended as follows:

Claims begin on page 2 of this paper.
 

Remarks begin on page 6 of this paper.
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IN THE CLAIMS

Applicants propose that this listing of the claims replace all prior versions and listings of

claims in the application:

1. (Currently Amended) A client device comprising:

(a) memory configured and arranged to facilitate a connection of the client device

with a target device over a secure communication link created based on (i) interception of a

an—address—request, generated by the client device, for an internet protocol 1ng address of the

target device based on a domain name associated with the target device, and (ii) a

determination as a result of the address request that the target device is a device with which

a secure communication link can be established—wdaen—therequestedwwdress—is—ideimfied—in

an—add—ress—leekup;

(b) an application program configured and arranged so as to allow participation in

audio/video communications with the target device over the secure communication link once

the secure communication link is established; and

(c) a signal processing configuration arranged to execute the application program.

2. (Original) The client device of claim 1, wherein the client device is a computer.

3. (Original) The client device of claim 1, wherein the client device is a phone.

4. (Currently Amended) The client device of claim 3, wherein the establishment of the secure

communication link is based on a determination being made by a server that the target

device is a device with which a secure communication link can be established—when—the

 

5. (Canceled)

6. (Original) The client device of claim 3, wherein the secure communication link is a virtual

private network link.

7. (Currently Amended) The client device of claim 3, wherein the address—request—ineludes

domain name is a secure domain name.
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8. (Currently Amended) The client device of claim 3, wherein the—address—request—ineludes—a

domain—namerand the establishment of the secure communication link is based on the

determination being made by a proxy module that the target device is a device with which a

secure communication link can be established when the secure domain name corresponds to

a target device identified in a DNS lookup table.

9. (Canceled)

10. (Original) The client device of claim 3, wherein the secure communication link is a

modulated transmission link.

11. (Original) The client device of claim 3, where the secure communication link supports at

least one of the following: FTM, TDM and CDMA.

12. (Currently Amended) The client device of claim 3, wherein the secure communication link

supports TCP/lP protocols;

13. (Original) The client device of claim 3, wherein the target device is a server.

14. (Original) The client device of claim 3, wherein the target device is a computer.

15. (Original) The client device of claim 3, wherein the target device is a phone.

16. (Currently Amended) A method executed by a client device for communicating with a target

device, the method comprising:

(a) facilitating a connection with the target device over a secure communication

link created based on (i) interception of a an—address—request, generated by the client device,

for an intemet rotocol IP address of the tar et device based on a domain name associated

with the target device, and (ii) a determination as a result of the address request that the

target device is a device with which a secure communication link can be established—when

1 1H .1 'f'l' ll 1] ;and

(b) allowing participation in audio/video communications with the target device

over the secure communication link once the secure communication link is established.

17. (Original) The method of claim 16, wherein the client device is a computer.
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18. (Original) The method of claim 16, wherein the client device is a phone.

19. (Canceled)

20. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 16, wherein the establishment of the secure

communication link is based on a determination being made by a server that the target

device is a device with which a secure communication link can be established—when—the

 

21. (Original) The method of claim 16, wherein the secure communication link is a virtual

private network link.

22. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 16, wherein the domain name is address—request

includes a secure domain name.

23. (Canceled)

24. (Original) The method of claim 16, wherein the secure communication link is an

unmodulated transmission link.

25. (Original) The method of claim 16, wherein the secure communication link is a modulated

transmission link.

26. (Original) The method of claim 16, where the secure communication link supports at least

one of the following: FTM, TDM and CDMA.

27. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 16, wherein the secure communication link

supports TCP/lP protocols;

28. (Original) The method of claim 16, wherein the target device is a server.

29. (Original) The method of claim 16, wherein the target device is a computer.

30. (Original) The method of claim 16, wherein the target device is a phone.
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31. (New) The client device of claim 1, wherein the interception of the request consists of

receiving the request to determine whether the target device is available for the secure

communications service.

32. (New) The method of claim 16, wherein the interception of the request consists of receiving

the request to determine whether the target device is available for the secure communications

service.

33. (New) The client device of claim 1, wherein the interception of the request occurs within

another device that is separate from the client device.

34. (New) The method of claim 16, wherein the interception of the request occurs within

another device that is separate from the client device.
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REMARKS

Claims 1—4, 6—8, 10—18, 20—22, and 24—34 are pending in this application, of which claims

1 and 16 are the independent claims. By this Amendment, Applicants propose to amend

independent claims 1 and 16 and dependent claims 4, 7, 8, 12, 20, 22, and 27, add new

dependent claims 31—34, and cancel claims 5, 9, 19, and 23 without prejudice or disclaimer of the

subject matter thereof. 1

Summary affe/epflalze [/Z/éfV/EW

Applicants appreciate the courtesies extended to Applicants’ undersigned representative

during the informal telephone interview conducted on February 20, 2013. During the interview,

Applicants’ representative proposed amending the independent claims as set forth in this

Amendment. The Examiner agreed that he would enter the Amendment and allow the claims if

Applicants amended the claims as proposed in this Amendment.

(Ya/I72 Reject/0m" — 35 U5: C 55“ [03

The December 5, 2012, Final Office Action rejects claims 1—30 under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a)

based on U.S. Patent No. 5,898,830 (“Wesinger”). The rejection of canceled claims 5, 9, 19, and

23 is moot. Applicants respectfully traverse the rejection of the remaining claims. For at least

the reasons discussed in the October 30, 2012 Response, Wesinger does not disclose or suggest

the features recited in independent claims 1 and 16, which are therefore allowable over Wesinger.

Moreover, as discussed above, the Examiner agreed during the February 20, 2013,

telephone interview that he would withdraw the rejection in view of Wesinger and allow the

pending claims, provided that Applicants amend the independent claims as Applicants propose to

amend them by this Amendment. Thus, while Applicants maintain that the original claims

presented on January 3, 2012 distinguish over Wesinger, Applicants amend the claims as listed

above solely to expedite prosecution of this application.

1 Applicants disagree that the original claims submitted on January 3, 2012 are disclosed or obvious over
the prior art. However, Applicants amend the claims to expedite prosecution of this matter as explained in this

Amendment. Applicants reserve the right to pursue patent protection for the embodiments recited in the original

claims and variants thereof, in one or more continuation applications.
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In view of the above, the rejection of independent claims 1 and 16 should be withdrawn

and the claims should be allowed. Moreover, each pending dependent claim ultimately depends

from one of independent claims 1 and 16 and is therefore allowable based on its dependency

from an allowable base claim as well as for reciting additional features. Accordingly, Applicants

respectfully request that the Examiner enter this Amendment under 37 C.F.R. § 1.116, withdraw

the § 103 rejection, and place claims 1—4, 6—8, 10—18, 20—22, and 24—34 in condition for

allowance.

Applicants submit that the proposed amendments to the claims and the proposed addition

of new dependent claims do not raise new issues or necessitate the undertaking of any additional

search of the art by the Examiner. Therefore, this Amendment should allow for immediate

action by the Examiner. Furthermore, Applicants respectfully submit that the entry of the

Amendment would place the application in condition for allowance, as indicated by the

Examiner during the telephone interview. Finally, Applicants submit that the entry of the

Amendment would place the application in better form for appeal, should the Examiner dispute

the patentability of the pending claims.

CONCLUSION

Applicants respectfully submit that all of the pending claims, claims 1—4, 6—8, 10—18, 20—

22, and 24—34, are in condition for allowance. If any questions remain, or should the present

response not place the claims in condition for allowance, the Examiner is cordially invited to

contact the undersigned attorney so that any such matters may be promptly resolved.

Any remarks in support of patentability of one claim should not be imputed to any other

claim, even if similar terminology is used. Any remarks referring to only a portion of a claim

should not be understood to base patentability on that portion; rather, patentability rests on each

claim taken as a whole. The absence of a reply to a specific rejection, issue, or comment does

not signify agreement with or concession of that rejection, issue, or comment. In addition,

because the arguments made above may not be exhaustive, there may be other reasons for

patentability of any or all claims that have not been expressed. Finally, nothing in this paper

should be construed as an intent to concede any issue with regard to any claim, except as

specifically stated in this paper, and the amendment or cancellation of any claim does not
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necessarily signify concession of unpatentability of the claim prior to its amendment or

cancellation.

To the extent necessary, a petition for an extension of time under 37 C.F.R. § 1.136 is

hereby made. Please charge any shortage in fees due in connection with the filing of this paper,

including extension of time fees, to Deposit Account 501133 and please credit any excess fees to

such deposit account.

Respectfully submitted,

McDERMOTT WILL & EMERY LLP

Date: February 27, 2013 /Toby H. Kusmer/

Toby H. Kusmer, P.C., Reg. No. 26,418
Customer No. 23630

28 State Street

Boston, MA 02109—1775

Telephone: (617) 535—4000

Facsimile : (617)535—3800
E—mail: tkusmer@mwe.com

DMiUS 41322726—10775800155
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U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a
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New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
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(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TC) BE SOLVED: To reduce the

load of group management in a bridge or an

asynchronous transfer modet’ATM) terminal

equipment belonging to plural groups.

SOLUTION: In this methotL bridges BRl‘BR4

each connecting to LAN terminal equipments

and ATM terminal equipments Tl l—Tl4 are

connected directly to an ATM network 10, the

terminal equipments are grouped and a VLAN

is set to the groups? and data communication is

 
conducted between a sender terminal equipment

and a terminal equipment whose

communication is allowed. In this case, address

information and group identification

information of the bridges and the ATM terminal equipments are registered in cross

reference with each other in a lst address table in a server VAS/VBS, and with respect

to an inquiry of an ATM address ofa destination conducted prior to data

communication, the server retrieves the lst address table and returns an acknowledge

frame to an equipment making the inquiry, so that the data communication is conducted

only between terminal equipments whose communication is allowed.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any damages caused by the use of this
translation.

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the transiation may not reflect the
original precisely.
2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3iln the drawings, any words are not transiated.

 

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1]While carrying out direct continuation of repeating installation which has two
or more ports where the lst terminal unit is connected, respectively, and a bridge
function, and the 2nd terminal unit via a trunk network, In a system which performs
data communications between the aforementioned terminal units by which carried out
the group division of each port and the 2nd terminal unit of the aforementioned

repeating installation, and set up a virtual network, and the communication permission
was carried out to a, transmission source terminal,

As opposed to an inquiry of a network address of an address characterized by
comprising the following which makes connect a memory response means to the
aforementioned trunk network, and is performed in advance of the aforementioned data
communications, A Virtual network constructing method, wherein the aforementioned
memory response means returns a predetermined response to equipment which
performed the aforementioned inquiry so that data communications can be performed
only between terminal units by which searched said lst address storage section and the
communication permission was carried out [ aforementioned ].
Address information of the aforementioned repeating installation and the 2nd terminal
unit.

At least one group identification, information to which this repeating installation and the
2nd terminal, unit belong.

The lst address storage section, that makes bit information which shows that it is the
repeating installation to which several lst terminal units with which at icast one differs

in the aforementioned group who does a group are connected correspond, and
memorizes it.

[Claim 2]The virtual network constructing method comprising according to claim 1:
Address information which the aforementioned trunk network consisted of ATM

networks, and the aforementioned network address consisted of ATM addresses, and
was memorized by said lst address storage section is a MAC Address of the
aforementioned repeating installation and the 2nd terminal unit.

An ATM address corresponding to this MAC Address.

[Ciaim 3]A group to whom equipment which the aforementioned memory response
means searched group identification infonnation corresponding to an address of
equipment which performed the aforementioned inquiry from said lst address storage
section, and performed this inquiry belongs, The virtual network constructing method
according to claim I returning the aforementioned predetermined response to equipment
which performed this inquiry only when communication is permitted among groups to
whom a destination device of this inquiry belongs.
[Claim Zil’lhe virtual network constructing method according to claim I or 3 returning a
predetermined response characterized by comprising the following to the
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aforementioned memory response means.

To an inquiry of a network address of an address which is not memorized by said lst
address storage section, the aforementioned memory response means, A MAC Address
of each lst terminal unit that transmits this inquiry to the aforementioned repeating
installation and the 2nd terminal unit other than equipment which performed this
inquiry and by which the aforementioned repeating installation was connected to
self-«equipment.

Group identification information corresponding to [ have the 2nd address storage
section that makes group identification information to which this each lst terminal unit

belongs correspond, and memorizes it, search the 2nd address storage section to an
inquiry of an address of this 1st terminal unit, and ] a corresponding address.

[Claim 5]A network address of an address where repeating installation which performed
the aforementioned inquiry was obtained by the predetermined response from the
aforementioned memory response means, As opposed to an address of a transmission
frame from the lst terminal unit that has the 3rd address storage section that
corresponds and meinorizes group identification, information to which this address
belongs, and was connected to self-equipment, The virtual network constructing method
according to claim 1 or 3 characterized by sending out this transmission frame to the
aforementioned tmnk network only when communication, is permitted between a group
who searches this 3rd address storage section, and to whom an address belongs, and a
group to whom the lst terminal unit concerned belongs.
[Claim 6]thn a frame which should be carried out the multiple address is received,
the aforementioned memory response means from a group identification descriptor
added to Search results or this multiple address frame of said lst address storage section,
The Virtual network constructing method according to claim 1, 3, or 4 transmitting this
multiple address frame to a group‘s repeating installation or 2nd terminal unit to which
it was added by the address concerned only when communication is permitted among
groups to whom a group to whom a transmitting agency belongs is judged and this
transmitting origin belongs.

[Claim 7]The aforementioned memory response means searches said lst address storage
section, when transmitting the aforementioned multiple address frame, The virtual
network constructing method according to claim 4 or 6 adding group identification
information of a transmitting agency to this multiple address frame, and transmitting it
when the destination of this multiple address frame is the repeating installation to which
several lst terminal units with which at least one differs in the aforementioned group
who does a group are connected.

[Claim 8]As opposed to a multipie address frame from the lst terminal unit by which
the aforementioned repeating installation was connected to self-equipment, Search said
2nd address storage section and a multiple address frame which added group
identification information to which this Est terminal unit belongs is sent out to the
aforementioned memory response means, A multipic address frame transmitted from

this memory response means is received, The virtual network constructing method
according to claim 4, 6, or 7 relaying this multiple address frame only to the lst
terminal unit that searches said 2nd address storage section and belongs to this group
based on group identification information added to this muitiple address frame.
[Claim 9]VVhile carrying out direct continuation of repeating installation which has two
or more ports where the lst terminal unit is connected, respectively, and a bridge
function, and the 2nd terminal unit via a trunk network, In a system which performs
data communications between terminal units by which carried out the group division of
each port and the 2nd terminal unit of the aforementioned repeating installation, and set
up a Virtual network, and the communication permission was carried out to a
transmission source terminal,

Make it connect with the aforementioned trunk network, and a multiple address means
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characterized by comprising the following the aforementioned multiple address means,
When a frame which should be carried out the multiple address is received, from a
group identification descriptor added to search results or this multiple address frame of
said lst address storage scctiont A Virtual network constructing method transmitting this
multiple address frame to a group’s repeating installation or 2nd terminal, unit to which
it was added by the address concerned only when communication is permitted among
groups to whom a group to whom a transmitting agency belongs is judged and this
transmitting origin belongs.

Address information of the aforementioned repeating installation and the 2nd terminalUHIL

At least one group identification information to which this repeating installation and the
2nd terminal unit belong.
The lst address storage section that makes bit information which shows that it is the
repeating installation to which several lst terminal units with which at least one differs

in the aforementioned group who does a group are connected correspond, andmcmortzes 1t.

[Claim 10]The Virtual network constructing method comprising according to claim 9:
Address iiifomiation which the aforementioned trunk network consisted of ATM

networks, and the aforementioned network address consisted of ATM addresses, and
was memorized by said lst address storage section is a MAC Address of the
aforementioned repeating installation and the 2nd terminal unit.
An ATM address corresponding to this MAC Address.

[Claim 1 1]The aforementioned multiple address means searches said .1 st address storage
section, when transmitting the aforementioned multiple address frame, The Virtual
network constructing method according to claim 9 adding group identification
information of a transmitting agency to this multiple address frame, and transmitting it
when the destination of this multiple address frame is the repeating installation to which
several lst terminal units with which at least one differs in the aforementioned group
who does a group are connected.

[Claim 12]A MAC Address of each lst terminal unit by which the aforementioned
repeating installation was connected to self-equipment, As opposed to a multiple
address frame from the lst terminal unit that has the 2nd address storage section that
makes group identification information to which this each lst terminal unit belongs
correspond, and memorizes it, and was connected to self-equipment, Search said 2nd
address storage section, and a multiple address frame which added group identification
information to which, this lst terminal unit belongs is sent out to the aforementioned
memory response means, A multiple address frame transmitted from this memory
response means is received, The Virtual network constructing method according to claim
9 or 1 1 relaying this multiple address frame only to the lst terminal unit that searches
said 2nd address storage section and belongs to this group based on group identification
information added to this multiple address frame.

 DETAILED DESCRIPTIOE

[Detailed Description of the Invention]
[0001}

[Field of the lnvention]Thc present invention relates to the virtual network constructing
method which builds the Virtual LAN by which grouping was carried out virtually
among two or more terminal units connected to trunk networks, such as an ATM

(Asynchronous Transfer Mode) network, via repeating installation.
[0002]

[A related background art] Regardless of physical composition called wiring between
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the position of the terminal unit in a network, or these terminal units, conventionally,
The technology of building LAN in workgroup units, such as a brokerage department,
development departments, and a research section, is known for ”inrush, virtual LAN”,
etc. which were described, for example in the Nikkei communication No. (November 21,
1994 issue) 186. Since such LAN builds a network based on a logical group division, it
is called virtual (virtual) LAN.

[0003]As a means to build the above-mentioned virtual LAN, there was the method of

assigning a virtual LAN identifier (henceforth "VID") peculiar to a workgroup for every
LAN port of a bridge using a bridge (it is also called switching HUB) with two or more
LAN ports. However, the increase in the terminal unit connected was not able to be
coped with by this method.

[0004]So, in the former, the LAN emulation standardized by ATM Forum is used, For
example, the terminal unit which constitutes two or more LAN based on the standard of

”313138023 or IEEE8025, It connected with the high~speed ATM network via the

bridge, and there was the method of making the virtual LAN equivalent to the
above-mentioned workgroup correspond to two or more ELAN(s) (emulated LAN) built
on the above-mentioned ATM network, and applying to them. In this method, an
address solution server and a multiple address server corresponding for every ELAN are
provided, and the MAC Address (physical address) and ATM address ofa terminal unit
or a bridge which belong to applicable ELAN become a pair, and are registered into the
address solution server.

[0005]In this method, when unicast communication was performed, previously, by
asking an address solution server the ATM address of an address, the terminal unit had
a connection to a destination device, and had enabled communication to a destination

device. When multicast communication was performed, multicast transfer within a

group was performed by transmitting the frame transmitted to the multiple address
server from the transmitting agency to all the terminal units and bridge belonging to
ELAN to which a multiple address scrvcr corresponds.
[0006]

[Problem to be solved by the invention]However, a terminal unit by which direct
continuation was carried out to the ATM network in the described method. (it is

hereafter called "ATM terminal equipment") Since the ELAN parameter managed in a

bridge, for example, a local station address, the server address, the control—system timer

counter, etc. became largely in proportion to group number, there was a problem that
the load in respect of network management became largely.

[0007]ln the network side, an address solution server and a multiple address server
corresponding for every group had to be extended, and there was a problem that a
manufacturing cost became high. With management of these servers, each terminal unit
side also had to manage the connection (connection path of an ATM cell switch) which
leans between servers for every group, and also had the problem that the load in respect

of group management became largely.
[0008]If groups differ even if it is communication between the same ATM terminal
equipment and a bridge physically, a different connection must be established each time
using signaling processing. Therefore, when two or more communication paths existed
between the same ATM terminal equipment and a bridge, the judging process to which
path the frame of the terminals belonging to two or more groups transmitted had to be
performed, and there was a problem that communications processing became
complicated.
[0009]“;th two or more communication paths existed between the same ATM
terminal equipment and a, bridge in transmission of a. multiple address frame, there was
a problem that a, frame might overlap and it might arrive by a receiving side. The
present invention was made in view of the above—mentioned problem, and an object of
the present invention is to provide the virtual network constructing method which can
reduce the load of the group management in the bridge or ATM terminal equipment
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belonging to two or more groups.
[0010]There are other purposes of the present invention in performing establishment
and band utilization of an efficient connection while making the minimum resources,
such as an address solution server by the side of a network, and a multiple address
server. Other purposes of the present invention are to provide the virtual network
constructing method which can maintain interconnectivity with the existing terminal

Emit, without making special processing perform to the conventional terminal unit.0011]

[Means for solving problemlRepeating installation (bridge) which has two or more ports
where the lst terminal unit is connected, respectively, and a bridge function in, the

present invention in order to attain the above—mentioned purpose, While canying out
direct continuation of the 2nd terminal unit via a trunk network (ATM network), In the

system which perfomis data communications between the terminal units by which
carried out the group division of each port and the 2nd terminal unit of the
aforementioned bridge, and set up the virtual network, and the communication
permission was carried out to the transmission source terminal, The MAC Address of a
bridge and the 2nd terminal unit, and the address information of an ATM address, At
least one group identification information to which a bridge and the 2nd terminal unit
belong, The memory rCSponsc means which has the lst address storage section (the lst
address tabie) that makes the bit information (flag) which shows that it is a bridge to
which several lst terminal units with which at least one differs in the aforementioned

group who does a group are connected correspond, and memorizes it (the function of an
address solution server and a multiple address server) Connect the sewer which it has to
an ATM network, and a server searches the group identification information

corresponding to the address of the equipment which asked from the 1st address table to
the inquiry of the ATM address of an address performed in advance of data
communications, Only when communication is permitted between, the group to whom
the equipment which asked belongs, and the group to whom the destination device of an
inquiry belongs, a predetermined response is returned to the equipment which
performed the aforementioned inquiry so that data communications can be performed
between the terminal units by which the communication permission was carried out.
[0012]In Claim 4, to an inquiry of the ATM address of the address which is not
memorized by the lst address table, a server, To a bridge and the 2nd terminal unit other
than the equipment which performed this inquiry, transmit this inquiry, and to them a
bridge, Have the 2nd address table that makes the MAC Address of the lst terminal unit
connected to self-equipment, and the group identification information to which this each
lst terminal unit belongs correspond, and memorizes them, and an inquiry of the
address of this lst tenninal unit is received, The 2nd address table is searched and the

predetermined response include the group identification information corresponding to a
corresponding address is returned to a server.
[0013]In Claim 5, the bridge which asked, As opposed to the address of the
transmission frame from the lst terminal unit that has the 3rd address table that

corresponds and memorizes the Alla/1 address of the address obtained by the
predetermined response from a server, and the group identification information to which
this address belongs, and was connected to self—equipment, The 3rd address table is
searched, and only when communication is permitted between the group to whom an
address belongs, and the group to whom the lst terminal unit concerned belongs, a
transmission frame is sent out to an ATM network.

[0014]When a server receives the frame which should be carried out the multiple
address in Claim 6 and 9, From the group identification descriptor added to the search
results or this multiple address frame of the lst address table, The group to whom a
transmitting agency belongs is judged, and only when communication is permitted
among the groups to whom this transmitting origin belongs, this multiple address frame
is transmitted to a group‘s bridge or 2nd terminal unit to which it was added by the
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address concerned.

[0015}As opposed to the muitiple address frame from the lst terminal unit by which
repeating instailation was connected to selfoequipment in Claim 8 and 12, Search the
2nd above~mentioned address table and the multiple address frame which added the

group identification information to which this lst terminal unit belongs is sent out to a
server? To the multiple address frame transmitted from the server, based on the group
identification infonnation added to this multiple address frame, the 2nd
above-mentioned address table is searched and this multiple address frame is relayed

only to the [st terminal unit belonging to this group.
[0016}
[Mode for carrying out the invention]The virtual network, constructing method
concerning the present invention is described based on the Drawings of Eggwthrufor
Fig.5.£5ia.iwis a configuration diagram showing the composition of one working
example of the virtual LAN system using the virtual network management method
concerning the present invention, It is one working example which built virtual LAN
(henceforth “VLAN”) using the LAN emulation (specification for using the existing
LAN property in the ATM environment) of the ATM Forum conformity. It has on
backbone a high—speed network like ATM network 10 which comprises an ATM cell
switch which is not illustrated by a VLAN system in a figure. Direct continuation of
two or more bridges BR1~BR45 ATM terminal equipment T11—Tl4, and server
VAS/VBS is carried out to ATM network 10. and it is constituted

[0017]The ATM, network side port where the bridges BRl—BR4 are connected with
ATM network 10‘ It has a branch line LAN side port where a terminal unit is connected,

respectively, and bridging connection in the MAC layer level is performed between the
ports of selfiequipment between the ATM network side ports with other bridges and
ATM terminal equipment. The bridges BRl—BR4 can also be set [ to which VLAN each
branch line LAN side port belongs independently by having a function of VLAN, and ]
up so that it can set up and one port may belong to two or more VLAN(s) in, that case.
Different VLAN is identified as different emu rhe TITTO LAN (ELAN) on ATM

network 10. Thereby, it becomes possible to build VLAN ranging over the bridges
BRl—BR4. In the function of this VLAN, a multicast packet (21 broadcasting packet is

also included) is not transmitted between different VLAN(s).
[001, 8]The bridges BR} —BR4 have accommodated branch line LAN belonging to two or
more groups, In each branch line LAN side port 14 ofbridgc BR], a terminal unit of
each branch line LAN. (It is hereafter called ”LAN terminal, equipment”) Tl~l — Tl—4 in
each branch line LAN side port 1 and 2 of bridge BRZ LAN—tenninal~cquipment T21
and T242, LAN-terminal—equipment T3-1 ~ T3—3 are connected to each branch line LAN
side port l~3 of bridge BR}, and LAN-terminal-cquipmcnt T4—l - T4-3 are connected to
each branch line LAN side port i—3 ofbridge 8R4, respectively.
[0019]In this example, MAC Addresses "fl—T4 and ATM address A] -- A4 are set to the
bridges BRI~BR4, respectively, The MAC Address Tl—l ~ Tl~4 [ same ] as the
above—mentioned sign, T2-l, T2~2, T3~1 - T3—3, T4~l - T46 are set as
LAN~terminal—cquipment Tl—l — Th4: Til—1,, T2v2, T311 — T3~3g T4~1 - T4—3,
respectively. Direct continuation of the ATM, terminal equipment T11~T14 is carried
out to ATM network 10, and same MAC Addresses Tll~Tl4 and ATM addresses

A] 1~Al4 as the above—mentioned Sign are set up»

[0()2()]Thcsc terminal units belong to one which is identified by VID of groups, and are
building the VLAN group, Namely. in this example, VID belongs to VLAN of “VA”
terminal unit Tl—l, T2~1. T4—1, T12} and T13, Vii) belongs to VLAN of “VB“ terminal
unit T12, 13%. T44, T12, and T13, ‘v’lD belongs to VLAN of "VC“ terminal unit T13
and T3—25 Til-3, TH, and T13. and terminal unit T14; T24, T3-3, T13} and T14
assume that Vii) belongs to VLAN of ”VD.” Therefore; the port of each bridge
BRl—BR4 has taken the composition corresponding to VLAN of the group to whom the
connected terminal unit belongs.
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[0021}Direct continuation of server VASEVBS is carried out to ATM network 10 by the
server having the function of an address solution server and a multiple address server.
Server VASJVBS is made to correspond to the MAC Address and ATM address of the
bridges BRl-BR4 and the ATM terminal equipment Tl l~Tl4 by which direct
continuation is carried out to ATM network 10, as shown in Table l. The flag bit (BR

flag) which shows that, it is a bridge which accommodates branch line LAN belonging
to two or more groups, The above—mentioned bridge and ATM terminal equipment have
a first address table that registers V11) showing the VLAN group who belongs, and can

Fgol’lgng for use of each bridge BRLBRél and the ATM terminal equipment Tl 1~Tl4.1- l

 

 
  
 
  

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

[Tahlel]

iMAC ATM VID
{rm/x 7141/2 (fimLANreBH)

l—-- 1.,an
l T1 A1 v1+v3+vc+vn
:

t T2 A2 VA+VD

T3 A3 1 v3+vc+vn

T4 A4 1 VA+VB+VC

5 T11 All 0
1M

T12 A12 l 0 VA+VB

I T13 A13 0 VA+VB+VC+VDi
E t l

j T14 A14 0 VD

   
In Table l, t- shown in VID shows the logical sum of each group to whom the bridges
BR 1 —BR4 and the A'I‘M terminal equipment T1 1»T l4 belong.

[OOZBJThis server VASZ‘VBS is also other terminal units and equipment which has a
communication function similarly, and a predetermined MAC Address and ATM
address are set up. In, this example, the inquiry of the ATM address of a destination
device (a bridge or ATM terminal equipment) performed by an address solving request
frame is received in advance of data communications, Server VASEVBS returns the

predetermined response by an address solution answer frame to the equipment which
performed the inquiry so that data communications can be performed only between the
terminal units (terminal unit of the group same in an working example) by which
searched the above—mentioned address table and the communication permission was
carried out.

[0024]ln the ease of muitiple address frame relay processing, from a transmission
source device (a bridge or ATM terminal equipment) to the multiple address frame
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transmitted to server VASEVBS server VASEVBS? Multiple address frame transmission

within a group is performed by transmitting the above—mentioned multiple address
frame to all the bridges and ATM terminal equipment which search the 1 st address table

of the above and belong to the same VLAN as a transmission source device. The
address unknown (unknown) frame with which the ATM address solution other than the

frame specified in specific address fields} such as a multicast frame and a broadcast
frame, is not made is also contained in the above—mentioned multiple address frame.
[0025]Thus, the ATM connection with a bridge and ATM terminal equipment is
established fixed so that server VA Ss’VBS can be accessed from any VLAN of a group.
An address solution server and a multiple address server may be constituted from server

VASKVBS which consists of one hardware physically as mentioned above and it may
be made to distribute on ATM network 10, and they may be connected independently.
However} to make it distribute, an address solution server and a multiple address server

need to have the 1st address table of the above independently.

[()()26]The frame format of AALS (ATM adaptation layer 5) frame of the LAN
emulation standardized by AIM Forum is used for the address solving request frame in
this example, an address solution answer frame, and a multiple address frame. The point
of having added change in the present invention about the above~mentioned frame
format is a point that a server and a bridge add a VID value to an address solving
request frame and a multiple address frame.
[0027]That is, as shown in the frame format ot‘figg, the abovevmentioned VID value is
mapped in the CPCS UU field in the CPCS PDU trailer of five AALs. By being able to
use the above—mentioned CPCS UU field for discernment between users, and using this

field, Compatibility with existing ATM terminal equipment can be maintained without
invading the CPCS PDU payload part in which the data of a transmitting agency, the
MAC Address of an address, an ATM address, etc” etc. is stored. About the LAN

terminal equipment connected to branch line LAN, it is not necessary to add change at
all in this example.
[0028]Here, if a virtual LAN system is built on a large scale, the registration entry of
the address table in server VAS/VBS will become huge, and the load in respect of

management of a server will become largely. So, in order to make the registration entry
of the address table in server VAS/VBS into the minimum, it is desirable to register

locally the address of the terminal unit connected to the branch line LAN side port of a
bridge on the table of each bridge, without registering with the above-mentioned table.
[0029]ln this example, it shall have an address table (henceforth a "LAN address table")
which registers locally the address of the terminal unit connected to the branch line
LAN side port of self—equipment in each bridge ’BRl—BR-“l. Since the LAN address table
of these bridges BR1~BR4 is the same composition2 it is represented here and shows an
example of the LAN address table of bridge BRl in Table 2.
[0030]

[Table 2]
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[OO3l]The MAC Address of terminal unit Tl—l, — "fl-4, the number of the branch line
LAN side port (LAN PORT) of bridge BRl to which the abovevmentioned terminal unit
is connected, and the VID value of, the group to whom the above—mentioned terminal
unit belongs are corresponded and registered into this LAN address table.
[0032]Each bridge BRl~BR4 has an address table (henceforth an ”ATM address table")
for managing the destination address by the side of an ATM network. Since the ATM
address table of these bridges BRl—BR4 is the same composition, it is represented here
and shows an, example of the ATM address table of bridge BRI in Table 3.
[0033]
[Table 8]
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The MAC Address of destination terminal equipment, the ATM address, ATM
connection VCI established to destination terminal equipment, and the VID value of the

group to Whom the above-mentioned terminal unit belongs are corresponded and
registered into this ATM address table.
[0034']By administration terminal equipment predetermined [ on a network ] with a
VLAN group to SNMP (simple network management protocol), or other means, It is
possible to perform Operation of registering and deleting VID, to the address table of
server VAS/VBS and the ATM address table of each bridge, and, thereby, an address

table can be set up,

[0035]Next, the communication operation of the Virtual LAN system shown in Eiggflis
described based on the flow chart of Fig.3 thru/or Fig.5.To communication between
terminal units, it may carry out between ATM, terminal equipment between LAN
terminal equipment and ATM terminal equipment and between LAN tenninal
equipment, and there is a case of the communication from ATM terminal equipment or
LAN terminal equipment in multiple address frame relay processing at it. Hereafter, it
describes about the working example in these cases.

[0036]First, when communicating from the terminal unit T1 1 to the terminal unit T13
between ATM terminal equipment as the lst working example, the transmission source
terminal '11 1 precedes performing communication to the destination terminal equipment
T13, and needs to get to know the ATM address of the destination terminai equipment
113. Then, the terminai unit T11 transmits the address soiving request frame of the
terminal unit T13 including transmitting agency MAC Address T1 1 and the destination
MAC address T13 on the ATM connection to server VASJ‘VBS established previously,

[0037]]1~ the above~mentioned address solving request frame is received, server
VASE’VBS will perform reception operation shown in {31.3 That is, server VASEVBS
searches whether the destination MAC address T13 in the above~mentioned frame is

registered into the first address table of Table 1 (Step 101). When the destination MAC
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address is not registered into a first address table, here, The abovementioned address
solving request frame is transmitted to other bridges (when the other when the source of
request of the abovesmentioned frame is a bridge bridge, and a source of request are
ATM terminal equipment, they are all the bridges) (Step 102.), and reception operation
is ended. in this case, since the destination MAC address T13 is registered into the first

address table, The V113 value "V’A+VB+VC+VD" and sourcecfirequest V11) value

”VC" which are registered corresponding to above-mentioned MAC Address T13 are
compared (Step 103), and it is judged whether there is any common VlD value (Step
104).
[0038]Here, since there is a common Vii) value "VG”, it judges that communication, of
both terminal unit T1 1 and T13 is permitted, and it is judged whether next the flag bit of
the source of request is set (Step 105). And when the flag bit of the above-«mentioned
source of request is set, while adding VID applicable to an address solution answer
frame (Step 106), the above-mentioned address solution answer frame including the
ATM address of destination terminal equipment is returned to a source of request (Step
107).

[0039]Since the flag bit of the above—mentioned source of request is not set in the case
of this lst working example, server VAS/VBS, V 1D returns an address solution answer
frame including ATM address A13 of the destination terminal equipment T13 to the
terminal unit 111 of a source of request, without adding (Step 107). The terminal unit
TI 1 which received the address solution answer frame can establish the ATM

connection to the terminal unit T13 using ATM address A13, and can transmit data on
the above—mentioned ATM connection.

[0040]On the other hand, when trying to perform communication to the terminal unit
T12 from the terminal unit T11, Since it detects that server VAS/VBS does not have
common VlD from search of a first address table in Step 104, it judges that the
communication between both terminal units is not permitted, and an address solution
answer frame is not returned. Therefore, between the terminal unit T1 1 and T 12, it will
not be established but the ATM connection can communicate.

[0041]Next, when communicating to the ATM, terminal equipment T14 from
LAN—terminal-equipment Tl-4 connected to bridge BRl betWCen LAN terminal
equipment and ATM terminal equipment as the 2nd working example, Bridge BRl
which received the data frame from terminal unit Tl-4 transmits the address solving

request frame of the terminal unit T14 on the ATM connection to server VAS/VBS
established previously.
[0042]1f the above-mentioned address solving request frame is received, server
VAS/VBS performs the same reception operation as the lst working example, searches
at first address table, and compares the VID value "VA+VB+VC+VD" of
source—of~requcst bridge BR] with "VD” of the destination terminal equipment T14. 1n
the 2nd working example, since the common VlD value “VD” exists, server VAS/VBS
judges that communication of bridge BRl and the terminal unit T14 is permitted, and
returns an address solution answer frame including ATM address A14 of the destination

terminal equipment T14 to bridge BRl.
[0043]lf an address solution answer frame is received, bridge BRI will register ATM
address A14 and V11) value “VD" of the destination terminal equipment T14 into the
ATM address tabie of Table 3, in order to manage the destination address by the side of
an ATM network. ATM connection VC l—l4 to the terminal unit T14 is established from

obtained ATM address A14, and data is transmitted on ATM connection VCl -l 4. ATM

connection V C1~l4 established is registered into an ATM address table.
{0044]As mentioned above, by registration of the ATM address to an ATM address
table, and a V ID value, supposing it receives the transmission frame from
LAN-terminal-equipment Tl-l, to the ATM terminal equipment Tl4, for example,
bridge 8R1 next, Since the ATM connection to the ATM terminal equipment TM
belongs to the VLAN group from whom the transmission destination of what is already
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established differs, bridge BRI can discard this transmission frame and it does not need
to take out useless traffic to the ATM side by this.

[0045]Next, when communicating to LAN~terminal~equipment T44) connected to
bridge 8R4 from the ATM terminal. equipment Tl 1 between ATM terminal equipment
and LAN terminal equipment as the 3rd working example, The transmission source
terminal T11 transmits the address solving request frame of LAN-teminal—cquipment
T4-3 to server VASEVBS. If the above~mentioned address solving request frame is

received, although a first address table is searched, server VASEV’BS like the
above—mentioned working, example, Since the address of LAN-terminal-equipment T48
is not registered into the above-mentioned table, the above—mentioned address solving
request frame is transmitted to other bridges BR2~BR4 other than source-otirequest
bridge BRI connected to ATM network 10 (refer to Step 10?. of Pig?)
[0046]The bridge besides the above has the table shown, in Table 2 and 3, the same
LAN address table, and an, ATM address table, The bridge which received the address
solving request frame transmitted [ above~mentioned ] searches the LAN address table
of self—equipment, and judges whether destination terminal equipment is registered.
Only bridge BR4 [ and ] into which the address of LAN —tenninal—equipment ”174—3 used
as an inquiry object is registered in this 3rd working example, The VID value "VC" of
terminal unit “14—3 is added to the address solution answer frame containing ATM

address A4 of self~equipment, and it returns to server VAS/VBS.
[(l()47]lf the above-mentioned address solution answer frame is received, server
VAS/VBS will perform reception operation shown in Find. Namely, the VID value
"VC" of the terminal unit T11 of a source of request with which server VAS/VBS is

registered into the first address table, The VID value "VC" of
destination-terminal-equipment T4—3 added to the address solution answer frame is
compared (Step 2.01.), and it is judged whether there is any common VlD value (Step
202).
[0048]Server VAS/V’BS ends the above—mentioned reception operation, when there is
no common VID value, but in this 3rd working example, since the common VID value
"VC" exists, communication of both terminal units is judged that a permission is
granted. And it is judged whether the flag bit of the source of request is set (Step 203).
Here, since the above—mentioned flag bit of the terminal unit TM is not set, VID of the
above—mentioned address solution answer frame is deleted (Step 204), and the address
solution answer frame containing ATM address A4 is returned to the terminal unit T1 1
of a source of request (Step 205).
[0049]The terminal unit T11 which received the address solution answer frame can
establish the ATM connection to bridge BR4 using ATM address A4, and can transmit a
data frame on the above—mentioned ATM connection. At the time of reception of the
above—mentioned data frame, bridge BR4 can search the LAN address table of
sclfaequipment, and it can relay the above-mentioned data frame to the port 3 where
LAN~terminal—equipment T4—3 is connected.
[0050]Next, when communicating to LAN—termintil—equipment T4~l connected to
bridge 8R4 from LAN-terminal-equipment Tl~l connected to bridge BRl between
LAN terminal equipment as the 4th working example, Bridge BRI which received the
data, frame from LAN-terminalequipment Tl—l transmits the address solving request
frame of terminal unit T4—l to server VASE‘VBS like the 2nd working example.

[0051jlf the above-mentioned address solving request frame is received, since the
address of LAN—terminal—equipment T4-l is not registered into a first address table.
server VAS?VBS will transmit the above—mentioned address solving request frame to
other bridges like the 3rd working example. Bridge 8R4 which received the address
solving request frame transmitted [ above~mentioned ] searches the LAN address table
of self-equipment, adds the VID value ”VA" of terminal unit T4-1 to the address
solution answer frame containing ATM address A4 of self~equipmenu and returns it to
server \f’AS/VBS.
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[0052]Server VASfVBS which received the above-mentioned address solution answer
frame compares the VID value ”VAaLVBweVCe‘v’D” of source~«of—request bridge BRI
registered into the first address table with the VID value ”VA,“ of
destination-terminalnequipment T4~1 added to the address solution answer frame. In this
case, since the VID value ”VA” with common server VASEVBS exists, it judges that
communication, of both terminal unit lel and T4~l is permitted, and the address
solution answer frame sent from bridge BR4 is transmitted to bridge BRl.
[0053}Bridgc BRl which received the. abovednentioned address solution answer frame
registers the VID value “VA“ into the ATM address table with ATM address A4
corresponding to destinationderminalwequipmcnt T4~1. ATM connection VCI~4 to
bridge BR4 is established from obtained ATM address A4, and the data frame received
from terminal unit Tl—l is relayed on ATM connection VCl—4. ATM connection VC1~4
established is registered into an ATM address table.
[0054] Bridge BR4 can search the LAN address table of self—equipment at the time of
reception of the above-mentioned data frame, and it can relay the above~mentioned data
frame to the port 1 where LAN-terminal—equipmcnt T4—l is connected. Unless
registration of the above-mentioned table is erased, the data transmission to the
destination terminal equipment once registered into the ATM address table can use this,
and does not need to follow the above—mentioned procedure for address solution again.

[0055]Next, it describes about relay processing operation of a multiple address frame.
First, when the ATM terminal equipment T12, for example, a terminal unit, sends a
multiple address frame as the 5th working example, the transmission source terminal
T12 transmits the above~mentioned multiple address frame on, the ATM connection to
server VAS/VBS cstablished previously. if the above—mentioned multiple address frame
is received, server VAS/VBS will perform relay processing operation, shown in Egg;
That is, server VAS/VBS searches a first address table andjudges whether the flag bit is
set from transmitting agency MAC Address T12 in the above-mentioned frame (Step
301).
[0056]When the above—mentioned flag bit is set, here, Although the transmitting origin
VID added into the above—mentioned multiple address frame is identified (Step 302), in
the 5th working example, Since the above~mentioned flag bit is not set, the transmitting
origin VID from a first address table. That is, while detecting the VLAN group
"VA+VB" to whom the terminal unit T12 belongs (Step 303), it belongs to these groups

and ATM terminal equipment or a bridge with common VID is searched (Step 304). In,
this example, all the bridges BRl-BR4 will have accommodated branch line LAN
belonging to the group of "VA” or "VB", and only the terminal unit Tl 3 will belong to
the above—mentioned group with ATM terminal equipment.
[0057]Next, server VAS/VBS searches a first address table and judges whether the flag
bit of the destination BRl—BR4, ie, bridges, or the terminal unit TI?) is set (Stop 305).
Here, server VAS/VBS adds and relays VID "VA-+VB" of the transmission source
terminal T12 to the above—mentioned multiple address frame about the bridges
BRl-«BR4 with which the flag bit of the above—mentioned table is set (Step 306). W’hen
acting as intermediary, may use the ATM connection of the point Thu point previously
established between a server and each bridge, and, Or the ATM connection of the point
Thu multipoint previously established between a server and all the bridges in an ATM
network may be used (when using the latter ATM connection, it always becomes the
simultaneous transmissive communication to all the bridges).

[0058]Scrver VASEVBS about the terminal unit T13 with which the flag bit of the
above~mentioncd table is cleared, It acts as intermediary using the ATM connection of

the point Thu point established previousiy, without adding VID ”VA‘rVB" of the
transmission source terminal Tl2 to the above—mentioned multiple address frame. The

bridge which received the multiple address frame retayed [ above-mentioned } searches
3 LAN address table based on VID added to the above—mentioned multiple address
frame, and transmits the above~mentioned multiple address frame only to the LAN
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terminal equipment belonging to the above VID, Namely, when mags referred to, in
bridge BRl, Only to terminai unit Ti—l and Tl~2 connected to branch line LAN side
ports 1 and 2, in bridge BRZ, Only to terminal unit T2«1 connected to branch line LAN
side port 1, in bridge BR3, Only as opposed to terminal unit T3—l connected to branch
line LAN side port 1, the above~mentioned multiple address frame is relayed by bridge
8R4 only to terminai unit T4~l and T4-2 which were connected to branch line LAN
side ports 1 and 2.
[0059]Next, when LAN-terminaI-equipment T323 connected to
LAN~termmail—equipment, for example, bridge BR, 3 as the 6th working example sends
a multiple address frame, Bridge 8R3 which received the above-mentioned multiple
address frame searches the LAN address table of self—equipment, and it detects VID
"VD" of branch line LAN to which terminal unit T3—3 is connected. And bridge 13R3

adds detected, VID "VD” to a multiple address frame, and it transmits to server
VASXVBS.

[00601When the above-mentioned multiple address frame is received, server VASEV'BS,
While recognizing that it is the multiple address in a VLAN group "VD" from the
transmitting origin VID which detected that the flag bit was set in a first address table
like the 5th working example, and was added to the above-mentioned multiple address
frame, Bridge BRl belonging to the above—mentioned group ”VD", 8R2 and the ATM
terminal equipment T13, and T14 are discriminated from a first address table.
[0061]Next, server VAS/VBS receives bridge BRl to which the flag bit of the first
address table is set, and BR2, To the terminal unit T13 which adds the transmitting

agency VID ”VD” to the abovementioned multiple address frame and with which the
flag bit of the above-mentioned table is cleared, and T14, it acts as intermediary,
without adding the transmitting agency VlD to the above-mentioned multiple address
frame.

[0062]Bridge BRl which received the multiple address frame relayed
[ above—mentioned ], and BR2 search a LAN address table based on VID added to the
abovc~mentioned multiple address frame, and they relay the above—mentioned multiple
address frame only to LA’N-terminal—equipment Tl—4 and T2—2 belonging to the above
VID. Therefore, it makes it possible to connect the ATM terminal equipment or the
bridge belonging to two or more groups on an ATM network in this example, All the
ATM terminal equipment or bridges on a network, Since group management is carried
out under control of a sewer, and there are few parameters which should be managed by
the terminal side and they end compared with the method which used the conventional
ELAN, the load of the group management in the bridge or ATM terminal equipment
belonging to two or more groups can be reduced.
[0063]In this example, since management of the connection established between a
server, and each ATM terminal equipment and a bridge becomes easy using a pair of
thing, an address solution server and a multiple address server, While making resources,
such as an address solution server by the side of a network, and a muitiple address
server, into the minimum, establishment and band utilization of an efficient connection

can be performed.
[0064]Since what is necessary will just be to establish a single connection using
signaling processing and communication will be performed only on the
above~mentioned connection in this example if it is communication between the same
ATM terminal equipment and a bridge physically, Interconnectivity with the existing
terminal unit can be maintained without making special processing perform to the
conventional terminal unit. The present invention also about the address of not only the
abovc~mentioned working exampie but the LAN terminal equipment connected to
branch line LAN, for example, it is possible to also make it register with the first
address table of a server, in this case, it becomes unnecessary for a server to transmit an

address solving request frame to a bridge, and the group management of all the
terminals on a network of it becomes possible in a server.
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[OOéSllt is also possible to overlap and assign two or more VLAN groups to one port of
a bridge in the present invention, and it is also possible to connect two or more terminal
units to one port, Although it is the logically independent thing between VLAN(s) in
this example, not only this but the thing set up to communicate between specific
VLANG) is possible for the present invention.
[0066]
[Effect of the inventionlAs described above, while carrying out direct continuation of
the repeating installation which has two or more ports where the 1st tcmiinal unit is
connected, respectively, and a bridge function in the present invention, and the 2nd
terminal unit via a trunk network, in the system which performs data communications
between the terminal units by which carried out the group division of each port and the
second terminal unit of the aforementioned repeating installation, and set up the virtual
network, and the communication permission was carried out to the transmission source
terminal, The address information of the atbrcmcntioned repeating installation and the
2nd terminal unit, and at least one group identification information to which this

repeating installation and the 2nd terminal unit belong, The memory response means
which has the lst address storage section that makes the bit information which shows
that it is the repeating installation to which several lst terminal units with which at least
one differs in the aforementioned group who does a group are connected correspond,
and momorizes it, To the inquiry of the network address of an address which connects
to the aforementioned trunk network and is performed in advance of the aforementioned
data communications, the aforementioned memory response means, Since a

predetermined response is returned to the equipment which performed the
aforementioned inquiry so that data communications can be perfomied only between the
terminal units by which searched the lst above—mentioned address Storage section, and
the communication permission was carried out [ aforementioned ], while being able to
reduce the load of the group management in the bridge or ATM terminal equipment
belonging to two or more groups, lnterconncctivity with the existing terminal unit can
be maintained without making special processing perform to the conventional terminal
unit.

[0067]],n Claim 4, to an inquiry of the network address of the address which is not:
memorized by said lst address storage section, the aforementioned memory response
means, To repeating installation and the 2nd terminal unit other than the equipment
which performed this inquiiy, transmit this inquiry, and to them the aforementioned
repeating installation, Have the 2nd address storage section that makes the MAC
Address of the lst terminal unit connected to self—equipment, and thc group
identification information to which this each lst terminal unit belongs correspond, and

memorizes them, and an inquiry of the address of this lst terminal, unit is received, The
2nd address storage section is searched, and since the predetermined response include
the group identification information corresponding to a corresponding address is
returned to the aforementioned memory response means, the load of the group

management in the bridge belonging to two or more groups can be reduced.
[0068]ln Claim 5, the repeating installation which performed the aforementioned
inquiry, The network address of the address obtained by the predetermined response
from the aforementioned memory response means, As opposed to the address of the
transmission frame from the lst terminal unit that has the 3rd address storage section

that corresponds and mcmorizes the group identification information to which this
address belongs, and was connected to selflequipment, This 3rd address storage section
is searched, and since this transmission frame is sent out to the aforementioned trunk
network only when communication is permitted betwoen the group to whom an address
belongs, and the group to whom the lst terminal unit concerned belongs, the load of the
group management in the bridge belonging to two or more groups can be reduced.
[0069]ln Claim (3 and 9, the aforementioned memory response means or a multiple
address means, When the frame which should be carried out the multiple address is
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received, from the group identification descriptor added to the search results or this
multiple address frame of the lst above-itientioned address storage section, Since this
multiple address frame is transmitted to the repeating installation or the second terminal
unit of the group to whom it was added by the address concerned only when
communication is permitted among the groups to whom the group to whom a
transmitting agency belongs is judged and this transmitting origin belongs, While
making resources, such as an address solution server by the side of a network, and a
multiple address server, into the minimum, establishment and band utilization of an
efficient connection can be performed.
[0070}As opposed to the multiple address frame from the lst terminal unit by which the
aforementioned repeating installation was connected to self-equipment in Claim 8 and
12, Search the 2nd above~mentioned address storage section, and the multiple address
frame which added the group identification information to which this lst terminal unit
belongs is sent out to the aforementioned memory response means, The multiple
address frame transmitted from this memory response means is received, Since this

multiple address frame is relayed only to the first terminal unit that searches the 2nd
above-mentioned address storage section, and belongs to this group based on the group
identification information added to this multiple address frame, establishment and band
utilization of an efficient connection can be performed.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS  

[Brief Description of the Drawings]
lDraWing l'élt is a configuration diagram showing the composition of one working
example of the Virtual LAN system using the virtual network, management method
concerning the present invention.

  

  

{Dragging gilt is a frame format which shows the composition of the frame used for the
system of a t,
@gifiy:ig1gw3yl:t is a flow chart for describing the operation at the time of the address
solving request frame reception of the server shown in Fig.1 .
{Draggjipwlt is a flow chart for similarly describing the operation at the time of the
address solution, answer frame reception of a server.

Lylgggpring 5i‘glt is a flow chart for similarly describing the operation at the time 0fthe
multiple address frame reception of a server.
[Explanations ofletters or numerals]
10 ATM network
VAS/ABS Server

BRl-BR4 Bridge
T1 1 — T14 ATM~terminaE equipment
Tl-l ~ Tl-4. T2-l , T243, T34 ~ T3—39 'l‘4—l - T4—3 LAN terminal equipment
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(5 7)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide the

information storage medium that stores digital

data received through a data transmission1!:94;!!!
channel from an information server together

with a contents ID depending on a type of the

data.

SOLUTION: A data distributer 10 applies

duplicate encryption processing to digital data

together with encryption processing using au}2mm?
cryptographic key depending on an identifier

denoting a kind of the digital data and transmits (

the duplicate encryption data to a data receiver

 mmm
30. The data receiver 30‘ receives the duplicatesh#mwxf
encryption data sent from the data disnibuter l 0

through a satellite channel and applies decoding processing to the data by using

respective decoding keys corresponding to the respective encryption keys.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any damages caused by the use of this
translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the
original precisely.
2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[C1aim(s)]
[Claim 1]In information transmission equipment which divides digital data into a
predetermined data block, and transmits this data block via a data transmission line,
Information transmission equipment comprising:
A transmitting means which performs at least two-fold encryption processing, and
transmits this encoded data including encryption processing using an encryption key
according to an identifier which shows a kind of the above-mentioned digital data to the
above-mentioned digital data.
A receiving means which receives the above-mentioned encoded data transmitted via a
written data transmission line from the above—mentioned transmitting means, and
performs decoding processing using each decode key according to each encryption key.

[Claim 2]The information transmission equipment according to claim 1, wherein the
above-mentioned predetermined data block is a packet by Internet Protocol for
transmitting and receiving digital data via a network between two or more systems.
[Claim 3]The information transmission equipment according to claim 1 before the
above-mentioned receiving means's decrypting all the received above-mentioned
encoded data, wherein it saves written data temporarily at a memory measure.
[Claim 4]The information transmission equipment according to claim 1 characterized by
having a bidirectional data transmission line in which bidirectional data

communications are possible separately from a written data transmission line.
[Claim 5]The information transmission equipment according to claim 4 characterized by
using a terrestrial communication network as the above-mentioned bidirectional data
transmission line using satellite connection with larger transmission capacity than the
above-mentioned bidirectional data transmission line as a written data transmission line.

[Claim 6]In an information transmission method which divides digital data into a
predetermined data block, and transmits this data block via a data transmission line,
Encryption processing using an encryption key according to an identifier which shows a
kind of the above—mentioned digital data to the above—mentioned digital data is included,
An information transmission method performing decoding processing to the
above-mentioned encoded data which transmitted this encoded data after performing at
least two—fold encryption processing, and was received via a written data transmission
line using each decode key according to each encryption key.
[Claim 7] The information transmission method according to claim 6, wherein the
above—mentioned predetermined data block is Paquette by Internet Protocol for
transmitting and receiving digital data via a network between two or more systems.
[Claim 8]The information transmission method according to claim 6 characterized by
saving written data temporarily at a storage medium before decrypting all the received
above—mentioned encoded data.

[Claim 9]The information transmission method according to claim 6 characterized by ,

having a bidirectional data transmission linein which bidirectional data
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communications are possible separately fiom a written data transmission line.
[Claim 10]The information transmission method according to claim 9 characterized by
using a terrestrial communication network as the above—mentioned bidirectional data
transmission line using satellite connection with larger transmission capacity than the
above—mentioned bidirectional data transmission line as a written data transmission line.

[Claim 11]An information storage medium with which encryption processing using an
encryption key according to an identifier which shows a kind of digital data is
characterized by having memorized encoded data given at least.

[Claim 12]Information reception equipment extracting and decoding only a data block
of a kind which read the above-mentioned identifier and was previously registered in
information reception equipment which receives multiplexing data which consists of
two or more kinds of data blocks to which an identifier which shows a kind of data was
added via a data transmission line.

[Claim 13]The information reception equipment according to claim 12 having an
identifier of a data block of a receivable kind in a reference table with the identifier and

a corresponding decode key.
[Claim 14]The information reception equipment according to claim 13 characterized by

performing decoding processing to this encryption data block based on a decode key (
according to an identifier with reference to the above-mentioned reference table when ‘
the enciphered above-mentioned data block18 received.

[Claim 15]The information reception equipment according to claim 12 using Paquette
by Internet Protocol for transmitting and receiving digital data via a network between
two or more systems as the above-mentioned data block.
[Claim 16]The information reception equipment according to claim 12 using a
transmission destination address included in a header of the Internet protocol packet for
transmitting and receiving digital data via a network between two or more systems as
the above-mentioned identifier.

[Claim 17]The information reception equipment according to claim 12 using content ID
showing a kind of information on the above-mentioned data block as the
above-mentioned identifier.

[Claim 18]The information reception equipment according to claim 12 having the
above-mentioned identifier in a media—access-control header to which it was added by
head of each data block.

[Claim 19]The information reception equipment according to claim 18 having Flagg for
expressing classification of the above—mentioned identifier in the above—mentioned
media-access-control header added to a head of each above-mentioned data block. .. ,

[Claim 20]The information reception equipment according to claim 12 characterized by C
having a bidirectional data transmission line in which bidirectional data
communications are possible separately from a written data transmission line.
[Claim 21]The information reception equipment according to claim 12 characterized by
using a terrestrial communication network as the above—mentioned bidirectional data
transmission line using satellite connection with larger transmission capacity than the
above-mentioned bidirectional data transmission line as a written data transmission line.

[Claim 22]An information receiving method extracting and decoding only a data block
of a kind which read the above—mentioned identifier and was previously registered in an
information receiving method which receives multiplexing data which consists of two
or more kinds of data blocks to which an identifier which shows a kind of data was
added via a data transmission line.

[Claim 23]The information receiving method according to claim 22 having an identifier
of a data block of a receivable kind in a reference table with the identifier and a

corresponding decode key.
[Claim 24]The information receiving method according to claim 23 characterized by
performing decoding processing to this encryption data block based on a decode key
according to an identifier with reference to the above—mentioned reference table when
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the enciphered above—mentioned data block. is received.
[Claim 25]The information receiving method according to claim 22 using a packet by
Intemet Protocol for transmitting and receiving digital data via a network between two
or more systems as the above—mentioned data block.
[Claim 26] The information receiving method according to claim 22 using a

transmission destination address included1n a header of the above-mentioned Intemet
protocol packet as the above-mentioned identifier.
[Claim 27]The information receiving method according to claim 22 using content ID
showing a kind of information on the above—mentioned data block as the
above-mentioned identifier.

[Claim 28]The information receiving method according to claim 22 having the
' above—mentioned identifier in a header of media access control to which it was added by
head of each data block. ,

[Claim 29]The information receiving method according to claim 28 having Flagg for
expressing classification of the above-mentioned identifier in the above-mentioned
media-access—control header added to a head of each above-mentioned data block.

[Claim 30]The information receiving method according to claim 22 characterized by
using a bidirectional data transmission line in which bidirectional data communications
are possible separately from a written data transmission line.
[Claim 31]The information receiving method according to claim 30 characterized by
using a terrestrial communication network as the above-mentioned bidirectional data
transmission line using satellite connection with larger transmission capacity than the
above-mentioned bidirectional data transmission line as a written data transmission line.

[Claim 32]An information storage medium memorizing two or more kinds of data
blocks to which content ID which shows a kind of information on a data block was

added.

[Claim 33]The information storage medium according to claim 32, wherein the
above-mentioned content ID is distinguished by a flag in a media-access-control header
added to a head of each data block.

[Detailed Description of the Invention]
[0001]
[Field of the Invention]The present invention relates to the information transmission
equipment, the method, the information reception equipment, method, and information
storage medium for offering data distribution service, for example using a
communications satellite.

[0002]
[Description of the Prior Art]When [ which carries out data communications using a
dial-up line a dedicated line, etc. ] case or talking over the telephone, in order to prevent
leakage of transmitted data, or in order to maintain the reliability of information to the
disturbance over transmitted data, the data of the plaintext was enciphered and
transmitted and the data enciphered in the reception destination is decoded.
[0003]As a typical cipher system, the common key encryption system and the
public—key crypto system are known. The common key encryption system is also called
the symmetrical cryptosystem, and there are an algorithm nondisclosure type and an
algorithm public presentation type. DES (Date Encryption Standard) is known as a

typical algorithm public presentation type thing Since computational complexity
immense in order to derive a decode key from an enciphering key is required and a
decode key1s not decoded substantially, a public-key crypto system is a cipher system
which may exhibit an enciphering key.
It is also called an unsymmetrical key cipher system.
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[0004]Fig.17 is a schematic structure figure showing an example of the encoded data
transmission equipment which enciphers the data on a transmission line with a common
key encryption system. This encoded data transmission equipment protects that the
bugging device 93 by the side of a tapping person intercepts data from the data
transmission line 94 which connects the sending set 91 by the side of a sending person,
and the receiving set 92 by the side of an addressee.
[0005]Encryption processing which uses the encryption key 97 with the encryption
machine 96 in the sending set 91 is performed to the data which should be transmitted.
The above-mentioned encoded data which was transmitted by the data transmission line
94 and received with the receiving set 92 is decoded by the decoder 99 which used the
decode key 98, and decode data is obtained.

[0006]Since it does not have the decode key 98 even if the bugging device 93 receives
here the data similarly enciphered as the receiving set 92 fiom the data transmission line
94, it is difficult to decode. That is, in the bugging device 93, since the data which
required then incomprehensible encryption processing (scramble) as it is will be treated,
it can prevent leaking information to the bugging device 93 side actually. Generally in
the main encryption methods of the common key encryption system in this example, an ,
enciphering key and a decode key are identical-bits sequences. (
[0007]A cipher system which was mentioned above is determined according to the “
classification of the circuit system to which transmission data is transmitted, the degree
of secrecy (confidentiality) of transmission data, the quantity of transmission data, etc.
For example, in the data communications using a dedicated line, although leakage of
informatiOn and the degree of the disturbance to transmission data are low, when
carrying out data communications using a dial-up line, the degree of leakage of
information and the degree of disturbance become high.
[0008]
[Problem to be solved by the invention]By by the way, the thing for which transmission
of the digital data using a communications satellite was attained in recent years,
Although transmitted [ came ] using the communications satellite also about the text,
and the digital video and voice data which are used not only by analog video and voice
data, such as television broadcasting and a movie, but by computer etc., Since reception
with many and unspecified receiving sets is possible, the degree of leakage of
information and the degree of disturbance become still higher.
[0009]That is, in the data transmission system using the above—mentioned
communications satellite, since many and unspecified addressees can receive easily

with a receiving set unlike l to 1 communication of a telephone line, a dedicated line,
etc. it is easy to be intercepted. For this reason, a possibility that charged data
communications will be intercepted, for example is high. Then, a data encryption is
needed also a written data transmission system.
[OOlO]In a actual written data transmission system, encryption processing is performed
about not all data, Using the information which the data which should be enciphered
was enciphered according to the contents of the data which should be transmitted in a
sending set, it sent out on the transmission line, and the addressee decoded all or some
of enciphered data, and was acquired as a result, Or it is got to know whether the data is
required for itself by the portion transmitted without being enciphered.
[0011]Here, the conventional television broadcast service using a communications
satellite is a form as for which a many user uses the data which the distribution person
distributed receiving it simultaneously. On the other hand, when distributing the digital
data used by computer etc. via a communications satellite, the function which
distributes data to the specific user of the singular number or plurality fiom a data
distribution person is called for.
[0012]However, conventionally, in the simultaneous transmissive communication or
broadcasting system from a data distribution person to many users, All Users received
the always same information, use or an inspection was carried out, and since there was

KW,
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no identification information of a system user individual, distribution of data only to a

specific user from a data distribution person was not completed.
[0013]The present invention is made in view of the above—mentioned actual condition,
and also when it transmits digital data using the abovementioned communications
satellite, it aims at offer of the information transmission equipment and the method of
making the degree of leakage of information, and the degree of disturbance low.
[0014]The present invention is made in view of the above—mentioned actual condition,
and aims at offer of the information reception equipment and the method only a specific
user enables it to receive the digital data transmitted via the data transmission line from
the information distributor according to the kind of data.

[0015]The present invention is made in view of the above—mentioned actual condition,

and aims at offer of the information storage medium which has memorized the
enciphered encoded data with the encryption key according to the identifier of the

digital data by the transmitting information person side at least.
[0016]The present invention is made1n View of the above—mentioned actual condition,
and aims at offer of the information storage medium which has memorized the digital
data transmitted via the data transmission line from the information distributor with the

content ID according to the kind of data.
[0017]

[Means for solving problem]Ir1 order that the information transmission equipment and
the method concerning the present invention may solve an aforementioned problem,
After performing at least two—fold encryption processing including the encryption
processing using the encryption key according to the identifier which shows the kind of
the above-mentioned digital data to the above-mentioned digital data, this encoded data
is transmitted, Decoding processing is performed to the above-mentioned encoded data
received via the data transmission line using each decode key according to each
encryption key.
[0018]In order that the information storage medium concerning the present invention
may solve an aforementioned problem, the encryption processing by the encryption key
according to the identifier which shows the kind of digital data has memorized the
encoded data given at least.
[0019]In order to solve an aforementioned problem, the information reception
equipment and the method concerning the present invention receive two or more kinds
of data blocks to which the identifier which shows the kind of data was added via a data

transmission line, read the above-mentioned identifier, and extract and decode only the

data block of the kind registered previously.
[0020]The information storage medium concerning the present invention memorizes
two or more kinds of data blocks to which the content ID which shows the kind of

information on a data block was added, in order to solve an aforementioned problem.

[0021]
[Mode for carrying out the invention]It describes referring to Drawings for the
embodiment of the information transmission equipment concerning the present
invention, a method, information reception equipment, a method, and an information
storage medium hereafter. This embodiment is a data transmission system of the Fig.1
which divides digital data into a predetermined data block, and transmits this data block
via satellite connection.

[0022]This data transmission system is provided with the following.

The data distribution device 10 which performs double encryption processing and
transmits this duplicate encryption data including encryption processing using an
encryption key according to an identifier which shows a kind of the above-mentioned
digital data to digital data.
The data receiver 30 which receives the above—mentioned duplicate encryption data
transmitted via the above—mentioned satellite connection from this data distribution

device 10, and performs decoding processing using each decode key according to each
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encryption key.
Here, the expansion slot of a personal computer is equipped with the data receiver 30,
for example. The personal computer is shown in Fig.1 as the data receiver 30 as it is.
[0023]The data distribution device 10 and the data receiver 30 can communicate
mutually via a' terrestrial communication network like ISDN in which bidirectional

communication is possible. This terrestrial communication network may be connected
to the Internet which transmits and receives digital data via a network between two or
more systems. The satellite connection by the communications satellite 18 has
transmission capacity larger than the above—mentioned terrestrial communication
network.

[0024]First, the data flow in a written data transmission system is deseribed. Here, it is
assumed that the specific user who owns the data receiver 30 with the data donor who
owns the data distribution device 10 has made the contract of delivery of data
previously. With the data donor here, both the entrepreneur (henceforth a content
provider) who provides transmitted data, and the entrepreneur (henceforth a service
provider) who provides a transmission line are included.
[0025]The user who owns the data receiver 30 sends the request of the purport that he ,
would like to receive the predetermined service which a data donor provides to the data (
distribution device 10, for example Via ISDN as a terrestrial communication network.
The method in particular of sending this request may not be limited, but may be decided
by the kind of data, or a contract state with a user, for example, mail etc. may be
sufficient as it. In accordance with a contract, a data donor may provide service
previously, without sending a request.
[0026]The request from a user sent to the data distribution device 10 is received by the
data request reception part 11, and is sent to the data management part 12. The data
management part 12 will perform the read request of data to the data accumulation part
13, if the contract information and the request of a user check that it is that meaningful
and it is satisfactory. The data accumulation part 13 sends data to the data creation part
15 via the high-speed switcher 14, according to a data read demand for example.
[0027]In the data creation part 15, to the data from the data accumulation part 13,
IP—packet—izing, Format conversion, such as formation of a media-access-control

(Media. Access Control, MAC) frame and transport—izing of NIPEG(Moving Picture
Experts Group Phase) 2, is performed. The data creation part 15 enciphers the
above-mentioned duplex after IP-packet—izing of data, and transport—izing.
[0028]It describes below about this format conversion. As mentioned above, it becomes
possible for various kinds of data like an audio, a video signal, or data to multiplex, and
to be transmittedvby a mass digital circuit in recent years. As the method of this C
multiplexing, the transport stream (Transport Stream, TS) packet which is a
transmission format of NEPEG 2, for example is known. In this TS packet, encryption
processing has been performed to the information data part (payload part). The peculiar
bit string corresponding to 13 bits packet ID (PID) of the header part of a TS packet and
a 2-bit scramble control part is used for the enciphering key for this encryption.
Above—mentioned PID is used to identify information kinds, such as video of the
specific channel of each TS packet, and an audio.
[0029]In transmitting data using this TS packet, data1s converted to the format of the

Internet Protocol (IP) packet currently widely used on the Internet, and it puts this IP
packet into a TS packet further.

[0030]By the way, when various kinds of datais transmitted as an IP packet, it is used
in order that above—mentioned PID may discriminate the data of an IP packet from other
videos or the data of an audio, Bit length is also the number of bits insufficient for
making the classification of various data which has only 13 bits and is transmitted by an
IP packet identify. Then, the identifying method of kinds of data other than PID is
needed. ,

[0031]For example, on the Internet, the transmission destination address
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(DestinationAddress) included in identifying whether received data are data addressed
'to themselves at the IP header of an IP packet is used. Even when transmitting an IP
packet by a TS packet, it is possible to identify whether it is data addressed to itself
using this transmission destination address (it is henceforth called a transmission
destination IP address).
[0032]However, it is dramatically difficult for a data transmission rate to serve as
30Mbps per one translator, if satellite connection is taken for an example, for example,
and to analyze a transmission destination IP address by software in real time by a data
receiving side. By a certain means, a means to extract only the information addressed to
oneself is needed.

[0033]It is very convenient, if only the information on the genre of its interested
information is specified even if it does not specify the title of specific information, and
only the information on the genre is received automatically and can download.
[0034]When data is enciphered as having mentioned above in order. to consider it as
ability ready for receiving only at a specific member, it is necessary to decode the
enciphered data in a receiving side.
[0035]So, in the written data transmission system, added the identifier which shows the
kind of data to the multiplexing data which consists of two or more kinds of data blocks
in the data distribution device 10, and it was made to go via the communications
satellite 18, and has transmitted to the data receiver 30 by the above—mentioned satellite
connection. And in the data receiver 30, the above—mentioned identifier is read in

hardware, and only the data of the classification registered previously which an
addressee needs is extracted and decoded.

[0036]Addition of this identifier is performed by the data creation part 15 of the data
distribution device 10. It is accumulated in the data accumulation part 13 in the data
distribution device 10 in the state where no data which a user needs is processed. From

the data management part 12, the data accumulation part 13 told that the read request of
data came from .the usersends the destination information of the requested data and a

user to the data creation part 15 via the high-speed switcher 14 simultaneously.
[0037]Here, a user's destination information is a transmission destination IP address
required for IP packet transmission. In this data transmission system, the transmission
destination IP address peculiar to all the users is assigned. While the user of 1 has
secured the transmission destination IP address which the user of 1 has, no users other
than the user of one have.

[003 8]Creation or after format conversion is carried out, the data from the data
accumulation part 13 is multiplexed with other audio signals and a video signal by the
data processing part 16, and is sent to the communications satellite 18 by the data
creation part 15 via a wireless circuit from the transmission antenna 17 as multiplexing
data.

[0039]The multiplexing data sent via the communications satellite 18 can be received
by all the users who are in the situation where not only the data receiver 30 that a
specific user owns but data is receivable. The data receiver 30 receives all the
multiplexing data from the communications satellite 18, and sorts out, extracts and
decrypts the data according to the request which he advanced from the inside.
[0040]This data receiver 30 extracts and decodes only the data block of the kind
registered previously by receiving the multiplexing data which consists of two or more
kinds of data blocks to which the identifier which shows the kind of data was added via

the satellite connection by the communications satellite 18, and reading the
above-mentioned identifier. .

[0041]Namely, the data receiver 30 receives the many data block containing the data
transmitted according to the request, sorts out the data block addressed to itself, the data
block which he should receive, and the data block which he can receive, and extracts it

from the inside. The data receiver 30 which a user has is previously determined by the
contract of a user and a data donor.
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[0042]Therefore, if it is usual, the characteristic data of other addressing to a user
cannot be sorted out using the data receiver 30 which a user has.
[0043]However, in the written data transmission system using the communications
satellite 18, since many and unspecified addressees can receive easily with a receiving
set unlike 1 to 1 communication of a telephone line, a dedicated line, etc., it is easy to
be intercepted. That is, a possibility that data communications will be intercepted is high.
Then, a data encryption is needed also a written data transmission system.
[0044]For this reason, the data distribution device 10 is with contents propa~ Ida 18 who
provides information, and service propa— Ida 19 who transmits that information, and has
performed double encryption processing with the encryption machine 21 and the
encryption machine 26 so that it may be shown briefly [ Fig.2 ].
[0045]Actually, this data distribution device 10 is constituted, as shown in the Fig.1
mentioned above, and each part which the content provider 18 who showed especially
Fig.2, and service propa— Ida 19 have is contained in the data creation part 15 as shown
in Fig.3.
[0046]The data and the IP address addressed to a specific user which have been sent
from the data accumulation part 13 are sent to the transmission destination IP packet

preparing part 20. In the IP packet preparing part 20, IP packet 60 shown in Fig.4 is (
generated using the data sent from the data accumulation part 13, and the transmission
destination IP address which specifies a user at the time. The size of this IP packet 60 is
prescribed by TCP/[P (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol), When the data
which the user requested exceeds that size, this data is divided into two or more IP
packets, and is transmitted to the following encryption machine 21.
[0047]Transmission destination IP address 74 of the user who shows Fig.5, and IP
address 73 of the transmitting agencyare contained in the IP header of IP packet 60
used here. Here, transmission destination IP address 74 is 32 bits.

[0048]IP packet 60 created by the IP packet preparing part 20 is transmitted to the
encryption machine 21. In the encryption machine 21, the IP packet 60 whole is
enciphered with the enciphering key for IP packets which an address gets to know that
he is a specific user, and already gets to know mutually only at Hazama, a data donor
and a specific user, at the time by 32—bit above-mentioned transmission destination IP
address 74 in IP packet 60. As an encryption expression, DES (Data Encryption
Standard) etc. are adopted, for example.
[OO49]the limited reception by encryption of an IP packet since this encryption machine
21 performs encryption which used 32 above-mentioned bits transmission destination IP
address 74 —— an addressee can be divided into the range of the 32nd power (= about
4,300 millions) individual of 2. C “
[0050]Here, the content provider 18 gives previously the transmission destination IP
address of the IP packet to transmit, and the decode key for decoding an encryption IP
packet to the data receiver 30. And the payload part of an IP packet is enciphered with
the encryption key corresponding to this decode key, and it sends to the service provider
19. ‘

[0051]However, the encryptiOn needs to give about no data to a specific user, and
encryption may not be performed depending on the kind of data. When encryption is not
performed, IP packet 60 is directly transmitted to the MAC flame preparing part 22
fi‘om the IP packet preparing part 20.
[0052]Here, it describes about the case where encryption is performed. Encryption is
usually performed to a 64-bit plaintext, and in not being a multiple whose data length of
IP packet 60 which should be enciphered is 64 hits, the IP packet 60 whole is made into
a 64-bit multiple by performing amends of data, i.e., padding of invalid data, and it
considers it as IP packet 61.
[0053]]? packet 62 as which specific IP packet 61 for users was enciphered is
transmitted to the MAC flame preparing part 22. In the MAC fi'ame preparing part 22,
MAC header 70 is added to IP packet 62 enciphered with the encryption machine 21 .
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[0054]This MAC header 70 comprises a total of 64 bits of 8 bits SSH) (Server System
ID), UDB(User Depend Block)1 [ 24 bits ], and 32—bit UDB2, as shown in Fig.6. In
particular, the transmission destination IP address written in the above—mentioned IP
header and the same transmission destination IP address are written in UDB2 of MAC
header 70.

[0055]The transmission destination IP address in the above—mentioned IP header is
enciphered, in the receiving set side, if a code is not decoded, cannot know a
transmission destination IP address, but if above—mentioned MAC header 70 has the

same transmission destination IP address as it, At a receiving side, it can be known by

reading it only in hardware whether it is a data block addressed to itself. This
transmission destination IP address is directly passed to the MAC frame preparing part
22 from the IP packet preparing part 20.
[0056]To the above-mentioned UDB1,PBL (Padding_Byte_Length) of a triplet, 1 bit
CP (Control_Packet) and 1—bit EN (Encrypted_orN_ot),1 bit PN (Protocol_Type
Available or_Not), 2 bits Reserve, and a 16-bit protocol number (Protocol Type) are set.

[0057]Among this, PBL is padding bite length and is the length of the invalid data
covered on the occasion of encryption. This is needed in order that the user who
received the enciphered IP packet may know regular data length.
[005 8]CP is a bit which identifies whether the data which a user needs, or control data
required for system management is contained in the IP packet. Usually, CP of lVLAC
frame 63 which should be received when a user requests shows that not control data but
data is contained.

[0059]EN is a control bit which shows whether the IP packet is enciphered with the
encryption machine 21. As for a user, decoding received MAC frame 63 determines
whether lends and there is by this bit information. PN is a control bit which shows

whether usefiil information is in a Protocol Type area.

[0060]In the MAC frame preparing part 22 of Fig.3, the above control bit is added to IP
packet 62. Here, the content 1]) showing the kind of information on an IP packet besides
the above-mentioned transmission destination IP address may be set to UDB2. This

content ID is mentioned later. It is the above—mentioned SSH) to make it identify
' whether the above—mentioned transmission destination IP address was set to UDB2 or it

is the above-mentioned content ID.

[0061]CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Checking, Cyclic Redundancy Check) calculated in
the CRC calculation part 23 is added to MAC frame 63 generated by the MAC frame
preparing part 22. Thus, by calculating CRC by the data distribution device 10 side, the
data receiver 30 can inspect whether the received MAC frame is correctly transmitted
fiom the communications satellite 18. 16—bit CRC generated in the CRC calculation part
23 is added to the last of MAC frame 63.

[0062]This MAC frame 63 is converted to the section which is transmitted to the
section preparing part 24 and specified by MPEG 2. As shown in Fig.4, MAC flame 63
is added immediately after the section (Sec) header 71, and is called the private section
64.

[0063]The format of this section header 71 is shown in Fig.7 (A). The format of the
section header 71 is prescribed by IVIPEG 2, Table (ID) It has Tia, section sink indicator
Ssi, private indicator Pi, reserved Res, and private section length P51. Here, the data length
of a MAC frame goes into private section length P51.
[0064]The private section 64 created by the section preparing part 24 is transmitted to
the transport packet preparing part 25. the private section 64 transmitted in the transport
packet preparing part 25 -- transport packet 651, 652, and .. it divides into 65m.
[0065]transport packet 651, 652, and .. 65r1 comprises 188 bytes, respectively. these
transport packet 651, 652, and .. 4 bytes of TS header is added to 65m.
[0066]For example, the format of the TS header 72 is shown in Fig.7 (B). The TS
header 72 Sync byte Syb, transport error indicator Tei, Pay—load unit start indicator Pui,
transport priority Tp, It has above-mentioned PID and above—mentioned scramble
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control part (transport scramble control) Tsc, adaptation field control Afc, and Conti
******- counter Cc.

[0067]transport packet 651, 652, and .. since it is specified with having mentioned above
the size for one piece of 65n as 188 bytes, generally it is necessary to divide the one
section 64 into two or more transport packets
[0068]Since one section is not necessarily the integral multiple length of 184 bytes

.(number of bytes to which 4 bytes of header length were pulled from 188 bytes), usually
here, the one section 64 -- two or more transport packet 651, 652, and.. when dividing
into 65“, as shown111 Fig.4, the data using stuffing bytes1s made up for. That1s, when
one section which is not 184 bytes of multiple is divided into two or more transport
packets, all the bits form the stuffing region by which stuffing was carried out in the
data area in which the last transport packet remained.
[0069]Each transport packet created by the transport packet preparing part 25 is

supplied to the encryption machine 26. The encryption machine 26 performs encryption
processing to the data part of each above—mentioned transport packet using the
enciphering key for TS packets, as shown1n Fig.2.
[0070]The service provider 19 gives previously thePID portion of a TS packet and the ,.
value of a scramble control part to transmit, and the decode key which decodes this TS (
packet to the data receiver 30. And the encryption IP packet given fiom contents
PURABAIDA 18 is TS-packet-ized, the payload part of this TS packet is further
enciphered with the encryption key corresponding to the above—mentioned decode key,
an encryption TS packet is created, and it transmits on satellite connection.
[0071]Here, as mentioned above, the peculiar bit string corresponding to PID (13 bits)
and the scramble control part (2 bits) of TS header which were shown in (b) of Fig.7 is
used for the enciphering key for encryption. For this reason, 15—bit 4096 kinds of
limitation can be performed at the maximum.
[0072] Since the addressee can be divided into the range the 32nd power of 2 as already
mentioned above using the transmission destination IP address of an IP packet, if
encryption of this TS packet is combined, an addressee can be further divided into that
4096 times as many range, and a warmer restricted reception system can be constituted.

[0073]Since plaintext data cannot be obtained if another code is undecipherable even if
it succeeds in a tapping person decoding one of codes by performing independent

encryption doubly, a restricted reception system with higher safety can be constituted.
[0074]Here, since the restricted reception system by encryption of an IP packet and the
restricted reception system by encryption of a TS packet are held by another
entrepreneur of the content provider 18‘ and the service provider 19, respectively, a
restricted reception system with the independent others can be constituted. This is (
effective when each wants for the entrepreneur who provides a transmission line to
differ from-the entrepreneur who provides transmission data, and to sign a limited
reception contract with a user independently. There is also no possibility that the
information about an encryption key may leak among entrepreneurs.
[0075]After the data in which double encryption was given by the content provider 18
and the service provider 19 is transmitted to the data transfer part 27, it is transmitted to
the data processing parts 16, such as a multiplexer. In the data processing part 16, it
modulates and amplifies, after multiplexing the above-mentioned transport packet with
other digitized videos and an audio signal.
[0076]The data for the broadcast specific user is received by users' receiving antenna 31,
and is transmitted to a specific user's data receiver 30.
[0077]The Signal received by the receiving antenna 31 is converted to the signal of IF,
and is input into the data receiver 30. The block diagram of this data receiver 30 is
shown in Fig.8. The flow chart of the double decoding processing performed with this
data receiver 30 is shown in Fig.9.
[0078]It converts to a digital signal here, QPSK demodulation processing and error
correction processing are performed, and the signal input into the front end 32 which
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consists of the tuner 33, A/D converter 34, the demodulator 35, and the decoder 36 is

received as TS packet data enciphered like Step S1.
[0079]This enciphered TS packet is supplied to the descrambler 37. The descrambler 37
performs descrambling processing of TS packet level to the TS packet data enciphered
[ above-mentioned ]. In this case, the descrambler 37 reads the value of a PID part and a
scramble control part in the header part of the above—mentioned encryption TS packet
data, It judges whether the decode key for TS packets corresponding to this value is
given from the service provider 19 at Step‘ S2, and if given, the payload part of this
encryption TS packet will be decoded with this decode key at Step S3, and the decoded
TS packet will be outputted. Here, if the decode key is not previously given from the
service provider 19, an encryption TS packet is canceled at Step S7.
[0080]The TS packet decoded at Step S3 is supplied to the demultiplexer 38. Here, the
demal plexor 38 divides the audio information and the Video data Which were
multiplexed with the above—mentioned TS packet data by the written data processing
partsl6, supplies audio information to the audio decoder 39, and supplies a video data to
the video decoder 40. The audio decoder 39 outputs an analog audio and the video
decoder 40 outputs analog video via NTSC encoder 41. The remaining TS packet data
are supplied to DEPAKETAIZA 45.
[0081]DEPAKETAIZA 45 reproduces the-format of the private section 64 shown by
Fig.4, calculates the value of CRC, and judges whether data was received correctly. And
DEPAKETAIZA 45 IP—packet-izes the above-mentioned private section 64 by step S4,
and converts it to the format data 75 as shown in Fig.10. This format data 75 is
transmitted to the decoder 47 which decodes this IP packet via FIFO46.
[0082]The identifier set to UDB2 shown in the Fig.6 of the MAC header in the format
data 75 in the decoder 47, Take out a transmission destination IP address here, judge
whether the decode key for IP packets corresponding to this is given from contents
PURABAIDA 18 at Step S5, and if given, The payload part of an IP packet is decoded
using this decode key at Step S6, and the decoded IP packet is outputted. Here, if the
decode key is not previously given by the content provider 18, an encryption IP packet
is canceled at Step S7.
[0083]A decode key is made to correspond to the above-mentioned identifier, and is
stored by the reference table 80 shown in the Fig.11 in the dual port rum (DPRAlVI) 48.
[0084]This reference table 80 has an identifier of the data block of a receivable kind
with that identifier and a corresponding decode key. 4 bytes is used as an identifier and
8 bytes is used as a decode key.
[0085]As mentioned above as an identifier among the figure, content ID may be used,
using a transmission destination IP address, and the discernment is performed by SSID
in the MAC header of a receive packet. Setting out of the value of the reference table 80
is performed by CPU42 with the input of DPRAM48.
[OO86]If encryption IP packet data are received in the format of the above—mentioned
Fig.10 and the identifier of UDB2 in a MAC Address is taken out, the decoder 47,
DPRAM48 is accessed, the identifier in the table 80 is searched at intervals of 16 bytes
from a top address, and coincidence detection of the identifier in a receive packet and
the identifier in a table is performed to the bit of the identifier which is "1" among the
mask bits stored in 4 bytes of Ushiro of an identifier.
[0087]If the mask bit is H"ffffffff’, correspondence of all the bits of the identifier in the
MAC Address of the received packet and the identifier in a table will be checked, It
supposes that the same identifier as the input identifier is in DPRAM48, the decode key
(session key in a figure) corresponding to the identifier is taken out, and decoding
processing of the IP packet after it is performed.
[0088]When the END code is stored in the last of the identifier in the reference table 80
registered previously, the identifier is searched and an END code is detected, as Step S7
showed without ejection and its receive packet receiving search there, it is discarded
with this decoder 47.
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[0089]As an identifier, as mentioned above, content ID (or genre ID) besides a ,
transmission destination IP address is used. That is, content ID besides a transmission

destination [P address may be set to UDB2 of MAC header 70 shown in Fig.6. When
using a transmission destination [P address when "0" is set as SSID is shown, for
example, "1" is set, it specifies using genre ID. It can distinguish which is used by
analyzing SSID by a receiving side.
[0090]For example, individually—addressed [ corresponding to a unicast address ], when
a transmission destination [P address is used for UDB2, and -- it becomes possible to
transmit the data addressed to a group's user using a multicast address -- a receiving side
-- addressing to oneself -- or it becomes possible to receive only the data addressed to a
groove where he can belong and which is in real time.
[0091]In this case, DPRAM48 of the data receiver 30 should just be provided with the
reference table 81 of a format as shown in Fig.12. This reference table 81 has a
transmission destination [P address of the data block of a receivable kind with that

transmission destination [P address and a corresponding decode key. For example,
transmission destination IP address 1 for groups like the above-mentioned multicast
address is set to 16 bytes to begin. _
[0097.]The encryption ON/OFF flag of this transmission destination IP address 1 is 0. ('
Individually—addressed transmission destination IP address 2 like the above-mentioned '
unicast address is set to the following 16 bytes. An encryption ON/OFF flag is 1. The
session key is set also to transmission destination IP address 2.

[0093]If the decoder 47 receives IP packet data in the format of the above—mentioned
Fig.10 and inputs the transmission destination IP address in a MAC Address, Access
DPRAM48 and the transmission destination [P address in the table 81 is searched at

intervals of 16 bytes from a top address, Coincidence detection of the identifier in a
receive packet and the identifierin a tableIS performed to the bit of the identifier which
is "1" among the mask bits stored1n 4 bytes after this [P address.
[0094]If the mask bit15 H"ffffffff", correspondence of all the bits of the transmission
destination [P addressin the MAC Address of the received packet and the transmission
destination [P address in a table will be checked, It supposes that the same IP address as
the input [P address occurs in DPRAM48, the decode key corresponding to the [P
address is taken out, and decoding processing of the IP packet after it is performed.
[0095]At the end of the IP address in the reference table 81 registered previously, when
the END code is stored, the IP address is searched and an END code is detected, it is

discarded like Step S7 with this decoder 47, without ejection and its receive packet
receiving search there. ,_,_
[0096]When the data of the genre previously registered on the other hand when the (
content ID using 32 bits was used for full as UDB2 is received, data is transmitted to PC
and it becomes possible to download automatically to a hard disk.
[0097]In this case, DPRAM48 of the data receiver 30 should just be provided with the
reference. table 82 of a format as shown in Fig.13. This reference table 82 has
memorized the content ID 83 of the data block of a receivable kind using 32—bit full. .
[0098] Such 32-bit content ID 83 is constituted by 8—bit main class Do, classification—in 6
bits D1, 4—bit minor class D2, and 14-bit information ID as shown in (A) of Fig.14. Main
class Do expresses a big category, such as computer software, a publiCation, and game
software. Inside classification D1 shows a middle category, such as books, a magazine,
and a newspaper, if main class Do is a publication. Minor class D2 shows the category
showing the newspaper publishing company name of A newspaper, B newspaper, and S
newspaper, if inside classification D1 is a newspaper. And one data unit is identified by
only ID in this minor class D2. In this case, the date of issue of a newspaper serves as
information ID, and it becomes content ID as shown in (B) of Fig. 14 as a result.
[0099]The method of the actual information discernment at the time of using such
content ID as an identifier is described below. For example, in the example of the
above—mentioned Fig.14, when making a contract of A newspaper, a mask bit is made
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~ into H"ffffc000" and this mask bit should just detect correspondence of the identifier of
the receive packet of the bit position of 1, and the identifier in a table. If the mask bit is
made into H"fffc0000" when it is not based on a peculiar newspaper name but receives
all the newspapers, A newspaper H ”02084000+ date-of-issue ID" and the B newspaper
H "0208 8000+ date-of-issue ID" are altogether downloadable by one setting out.
[0100]If only the genre of required information is specified even if it does not specify
ID of each information one by one, this will be the point that the information on the
genre specified automatically is receivable, and will be a very useful method.
[0101]Since the session key to each paper cannot be set up only by setting up content

ID when each information1s enciphered as each paper is merely enciphered with the
separate session key in this case, for example, it is an effective method when each
informationIS not enciphered to the last.
[0102]As an identifier of the above-mentioned information, there1s also a method using
the MAC Address currently assigned to each product by 48 bit length.
[0103]It judges that this data block will be a data block of the kind registered previously
if a transmission destination 1? address and content 1D can be read, and the decoder 47

extracts, and as the IP header and IP data in the format data 75 which were enciphered
were mentioned above, it decodes.

[0104]The decrypted data block is transmitted to the main memory on a personal
computer via FIFO49 and PCI interface 50. And processing by the software of this
personal computer is made.
[0105]CPU42 controls the reading of DPRAM48 and it sets up the value of a reference
table. CPU42 controls the demultiplexer 38, DPRAM48, and DPRAM52 according to
the program read into RAM43 fiom ROM44. CPU42 may process the data read fiom IC
card reader 53, and may generate the above-mentioned decode key. The
above—mentioned request is transmitted to data supply origin with ISDN via the modem

. 54 and the telephone line 56.
[0106]As described above, this data receiver 30, It was set to DBU2 of a MAC fi'ame by
the data distribution device 10, and has been transmitted, Since only the data block of a

transmission destination IP address and the kind which read content ID with the decoder

47 and was registered previously can be extracted, only addressing to themselves or the
information to need can be extracted and decoded at high speed out of the received data
which enciphered various data multiplexed.

[0107]As shownm Fig2, it is doubly enciphered by contents propa- Ida 18 and service
propa— Ida 19, and since only the data receiver 30 has two decode keys which decrypt it,
the transmitted data can prevent data fiom being used by stealth for others.
[0108]The data transmission system used as this embodiment may be performed with
composition as shows the double encryption processing by the side of the data
distribution device 10 to Fig.15. That is, encryption processing of an IP packet is not
made to give the content provider 18, but it is made to carry out to the service provider
19. For this reason, the content provider 18 can cut down cost.

[0109]If it constitutes so that one entrepreneur may perform both encryption
processings, it will become unnecessary that is, for another entrepreneur to have the
equipment for encryption processing. When two or more content providers use the
transmission line which one service provider provides, for example, since each content
provider does not need to have encryption disposal equipment, this is effective.
[0110]Since operation of each part is the same as operation of each part shown in Fig.2
here and the composition of the data receiver 30 is also the same, a description is
omitted.

[0111]It may be made for the composition in the data receiver 30 to be shown in Fig.16.
That is, it is good also as composition which provides the memory storage 58 like a hard
disk driver between DEPAKETAIZA 45 and the decoder 47, and accumulates the

enciphered IP packet. What is necessary is to accumulate the enciphered IP packet in
the memory storage 58, and just to decode, when the above—mentioned decode key is
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obtained afterwards even if it has not obtained the decode key which decodes an IP
packet previously if it does in this way.
[0112]That is, by saving enciphered Paquette at memory storage, even if a receiving set
obtains a decode key afterwards, data can become effective. For example, by saving a
lot of data previously at memory storage, obtaining a decode key in the stage which the
user meant, and using data, after a user means, compared with beginning to receive data,
the time for receiving a lot of data can be saved.
[0113]Here, although the case Where the decode key for the receiving set 30 to decode
an IP packet had not been obtained was described, even when the decode key for
decoding a TS packet has not been obtained, same processing can be performed by
saving the TS packet enciphered at memory storage.
[01 14]Although the enciphered data can be saved, when the decoded data and a decode
key add the structure which cannot be saved, it also becomes possible to prevent
copying plaintext data.
[0115]Although the IP packet was considered as transmission data in each example
mentioned above, even if it considers other transmission protocol packets with the same
structure, the same restricted reception system is configurable. Paquette—ization of ,
transmission data may be made or more into three—fold, and three or more restricted (
reception systems may be combined. For this reason, encryption processing may be
performed to the file data before IP-packet—izing.
[0116]For example, the data compression method of a MAC frame is not limited to
NIPEG 2, but other compression methods may be used for it. Internet Protocol is not
limited to TCP/IP, for example, an OSI (Open System Interconnection) system may be
used for it.

[01 17]

[Effect of the Invention]The information transmission equipment and the method
concerning the present invention transmit this encoded data, after performing at least
two-fold encryption processing including the encryption processing using the
encryption key according to the identifier which shows the kind of the above—mentioned
digital data to the above—mentioned digital data, Since decoding processing is performed
to the above-mentioned encoded data received via the data transmission line using each

decode key according to each encryption key, also when transmitting digital data using
a communications satellite, the degree of leakage of information and the degree of
disturbance can be made low.

[0118]The information reception equipment and the method concerning the present
invention, Since only the data block of the kind which received two or more kinds of :.__
data blocks to which the identifier which shows the kind of data was added via the data <
transmission line, read the above—mentioned identifier, and Was registered previously is
extracted and decoded, A specific user can be made to receive the digital data
transmitted via the data transmission line from the information distributor according to

the kind of data at high speed.
[0119]Since the information storage medium concerning the present invention has
memorized the encoded data in which encryption processing by the encryption key
according to the identifier which shows the kind of digital data was performed at least,
even if a receiving set obtains a decode key afterwards, data can be effectively used for
it.

[0120]Since the information storage medium concerning the present invention
memorizes two or more kinds of data blocks to which the content ID which shows the

kind of data block was added, it can extract only the information to need easily.

‘ DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]
lDrawing liIt is a configuration diagram of the data transmission system used as an
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embodiment of the invention.

[Drawing 2[It is a block diagram showing briefly the composition in connection with
double encryption processing of a written data transmission system.
[Drawing 3[It is a block diagram showing the composition of the data creation part
shown in the above-mentioned Fig. 1.
[Drawing 4[It is a figure for describing the process of the data creation in the data
creation part shown in the above—mentioned Fig.3.
[Drawing 5 [It is a format figure showing the detailed composition of an 11’ header.
[Drawing 6 [It is a format figure of a MAC header.
[Drawing 7 [It is a format figure of a section header and TS header.
[Drawing 8 [It is a block diagram of the data receiver which constitutes a written data

transmission system.
[Drawing 9|It1s a flow chart for describing the decoding processing performed with a
written data receiving set.
[Drawing 10[It is a figure for describing transmission of the data from written data
receiving set Uchi's DEPAKETAIZA to a decoder.
[Drawing 11[It is a fimdamental configuration diagram of the reference table which
written data receiving set Uchi's DPRAM stores.
[Drawing 12[It is a figure showing the first example of the above-mentioned reference
table.

[Drawing 13 [It is a figure showing the second example of the above—mentioned

reference table.
[Drawing 14 [It15 a figure showing the example of specific constitution of content ID

[Drawing 15 [It is a block diagram showing other examples of the data distribution
deviceIn a written data transmission system.
[Drawing 16|It is a block diagram showing other examples of the data receiver in a
written data transmission system.
[Drawing 17[It is a schematic structure figure showing an example of the encoded data
transmission equipment which enciphers the data on a transmission line with a common
key encryption system.
[Explanations of letters or numerals]
10 A data distribution device and 18 [An encryption machine, 30 data receivers, and 37
/ A descrambler and 45 / DEPAKETAIZA and 47 / Decoder ] A content provider and
19 A service provider and 21 An encryption machine, 25 TS—packet preparing part, and
26WWWWWWWWW
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[Written Amendment]
[Filing date]Heisei 15(2003) February 28 (2003228)
[Amendment 1]

[Document to be Amended]Description
[Item(s) to be Amended]Whole sentence
[Method of Amendment]Change
[Proposed Amendment]
[Document Name]Description
[Title of the Invention] Information transmission equipment, an information
transmission method, information reception equipment, and an information receiving
method

[Claim(s)]
[Claim 1]In information-transmission equipment which divides digital data into a
predetermined data block, and transmits this data block via a data transmission line,

A transmitting means which performs at least two-fold encryption processing, and _
transmits this encoded data including encryption processing using an encryption key (
according to an identifier which shows a kind of the above—mentioned digital data to the ’
above-mentioned digital data,
Information transmission equipment provided with a receiving means which receives
the above-mentioned encoded data transmitted via a written data transmission line from

the above—mentioned transmitting means, and performs decoding processing using each
decode key according to each encryption key.
[Claim 2]The information transmission equipment according to claim 1, wherein the
above-mentioned predetermined data block is Paquette by Internet Protocol for
transmitting and receiving digital data via a network between two or more systems.
[Claim 3]In an information transmission method which divides digital data into a
predetermined data block, and transmits this data block via a data transmission line,
Encryption processing using an encryption key according to an identifier which shows a
kind of the above—mentioned digital data to the above-mentioned digital data is included,
An information transmission method performing decoding processing to the
above—mentioned encoded data which transmitted this encoded data after performing at
least two-fold encryption processing, and was received via a written data transmission
line using each decode key according to each encryption key.
[Claim 4]ln information reception equipment which receives multiplexing data which ..
consists of two or more kinds of data blocks to which an identifier which shows a kind <
of data was added via a data transmission line,

Information reception equipment extracting and decoding only a data block of a kind
which read the above-mentioned identifier and was registered previously.
[Claim 5]The information reception equipment according to claim 4 having an identifier
of a data block of a receivable kind in a reference table with the identifier and a

corresponding decode key.
[Claim 6]The information reception equipment according to claim 5 characterized by
performing decoding processing to this encryption data blOck based on a decode key
according to an identifier with reference to the above-mentioned reference table when
the enciphered above-mentioned data block is received.
[Claim 7]In an information receiving method which receives multiplexing data which
consists of two or more kinds of data blocks to which an identifier which shows a kind

of data was added via a data transmission line,

An information receiving method extracting and decoding only a data block of a kind
which read the above-mentioned identifier and was registered previously.
[Claim 8]The information receiving method according to claim 7 using content ]I)
showing a kind of information on the above—mentioned data block as the
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above—mentioned identifier.

[Claim 9]The information receiving method according to claim 7 having the
above-mentioned identifier in a header of media access control to which it was added by
head of each data block.

[Detailed Description of the Invention]
[0001]
[Field of the Invention]The present invention relates to the information transmission
equipment, the method, the information reception equipment, and the method for
offering data distribution service, for example using a communications satellite.
[0002]
[Description of the Prior Art]When [ which carries out data communications using a
dial—up line a dedicated line, etc. ] case or talking over the telephone, in order to prevent
leakage of transmitted data, or in order to maintain the reliability of information to the
disturbance over transmitted data, the data of the plaintext was enciphered and
transmitted and the data enciphered in the reception destination is decoded.
[0003]As a typical cipher system, the common key encryption system and the
public-key crypto system are known. The common key encryption system is also called
the symmetrical cryptosystem, and there are an algorithm nondisclosure type and an
algorithm public presentation type. DES (Date Encryption Standard)1s known as a

typical algorithm public presentation type thing. Since computational complexity
immense in order to derive a decode key fi'om an enciphering key15 required and a
decode key1s not decoded substantially, a public-key crypto system is a cipher system
which may exhibit an enciphering key.
It is also called an unsymmetrical key cipher system.

[OOO4]Fig.17 is a schematic structure figure showing an example of the encoded data
transmission equipment which enciphers the data on a transmission line with a common
key encryption system. This encoded data transmission equipment protects that the
bugging device 93 by the side of a tapping person intercepts data from the data
transmission line 94 which connects the sending set 91 by the side of a sending person,
and the receiving set 92 by the side of an addressee.
[0005]Encryption processing which uses the encryption key 97 with the encryption
machine 96 in the sending set 91 is performed to the data which should be transmitted.
The above—mentioned encoded data which was transmitted by the data transmission line

94 and received with the receiving set 92 is decoded by the decoder 99 which used the
decode key 98, and decode data is obtained.

[0006]Since it does not have the decode key 98 even if the bugging device 93 receives
here the data similarly enciphered as the receiving set 92 from the data transmission line
94, it is difficult to decode. That is, in the bugging device 93, since the data which

required then incomprehensible encryption processing (scramble) as it is will be treated,
it can prevent leaking information to the bugging device 93 side actually. Generally in
the main encryption methods of the common key encryption system in this example, an
enciphering key and a decode key are identical-bits sequences.
[0007]A cipher system which was mentioned above is determined according to the
classification of the circuit system to which transmission data is transmitted, the degree
of secrecy (confidentiality) of transmission data, the quantity of transmission data, etc.
For example, in the data communications using a dedicated line, although leakage of
information and the degree of the disturbance to transmission data are low, when
carrying out data communications using a dial-up line, the degree of leakage of
information and the degree of disturbance become high.
[0008]
[Problem to be solved by'the invention]By by the way, the thing for which transmission
of the digital data using a communications satellite was attained in recent years,
Although transmitted [ came ] using the communications satellite also about the text,
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and the digital video and voice data which are used not only by analog video and voice

data, such as television broadcasting and a movie, but by computer etc., Since reception
with many and unspecified receiving sets is possible, the degree of leakage of
information and the degree of disturbance become still higher.

[0009]Thatis, in the data transmission system using the above-mentioned
communications satellite, since many and unspecified addressees can receive easily
with a receiving set unlike 1 to 1 communication of a telephone line, a dedicated line,
etc., it is easy to be intercepted. For this reason, a possibility that charged data
communications will be intercepted, for example is high. Then, a data encryption is
needed also a written data transmission system.
[0010]In a actual written data transmission system, encryption processing is performed
about not all data, Using the information which the data which should be enciphered
was enciphered according to the contents of the data which should be transmittedin a
sending set, it sent out on the transmission line, and the addressee decoded all or some
of enciphered data, and was acquired as a result, Or it is got to know whether the data is
required for itself by the portion transmitted without being enciphered.
[0011]Here, the conventional television broadcast service using a communications ,
satellite is a form as for which a many user uses the data which the distribution person (
distributed receiving it simultaneously. On the other hand, when distributing the digital ‘
data used by computer etc. via a communications satellite, the function which
distributes data to the specific user of the singular number or plurality fiom a data
distribution person is called for.
[0012]However, conventionally,1n the simultaneous transmissive communication or

broadcasting system fiom a data distribution person to many users, All Users received
the always same information, use or an inspection was carried out, and since there was
no identification information of a system user individual, distribution of data only to a

‘ specific user fiom a data distribution person was not completed.
[0013]The present invention is madein view of the above—mentioned actual condition,
and also when it transmits digital data using the above—mentioned communications
satellite, it aims at offer of the information transmission equipment and the method of

making the degree of leakage of information, and the degree of disturbance low.
[0014]The present invention is madein view of the above—mentioned actual condition,

and aims at offer of the information reception equipment and the method only a specific
user enables it to receive the digital data transmitted via the data transmission line from
the information distributor according to the kind of data.
[00 1 5] 1

[Means for solving problem]In order that the information transmission equipment and <
the method concerning the present invention may solve an aforementioned problem,
After performing at least two-fold encryption processing including the encryption
processing using the encryption key according to the identifier which shows the kind of
the above-mentioned digital data to the above-mentioned digital data, this encoded data
is transmitted, Decoding processing is performed to the above—mentioned encoded data
received via the data transmission line using each decode key according to each
encryption key.
[0016]In order that the information storage medium concerning the present invention
may solve an aforementioned problem, the encryption processing by the encryption key
according to the identifier which shows the kind of digital data has memorized the
encoded data given at least.

[0017]In order to solve an aforementioned problem, the information reception
equipment and the method concerning the present invention receive two or more kinds
of data blocks to which the identifier which shows the kind of data was added via a data

transmission line, read the above-mentioned identifier, and extract and decode only the
data block of the kind registered previously.
[00 1 8]
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[Mode for carrying out the invention]1t describes referring to Drawings for the
embodiment of the information transmission equipment concerning the present
invention, a method, information reception equipment, and a method hereafter. This
embodiment is a data transmission system of the Fig.1 which divides digital data into a

, predetermined data block, and transmits this data block via satellite connection.
[0019]This data transmission system is provided with the following.
The data distribution device 10 which performs double encryption processing and
transmits this duplicate encryption data including encryption processing using an
encryption key according to an identifier which shows a kind of the above—mentioned
digital data to digital data.
The data receiver 30 which receives the above-mentioned duplicate encryption data
transmitted via the above—mentioned satellite connection from this data distribution

device 10, and performs decoding processing using each decode key according to each
encryption key.
Here, the expansion slot of a personal computer is equipped with the data receiver 30,
for example. The personal computer is shownin Fig.1 as the data receiver 30 as it is.
[OO20]The data distribution device 10 and the data receiver 30 can communicate
mutually via a terrestrial communication netWork like ISDN in which bidirectional
communication is possible. This terrestrial communication network may be connected
to the Internet which transmits and receives digital data via a network between two or
more systems. The satellite connection by the communications satellite 18 has
transmission capacity larger than the above—mentioned terrestrial communication
network.

[0021]First, the data flow in a written data transmission system is described. Here, it is
assumed that the specific user who owns the data receiver 30 with the data donor who
owns the data distribution device 10 has made the contract of delivery of data

previously. With the data donor here, both the entrepreneur (henceforth a content
provider) who provides transmitted data, and the entrepreneur (henceforth a service
provider) who provides a transmission line are included.
[0022]The user who owns the data receiver 30 sends the request of the purport that he
would like to receive the predetermined service which a data donor provides to the data
distribution device 10, for example via ISDN as a terrestrial communication network.
The method in particular of sending this request may not be limited, but may be decided
by the kind of data, or a contract state with a user, for example, mail etc. may be
sufficient as it. In accordance with a contract, a data donor may provide service
previously, without sending a request.
[OO23]The request from a user sent to the data distribution device 10 is received by the
data request reception part 11, and is sent to the data management part 12. The data
management part 12 will perform the read request of data to the data accumulation part
13, if the contract information and the request of a user check that it is that meaningful
and it is satisfactory. The data accumulation part 13 sends data to the data creation part
15 via the high-speed switcher 14, according to a data read demand for example.
[OO24]In the data creation part 15, to the datafrom the data accumulation part 13,
IP-packet-izing, Format conversion, such as formation of a media-access—control
(Media Access Control, MAC) frame and transport—izing of MPEG(Moving Picture
Experts Group Phase) 2, is performed. The data creation part 15 enciphers the
above-mentioned duplex after IP-packet—izing of data, and transport-izing.
[OO25]It describes below about this format conversion. As mentioned above, it becomes
possible for various kinds of data like an audio, a video signal, or data to multiplex, and
to be transmitted by a mass digital circuit in recent years. As the method of this

multiplexing, the transport stream (Transport Stream, TS)packet which1s a
transmission format of MPEG 2, for examplels known. In this TS packet, encryption
processing has been performed to the information data part (payload part). The peculiar
bit string corresponding to 13 bits packet ID (PID) of the header part of a TS packet and
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a 2—bit scramble control part is used for the enciphering key for this encryption.
Above-mentioned PID is used to identify information kinds, such as video of the
specific channel of each TS packet, and an audio.
[0026]In transmitting data using this TS packet, data is converted to the format of the
Internet Protocol (IP) packet currently widely used on the Internet, and it puts this IP
packet into a TS packet further.
[0027]By the way, when various kinds of data is transmitted as an IP packet, it is used
in order that above-mentioned PID may discriminate the data of an IP packet from other
videos or the data of an audio, Bit length is also the number of bits insufficient for
making the classification of various data which has only 13 bits and is transmitted by an
IP packet identify. Then, the identifying method of kinds of data other than PID is
needed.

[0028]For example, on the Internet, the transmission destination address
(DestinationAddress) included in identifying whether received data are data addressed
to themselves at the IP header of an IP packet is used. Even when transmitting an IP
packet by a TS packet, it is possible to identify whether it is data addressed to itself

using this transmission destination address (it is henceforth called a transmission ,,
destination IP address). (_ »
[0029]However, it is dramatically difficult for a data transmission rate to serve as
30Mbps per one translator, if satellite connection is taken for an example, for example,
and to analyze a transmission destination IP address by software in real time by a data
receiving side. By a certain means, a means to extract only the information addressed to
oneself is needed.

[OO30]ItIs very convenient, if only the information on the genre of its interested
informationis specified even if it does not specify the title of specific information, and
only the information on the genre is received automatically and can download.

[0031]When data is enciphered as having mentioned above in order to consider it as
ability ready for receiving only at a specific member, it is necessary to decode the
enciphered data in a receiving side. So, in the written data transmission system, added
the identifier which shows the kind of data to the multiplexing data which consists of
two or more kinds of data blocks in the data distribution device 10, and it was made to

go via the communications satellite 18, and has transmitted to the data receiver 30 by
the above—mentioned satellite connection. And in the data receiver 30, the

above—mentioned identifier is read in hardware, and only the data of the classification
registered previously which an addressee needs is extracted and decoded.
[0032]Addition of this identifier is performed by the data creation part 15 of the data
distribution device 10. It is accumulated in the data accumulation part 13 in the data \
distribution device 10 in the state where no data which a user needs is processed. From
the data management part 12, the data accumulation part 13 told that the read request of
data came from the user sends the destination information of the requested data and a
user to the data creation part 15 via the high-speed switcher 14 simultaneously.
[0033]Here, a user's destination information is a transmission destination IP address
required for IP packet transmission. In this data transmission system, the transmission
destination IP address peculiar to all the users is assigned. While the user of 1 has
secured the transmission destination IP address which the user of 1 has, no users other
than the user of one have.

[0034]Creation or after format conversion is carried out, the data from the data
accumulation part 13 is multiplexed with other audio signals and a video signal by the
data processing part 16, and is sent to the communications satellite 18 by the data
creation part 15 via a wireless circuit from the transmission antenna 17 as multiplexing
data.

[003 5]The multiplexing data sent via the communications satellite 18 can be received
by all the users who are in the situation where not only the data receiver 30 that a
specific user owns but data is receivable. The data receiver 30 receives all the
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multiplexing data from the communications satellite 18, and sorts out, extracts and
decrypts the data according to the request which he advanced from the inside.
[0036]This data receiver 30 extracts and decodes only the data block of the kind
registered previously by receiving the multiplexing data which consists of two or more
kinds of data blocks to which the identifier which shows the kind of data was added via

the satellite connection by the communications satellite 18, and reading the
above-mentioned identifier.

[003 7]Name1y, the data receiver 30 receives the many data block containing the data
transmitted according to the request, sorts out the data block addressed to itself, the data
block which he should receive, and the data block which he can receive, and extracts it

from the inside. The data receiver 30 which a user has is previously determined by the
contract of a user and a data donor. Therefore, if it is usual, the characteristic data of

other addressing to a user cannot be sorted out using the data receiver 30 which a user
has.

[0038]However, in the written data transmission system using the communications
satellite 18, since many and unspecified addressees can receive easily with a receiving
set unlike 1 to 1 communication of a telephone line, a dedicated line, etc, it is easy to
be intercepted. That is, a possibility that data communications will be intercepted is high.
Then, a data encryption is needed also a written data transmission system.
[003 9]For this reason, the data distribution device 10 is with contents propa— Ida 18 who
provides information, and service propa- Ida 19 who transmits that information, and has
performed double encryption processing with the encryption machine 21 and the
encryption machine 26 so that it may be shown briefly [ Fig.2 ].
[0040]Actually, this data distribution device 10 is constituted, as shown in the Fig.1
mentioned above, and each part which the content provider 18 who showed especially

Fig.2, and service propa— Ida 19 have is contained in the data creation part 15 as shown
in Fig.3.
[0041]The data and the IP address addressed to a specific user which have been sent
from the data accumulation part 13 are sent to the transmission destination IP packet
preparing part 20. In the IP packet preparing part 20, IP packet 60 shown in Fig.4 is
generated using the data sent from the data accumulation part 13, and the transmission
destination IP address which specifies a user at the time. The size of this IP packet 60 is
prescribed by TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol), When the data
which the user requested exceeds that size, this data is divided into two or more IP
packets, and is transmitted to the following encryption machine 21.
[0042]Transmission destination IP address 74 of the user who shows Fig.5, and IP
address 73 of the transmitting agency are contained in the IP header of IP packet 60
used here. Here, transmission destination IP address 74 is 32 bits.

[0043]IP packet 60 created by the IP packet preparing part 20 is transmitted to the
encryption machine 21. In the encryption machine 21, the IP packet 60 wholeis

enciphered with the enciphering key for IP packets which an address gets to know that
he1s a specific user, and already gets to know mutually only at Hazama, a data donor
and a specific user, at the time by 32-bit above—mentioned transmission destination IP
address 74 in IP packet 60. As an encryption expression, DES (Data Encryption
Standard) etc. are adopted, for example.
[0044]the limited reception by encryption of an IP packet since this encryption machine
21 performs encryption which used 32 above—mentioned bits transmission destination IP
address 74 -- an addressee can be divided into the range of the 32nd power (= about
4,3 00 millions) individual of 2.
[0045]Here, the content provider 18 gives previously the transmission destination IP
address of the IP packet to transmit, and the decode key for decoding an encryption IP
packet to the data receiver 30. And the payload part of an IP packet is enciphered with
the encryption key corresponding to this decode key, and it sends to the service provider
1 9.
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[0046]However, the encryption needs to give about no data to a specific user, and
encryption may not be performed depending on the kind of data. When encryption is not
performed, IP packet 60 is directly transmitted to the MAC flame preparing part 22
flom the IP packet preparing part 20.
[0047]Here, it describes about the case where encryption is performed. Encryption is

usually performed to a 64-bit plaintext, and in not being a multiple whose data length of
IP packet 60 which should be enciphered1s 64 bits, the IP packet 60 whole1s made into

a 64—bit multiple by performing amends of data, i. e. ,padding of invalid data, and it
considers it as IP packet 61.
[OO48]IP packet 62 as which specific IP packet 61 for users was enciphered1s
transmitted to the MAC flame preparing part 22. In the MAC flame preparing part 22,
MAC header 70 is added to IP packet 62 enciphered with the encryption machine 21.
[0049]This MAC header 70 comprises a total of 64 bits of 8 bits SSH) (Server System
ID), UDBCUser Depend Block)1 [24 bits ], and 32-bit UDB2, as shown in Fig.6. In
particular, the transmission destination IP address written in the above-mentioned IP
header and the same transmission destination IP address are written in UDB2 of MAC
header 70.

[0050]The transmission destination IP address1n the above—mentioned IP header1s ( .
enciphered, in the receiving set side, if a code is not decoded, cannot know a L’
transmission destination IP address, but if above—mentioned MAC header 70 has the

same transmission destination IP address as it, At a receiving side, it can be known by
reading it only in hardware whether it is a data block addressed to itself. This
transmission destination IP address is directly passed to the MAC flame preparing part
22 flom the 1P packet preparing part 20.
[0051]To the above—mentioned UDB1, PBL (PaddingByte_Length) of a triplet, 1 bit
CP (Control_Packet) and l—bit EN (Encrypted__or__,Not) 1 bit PN (Protocol_Type
Available_or_Not), 2 bits Reserve, and a 16-bit protocol number (Protocol Type) are set.

[0052]Among this, PBL1s padding bite length and1s the length of the invalid data
covered on the occasion of encryption. This1s neededm order that the user who
received the enciphered IP packet may know regular data length.
[0053]CP is a bit which identifies whether the data which a user needs, or control data
required for system management is contained in the IP packet. Usually, CP of MAC
flame 63 which should be received when a user requests shows that not control data but
data is contained.

[0054]EN is a control bit which shows whether the IP packet is enciphered with the
encryption machine 21. As for a user, decoding received MAC flame 63 determines ,.
whether lends and there is by this bit information. PN is a control bit which shows C
whether useful information is in a Protocol Type area.
[0055]In the MAC flame preparing part 22 of Fig.3, the above control bit is added to IP
packet 62. Here, the content ID showing the kind of information on an IP packet besides
the above-mentioned transmission destination IP address may be set to UDB2. This
content ID is mentioned later. It is the above-mentioned SSH) to make it identify
whether the above-mentioned transmission destination IP address was set to UDB2 or it '

is the above—mentioned content ID.

[0056]CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Checking, Cyclic Redundancy Check) calculated1n
the CRC calculation part 231s added to MAC flame 63 generated by the MAC flame
preparing part 22. Thus, by calculating CRC by the data distribution device 10 side, the
data receiver 30 can inspect whether the received MAC flame is correctly transmitted
flom the communications satellite 18. 16-bit CRC generated in the CRC calculation part
23 is added to the last of MAC flame 63.

[0057]This MAC frame 63 is converted to the section which is transmitted to the
section preparing part 24 and specified by MPEG 2. As shown in Fig.4, MAC flame 63
is added immediately after the section (Sec) header 71, and is called the private section
64.
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[0058]The format of this section header 71 is shown in Fig.7 (A). The format of the
section header 71 is prescribed by MPEG 2, It has table (ID) Tid, section sink indicator
Ssi: private indicator Pi, reserved Res, and private section length P51. Here, the data length
of a MAC frame goes into private section length P51.
[0059]The private section 64 created by the section preparing part 24 is transmitted to
the transport packet preparing part 25. the private section 64 transmitted in the transport
packet preparing part 25 -- transport packet 65 1, 65 2, and .. it divides into 65 n.
[0060]transport packet 65 1, 65 2, and .. 65 n comprises 188 bytes, respectively. These
transport packet 65 1, 65 2, —- 4 bytes of TS header is added to 65 n.
[0061]For example, the format of the TS header 72 is shown in Fig.7 (B). The TS
header 72 Sync byte Syb, transport error indicator Tei, Pay-load unit start indicator Pui, It
has transport priority Tp, above—mentioned PID, the above-mentioned scramble control
part (transport scramble control) T50, adaptation field control Afc, and Conti ******-
counter Cc.

[0062]transport packet 65 1, 65 2, and .. since it is specified with having mentioned
above the size for one piece of 65 n as 188 bytes, generally it is necessary to divide the
one section 64 into two or more transport packets
[0063]Since one section is not necessarily the integral multiple length of 184 bytes
(number of bytes to which 4 bytes of header length were pulled from 188 bytes), usually
here, the one section 64 —— two or more transport packet 65 1, 65 2, and .. When dividing
into 65 n, as shown in Fig.4, the data using stuffing bytes is made up for. That is, when
one section which is not 184 bytes of multiple is divided into two or more transport
packets, all the bits form the stuffmg region by which stuffmg was carried out in the
data area in which the last transport packet remained.
[0064]Each transport packet created by the transport packet preparing part 25 is
supplied to the encryption machine 26. The encryption machine 26 performs encryption
processing to the data part of each above—mentioned transport packet using the
enciphering key for TS packets, as shown in Fig.2.
[0065]The service provider 19 gives previously the PID portion of a TS packet and the
value of a scramble control part to transmit, and the decode key which decodes this TS
packet to the data receiver 30. And the encryption IP packet given from contents
PURABAIDA 18 is TS-packet—ized, the payload part of this TS packet is further
enciphered with the encryption key corresponding to the above—mentioned decode key,
an encryption TS packet is created, and it transmits on satellite connection.
[0066]Here, as mentioned above, the peculiar bit string corresponding to PID (13 bits)
and the scramble control part (2 bits) of TS header which were shown in (b) of Fig.7 is
used for the enciphering key for encryption. For this reason, 15 —bit 4096 kinds of
limitation can be perfonned at the maximum.
[0067]Since the addressee can be divided into the range the 32nd power of 2 as already
mentioned above using the transmission destination IP address of an IP packet, if
encryption of this TS packet is combined, an addressee can be further divided into that
4096 times as many range, and a warmer restricted reception system can be constituted.
[0068]Since plaintext data cannot be obtained if another code is undecipherable even if
it succeeds in a tapping person decoding one of codes by performing independent
encryption doubly, a restricted reception system with higher safety can be constituted.
[0069]Here, since the restricted reception system by encryption of an IF packet and the
restricted reception system by encryption of a TS packet are held by another
entrepreneur of the content provider 18 and the service provider 19, respectively, a
restricted reception system with the independent others can be constituted. This is
effective when each wants for the entrepreneur who provides a transmission line to
differ from the entrepreneur who provides transmission data, and to Sign a limited
reception contract with a user independently. There is also no possibility that the
information about an encryption key may leak among entrepreneurs.
[OO70]After the data in which double encryption was given by the content provider 18
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and the service provider 19 is transmitted to the data transfer part 27, it is transmitted to
the data processing parts 16, such as a multiplexer. In the data processing part 16, it
modulates and amplifies, after multiplexing the above-mentioned transport packet with
other digitized videos and an audio signal.
[0071]The data for the broadcast specific user is received by users' receiving antenna 31,
and is transmitted to a specific user's data receiver 30.
[0072]The signal received by the receiving antenna 31 is converted to the signal of IF,
and is input into the data receiver 30. The block diagram of this data receiver 30 is
’shown in Fig.8. The flow chart of the double decoding processing performed with this
data receiver 30 is shown in Fig.9.

[0073]It converts to a digital signal here, QPSK demodulation processing and error
correction processing are performed, and the signal input into the fiont end 32 which
consists of the tuner 33, A/D converter 34, the demodulator 35, and the decoder 36 is

received as TS packet data enciphered like Step S1.
[0074]This enciphered TS packet is supplied to the descrambler 37. The descrambler 37
performs descrambling processing of TS packet level to the TS packet data enciphered
[ above-mentioned ]. In this case, the descrambler 37 reads the value of a PID part and a
scramble control part in the header part of the above—mentioned encryption TS packet (’ .
data, It judges whether the decode key for TS packets corresponding to this value is 8‘
given fiom the service provider 19 at Step S2, and if given, the payload part of this
encryption TS packet will-be decoded with this decode key at Step S3, and the decoded
TS packet will be outputted. Here, if the decode key is not previously given fiom the
service provider 19, an encryption TS packet is canceled at Step S7.
[0075]The TS packet decoded at Step S3 is supplied to the demultiplexer 38. Here, the
demal plexor 38 divides the audio information and the video data which were
multiplexed with the above—mentioned TS packet data by the written data processing
part 16, supplies audio information to the audio decoder 39, and supplies a video data to
the video decoder 40. The audio decoder 39 outputs an analog audio and the video
decoder 40 outputs analog video via NTSC encoder 41. The remaining TS packet data
are supplied to DEPAKETAIZA 45.
[0076]DEPAKETAIZA 45 reproduces the format of the private section 64 shown by
Fig.4, calculates the value of CRC, and judges whether data was received correctly. And
DEPAKETAIZA 45 IP-packet-izes the above-mentioned private section 64 by step S4,
and converts it to the format data 75 as shown in Fig.10. This format data 75 is
transmitted to the decoder 47 which decodes this IP packet via FIFO46.
[0077]The identifier set to UDB2 shown in the Fig.6 of the MAC header in the format , ,,
data 75 in the decoder 47, Take out a transmission destination IP address here, judge ‘ C
whether the decode key for IP packets corresponding to this is given from contents
PURABAIDA 18 at Step S5, and if given, The payload part of an IP packet is decoded
using this decode key at Step S6, and the decoded IP packet is outputted. Here, if the
decode key is not previously given by the content provider 18, an encryption IP packet
is canceled at Step S7.
[0078]A decode key is made to correspond to the above—mentioned identifier, and is
stored by the reference table 80 shown in the Fig. 11 in the dual port rum (DPRAM) 48.
[0079]This reference table 80 has an identifier of the data block of a receivable kind
with that identifier and a corresponding decode key. 4 bytes is used as an identifier and
8 bytes is used as a decode key.
[0080]As mentioned above as an identifier among the figure, content ID may be used,
using a transmission destination IP address, and the discernment is performed by SSID
in the MAC header of a receive packet. Setting out of the value of the reference table 80
is performed by CPU42 with the input of DPRAM48.
[0081]If encryption IP packet data are received in the format of the above—mentioned
Fig.10 and the identifier of UDB2 in a MAC Address is taken out, the decoder 47,
DPRAM48 is accessed, the identifier in the table 80 is searched at intervals of 16 bytes
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fiom a top address, and coincidence detection of the identifier in a receive packet and
the identifier in a table is performed to the bit of the identifier which is "1" among the
mask bits stored in 4 bytes after an identifier.

[0082]If the mask bit is H"ffffffff", correspondence of all the bits of the identifier in the
MAC Address of Paquette who received, and the identifier in a table will be checked, It
supposes that the same identifier as the input identifier is in DPRAM48, the decode key
(session key in a figure) corresponding to the identifier is taken out, and decoding
processing of the IP packet after it is performed.
[0083]When the END code is stored in the last of the identifier in the reference table 80
registered previously, the identifier is searched and an END code is detected, as Step S7
showed without ejection and its receive packet receiving search there, it is discarded
with this decoder 47.

[0084]As an identifier, as mentioned above, content ID (or genre ID) besides a
transmission destination IP address is used. That is, content ID besides a transmission

destination IP address may be set to UDB2 of MAC header 70 shown in Fig.6. When
using a transmission destination IP address when "0" is set as SSID is shown, for
example, "1" is set, it specifies using genre ID. It can distinguish which is used by
analyzing SSID by a receiving side.
[0085]For example, individually-addressed [ corresponding to a unicast address ], when
a transmission destination IP address is used for UDB2, and -— it becomes possible to
transmit the data addressed to a group's user using a multicast address —— a receiving side
-— addressing to oneself ~~ or it becomes possible to receive only the data addressed to a
groove where he can belong and which is in real time.
[0086]In this case, DPRAM48 of the data receiver 30 should just be provided with the
reference table 81 of a format as shown in Fig.12. This reference table 81 has a
transmission destination IP address of the data block of a receivable kind with that

transmission destination IP address and a corresponding decode key. For example,
transmission destination IP address 1 for groups like the above—mentioned multicast
address is set to 16 bytes to begin.

[0087]Encryption ON/OFF Flagg of this transmission destination IP address 1 is O.
Individually—addressed transmission destination IP address 2 like the above—mentioned

unicast address is set to the following 16 bytes. Encryption ON/OFF Flagg is 1. The
session key is set also to transmission destination IP address 2.
[0088]If the decoder 47 receives IP packet data in the format of the above-mentioned
Fig.10 and inputs the transmission destination IP address in a MAC Address, Access
DPRAM48 and the transmission destination IP address in the table 81 is searched at

intervals of 16 bytes fiom a top address, Coincidence detection of the identifier in a
receive packet and the identifier in a table is performed to the bit of the identifier which
is "1" among the mask bits stored in 4 bytes after this IP address.
[0089]If the mask bit is H"fffffffF', correspondence of all the bits of the transmission
destination IP address in the MAC Address of the received packet and the transmission
destination IP address in a table will be checked, It supposes that the same IP address as
the input IP address occurs in DPRAM48, the decode key corresponding to the IP
address is taken out, and decoding processing of the IP packet after it is performed.
[0090]At the end of the IP address in the reference table 81 registered previously, when
the END code is stored, the IP address is searched and an END code is detected, it is

discarded like Step S7 with this decoder 47, without ejection and its receive packet
receiving search there.
[0091]When the data of the genre previously registered on the other hand when the
content ID using 32 bits was used for full as UDB2 is received, data is transmitted to PC
and it becomes possible to download automatically to a hard disk.
[0092]In this case, DPRAM48 of the data receiver 30 should just be provided with the
reference table 82 of a format as shown in Fig.13. This reference table 82 has
memorized the content ID 83 of the data block of a receivable kind using 32—bit full.
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[0093]Such 32~bit content ID 83 is constituted by 8—bit main class Do, classification-in 6
bits D1, 4 bits minor class D2, and 14~bit information D) as shown in (A) of Fig.14.
Main class Do expresses a big category, such as computer software, a publication, and
game software. Inside classification D1 shows a middle category, such as books, a
magazine, and a newspaper, if main class Do is a publication. Minor class D2 shows the
category showing the newspaper publishing company name of A newspaper, B
newspaper, and S newspaper, if inside classification D1 is a newspaper. And one data
unit is identified by only ID in this minor class D2. In this case, the date of issue of a
newspaper serves as information ID, and it becomes content ID as shown in (B) of
Fig.14 as a result.
[0094]The method of the actual information discernment at the time of using such
content ID as an identifier is described below. For example, in the example of the
above-mentioned Fig.14, when making a contract of A newspaper, a mask bit is made
into H"ffffc000" and this mask bit should just detect correspondence of the identifier of
the receive packet of the bit position of 1, and the identifier in a table. If the mask bit is
made into H"ffchOOO" when it is not based on a peculiar newspaper name but receives
all the newspapers, A newspaper H "02084000+ date-of-issue ID" and the B newspaper ,,
H "02088000+ date-of—issue ID" are altogether downloadable by one setting out. (
[0095]If only the genre of required information is specified even if it does not specify '
ID of each information one by one, this will be the point that the information on the
genre specified automatically is receivable, and will be a very useful method.
[0096]Since the session key to each paper cannot be set up only by setting up content
ID when each information is enciphered as each paper is merely enciphered with the
separate session key in this case, for example, it is an effective method when each
information is not enciphered to the last.
[0097]As an identifier of the above-mentioned information, there is also a method using
the MAC Address currently assigned to each product by 48 bit length.
[0098]It judges that this data block will be a data block of the kind registered previously
if a transmission destination IP address and content D) can be read, and the decoder 47

extracts, and as the IP header and ]P data in the format data 75 which were enciphered
were mentioned above, it decodes.

[0099]The decrypted data block is transmitted to the main memory on a personal
computer via FIFO49 and PCI interface 50. 'And processing by the software of this
personal computer is made.
[0100]CPU42 controls the reading of DPRAM48 and it sets up the value of a reference
table. CPU42 controls the demultiplexer 38, DPRAM48, and DPRAM52 according to ,. ._
the program read into RAM43 fiom ROM44. CPU42 may process the data read fiom IC C
card reader 53, and may generate the above-mentioned decode key. The

above—mentioned request is transmitted to data supply origin with ISDN via the modem
54 and the telephone line 56.
[0101]As described above, this data receiver 30, It was set to DBUZ of a MAC fi'ame by

the data distribution device 10, and has been transmitted, Since only the data block of a
transmission destination IP address and the kind which read content ID with the decoder

47 and was registered previously can be extracted, only addressing to themselves or the ‘
information to need can be extracted and decoded at high speed out of the received data
which enciphered various data multiplexed.
[0102]As shown in Fig.2, it is doubly enciphered by contents propa- Ida 18 and service
propa— Ida 19, and since only the data receiver 30 has two decode keys which decrypt it,
the transmitted data can prevent data fiom being used by stealth for others.
[0103]The data transmission system used as this embodiment may be performed with
composition as shows the double encryption processing by the side of the data
distribution device 10 to Fig.15. That is, encryption processing of an IP packet is not
made to give the content provider 18, but it is made to carry out to the service provider
19. For this reason, the content provider 18 can cut down cost.
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[OlO4]If it constitutes so that one entrepreneur may perform both encryption
processings, it will become unnecessary that is, for another entrepreneur to have the
equipment for encryption processing. When two or more content providers use the
transmission line which one service provider provides, for example, since each content
provider does not need to have encryption disposal equipment, this is effective.
[0105]Since operation of each part is the same as operation of each part shown in Fig.2
here and the composition of the data receiver 30 is also the same, a description is
omitted. It may be made for the composition in the data receiver 30 to be shown in
Fig.16. That is, it is good also as composition which provides the memory storage 58
like a hard disk driver between DEPAKETAIZA 45 and the decoder 47, and

accumulates the enciphered 1]? packet. What is necessary is to accumulate the
enciphered IP packet in the memory storage 58, and just to decode, when the
above—mentioned decode key is obtained afterwards even if it has not obtained the
decode key which decodes an IP packet previously if it does in this way.
[0106]That is, by saving the enciphered packet at memory storage, even if a receiving
set obtains a decode key afterwards, data can become effective. For example, by saving
a lot of data previously at memory storage, obtaining a decode key in the stage which
the user meant, and using data, after a user means, compared with beginning to receive
data, the time for receiving a lot of data can be saved.

[0107]Here, although the case where the decode key for the receiving set 30 to decode
an IP packet had not been obtained was described, even when the decode key for
decoding a TS packet has not been obtained, same processing can be performed by
saving the TS packet enciphered at memory storage. ‘
[0108]Although the enciphered data can be saved, when the decoded data and a decode
key add the structure which cannot be saved, it also becomes possible to prevent
copying plaintext data.
[OlO9]Although the IP packet was considered as transmission data in each example
mentioned above, even if it considers other transmission protocol packets with the same
structure, the same restricted reception system is configurable. Packet—ization of
transmission data may be made or more into three—fold, and three or more restricted
reception systems may be combined. For this reason, encryption processing may be
performed to the file data before IP—packet—izing.
[Ol lO]For example, the data compression method of a MAC frame is not limited to
MPEG 2, but other compression methods may be used for it. Internet Protocol is not
limited to TCP/IP, for example, an OSI (Open System Interconnection) system may be
used for it.

[01 l 1]
[Effect of the Invention]The information transmission equipment and the method
concerning the present invention transmit this encoded data, after performing at least
two-fold encryption processing including the encryption processing using the
encryption key according to the identifier which shows the kind of the above-mentioned
digital data to the above—mentioned digital data, Since decoding processing is performed
to the above-mentioned encoded data received via the data transmission line using each
decode key according to each encryption key, also when transmitting digital data using
a communications satellite, the degree of leakage of information and the degree of
disturbance can be made low.

[0112]The information reception equipment and the method concerning the present
invention, Since only the data block of the kind which received two or more kinds of
data blocks to which the identifier which shows the kind of data was added via the data

transmission line, read the above—mentioned identifier, and was registered previously is
extracted and decoded, A specific user can be made to receive the digital data
transmitted via the data transmission line from the information distributor according to
the kind of data at high speed.
[Brief Description of the Drawings]
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[Drawing 1]It is a configuration diagram of the data transmission system used as an
embodiment of the invention.

[Drawing 2] It is a block diagram showing briefly the composition in connection with
double encryption processing of a written data transmission system.

[Drawing 3]It1s a block diagram showing the composition of the data creation part
shown1n the above—mentioned Fig. 1.
[Drawing 4]It1s a figure for describing the process of the data creation in the data
creation part shown in the above-mentioned Fig.3.
[Drawing 5]It is a format figure showing the detailed composition of an IP header.
[Drawing 6]It is a format figure of a MAC header.
[Drawing 7]It is a format figure of a section header and TS header.

[Drawing 8]It is a block diagram of the data receiver which constitutes a written data

transmission system.
[Drawing 9]It1s a flow chart for describing the decoding processing performed with a
written data receiving set.
[Drawing 10]It1s a figure for describing transmission of the data from DEPAKETAIZA
in a written data receiving set to a decoder.

[Drawing 11]It is a fundamental configuration diagram of the reference table which (" ,
DPRAM in a written data receiving set stores. ‘
[Drawing 12]It is a figure showing the first example of the above-mentioned reference
table.

[Drawing 13]ItIs a figure showing the second example of the above-mentioned
reference table.

[Drawing 14]It1s a figure showing the example of specific constitution of content ID.

[Drawing 15]It1s a block diagram showing other examples of the data distribution
device111 a written data transmission system.
[Drawing 16]It1s a block diagram showing other examples of the data receiver in a
written data transmission system.

[Drawing 17]It1s a schematic structure figure showing an example of the encoded data
transmission equipment which enciphers the data on a transmission line with a common
key encryption system. -
[Explanations of letters or numerals]
10 A data distribution device and 18 [ An encryption machine 30 data receivers, and 37
/ A descrambler and 45 / DEPAKETAIZA and 47 / Decoder ] A content provider and
19 A service provider and 21 An encryption machine, 25 TS—packet preparing part, and
26
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Partial translation of Cited Document 1

1/2

Examples

Fig. 1 shows a protocol in a key distribution phase of a key distribution system equipped

with an authentication function according to the present invention. A certificate issuing phase is

the same as that of the conVentional art.

(1) A terminal 1 generates distribution information C1 as follows, and sends the

distribution information and its own certificate Certl to a terminal 2.

(a) A random number r1 is generated.

(b) C1=gr1 modp

(2) The terminal 2 generates distribution information C2 as follows.

(a) A random number r2 is generated.

(b) (:2==gr2 modp

In addition, the terminal 2 generates R2 mentioned below as a response to the C1. Then, the

terminal 2 sends the C2 and R2 together with its own certificate CERT2 to the terminal 1.

R2=C1r2+X2 modp

(3) The terminal 1 calculates

h(Cert2)=y2::I D2

fiom the certificate Cert2 sent from the terminal 2 to acquire a public key y2 authenticated by a

center for the terminal 2. Next, using the public key y2, the terminal 1 checks if

R2=(C2><y2)r1 modp

is satisfied. If it is satisfied, the terminal 1 authenticates that the communication counterpart is

the terminal 2, and provides a common key for the terminal 2 by the following calculation. If it

is not, this key distribution protocol is aborted.

K12=02r1 modp

Further, R1 mentioned below is generated from the second terminal as a response to a challenge

C2. Then, the R1 is sent to the first terminal.

R1=C2rl+xl modp

(4) The terminal 2 calculates

h(Cert1)=y1 ::I D1

from the certificate Certl sent from the terminal 1 to acquire a public key yl authenticated by the

center for the terminal 1. Next, using the public key y1, the terminal 2 checks if

R1=(C1><y1)r2 modp

is satisfied. If it is satisfied, the terminal 2 authenticates that the communication counterpart is

the terminal 1, and provides a common key for the terminal 1 by the following calculation. If it

is not, this key distribution protocol is aborted.
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Partial translation of Cited Document 1

2/2

K21=Clr2modp

Note that K12=~K21=gr1><r2 modp.

According to the above embodiment, to generate a response to a challenge from the

counterpart, legitimate secret information is needed. Then, this response is verified using public

information authenticated by the center. Therefore, this method can be said to be a key

distribution system including direct counterpart authentication. The sharing of a key is achieved

using the challenge received from the counterpart in a manner similar to the DH key distribution

system. Further, the amount of calculation up to the sharing of a key is evaluated as follows.

The evaluation of the amount of calculation is carried out based on the number of operations on

modulo exponentiation. This is because, when the value of the modulo p in each calculation is

set large (e.g., 512 bits) to ensure safety (to make it difficult to acquire secret information of

terminals from public information), the operations on modulo exponentiation become a

bottleneckof the entire calculation time. Both terminals need a total of four operations on

modulo exponentiation as follows.

0 once in the generation of a challenge

0 once in the generation of a response

a once in the verification of the validity of the counterpart's response

0 once in the generation of a shared key

Therefore, only one operation on modulo exponentiation is increased as compared to the key

distribution system added with a conventional indirect authentication function. In the above

embodiment, the authentication using a challenge and a response is configured with the key

distribution. However, the authentication system may of course be handled independently.

Effect of the Invention

As is clear from the above explanations, a shared key can be changed every time without

changing a certificate in the present invention. In addition, the counterpart is directly verified

using the public key of the counterpart authenticated by the center, based on a response to a

challenge generated by the terminal. In authenticating of the counterpart based on both a

challenge and a response, secret information of the terminal is protected by including a secret

random number in the response. The amount of calculation involved in the operation is four

operations on modulo exponentiation, which is the minimum increase in the amount of

calculation as compared to the conventional key distribution system that can only achieve

indirect authentication.
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(54) KEY-DELIVERY SYSTEM WITH VERIFICATION FUNCTION

(57)Abstract:

PURPOSE: To confirm an opposite party

  

  

* :3: clearly by generating a response R2 through the
.v '11: . . .

:23; $5.33 a}; use of its own secret information x2 and awk :9 “ =2 «5,, it: _
:1 a: $3; $1,? if e random number r2 With respect to a challenge

“ «" ’ "‘ z t: g,
,:“1‘ data Cl outputted from a 1st terminal equipment

by a 2nd terminal equipment, allowing both the

terminal equipments to verify each other and

obtaining a common key.

3 ' z; CONSTITUTION: A terminal equipment 1

'1‘ g :3 5;: gr? generates delivery information Cl and sends its
it ' 1! 2351;;3‘" . . .

f! E 355%, 5;; 33 3; I; own certlficate Cert l to aterminal equipment 2.
The terminal equipment 2 generates delivery

information C2. Moreover, the terminal

equipment 2 generates a response R2 with

respect to the information Cl, sends the information C2 and the response R2 together

with its own certificate Cert 2 to the 1st terminal equipment 1. The terminal equipment
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2/2

1 obtains a public key y2 of the terminal equipment 2 admitted by a center based on the

certificate Cert 2 sent from the terminal equipment 2. Then the terminal equipment 1

verifies by using the public key y2 that the communication opposite party is the

terminal equipment 2 and obtains the common key with the terminal equipment 2

according to the calculation shown in figure. The terminal equipment 2 obtains the

public key yl of the terminal equipment I admitted by the center based on the

certificate Cert I sent from the terminal equipment 2. Then the terminal equipment 2

uses the public key y1 to verify it that the communication opposite party is the terminal

equipment 1 and obtains the common key with the terminal equipment 1.
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR AUTOMATIC
DISCOVERY OF' NETWORK SERVICES

TECHNICAL FIELD

The invention relates generally to methods and systems
for discovering service elements that enable services avail-
able via a network, as well as for discovering inter-
relationships among the services. Such information may be
used for constructing models ofservices, permitting network
personnel to assess the health of the service and to diagnose
problems associated with the service.

BACKGROUND ART

Originally, computer networks were designed to have a
centralized, network topology. In such a topology, a cen~
tralized mainframe computer is accessed by users at com~
puter terminals via network connections. Applications and
data are stored at the mainframe computer, but may be
accessed by different users. However, a current trend in
network design is to provide a topology that enables dis—
tributed processing and peer»to—peer communications.
Under this topology, network processing power is distrib~
uted among a number of network sites that communicate on
a peer—to—peer level. Often, there are a number of servers
within the network and each server is accessible by a number
of clients. Each server may be dedicated to a particular
service, but this is not critical. SerVers may communicate
with one another in providing a service to a client.

Networks vary significantly in scope. A local area net~
work (LAN) is limited to network connectivity among
computers that are in close proximity, typically less than one
mile. A metropolitan area network (MAN) provides regional
connectivity, such as within a major metropolitan area. A
wide area network (WAN) links computers located in dif‘
ferent geographical areas, such as the computers of a cor—
poration having business campuses in a number of ditferent
cities. A global area network (GAN) provides connectivity
among computers in various nations. The most popular
GAN is the network commonly referred to as the Internet.

The decentralization of computer networks has increased
the complexity of tracking network topology. The network
components (i.e., “nodes”) may be linked in any one of a
variety of schemes. The nodes may include servers, hubs,
routers, bridges, and the hardware for linking the various
components. Systems for determining and graphically dis—
playing the topology of a computer network are known. US.
Pat. Nos. 5,276,789 to Besaw et al. and 5,185,860 to Wu,
both of which are assigned to the assignee of the present
invention, describe such systems. As described in Besaw et
al., the system retrieves a list of nodes and their intercon—
nections from a database which can be manually built by a
network administrator or automatically constructed using
computer software. The system can be configured to provide
any one of three views An intemet view shows nodes and
interconnections of difl'erent networks. A network new
shows the nodes and interconnections of a single network
within the intemet view. A segment view displays nodes
connected within one segment of one of the networks.
Selected nodes on the network, called discovery agents, can

convey knowledge of the existence of other nodes. The
network discovery system queries these discovery agents

and obtains the information necessary to form a graphical
display of the topology. The discovery agents can be pert-
odically queried to determine if nodes have been added to
the network. In a Transmission Controller Protocol/Internet

Protocol (TCP/IP) network, the discovery agents are nodes
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that respond to queries for an address translation table which
translates Internet Protocol (IP) addresses to physicaladdresses.

The Besaw et al. and Wu systems operate well for
graphically dimlaying hardware components and hardware
connections within a network. From this information, a
number of conclusions can be drawn regarding the present
capabilities and future needs of the network. However, these
systems do not discover services, their elements and inter»
dependencies. Moreover, the interdependencies of the com—
ponents in providing a particular service are not apparent
from the graphical display that is presented by the system.
The complexities of such interdependencies continue to
increase in all networks, particularly the Internet. Moreover,
these systems are designed in a monolithic manner. This
does not allow the management system to be extended to
discover and manage new service elements or new services.

Another approach is described by .I. L. Hellerstein in an
article entitled “A Comparison of Techniques for Diagnos—
ing Performance Problems in Information Systems: Case
Study and Analytic Models,” IBM Technical Report,
September, 1994. Hellerstein proposes a measurement navi—
gation graph (MNG) in which network measurements are
represented by nodes and the relationships between the
measurements are indicated by directed arcs. The relation»
ships among measurements are used to diagnose problems.
However, the approach has limitations, since MNGs only
represent relationships among measurements. An ISP opera-
tor must understand the details of the measurements (when,
where, and how each measurement is performed) and their
relationships to the dilferent service elements. This under—
standing is not readily available using the MNG approach.
Automatic discovery capabilities do not exist in this system
to discover relationships among measurements.

The emergence of a variety of new services, such as
World Wide Web (WWW) access, electronic commerce,
multimedia conferencing, telecommuting, and virtual pri—
vate network services, has contributed to the growing inter—
est in network-based services. However, the increasing
complexity of the services offered by a particular network
causes a reduction in the number of experts having the
domain knowledge necessary to diagnose and fix problems
rapidly. Within the Internet, Internet Service Providers
(ISPS) offer their subscribers a number of complex services.
An [SP must handle services that involve multiple complex
relationships, not only among their service components
(e.g., application servers, hosts, and network links), but also
within other services. One example is the web service. This

service will be described with reference to FIG. 1. Although
it may appear to a subscriber of the ISP 10 that the web

service is being cxolusively provided by a web application
server 12, there are various other services and service
elements that contribute to the web service. For instance, to
access the web server 12, a Domain Name Service (DNS)
server 14 is accessed to provide the subscriber with the IP
address of the web site. The access route includes one of the
Points of Presence (POP) 16, a hub 18, and a router 20. Each
POP houses modem banks, tclco connections, and terminal
servers. Asubscn‘ber request is forwarded to and handled by
a web server application. The web page or pages being
accessed may be stored on a back-end Network File System
(NFS) 22, from which it is delivered to the web server on
demand. When the subscnber perceives a degradation in the
Quality of Service (003). the Pr0blem may be due to any of
the web service components (e.g., the web application server
12, the host machine on which the web application server is
executing, or the network links interconnecting the sub-
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scriber to the Web server), or may be due to the other
infrastructure services on which the web service depends
(c.g., DNS or NFS) The [SP system 10 of FIG. 1 is also
shown to include an authentication server 24 for performing
a subscriber authentication service, a mail server 26 for

enabling email service (for logiu and email access), and
front-end and back-end sewers 28, 30 and 32 for allowing
Usenet. access.

Subscribers demand that lSPs offer reliable, predictable
services. To meet the expectations of subscribers and to
attract new subscribers, lSPs must measure and manage the
008 of their service offerings. This requires a variety of
tools that monitor and report on service-level metrics, such
as availability and performance of the services, and that
provide health reports on the individual service components.
Unfortunately, the majority of management systems have
not kept pace with the service evolution. Available manage-
ment systems lack the capability to capture and exploit the
inter-relationships that exist among services available in a
network environment, such as the Internet. Typically, these
management systems discover and manage service elements
in isolation. Moreover, these systems are implemented in a
monolithic manner and are not easily extensible to discov—
ering and managing new network services and service
elements. Adding new discovery and management capabili-
ties to these systems requires extensive redesign and modi—
fication of the management system.

Each network is unique in various respects, such as the
configuration of servers, the types of application servers, the
Service oiIerings, the organizational topology, and the inter»
service dependencies. Therefore, in order to accurately
understind the operations of the network, specific models
must be crafted for the services provided within the network.
However, handcrafting models of network services requires
an enormous elfort on the part of a human expert or group
of eXperts.

What is needed is a comprehensive method and system
that discovers services and service elements of a network,
and discovers the dependencies among the services and
service elements. This information can then be used to

automatically generate models of the discovered services.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

A method of identifying service elements, services and
dependencies among the elements and services of a network
includes executing a two-phase discovery process. In the
first phase of discovery, the services and service elements
are detected, as well as a first set of dependencies. The
second phase of discovery is focused upon the
dependencies, specifically intersservicc dependencies in
which one discovered service is reliant upon one or more
other discovered services.

The term “service” is defined herein as “a functionality
oEcred by a network to a user to perform a specific set of
tasks.” Performance of the service involves a number of

cooperating service elements, such as network routers,
servers, applications and the like. Services include applica—
tion services (such as web and email access) and network
services (such as a Virtual Private Network).

The first phase of discovery may be considered as a
“black-box approach.” At the beginning of the phase, the
system is lflccly to have no information regarding the ser»
vices and service elements that exist in a network, such as

an lnternct Service Provider (ISP). Using a variety of
techniques, this first phase obtains information relating to
the services and service elements in the network. Execution,
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component, organizational and some inter-service depen-
dcncies are discovered during the first phase. Since a black«
box approach is adopted, this first phase of discovery can be
exewted from a management station that is separate from
elements of the network being discovered. For example, in
an {SP environment, subject to the availability of a network
connection from the management station to the server farm
of the ISP, this first phase can be executed when the
management station is outside of the server farm. Thus, this
first phase may be referred to as “external discovery.”
However, it should be understood that the first phase can be
executed exclusively within the network of interest.

The second phase of discovery is targeted at identifying
inter-service dependencies. This phase uses the knowledge
of the services and service elements obtained in the first

phase, and targets the discovered services to obtain depen-
dency information relating to the services. This dependency
information likely requires direct access to the elements of
the network. Therefore, the second phase may be considered
to be “internal discovery.” The step of executing the second
phase to identify the dependencies is a software-based
automated process. The discovery system may include dis-
covery agents that are configured to access the content of
configuration files of applications that were detected in the
first phase of discovery. As an example of processing the
content of a configuration file to discover inter—service

dependencies, a configuration file of a web server may be
accessed to discover whether the web server has a depen—
dency on an N'FS service. Discovery agents may also be
deployed to monitor connections completed via service
elements that were detected in the first phase of discovery.
Information received during the monitoring may be utilized
to identify intercservice dependencies. For example, discov—
ery agents may be deployed by a discovery engine of the
system to identify Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
connections of at least one host that was detected in the first
phase. This technique exploits the fact that most TCP
implementations enforce a three—minute delay for connec—
tions in a TlME__,WAIT state of TCP, so that a connection
persists for approximately three minutes after it is no longerin use.

As an additional or alternative source of information for

the second phase, network probes may be deployed by the
discovery cng‘ne to access information embedded within
data packets transmitted by service elements detected in the
first phase. Since most TCP/1P communication is based on
source/destiny port numbers, by processing the headers of
captured packets, a software probe can deduce many of the
relationships that exist among services.

Returning to the first phase of identifying services and
service elements, the domain name service (DNS) may be
accessed to obtain information that Specifies services, gar-
vice elements, component dependencies, organizational
dependencies, and some inter—service dependencies. The
DNS of the network may be used to identify some, and
preferably all, of: (1) any external name Servers

(organizational dependency); (2) round-robin service groups
that are utilized to provide scalability and redundancy for the
network (component dependency); (3) naming conventions
that are employed by the network (organizational
dependencies); (4) any external mail gateways of the net—
work (organizational dcpendcncies); and (5) any SMTP
servers corresponding to hosts that run POP3 servers (inter
service dependencies).

The recognition of the naming conventions used by the
network provides cVidence of any Virtual hosts or virtual
servers. For example. an ISP may use a single host machine
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to support multiple customer web sites. While each customer
web site may be associated with a unique IP address, there
will be a naming pattern that identifies the common host
machine. Naming wnventions may also be used to recog-
nize associations between terminal servers of an ISP and
P0P sites.

An advantage of the invention is that the discovery
process may be used to automatically detect services, service
elements and dependencies with regard to a selected core
schice of a network (e.g., Read Mail Service of an [SP).
That is, the method and system may be used to model the
selected core service, permitting network personnel to assess

' the health of the service and to diagnose problems associated
with the service.

Another advantage is that the system is extensible to
discover services or service elements that are added to a
network. When a new service or service element is

introduced, a user can add a new discovery module (e.g., a
discovery agent) for the service or service element. The
discovery engine is then able to discover instances of the
added service or service element without any changes or
enhancements to the discovery engine. This approach per~
mils third-party discovery modules to be introduced into the
system.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a schematic view of an exemplary prior art
Internet Service Provider (ISP) system.

FIG. 2 is a schematic View of a proces for modeling a
selected service available via a network.

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of components of a system for
modeling a selected service available via a network, such as
the [SF of FIG. 1.

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a management system having
components of FIG. 3.

FIG. 5 is an exemplary layout ofcomponents for utilin‘ng
the Read Mail service of the [SF of FIG. 1.

FIG. 6 is a graph of nodes of a Read Mail service model
configured using the system of FIG. 3.

FIG. 7 is an alternative Read Mail service model graph.
FIG. 8 is a schematic view of first phase internal discov—

ery processing using the system of FIG. 3.

FIG. 9 is a schematic view of second phase external
discovery processing using the system of FIG. 3.

FIG. 10 is a process flow of steps of the first phase
discovery of FIG. 8.

FIG. 11 is a process flow of steps of the second phase
discovery of FIG. 9.

FIG. 12 is a block diagram of the operation of the
discovery engine of FIG. 4.

FIG. 13 is a block diagram ofthe discovery engine ofFIG.
12.

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE
INVENTION

The invention relates to the discovery process for
enabling automated detection of service elements and/or
services that are utilized by a specific network to provide a
particular service. One application of the invention is to
model the particular service, so that dependencies among
services and service elements (e.g., servers, hosts and net—
work links) may be readily determined by network person—
nel. While the discovery process will be described primarily
with reference to application to an ISP system, the process
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has other applications. That is, the process may be used in
other network environments (e.g., a corporation’s network).

FIG. 2 is an overview of the auto-discovery process for
generating a service model instance 200 for a particular
network 202. In FIG. 2, the rectangles represent data stores
and the ellipses represent processing elements. A service»
specific discovery template 204 is accessed upon initiation
of the auto—discovery process. The discovery template
defines the services and service elements that are anticipated
as c00perating to provide the core service. Moreover, the
discovery template identifies particular discovery tools (i.e.,
discovery modules and/or agents) that are to be used for each
service and service element, as well as any dependencies
that a particular discovery tool may have on outputs from
other diSCOVery tools. The template preferably includes
instructions for configuring the outputs of the discovery
tools. A more thorough description of the dismvery template
will follow, particularly with reference to Table 2., which is
an example of a discovery template specification. A more
thorough description of the discovery tools 206 will also be
provided below, with reference to FIGS. 12 and 13.

The auto-discovery approach is dividable into two phases.
In the first phase auto-discovery procedure 208, a “black-
box approach” is adopted. Initially, no information about the
services or service elements may be immediately available.
Using a variety of techniques, information is obtained for the
purpose of identifying relevant services, service elements,
component dependencies, execution dependencies, 0rgani~
zational dependencies and some inter—service dependencies.
In one of these techniques, the information that is available
in the domain name system of an ISP is used to discover the
existence and the relationships among difierent services and
service elements. In order to allow subscribers to access a

host using its host name, rather than requiring specification
of an IP address that is more diflicult to remember, DNS is
used to map the host names of the IP addresses for all hosts
in the [SP system. Moreover, the exchange of email mes»
sages acrosr. hosts occurs using the mail exchange records
(MX records) maintained by the DNS. In summary, the
domain name system stores a wealth of information that is
used in the first phase of the auto-discovery process to
discover Internet services and relationships among the ser»
vices. Other techniques may be used in this first phase to
supplement the information acquired from the domain name
system. Since these techniques may be exploited separately
from the servers of the network 202, this first phase may be
referred to as “external discovery.” However, the process
may occur entirely within the network environment.

Instance information 210 is acquired in the first phase
procedure 208. In addition to the identification of services
and service elements, the instance information 210 identifies
dependencies. There are a number of inter—dependencies of
concern to the auto-discovery process. These inter~
dependencies include execution dependencies, component
dependencies, intcr~servicc dependencies, and organiza—
tional dependencies. An execution dependency relates
directly to an application server process being executed on
a host machine. The types of application servers that are
executed on host machines include web, email, news, DNS
and NFS. A component dependency occurs in order to

ensure scalability and redundancy of a service. For example,
a web service may be PmVidCd OOHCCIiVely by a number of
“front-end sewers” (FESs), With round-robin DNS sched—
uljng being used to provide subscribers With a domain name
that maps to one of the FESS. [SP5 often replicate web, email
and news content across a number of sewers. The round-
robin scheduling balances the load among the servers. The
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sewers are grouped together and assigned a single domain
name in the DNS database. When the DNS sewer receives
a request for the domain name, the IP address of one of the
sewers is acquired in the round~robin scheme~

An inter-service dependency occurs when one service
accesses another service for its proper operation. For
example, a web service depends on a DNS service to allow
the subscriber to mnnect the web server host using its IP
address, and an NFS service is used to access the web

content. As another example, a Read Mail service depends
on an authentication service to verify the identity of the
subscriber, uses a DNS sewice to log the subscriber’s IP
address, and uses an NFS service to access the mail content.

Finally, an organization dependency occurs when there
are different 15? operations personnel (e.g., subject matter
experts) who are responsible for different services and
service elements. For example, an ISP may have a first
supervisor managing the web service, a second supervisor
managing DNS, and a third supervisor managing NFS.
Operational responsibilities may be delegated based upon
the geographical location of the service elements. Since the
precise organization structure may vary from one ISP to
another, the auto—discovery mechanism provides a means by
which it can be quickly customized for a particular ISP
system. ~

The first phase auto—discovery procedure 208 provides
discovered instance information 210 that identifies most of
me execution, component and organization dependencies, as
well as some of the inter‘sewice dependencies. A partial
service model instance generator 212 is then used to provide
a partial service model instance 214. Optionally, configura—
tion data 216 may be used to allow an operator to customize
a sewiee model instance 200. Using a configuration inter—
face which will be described with reference to FIG. 4, the
operator can specify categorization criteria for services and
service elements. Thus, the service model instance 200 can
be configured to meet the specific needs of the operator.

In a second phase auto~discovery procedure 218, an
“internal” View of the network 202 is acquired. The internal
discovery of the second phase is intended to fill any “holes”
in the partial service model 214, and particularly focuses on
identifying inter-sewice dependencies. There are two basic
approaches to the internal discovery of the second phase.
One approach is the use of network probes, which are
implemented in software and are installed at strategic loca—
tions on the network to acquire information from headers of
packet transmissions. By processing the headers of packets,
a software probe can deduce many of the relationships that
exist among sewers. The second basic approach is to use
special-purpose discovery agents that are installed on the
ISP hosts to discover relationships among services. Rather
than examining headers ofpacket transmissions, the special-
purpose agents use a number of operating systems and
application—specific mechanisms (such as processing service
configuration information and application-dependent moni-
toring tables) to discover inter—service dependencies.

The inter-sewice dependency information 220 from the
second phase auto—discovery procedure 218 is combined
win: the partial service model instance 214 using a second
service model instance generator 222. The output of the
second service model instance generator is the completed
service model instance 200.

The invention will be described primarily in its preferred ‘
embodiment of using the discovery template to detect both
services and service elements to form a service model.

However, the discovery process may be used without the
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discovery template and without restricting the process to
identifying only the services, service elements and depen-
dencies relevant to a single core service.

One Embodiment for Using the Instance
Information

As previously noted, the use of the discovery template
204 is optionally combined with a service model template in
the process of generating the service model instance 200. An
overview of the template—driven procedure is illustrated in
FIG. 3. The sewioe model template is a generic specification
of the service topology and measurement topology for the
service of interest (e.g., Read Mail service). Depending on
the service being modeled and the service elements that are
likely to be involved, the template defines nodes of various
types (e.g., hosts, servers, network links, and services) and
their assotZiated measurements. Moreover, the template indi—
cates the dependencies among the nodes, such as the depen—
dency of the service on other services (e.g., the Read Mail
service which refers to a subscriber accessing his/her mail—
box depends on the authentication and NFS sewices). In the
preferred embodiment, the template also includes default
state computation rules for specified nodes, so that the state

(i.e., “health”) of a node can be mmputed based upon
measurements associated with the node and upon states of
dependencies of the node.

The service model template 34 is not specific to any [8?
system in the sense that it does not specifically reference any
hosts, sewers, network links, sewicc groups, or other ser—
vices or sewice elements in the ISP system. The template
may be considered as a “lifeless tree.” There is no associa—

tion between nodes in the sewice model template and
mnning elements, such as hosts and sewers. However, the
information contained in the sewice template for a node may
include the element type, the element dependencies, the
measurement definitions (e.g., agent to run, the format of the
urn string, the number and type of parameters, and the
format of the output), default state computation rules,
default thresholds, default baselines, and default alarm gen—-eration and mrrelation rules.

In database terminology, the service model template 34 is
the schema. On the other hand, an instance defines the
records in the database and the values of the static informa»
tion. In FIG. 3, the discovered instance 36 is determined

using auto—discovery, as will be explained fully below.
Information regarding the sewices and sewice elements
(e.g., sewers, hosts and links) that exist in the ISP system or
other service provider systems may be auto—discovered. The
store representing auto—discovered information shall be
referred to as the auto—discovered instance 36.

The service model creation engine 38 of FIG. 3 is used to
generate a sewice model instance 40 based on the service

model template 34 and auto—discovered instance 36. Ideally,
all of the discovered information is available prior to instan»
tiation. However, in many cases, discovery has to be per—
formed in multiple phases, such as the two outlined above.
In such cases, instantiation may occur partially after each
phase of discovery. The main advantage of providing a
partial service model instance is that the partially completed
service model can provide a guide to identify the additional
information needed in subsequent phases of discovery. The
service model creation engine 38 encampasses the functions
of the partial service model instance generator 212 and the
second service model instance generator 222 of FIG_ 2_
Since new elements and serVices may be added to the [SP
system over time, the sewice model instantiation process
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has to be repeated periodically to augment the initiallycreated service model instance.

Unlike the service model template 34, the service model
instance 40 is specific to an ISP system. The process of
constructing the service model instance using the service
model template and the auto—discovered instance 36 is
referred to as the “instantiation” of the service model. As
previously noted, the relationship between the service model
template and the auto—discovered instance is analogous to
the relationship between the schema and records in a data-
base.

The service model instance 40 maps services and service
elements that exist in a particular [SP system with nodes in
the service model template. In doing so, the service model
instance also specifies a set of measurements that must be
made against each of the services and service elements in the
specific [SP system.

The service model instance 40 may be used by a view
generator 42. In the preferred embodiment, the service
model instance is represented as a graph of the nodes and
edges that identify dependencies of the nodes. Different
management functions of an [SP will benefit from viewing
diflferent subsets of nodes and edges of the service model
instance 40. Thus, the view generator 42 may be used by
operations personnel to provide an “operations View” of
only the services and service elementslthat fall in a particular
domain of control of the personnel. 0n the other hand, a
“customer support View” may provide an end-to—end view
for the customer support personnel of the ISP. A“planning
View” may be used to graphically present information about
usage and performance trends, so that future requirementscan be ascertained.

. Even when different management functions are interested
in the same Subset of nodes and edges of the service model
instance 40, there may be dilferent interests with regard to
miles to be used for state computations. For instances, a
management application that visually depicts a color-coded
hierarchical representation of the service model instance to
operations personnel may require that hierarchical state
propagation rules be employed in the service model
instance. In this manner, viewing the state of the top—level
nodes of the service model, an [SP operator can determine
whether any problem has been detected in the [SP system. In
contrast, an application that is responsible for automatically
detecting, diagnosing and reporting the root-causes of prob-
lems in the [SP system may prefer not to use a hierarchical
state propagation rule, since it is intensted in the state of
each node of the service model independently of the state of
other nodes.

The View generator 42 may be used to define the subset
of nodes of a service model instance that are of interest to a

management application, as well as the method for evalu-
ating the states of the nodes of interest. The measurements
that are associated with the nodes in the service model
instance are common across the dilIerent views. However,
the rules that apply to computing the state of a particular
node based upon relevant measurements and the states of
dependent nodes may be dilferent for the different views.

A measurement agent configurator 44 may be used to
extract information from the service model instance 40,
when the information is relevant to scheduling tests and
retrieving test results. At the completion of the service model
instance 40, static configuration information as to how the
tests of various elements are to be run may be merged with
default algorithm descriptions into a service model instance
file. State computation rules, thresholds and alarm correla-
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tion rules defaults may be overridden using the measurement
agent configurator. Specific measuremenm may be enabled
or disabled. A final measurement agent specification 46 is
generated by the configurator for the Specific ISP. The
measurements that are identified in the specification 46 are
executed using software agents 45. The results of the mea-
surements are analyzed and used by a service model man-
ager 47 to compute the states of different nodes in the service
model.

Overview of [nstantation

FIG. 4 represents an overview of the process for gener~
ating the diSCovered instance that is used to form the service

model instance 40 of FIG. 3. As previously noted, a require—
ment of the instantiation of a service model is the generation
of the service model template for the particular service or
services of interest. The template may be handcrafted,
preferably by a domain expert of the service. The template
includes a specification of the elements involved in provid-
ing the service, such as servers and network links, and the
dependencies of the service on other services, such as the
dependency of Read Mail service on the authentication and

N'FS services. As will be explained more fully below, the
discovery process includes designation of a discovery tem—
plate 48. The discovery template specifies the types of
services and the service elements to be discovered. The

discovery template also includes specifications of discovery
modules 50, 52 and S4 to be invoked in the discovery of the
specified services and service elements.

The service model template 34, the discovery template 48,
and the discovery modules 50, 52 and 54 are utilized Within
a management system 56 for forming the service model
instance 4-0. Another key component of the management
system is a discovery engine 58 that processes information
contained within the discovery template 48. The discovery
engine invokes the appropriate discovery modules 50—54,
interprets the outputs of the invoked modules, and stores the
outputs in memory (or in a database) as the discovered
instance 36, which is made accessible to the service model

creation engine 33. The discovery engine 58 supports a
configuration interface 60 that allows [SP operations per-
sonnel to control and customize the dismvery process.
Through the configuration interface 60, an [SP operator can
restrict the discovery to specified IP address ranges or host
name patterns. Furthermore, the operator can specify nam—
ing conventions used by the [SP (e.g., for naming terminal
servers and POP sites), which are used by some of the
dismvery modules 50—54.

The configuration interface 60 serves as a way for an ISP
operator to quickly customize the service model instance 40

that is generated by the process. Using the configuration
interface, the operator can also specify categorization crite-
ria for services and service elements. For instance, all the
mail services could fall in one category, while the DNS
servers could fall in another. The categories assigned to
services and service elements can represent the organiza~
tional structure of the [SP, the geographical location of the
servers offering the services (e.g., sewers in San Francisco
fall in one category, while servers in New York fall in
another), or diflerences in business functions of the service
(5%,, web sewers that an ISP is hosting on behalfof business
customers, as opposed to local web servers that the [SP
ofiers for providing access to the dial«up subscribers).

In the preferred embodiment, the configuration interface
60 is implemented using a graphical user interface (GUI) at
an operator computing station. An example of a configura-
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tion specification that is entered using the interface 60 is
shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1

12

 

Hosts exclude ip 10.1t204.1—~10.L205.1
at exclude all hosts with IP addresses in this range. These hosts represent subscriberit home PC:
WebServers category name 'tCOm.&kelSP.fld WebHost
I? servers with names of the form ‘.eom.fakeispinet are Web hosting servers

mflD—9](3}<Pop$itc>[O—9]Lfakeisp.netTerminalSei-vers extract name
mminal servers mint match the naming pattern above. Extract die POP site nameit from the terminal server’s name
 

The discovery modules 50-54 obtain the configuration
criteria from the discovery engine 58. The modules execute
the appropriate discovery techniques, and as part of their
outputs, record the categories to which the different services
and service elements belong. The category information is
stored at the discoch instance 36 and is interpreted by the
service model creation engine 33 in a manner that is reflec—
tive of the service model template 34.

The following sections provide details regarding imple—
mentation of the process described with reference to FIGS.
2 and 3. Since the service models template 34 depends on the
syntax specified in the discovery template 48, the discovery
template specification is considered first. All the templates
and instances presented as examples use the INI file format
that is commonly used to represent the content of system
files in Microsoft Windows-based personal computer sys-
tems. However, the process may be implemented using other
specification and schema definition technologies (e.g., the
Common Information Model Specified by the Desktop Man-
agement Task Force). Per the [NI format, a template or an
instance is organized as different sections, each of which is
specified by a unique stream enclosed within a pair of square
brackets (“[<scction name>]”).

Discovery Template Specification

An example discovery template specification is shown in
Table 2. Each section of the discovery template defines a
specific service or service element. The first four sections
represent templates for discovery of external name servers,
hosts, Mail SMTP sewers, and Mail POP3 sewers. The
“module” variable specification in each section identifies the
discovery module 50-54 of FIG. 4 that is to be used for the
particular service or service elc ment. The “arguments” vari—
able represents arguments that are to be passed by the
discovery engine 53 to the discovery module during deploy-
ment. The “outputs" variable defines the number and names
of the columns in the output of the discovery module. The
“instanceKey” variable denotes the index that is to be used
to access the discovery instance 36 corresponding to each
row of output generated by the discovery module. The name
or names specified within angled brackets (<>) on the right
side of the instanceKey assignment must correspond to one
of the column names specified in the output assignment.
Finally, the “dependencies” variable indicates the dependen—
cies that a discovery module has on other modules. The
discovery engine may use this information to select a
sequence in which it processes the discovery templates.
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TABLE 2 

[ExternalNameServers]

discovery moduleeDiscoverlkternalNameServers.class
discovery-argumentswurl http :llism-ch/scripts/discEngineAPl.pl
discovery—outputsaipAddres, hostNarne, domainN'an-re, category
discovery-instanceKey-edpAddreasxDNS
discovery»dependencies=-
[Hosts]

discovery-modulewDiscoverHostsclass
discovery-argumentswurl http://ism—ch/scripmldiscfingineAPLpI
discoveryooutputs—ipAddress, hostName, stale, category
discovery—instameKey=<ipAddress>:Host
discovery-depende ncies=ExternalNameServe rs
[SMFPServers

diswveryhnrodule=DiscoverSmtpServersclass
discovery-arguments—url http:l/ism—ch/scriptsldiscEngineApl’pl
dismavery'outputsuipAddless, hostNan-re, category
discovery—instancefiya<ipAddres>:Smtp~Mail
discovery—dependenciesflosts, EnemalNameServers
[POPJScrvers]

discovery—moduleuDiscoverPopBSen/ersdass
discovery-arguments-a-url htth/‘Ism-ch/scripts/discEngineAPLpI
discovery-outputsaipAddress, hosLName, relatedSmtpServer, category
discovery-insmucelCey-dpAddress>:Pop3_Mail
discoverydepentlencimzflosts, EnemaanmeServers
[HTTPServers !

discoverymodulc=DiscovcrHflpServersclass
discovery-argumentsm—url httptllism—pcllscfipls/discEngineAplpl
discoveryaurpuls=ipAddrm, hostNan-re, server'Iype, category
discovery-instaaney-dpAddressteb
discovery-dependenciu—Hosts
[NFSSen/ers]

discuvery—mdulenDiscuverNFSSenlclS.dass
discovery—arguments-wurl httpzllism—pc2/scr'ipts/discEngineAprI
discoveryaoutputsv—vipAddrcss, hostName, category
discovery-instancelceyudpAddremel-‘S
discovery-depencndenciesul—Iosts
W

disasvery—modulenDiscoverHostGmupsdass
dismvery—argumentsa—url htth/ism-chfscripts/discEngineAplpl
discovery-outputs=groupName, groupCamponentsList, allegory
discovery—instanceKeyu<gzoupNamc>zHostGroup
discovery—dependencim=ErtemalNameServers
[WebServiceGmups]

hostNamwmailftle .fakeisp.net
relatedSmtpServersmtpfakeispmet
ategory—
[10.137,196.54:Pop3~Mai.l]
ipAddressle.137.19654
hostName—mailf-szzt'akeispmet
relatedSmtpServer—smtp.fakeisp.net
ategoryz
[10.137.196.56:Pop3_Mail]
ipAddmsa-IOJJIIQSSG
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TABLE 2—coutinued 
hostName—mailfesB.fakeisp.net
relatedSmtpServer=smtp. firkeispnet
category—
[10.137.19658:ch]
ipAddrmsl 0.137.196.58
hostNameuwww. fakeispnet
serverTypcmNCSA/l .5
Eugene-IutemalWeb
[10.1 37.196.69:Web]
ipAddrcss=10.137.l 96.69
hosd‘fammxyzeomfakeispnct
serverTy-peaApacthl .2
(allegorychbHost
[10.137.196.70;Web]
ipAddrms=10J 37.196.70
hostNamcuwwwzbcsom. fakeispmet
servefl’ypeaApache/l .2
(2tegory=WebHost
[10.1 74. 1 73.23:Nt-‘s]
ipAddrwwIQl'I‘t 1 73.23
hustName-dnsl.fakeisp.net
[poplfakeEsp.netzflostG-mup]
group Namwpoplfakeispmet
groupComponeutsLisculo. 137.196.52:10.137.196.54:10.137196.56
[pop3.fakeisp.net:l’op3_MailSenriceG10up]
serviaGrpName-poplfakeisp.net
serviceGrpComponenlsListnlO. 13 7. 19652110. 137.196.54Z1 0.137. 196.56
[ExternaansServenCategory]
catcgnryNamenExternaiDnsSenrer
[lntemalWebServerzetcgory]
calegoryNameslnternalWeb
[WeansledServer:Category]
(2tegoryName=chHosr 

Because the ISP environment has a heterogeneous set of
elements (e.g., host nodes, routers, application servers, ser—
vices and inter—service dependencies), sections of the dis—
covery template must be processed in an order in which
elements having no dependencies are considered first. See-
tic: have dependencies can be processed after the depen«
dencies have been completed. 'Ihere are at least three
approaches to ordering the processing of sections. One
approach is to order the sections in the template to reflect the
dependencies among sections. Thus, a section appears in the
template only after the appearance of all sections on which
it depends. The discovery engine 58 can then pmos$ the
sections in order. Another approach is to allow the discovery
engine to dictate the sequence of discovery. By considering
the values of the dependencies variable within the sections
of the discovery template, the dismvery engine can deter-
mine the order in which the sections must be processed.
Sections of the template having no dependencies are pro-
cessed first. After all such sections are processed, the dis—
covery engine iterates through the list of template sections,
choosing sections which have not been processed and which
have their dependencies determined by earlier processing.
This procedure is repeated until all of the sections have been
processed. In the third approach, the sequencing is driven by
the discovery modules 50—54 themselves. In this
embodiment, the discovery engine processes the template
once, invoking the discovery modules simultaneously. The
discovery modules determine when the different elements of
the [8? system are discovered. When a new instance is
detected by a discovery module, it forwuds the results to the
diswvery engine. Based on the dependencies on the discov—
ery module, as specified in the discovery template, the
engine forwards the results to other discovery modules for
which the results are relevant. The availability of the new
results may trigger discovery by other modules. This pro—
cedure is repeated until all of the sections have been fully
processed. In an alternative implementation, the discovery
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modules can communicate With one another without involv~
ing the discovery engine.

Discovered Instance Specification

Table 3 is a portion of an example of the discovered
instance 36 of FIG. 4. Section names in the discovered

instance correspond to the instanceKey variable specifica—
tions and the discovery template of Table 2. For each of the
output variables in the discovery template, there is an
assignment in thc discovered instance of Table 3. The ISP

system being discovered in this example is assumed to have
the domain name fakeisp.net.

TABLE 3WW

[10.174.173.E:DNS]
ipAddress=10.174.173.23
hosLNnmeudnslfahfispmet
domainNamc=Bkcisinct
mtegory—EncmaansServer
[10.174.173.3zumi]
ipAddressnlO.174.l73.23
hosfliamwdnsljakeisp. netstate-Alive
category:
[10.137.196.52:Hnar]
ipAddrcss-=10J37.1 9652
hostNamtrAmailfesiLEakeispnensmtp.fakeispnetsmm=Alive
WWW:
[10.137.196.54zflast]
ipAddrfis=10JB7J9654
hostNamemmailfesZZIakeispmetstateuAlive
mwgorys
[10.137.196.56:Hosl]
ipAddresswlfl. 137.196.56
hostName=mailfe523,fakeisp.netsnub-Alive
mmsury=
[10.137.196.58:Host]
[mindless—10.1311 96.58
hostNan-rcrwwwfakeisp.net.stathAlive
ategury=
[10.1 31196.69 :Host]
ipAddms=10.137.196.t59
hostName—wwwxyzcnmfaknispmetslang-Alive
GWEN?”
[10.137.196.701Hofi]
IpAddlwlO.137.196.70
hostName=www.abc.cnm.t‘akeisp.netsmtbAlive
aneury-
[10.137.1965228mtp_Mail]
ipAddm:10.137.19652
hostNammmailfesll .fakzisp.net:smtp.fakei.fi).uetmtegory=ExtemalSmtpServer
[10.137.19 5.52:9op3.Mafl]
ipAddlCSSfllo. 137.196.52
hostNa me—mailfesllfakeispmet
relachquJServer—smtpfakeispmet
angry:
[10.137.196.54:Pop3_Mail]
ipAd-dmlo.137.196.54
hostName=mailtk512.fakei5p.net
relatedSmtpServerx-smtpfakcisp.net
category:
[10.137.196.56zPop3‘Mail]
ipAddless=10J37.196.5 6
hoslName-mailfesfljakeispmet
rclatedSmtpServer—smtpfakeisp.net
camEOVY“
W

Next, a portion of a service model template specification is
presented in Table 4 as an example service model template
34_ The service model template contains the intelligence to
map the discovered instance into the service model nodes.
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The discovery modules (and hence the discovered instance)
are designed independently of the service model instance
being generated. This enables the same discovered instance
to be used in the generation of ditIerent service models (e.g.,
for dilferent sewiow). Each section in the service model 5
template represents a type of node in the service model
instance 40 and contains a series of instructions for creating
a node in the service model instance. The service model

16

creation engine 38 processes sections of the service model
template, one at a time, attempting to match the template
with elements in the discovered instance 36. Each element

in the discovered instance corresponds to a section of the
dismvered instance specification. Lines beginning with a “;"
represent comments. These lines are ignored by the service
model creation engine 38 when it processes the sewice
model template.

TABLE 4 

[ SM'Hosl]

; Host Node in the service model
mstch={ ':Host]
; for each discovered Host
instanceKeya<ipAddress>1SM~Host
measurements—ICP'&nnectionRate(<ipAddrc$>),

VMstat(<ipAddres>), [Fstat(<ipAddrcss>); thesc are measurements of the host
; next Copy its attributes to the SM node
hostname=<hostName>
ipAddrrssadpAddmsrostate=<sta t2.)-
categorya=<mtegory>
£5M~Weh]
; SM node for a web server .—
mateh—{":Web]
; match all discovered Web server instances
instanceKeyxsdpAddreesxSM—Web
components=<ipAddrcm>st-Host, dpAddrms>~msIPrSM—Link
memummenmafl'ITP—‘ICPConnedion'fime(dpAddrese>)
; next mpy all the attributes from the server discovered instance
stateComputationRuleumeasurcmentsOnl y
server'I‘ype—Gerver'l‘ype>
hosthmem<hoslName>
ipAddmss=<ipAddrcss>
wiegoryrappcnflcmtegoryadpAddress>;SM—~Host?<at.egory>)SM—WebService

; a web service node
man‘SM~Web]
; then: is a web service node corresponding to each web server node
instanceKeyudpAddmxSM-WebSen/ice
masuremeW-Availnbility (<ipAddrtx>), H'l'TP‘Tntal ResponseTmm(<ipAddrcsB>),HITP~DnsTime (<ipAddress>)
conlponentsadpAddrcfls>:SM-Wda, <<ipAddress>,ch>:SM-NFS, <<ipAddress>,Web>:SM—DNS

; NR; and DNS service dependencies will be determined by phase 2 discoverymtegorya-«tegorp
SM-WehServiceG-roup]

mntch-{ ‘zWebServiceGroupl
inst:nceKey-aerviceGrpNambSM—WebServiceG-mup
campanents-lisdsenriceGrpComponenlsw) :SM-Webservioe
“MEC’I’Y’Q‘flW

gregaryeappenmisqcerviceGrpComponentsLjsb) :SM-WehSei-vice'kmtegom)
! SMJI‘opLevel—Web]

instancekeyEWchst-ToplevelWeb
companenua'SM-WebService, ‘2SM~WebServiceGmup
; components are all web set-vied and all web service groups
! SM—DNS]

matcb=[*:DNS]
instanceKeyndpAddlessxSMwDNS
ccmponents=<ipAddres>msIP:SM—Link
measurements=DNS«Availability(<ipAddrus>),

DNSCacheEfiLRecpomeTtme(<ipAddress>)
stateCcmpulationtheammsurcmcntsOnty
ipAddress=<ipAddrus>hnsLName=<hostName>
donuinName:<daminName>
categoryuccategorp
[SM‘NFS]
match-l ‘ZN'FSI
instanceKey:<ipAddmss>:SM>N'FS
campanents=<ipAddras>zSM~Host
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TABLE 4-continued

18

 

masurements=NFSflbtalQlls(<ipAddmess>), NFS<DupReqs(<ipAddress>),
NFS—TmeOutPerceanpAddressfl

stateCompulationRulkmeamrementsOnJy
ipMdmdpAMress>
hastName—<hostName>

ism-Pogs_,Mau]

matcH‘zPap3wMaill
instanceKey-dpAddresbtsM-POP3WMafl
compouenktadpAddrespSMJlost
measuremenbc-P0?3-1CPCuunectinnTime(<ipAddress>)hostName=<hostName>
mtegoryhmtcgory>
relatedSmIpSewer=<relaledSmtpServer>
ipAddrmkdpAddrms>
[SM—ReadMailSenriee] 

mtch-{‘:SM—Pup3_Mail]
instanceKey=<ipAddress>:SM—Resd MailService
measurements=POP3—Availahility (dpAddress>),

POP3—TotalResponseTtme(<ipAddrss>),
POPS—Authentimtion'fin'le (<ipAddress>)

statcCamputationRuleudefault
couponans==<ipAddress>st~Pop3wMaiL <<ipAddrus>,Pop3~_Mail:SM~NFS>,

<<ipAddrEss>,Pop3__Mail:SM—Auth>
mtegorysqtategorp
[SM~ReadMailServiceGmup]

match-=[‘:Pop3MailServiceGmup]
instanceKey=<senriceGrpName>15M-ReadMailServiceGroup
componentsxlistksenrioeGrpCcmponenlsLisb) :SM—ReadltrlailService
mtegory=<category> - -
[SM-Tophevel-ReadMail]

instanceKeysRmd Mail :SMJIbplevel-ReadMail
componeuts=‘ :SM— ReadMailService, ‘ :S M~hadMailScrviceGr-oup
[smeategorfl

matcH':Chlegory]
inst:nceKey=<categuryNamc>zSM—(Zategnry
components-' :SM—‘ ?wegory-<r:atcgo ryNama- 

Most sections of the service model template 34 begin with
a “match” criteria. The match criteria for a section of the
service model template specifies the discovery instancesthat
are relevant to the section under consideration. For instance,
the match criteria corresponding to the host node’s specifi-
cation (SM—Host) in the discovery template indicates that the
corresponding discovered instances are those of type Host.
The match criteria is specified as a regular expression that is
matched against section names (instance keys) of the dis—
covered instance 36. For each object (section) in the dis-
covered instance that matches the regular expression speci—
fied in the match criteria, a corresponding node is
instantiated in the service model instance 40.

Each section of the service model template 34 can match
discovered instances of at least one type. When a discovered
instance satisfies the match criteria specified in a section of
the service model template 34, any of the attributes of the
discovered instance can be referred to in the subsequent
instructions of the service model template’s section. The
absence of a match criteria in the specification of a section
of the service model template indicates that there is only one
instance of that type for the particular ISP.

The instancelcey variable in Table 4 denotes the key that
is to be used to refer to a service model node that is

instantiated by the section of the template under consider—
ation. The attributes enclosed within the angled brackets
(“<>”) must be one of the attributes of the elements of the
discovered instance for which there is a reference by the
match criteria.

The “components” instruction specifies the parent-child
relationship in a service model instance. Various types of
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dependencies (i.e., execution dependencies, component
dependencies, inter—service dependencies and organizational
dependencies) are captured by this Specification. The com«
ponents list specified must make reference to the node in the
service model instance 40 that is to be generated from the
service model template 34. The components list refers to
specific nodes, all nodes of a specific type, and all nodes of
a different specific type that have a specific attribute value.
Sections of the service model template that refer to leaf
nodes of the service model instance do not have componentspeciiiCations.

The “measurements" instruction specifies a list of mea—
surements that must be targeted at the corresponding node in
the service mode instance 40. By processing the measure-
ment specifications of nodes in the service model instance,
the measurement agent configurator 44 of FIG. 3 can deter-
mine the agents that must be scheduled for execution against
each element of the discovered instance 36. It should be
noted that not all nodes in the service model instance have
measurement specifications.

The “StateComputationRule” instruction covets how the
states of the corresponding nodes in the service model
instance 40 are computed. By default, the state of a node in
the service model instance is determined based on the states
of all of the measurements associated with a node and the
states of all of its dependencies (children nodes) in the
service model instance. The service model creation engine
38 may support additional state computation policies. For
example, a “measurementsOnlY” POHCY indicates that only
the states of the measurements associated with a node must
be taken into account in determining the state of that node.
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Regarding attribute value settings, each service model
node may derive attributes from the discovered instance 36
to which it refers. The service model template syntax also
allows for hierarchical aggregation of attributes. This is
demonstrated in the append construct used for defining
category attributes for the service model nodes.

Service Model Creation Engine

The service model creation engine 38 incorporates the
logic for processing a service model template 34 with the
discovered instance 38 to generate the service model
instance 40. There are alternatives with regard to the order
in which the engine 38 processes the service model template.
In a sequential processing approach, it is assumed that the
service model template was constructed such that the sec—
tions of the service model template are in an order in which
they need to be processed. The engine can then process the
sections sequentially. The sequential processing enables
simplification of the service model creation engine.
However, this approach burdens the template developer with
a requirement of manually determining the placement of
each section in the template based upon the order of pro-
casing. Moreover, since processing typically starts from the
host nodes, this approach may result in a number of service
model host nodes that do not have additional nodes above

them when a service model instance graph is generated in a
manner to be described below. To avoid such “orphaned”
nodes, the created service model instance must be further
procmsed.
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[n the alternative hierarchical processing, a service model
creation engine 38 can use the “components” Specifications
in the different sections of the service model template 34 to
determine the order for processing the sections of the
template. Since the components list specifies the dependen»
cies of a node, before processing a section, all of the sections
corresponding to each of the nodes types in the components
list must be processed. Based on this rule, sections of the
templates which have no specified components are pro—
cessed first. Although this hierarchical approach requires
more complexity than the sequential approach, it does not
result in any orphaned nodes in the service model instance
40.

Service Model Instance Specification

Table 5 is an example of a portion of a service model
instance specification for the service model template of
Table 4 and the discovered instance of Table 3. The variables
of the table are consistent with the variables of Tables 2—4.
Referring now to FIG. 3, the service model instance 40 may
be used by the view generator 42 to provide any of the three
views. Preferably, the service model instance is represented
as a graph of the nodes and edges that identify dependencies
among the nodes. The service model instance is also USed by
the measurement agent configurator. Information from the
instance may be extracted by the configurator to merge test
information relevant to particular elements with default
algorithm descriptions in order to generate a measurement
agent Specification 46 for the ISP of interest.

TABLE 5WW
[10.174.173.7s—takcisp.nez:DNs]
ipAddresszlO. 1 74.1 73.23
hcscName-dnslfakeispher
domainNameufakeisphet
mtegorysfixternaansServer
[10474.1 73.73:SM-Host]
measurementsaTCPficnncctinn-Rate (10.174.171B), VMstat (10.174.173.23),[Fsrar (10.174.173.23)
ipAddt253=10.174.173.23
hostNameaiuslfakcis-pmetstawalive
category:
[10.137.195.5225M-Host]
measummenna'ICP—Connectinn—Rate (10.137.196.52), VMstat (10.137.196.52),IFstat (10.137.19552)
ipAddress—10.137.19652
hostName—mailfd'fliakeisphetstate‘Alive
category»:
[10.137.196.54:SM—Host]

msummeanTCPfionmCfion—Rateflfll 37.19654), VMstal(1 0.137.] 96.54),[FSIaLUOJJI 19654)
ipAddress=1 0.. 137.1 96.54
hostNa men-mailfesflfakeisphet
stateaAlive
category:
[10.137.19656:SM~Host]

measurements—TCP-Conneetion~Rate(10.:l37.19655), vMsraL(10.137.19655),[Fsmt(10.137.l96.56)
ipAddnsss-IOJSTI 9656
hastName=mailfesZ3.fakeisp. net
state=AliVe
ategory=
[10.137.19658:5M-Host]
measurementsu’ICI-‘fiounemion»Rate(10.137.196.58), VMsIat(10.137.196_53)’

[Fstat(10.137.196.58)
ipAddreB—IDJJ7J9658
hestNa rue=www. flakeisphet

category»:
[10. 137.1 96.6925 M-Host]
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measurementssTCP-CoImectio n— Rate(10.137.196.69) , V'Mstatfl D, 1 37.196.69),
[Fstatfltl 137.196. 69)

ipAddrss=1t1137J 9669
has tNamezwwwxchom.fakeisp.netstate=Alive
mtcgory-
[10.137.196.7D:SM-Host]
measuremenISzTCP—Connectiomllateu 0.137.196.70), VMstat(1 0.1 37.1 96.70),

[Fsta1(10.137.196.70)
ipAddrms-IO.137.196.7D
hostNamexwwwabccomfakeisphetstate-Alive
ategotyr-W

Customizing the Service Model to an lSP’S
Oranganizational Structure

As previously noted, the service model instance 40 of
FIG. 4 is customized to an ISP’s organizational stmcture, so
that lSP operations personnel only view the status of ser-
vices and service elements that are of relevance to the

personnel. A straightforward approach to customizing the
service model instance to an lSP’s organizational structure
is to edit the service model template and explicitly include
nodes that capture the organizational dependencies. For
example, the nodes may be grouped according to categories
(e.g., lntemalWeb services and WebHosting servims). Each
of these categories may be managed by different operations
personnel. To accommodate this case, the service model
template could be modified to define nodes that represent the
individual categories and dependencies that indicate the
components of the different categories. Since the organiza-
tional structure varies from one [SP to another, the approach
would require that each [5? edit the service model templates
to match their organizational structure. Editing the service
model template to define the categories and the components
relationships can be a tedious task, especially for a large lSP.

An alternative approach is to allow an lSP to specify its
organizational structure using the configuration interface 60
previously described with reference to FIG. 4. The service
model template 34 is pre—specified to exploit the configu-
ration specification and to generate a service model instance
that is customized to each lSP. The main advantage of this
approach is that the [SP operator only has to primarily edit
the configuration specification, which is much less complex
than editing the service model template 34.

The application of this less complex approach can be
described with reference to Tables 1.5. Through the con—
figuration interface 60, an lSP operator specifies ways in
which the discovered services and service models are to be

categorized in the discovered instance 36. In Table l, the
configuration specification indicates that the [SP uses the
naming pattern ’.oom.fa.keisp.net to identify web sewers
that are hosted for the businesses. Web servers that do not

match this pattern are internal web sewers that are used by
the lSP’s residential customers. Each of the discovery m0d~
ules 50, 52 and 54 then uses the configuration Specification
to determine a categorization of the services and service
models that are discovered. A discovery module is also
included in the discovery template 48 to discover and report
on all the categories that have been discovered in the ISP’s
system. This information is used by the service model
creation engine 38 to construct a service model instance 40
that represents the [SP’s organizational stmcture. To enable
this, the service model template of Table 4 has a section that
generates a node in the service model instance for each
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category in the discovered instance. The components list in
this section maps all the services and service elements that

are a$ociated with a category to the corresponding node in
the service model instance. Thus, by merely specifying the
categorization of services and service elements using the
configuration specification, an ISP operator can derive a
service model instance that is customized for the ISP.

Example Read Mail Service Model

As an example implementation of the system of FIG. 3,
the email service of “Read Mail” will be considered. The

Read Mail service refers to a' subscriber accessing his/her
mailbox from the mail system of the [SP. FIG. 5 illustrates
a servim topology for this service. Using a client application
that supports the Post Ofiice Protocol-Version 3 (POPS), a
subscriber at a desktop computer 62 attempts to access mail.
Internal to the [SP system, the request from the subscriber’s
computer 62 may be received and processed by one of many
sewers 64, 66 and 68 that constitute a mail sewice group 70.
The sewers within the group are front—end servers (“355).

Before the subscriber can access the appropriate mailbox,
the mail sewer 64—68 that handles the request contacts an
authentication sewer 72 to verify the identity of the sub-
scriber. Typically, password identification is used in the
Read Mail service. A subscriber database 74 is accessed in
this process. Following the authentication process, the mail
FES 64—68 acceses a mailbox 78 of the subscriber from a
back—end content sewer 76 using the NFS service. The
retrieved mail messages are transmitted to the computer 62of the subscriber.

There are several active and passive measurements that
can be made to assess the health of the different elements
involved in supporting the Read Mail service. A measure—
ment system (MS) may be installed in the server farm of the
[SP to perform measurements using agents executing on the
MS and on the different lSP hosts. The difl'erent measure—
ments that characterize the Read Mail service include an
active sewice quality measurement of availability and
response time made from the MS in the sewice farm, an
active measurement of network throughput fiom the MS in
the service farm to the POP sites, passive measurements of
CPU and memory utilization passive measurements of TCP
connection traffic and packet tramc to the mail servers
obtained fi‘om agents executing on the mail servers, and
passive measurements of NFS statistics (e.g., number of
calls, timeouts, and duplicate transmissions) on the mail
servers and the mail content sewers. The active measure-
ments attempt to assess the service quality as vieWed from
subscribers connecting lo the POP sites, while the passive
measurements may be used to assess resource utilization and
uaflic statistics that are critical for problem diagnosis.
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FIG. 6 is an illustration of an example of a view that may
be presented to an lSP operator using the view generator 42
of FIG.3. While the oval~shaped nodes in the service model
graph represent the difi‘erent services and service elements,
the arrows represent measurements of services and service
elements. The root of the service model graph is the Read
Mail service, represented by oval 80. The state of this node
represents the overall health of the Read Mail service, as
assessed by the MS located in the service farm of the ISP.

That is, the overall health is assessed without considering the
state of the network links from the server farm to the POP

sites. In one embodiment, the overall health is represented
by color coding the oval 80. For example, oval 80 may be
shaded green to designate a positive health of the Read Mail
service, and may be shaded red if the Read Mail service has
degraded in its availability or performance.

Typically, there is no direct measure of the overall health
of the Read Mail service. Instead, the state of the service
must be inferred, based on the states of the different mail
FESs 64—68 that together enable the Read Mail service.
Direct active measures of availability and performance, and
passive measurements of TCP statistics to the POP3 service
port, together contribute to the determination of the status of
the Read Mail service. The active and passive measurements
are performed at each of the mail FESs, as indicated by the
arrows corresponding to the second level service oval 82 in
FIG. 6.

The next level of the service model graph reflects the
dependencies of the Read Mail service on one element and
two services. Oval 84 is the dependency of the Read Mail
servia: on a POI-‘3 sewer executing on the mail FES. Oval
86 represents the authentication service for verifying the
identity of the subscriber from which a Read Mail request is
received. Oval 88 represents the NFS service used by the
particular mail FES. Considering the POP3 server 84 first,
the health of the sewer is measured based on the ability to
establish a TCP connection as part of the active Read Mail
service quality measurement and the time required to estab’
lish the connection. In turn, the health of the POP3 server
may be impacted by the link, represented by oval 90,
interconnecting the mail PBS to the measurement station
(flom which the active test is run) and the health of the mail
FES host, represented by oval 92. As shown in FIG. 6, both
the link 90 and the host 92 include four performance
parameters that are measurable in determining the health of
the nodes. While not shown in FIG. 6, the state of the various
nodes may be represented by color coding or by other
display means for distinguishing the states of the nodes

Regarding the dependency of the authentication service
86 on the mail service 82, since it is possible that the
authentication service is healthy but a specific mail FES is
failing to perform authentication, the authentication service
is first represented from the point of view of each of the mail
FESs 94. Direct measures of the authentication delay when
accessing through a mail FES are used to determine the state
of the mail authentiCation service 86 in relation to that mail
PBS 94. The service model for an authentication service

node, whose state atfects the state of the mail PBS—specific
authentication node, is not expanded in the service model
graph of FIG. 6. Likewise, the NFS service 88 is not shown
as being expanded in the service model graph. The service
model dependency is handled in much the same way as the
authentication service dependency.

As previously noted, the service model graph of FIG. 6
represents the Read Mail service in isolation. To represent
the endwtoend service, a service model must take into
account the state of the DNS service used by subscribers to
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resolve the [SP mail domain to each one of the mail FESS,
and the state of the network links between the different POP
sites and the ISP server farm. Clearly, since the diflferent
POP sites use different routes to connect to the service farm,
a subscriber’s perception of the end—to-end service may vary,
depending upon the POP site that the subscriber is using.
FIG. 7 is a service model graph for the Read Mail service as
perceived by a subscriber connected to the [SP system via
POP," The Read Mail POP," service is represented by oval
96 and has the Read Mail service 80 of FIG. 6 as one of its

dependencies. However, the service 80 is not expanded.
While not shown in FIG. 7, the graphing preferably includes
color coding or other designation for nodes, such as the
service 80, which are not frilly expanded.

The other dependencies on the Read Mail POP,_ service
96 include the link 98 and the DNS service 100. The health
of the link is determined by measurements of the perfor-
mance parameters throughput, packet loss, delay and com
nectivity. The health of the DNS service 100 is determined
by measurements of availability and performance. The DNS
service 100 is shown as having the dependency POP",I DNS
server 102. In turn, the server 102 has two dependencies,
namely POP," DNS host 104 and the link 106.

There are several ISP management fiinctions that can
exploit the capabilities of the service models. For example,
a service model for operational monitoring may be config—
tired to indicate the status of the dilferent elements providing
a service. When a failure occurs, the service mOdel indicates

which element or elements have been afiected by the failure.
Moreover, by traversing the service model graph top-down,
an operator can determine the root—cause of the failure. For
example, in FIG. 6, when a problem is noticed with the
overall Read Mail service 80, an operator can traverse the
service model graph to determine whether the problem is
caused by a specific mail PBS or whether all of the mail
FESs are experiencing a problem. Assuming a similar
scenario, moving down the service model graph, the opera-
tor can further determine whether the problem is related to
authentication failure, NFS failure, or a failure of the POP
application server 84.

Since services and service elements can be organized
based on domains of responsibility in a service model, ISP
operations personnel need only monitor and diagnose the
services that fall in their domain of rewonsibility. In the
Read Mail service example of FIG. 5, an email operations
expert who is responsible for the mail service and the mail
servers uses the service model depicted in FIG. 6, since the
expert is mainly interested in the states of the email services
and servers. The authentication and NFS services are
included in the sérVice model representation, since these
services can adversely impact the Read Mail service. In
contrast, the links between the service farm and the POP
sites are not included in the model, since they do not affect
the Read Mail service from the perspective of the email
experL

Measurement Topology and State Representiou

As can be seen in FIGS. 5 and 6, the service model maps
difl'ereut measurements for some of the nodes in the service
model graphs» The node to which a measurement maps
depends on the semantics of the measurement (i.e., which
logic node or nodes are targeted by the measurement) and
the location or locations from which the measurement is
made. In the simplfiil case, each measurement directly maps
to one of the nodes in the service model. In some Cases,
me merits may span multiple Service elements and there
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may not be a direct mapping of a measurement to a node in
the service model. In such cases, composite measurements,
which are combinations of measurements being made in the
ISP system, may have to be composed and mapped to the
nodes in the service model. For example, suppose Link (x,y)
is a network link interconnecting hosts x and y in an ISP
system, and suppose Link (x,y) is comprised of Link (x,z)
and Link (z,y). If measurements are made from x, Link (x,y)
and Link (x,z) can be directly measured. The status of Link
(z,y) has to be derived from the status of Link (x,y) and Link
(x,z).

Each of the nodes in the service model has an instanta~
neous state associated with it. As previously noted, the state
of a node reflects the health of the service or service element
that it represents. A number of policies can be used to
compute the state of service model nodes. One policy
computes the state of a node based on all of its measure-
ments. Another policy assigns weights to the dilferent mea—
surements based on an estimate of their reliability, as gauged
by a domain expert. Yet another policy determines the state
of a node based on its measurements in combination with the

states of its dependencies in the service model graph. The
states of the measurements associated with a node may be
determined by applying baselining and thresholding tech-
niques to the measurement results.

Discovery Methodologies

Returning to FIGS. 2 and 4, the preferred embodiment of
the management system 56 includes a discovery engine 58
that automatically discovers services, service elements and
dependencies among services and service elements. FIGS. 7
and 8 illustrate applicable discovery methodologies. Similar
to existing management system implementations, a first
phase of discovery is performed fiom a management station
108, which may be internal or external to the service farm
of the ISP system. Predominantly, this phase involves active
tests that generate test traffic and query all of the ISP hosts
to detect the existence of different types of servers 12, 14,
22, 26 and 28. That is, the phase detects execution
dependencies, as defined above. Component and organiza-
tional dependencies are also detected during this phase.
Moreover, some of the inter-service dependencies are
discovered, but the second phase is focused on the inter—
service dependencies, since it may not be possible to dis—
cover all the inter-service dependencies that exist using tests
executed from outside the [SP host. The second phase uses
an internal view of the ISP system. Preferably, the two
phases are executed sequentially, with the second phase
utilizing the discovered information output by the first phase
to direct its operations. Dilferent mechanisms can be
employed in the internal discovery phase. Both phases of
discovery must be executed periodically, so as to discover
new services and service elements that may have been
introduced into the ISP environment.

In FIG. 8, a single discovery agent 110 is used in the first
phase discovery process. The solid line 112 represents the
discovery agent contacting the DNS server 14 to get a list of
hosts in the ISP system. The dashed lines from the discovery
agent 110 indicate active tests being executed by the dis-
covery agent to detect various types of dependencies that
exist.

FIG. 9 is an illustration of the second phase discovery
process. In this phase, a number of internal discovery agents
114, 116, 118 and 120 are utilized. The solid lines having
arrows at one end indicate the discovery of intereservicc
dependencies. The dashed lines indicate the flow of discov—
ered instance information back to the management station
108.
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Both phases of the discovery process may employ one or
more dilferent basic categories of discoch techniques.
Under the service-independent techniques, hosts and net-
working equipment (routers 20, hubs 18, and POP sites 16)
which are not specific to any service are discovered. As a

second category, service~generic techniques (which may be
the same techniques, but with appropriate parameterization
for each service) may be used to discover instances of

difl'erent services. In order to do so, typically, such discovery
techniques exploit common characteristiq; of different ser-

vices to discover instances of the services. An example of
this second category is a discovery technique for News, Web
and email services. Since all of these services rely upon the
same transport protocol (i.e, TCP), a dbcovery technique
can discover the existence of application servers by moniv
toring the TCP ports corresponding to the xrvices.

Another category of techniques may be referred to as the
service-specific-but-application~independent techniques.
Techniques in this category are specific to the service. They
are intended to monitor, but may be used for discovery that
is independent of the specific application server that is being
used to implement the service. For example, the discovery of
the relationship between the services ofered by POP3 email
servers and the service provided by SMTP—based email
servers is possible using application«independent
techniques, since the relationship is accessible fiom the
domain name service in the form of mail exchange (MX)records.

A fourth category may be referred to as application“
specific techniques. Many inter-service dependencies may
need to be discovered in a manner that is very specific to the
application servers providing the services. For example, to
discover the dependency of the web service on NFS, the
discovery technique may have to query the configuration file
in the web application server that is providing the web
service. Since the format and contents of a web application
server’s Configuration file are speCiftc to the application, the
discovery technique is application~specific.

First Phase Discovery

An often under utilized component of an ISP system is the
domain name service (DNS). In order to allow subscribers
to access hosts using their host names, rather than their more
difiicult to remember IP addresses, DNS stores the host
name~to—IP address mapping for all of the hosts in the ISP
system. Moreover, the exchange of email messages across
hosts occurs using the mail exchange records maintained by
the DNS. Name Server (NS) records in the DNS database
serve to identify authoritative name service for the [SP
domain—these are name sewers that are externally acces-
sible from the global Internet and are the authorities that are
contacted when users in the global Internet attempt to access
any hosts in the ISP system. Moreover, service groups, such
as an email service group, are enabled via round—robin
scheduling mechanisms implemented in the DNS servers. In
summary, the domain name system holds a wealth of infor-
mation that is critical for auto-discovery of [SP services.
However, additional mechanisms are necessary to comple-ment DNS-based discovery mechanisrns

One of the first Steps in discovery is to determine all of the
hosts that exist in the ISP system. Most existing network
management systems have taken one of two approaches. A
first approach is to scan an address range that is either
specified by an operator or is determined based on the local
subnet of the measurement host. The address range is
scanned using ping to sohcn responses fiom all lP—enabled
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hosts. The second approach is to use the default router
configured for a host to bootsstrap the discovery. Commu-
nication using SNMP with the router and using its routing
tables may be used to discover hosts in the local subnet.
Also, routing table information may be used to discover
other routers that can provide additional host information.

An alternative approach that is complementary to either of
the two traditional approaches is to obtain a list of all of the
hosts in the [SP system using information available with the
domain name service. From the host name of the manage—
ment station in which the discovery process executes, the
[SP domain name can be deduced. Using the default name
service configured for the management system, the discov-
ery process queries DNS to obtain the NS records that list
the authoritative name sewers for the [SP domain. One or

more of these name servers are contacted by the discovery
process to obtain a list of named hosts in the [SP system.
Zone transfer capabilities supported by all DNS servers are
used for this purpose, as is known in the art. While ISPs
usually manage a single domain, some [SP5 may have
multiple domains under their control. To discover all of the
hosts that exist in the different domains, the discovery
process must be informed of the existence of all the different
domain names. This information cannot be automatically
deduced by the discovery process.

The steps that are executed in the first phase of discovery
are identified in FIG. 10. [t is not critical that the steps be
followed in the order shown in the figure. Following the step
122 of discovering the hosts, the application servers are
discoVered in step 124. The existence of application servers
of diflferent types (e.g., Web, Email, News, FTP, DNS, NFS,
and Radius) is verified by active tests that emulate typical
client requests directed at the different TCP and UDP ports
corresponding to the dilferent service types. A response to an
emulated request has to be interpreted in a sewice~specific
manner. By obsewing the header in a rmponse from the web
service, the discovery process determines the type of web
server that is executing on the host machine. Likewise, by
processing the response returned by the email and News
sewers, the discovery proce$ determines the type of serv—
ers. This information can be used to customize the second

phase of discovery. For instance, discovery agents installed
on the [SP host machines in the second phase of discovery
may process a web application sewer’s oonfiguran'on files to
discover NFS dependencies that the server may have. Since
web server configuration files are typically specific to the
type of server, the server type information provided by the
first phase of discovery can be used to determine the
processing capabilities of the discovery agent or agents that
must be deployed in the second phase. The server type
information may also be used to determine specific mea—
surements which must be targeted for the server to monitor
its status.

In step 126, the existence of Web, Email, News, DNS and
other service groups has to be determined using the DNS. By
querying the DNS, the discovery process determines a list of
domain names that have multiple [P addresses associated
with them. For each name in the list, the discovery process
then determines whether each of its [P addresses hosts a

common application server. If so, the name Lflcely represents
a DNS round~robin sewice group that supports a common
service. For example, suppose that all of the [P addresses
corresponding to the name www.fakeisp.net host web sew-
ers. [n this case, www.fakeisp.net represents a web service
group. Note that in this process, a host that has two network
interfaces, and therefore is assigned to difl'erent IP addresses,
may be listed as a service group. Using the virtual host]
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server discovery heuristics discussed below, all such hosts
can be removed from the service group list.

In step [28, the MX records for the [SP domain are
accessed from the DNS system. The MX remrds indicate the
mail servers that must be contacted to deliver mail to the [SP
domain. The list of SMTP-based mail servers thus deter~

mined represent the servers that handle delivery of incoming
mail to the subscribers of the ISP. Discovery of these servers
is essential to automatically generating a service model for
the email service that represents the delivery of mail from
the Internet to the subscribers. Moreover, the mail gateways
may be managed by a ditferent entity than the one that
manages mail sewers that are internal to the ISP.

One of the critical measures of the performance of an
email service of an [SP is the round—trip delay between the
transmission of an email message from a source host and its
reception at the intended destination. This measurement can
be used to assess email delivery times in the [SP domain,
from the [SP domain to locations on the Internet, and from
locations on the [ntemet to the [SP domain. Since the email

service uses diEerent protocols and, hence, ditferent appli—
cation sewers to send mail and to receive mail, in order to
initiate round-trip delay measurements of email, it is essen-
tial to determine relationships between the dilferent types of
email servers on the [SP domain (e.g., which SMTP sewer
can be used to send mail to a POPS/[MAP-based sewer).
This discovery is executed at step 130. Since mail forward—-
ing is predominantly based on the MX records maintained in
the DNS database, by querying the DNS system for MX
records corresponding to each of the POPS/[MAP servers,
the discovery process determines the mail service relation—
ships in the [SP domain.

Various approaches can be adopted to discover the ter—
minal sewers that exist in an [SP POP site in step 132. The
most straightforward app roach uses SNMP queries to obtain
the MIB—[I system description from all the hosts in the ISP
network. Based on the replies, the discovery procws can
identify the hosts that are terminal sewers. An alternative
approach is based on the observation that because they need
to operate and manage thousands of terminal sewers, most
[SP5 have specific naming Conventions that they use when
naming their terminal sewers. In fact, the naming conven—
tion more often indicates the association between terminal

sewers and POP sites, so that when a problem is reported by
a subscriber using a POP site, the [SP operations staff can
quickly decide which of the terminal sewers needs to be
checked in order to diagnose the problem. “lith this
approach, an [SP provides a regular expression representing
the naming convention used as input to the discovery
process. By matching the list of hosts that are discovered

with the naming convention, the discovery process not only
determines the terminal servers that exist, but also deter-
mines the POP site to which a terminal sewer is assigned.
Another key advantage of this approach is that it performs
discovery Without generating any additional network traflic.

The approach of exploiting name conventions may also be
used in step 134 to categorize the other services of the ISP.
As an example, for each Web site that it hosts for its business

form '_com.fakeisp.n¢l, so that a hosted web site named
WWW.customer-domain.com will haVe a corresponding entry
for www.customer~domain.com.fakeisp.net in the internal
DNS database of the ISP. As in the case of terminal sewers,
by permitting 3-11 [SP ‘0 chf)’ its naming Conventions, the
discovery process composes a Categorimtion of services that
is customized l0 the lalrgfit [SP system. This categorization
can be based on geographical locations ofsewices, based on
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business relationships, and/or based on the delegation of
responsibilities among Operators. The categorization infor-
mation can be used to automatically define the customized
service model for each ISP, with special nodes in the service
model representing a collection of nodes pertaining to the
same category.

Second Phase Discovery

By treating the 15? system as a “black box,” the first phase
of discovery detects most of the execution, component and
organizational dependencies of the ISP. Additionally, some
of the inter—service dependencies are discovered. The second
phase of the discovery process is focused solely on detecting
inter-sewice dependencies, particularly those that are not
discovered by taking an external viewpoint. For example,
the relationship between a mail server and an NFS server is
not discoverable from an external viewpoint.

There are two basic appmaches for conducting the second
phase discovery. One approach uses network probes, while
the other approach uses special-purpose discovery agents.
Regarding the first approach, software probes installed at
strategic loeations on the network can snoop on packet
transmissions. Since most TCP/1P communication is based
on source/destiny port numbers, by processing the headers
of packets that are captured by the probe, a software probe
can deduce many of the relationships that exist among
services. For example, a UDP packet transmitted from a mail
server to the NFS port of an NFS server indicates that the
mail server depends on the NFS sewer for its content
storage.

An advantage of the approach that utilizes network probes
is that the approach enables discovery of inter-sewice
dependencies independently of the specific types of appli~
cation sewers residing on the host. Moreover, since it relies
on just the ability to capture packets on the wire, this
approach handles UDP and TCP—based servims equallywell.

The key difference between the approach of using net~
work probes and the approach of using special—pmpose
discovery agents is that unlike the network probes, the
discovery agents do not snoop on packet transmissions.
Instead, the discovery agents use a number of operating
systems and application—specific mechanisms to discover
inter—sewice dependencies. These mechanisms include (1)
processing service configuration information and (2)
application—dependent monitoring tools. Referring first to
the processing service configuration information, applica—
tion servers determine their dependencies on other services
from one or more configuration files. By processing the
content of the configuration files, discovery agents can
discover inter~service dependencies. An example of this is
the processing of the web server’s configuration file to
discover whether it has a dependency on an NFS service.
While processing the web sewer’s configuration file, the
discovery agent can also determine if the same application
is being used to host multiple “virtual” sewers (which is
commonly used by ISPS to host web sites on behalf of their
business customers). Typically, web server configuration
files are specific to the type of server executed on the web
server in use. The server type determination performed
during the first phase of discovery is used for deciding the
location and format of the configuration files.

While many Unix operating systems use configuration
files that are defined in an application—specific manner,
Windows NT~based systems store all application configura~
tion information in the registry. 1n the Windows NTsystems,
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while the registry can be processed in an application-
independent manner, the specific configuration attributes
have to be interpreted in an application—specific manner.

Thus far, only forward-looking discovery agents have
been identified. These are agents that discover dependencies
of a service on other services by querying configuration files
of the application providing the service. Sometimes it is

easier to implement backward-looking discovery agents to
discover the dependencies on a service (i.e., discover which
other services are using the sewice). For example, the
configuration file of the mail authentication server may
indicate which of the mail sewers are depending on the
authentication sewer. One of the ways of implementing
backward-looking discovery agents is by processing appli-
cation sewer configuration files.

Turning now to the second mechanism of using
application—independent monitoring tools, this approach is
particularly attractive for services that communicate using
TCP. The netstat utility can be used to determine the TCP
connections that exist on an 181’ hosL Adiscovery agent that .
executes this tool can periodically discover information
about the source and destination ports and the host locations
for TCP connections, which can then be used to deduce
inter—service dependencies.

This second approach of using application—independent
monitoring tools exploits the fact that most TCP implemen~
tations enforce a three—minute delay for connections in the
TIME_WAIT state of TCP, so that a connection persists for
about three minutes even after it is no longer in use.
Consequently, whenever the discovery agent is executed, it
is likely to detect all the TCP connections that may have
been established in the three minutes prior its execution.
This same approach does not work for UDP-based sewices,
since UDP is connectionless, and there is no state that is
maintained at either the source or the destination.

The approach of monitoring TCP connections can be used
to discover dependencies such as those that exist beIWeen
mail sewers and mail authentication servers, between sew—
ers and back—end databases, betwoen Radius/TACACS
authentication sewers and terminal sewers, and beIWeen
similar relationships. Again, discovery agents can be
forward~looking or backward~looking.

Advantages of using discovery agents, as compared to
network probes, include the reduction of overhead on the
ISP bests, the relaxation of security concerns, and the fact
that all of the discovery agents do not need to be deployed
at the same time. lnstead, the deployment of discovery
agents can occur at the discretion of the ISP. As and when
new discovery agents are installed on the ISP hosts, addi—
tional information is discovered about the [SP system.

FIG. 11 is a process flow of steps relevant to the second
phase of the discovery process. In steps 136 and 137, the
information that is obtained in the first phase of discovery is
used to generate an incomplete sewice model instance. As
previously noted, the first phase of discovery provides the
necessary information for identifying component
dependencies, organizational dependencies, execution
dependencies and some of the inter-sewice dependencies. A
first instance generator matches the service model template
with the auto~disoovered information fiom the first phase to
generate the incomplete sewice model instance. However
other inter—service dependencies are not discoverable using
the techniques of the first phase (e.g., the relationship
between a mail sewer and an NFS sewer).

['1 steps 138 and 139, the holes in the incomplete sewice
model instance are identified and information obtained in the
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first phase is used to determine appropriate discovery
actions. The incomplete service model instance is used to
determine the types of relationships that must be examined
In the mail service example, if a host is discovered in the first
phase to be running a POPS server, the second phase may be
used to discover the name file service and authentication
sewice used by the POP3 server on the particular host.

In step 140, the network probes and/or the special~
purpose discovery agents are deployed in a manner deter«
mined during execution of the step 139. For example,
application-specific knowledge may be used to parse con~
figuration files or log files, or may be used to search a
configuration registry for a particular server instance execut-
ing on a particular host. The network probes and/or discov-
ery agents generate service dependency outputs in step 141.
The outputs are used in a second instance generation to
complete the service model instance in step 143.

Discovery of Web Hosting Environments

An [SP system that hosts web sites for business customers
poses several challenges for discovery. Typically, each web
site of a business customer of the [SP has a unique name
(e.g., www.customer—domain.com). The [SP is typically
authoritative for the customer domain, i.e, one or more of the
[SP’s name servers advertise the customer’s domain to the
global Internet. There are three different models for web

hosting in an [SP system: (1) dedicated hosts; (2) virtual
hosts; and (3) virtual servers. In the dedicated hosts model,
the web site of the customer may be supported on one or
more dedicated hosts at the site of the [SP, in which case,
there are one or more [P addresses associated with the
customer’s web site. On the other hand, the virtual hosts
model is an approach in which multiple customer web sites
are supported using the same host machine in the [SP
system. In this case, there is a unique [P address associated
with each customer’s web site. Using capabilities built into
the newer operating systems, the [SP can set up multiple
virtual interfaces that map to one of the physical interfaces
on the host machine. Each virtual interface is associated with
an [P address, which in turn maps to one of the virtual hosted
web sites. The web application server configuration file
defines the root directory corresponding to each customer’s
web site. When it receives an HTTP request, the web server
processes the [P address of the sewer, which is specified in
the HTTP request header, to determine which root directory
is used for servicing the request.

With regard to the virtual servers model, such servers are
found when all of the customer web sites supported using a
single host machine have an [P address that is common to the
host machine. To map an incoming request to a virtual web
site, the web server application executing on the host
exploits recent modifications made to the HTTP protocol in
Version 1.1. Web browsers that are compatible with H'I'I'P/
1.1 specify the web site being accessed as part of the H'ITP
request. Web servers mat are compatible with HTTP/1.1
process the web site name and the request to determine
which of the various virtual servers the request is destined
for and, therefore, which of the many configurations (root
directory, access list, etc.) must be used to service the
request. To support this approach, the [SP associates the
virtual servers with the IP address of the host using canoni—
cal name (CNAME) records in the DNS database.

There are two approaches for discovering the customer
domains for which an [SP hosts web sites. In a first

approach, the naming patterns of hosts in the [SP domain are
exploited. As previously noted, some [SP5 have host names
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in their domain representing the business customer web
sites. For example, for each customer web site (e,g.,
www.customer-domaincom), the [SP may have an altema—
tive name listed in the domain of the [SP (e.g.,
www.customer—domain.corn.fakeisp.net). In this example,
by scanning the list of all hosts in the [SP domain (i.e.,?
fakeisp.net) and searching for host names that match the
naming pattern *.corn.fakeisp.net, the discovery process
determines all the customer domains for which fakeiSp.nethosts web sites.

In the second approach for discovering the customer
domains, a discovery agent is used on each of the authori-
tative name sewers of the ISP. [n the event that the customer
web sites are not listed in the [SP’s domain, this alternative
discovery approach becomes necessary. For a majority of
sites that they host, the name sewers of the [SP are also
authoritative for the corresponding customer domains.
Unfortunately, the DNS system does not support queries that
permit an external discovery agent to query a DNS server for
all domains for which it is authoritative—almost all forms of
DNS queries assume that a customer is aware of the domain
name of interest. Hence, to discover all of the customers

whose web sites have been hosted by the ISP, a discovery
agent on one or more of the main name servers of the [SP
is used. For each domain name that it supports, there is a
unique database that the DNS server maintains. The discov—
ery agent on the DNS server accesses this information and
reports back to the management station 108 of FIG. 9.

Once the customer domains that are supported by the [SP
are determined, the discovery process executes the first and
second phase discovery methodologies to discover the hosts
and services in the different customer domains. In order to

enable service models to be created for web hosting services,
it is essential to discover the virtual hosts and the virtual
sewers. There are two possrble approaches to executing the
discovery of the virtual hosts. [n a first approach, first phase
discovery is implemented by interpreting application sewer
responses. Akey obsewation guiding this approach is that in
an [SP system, only web servers support virtual hosting.
That is, the email (POPS, SMTP), News, and FTP applica—
tion sewers typically do not support virtual hosting. When
the email, News, and FTP application sewers are targeted
with active tasks during the first phase discovery process,
they return the name of the host machine from which they
are executed as part of the response. Since the email, News,
and FTP application sewers are not aware of the existence
of the virtual hosts, when the sewers execute on a host that
supports other virtual hosts, the sewers return the name of

the host machine (not the names of the virtual hosts) as part
of their response. To discover the virtual hosts within this
first approach, the discovery prom determines all the host

names that exist in the [SP system. The discovery process
then targets each of the host names, attempting to connect to
the email, News, or FTP application sewers. [n the event that

a connection succeeds, the discovery process logs the name
or names returned by the application sewers as part of their
response. The host name corresponds to a virtual host if its
host name in the DNS database does not match the name
returned by the email, News, or FTP application sewers in
response to active tests. For a virtual host, the name returned
by me email, News, or FTP application sewers represean
the identity of the host machine that supports the virtualhost.

In file second approach to diScoven'ng virtual hosts,
second phase discovery “565 diSCOVcry agents executing on
the [SP hosts. In this implementation, a potentially more
reliable method for discovering virtual hosts is accessed by
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using discovery agents installed on different hosts of the [SP
system. By checking the host application server configura-
lion files or by checking the configuration of network
interfaces on the host machine, a discovery agent can
determine whether a host supports virtual hosting or does
noL Since virtual hosts are relevant mainly in the context of
web sites, the discovery agents may be installed only on
hosts that have web servers executing on them (as discov—
ered during the first phase discovery process).

The virtual servers must also be discovered. All IP
addresses that have multiple host names associated with
them in the DNS database are candidates for hosting virtual
servers. However, this is not a suflicient condition for

identifying vinual servers, since many times multiple host
names are associated with the same host for naming con—
venience or for other administrative purposes. A more reli—
able method of identifying virtual servers and hosts that
support them is to use discovery agents that can process the
web application server configuration film.

Extensible Discovery Architecture
Since new network services and service elements are

being deployed at a rapid pace, it is important that the
discovery methodologies be implemented in an extensible
manner, allowing new discovery capabilities to be incre—
mentally added to the management system. FIG. 12 depicts
the extensible architecture for discovery components previ—
ously described with reference to FIG. 4. The discovery
modules 50, 52 and 54 represent the logic used for discovery
of different services and service elements. The discoch
template 48 is the key to the extensibility of the auto-
discovery architecture in the sense that it drives how dis-
covery is performed. The template defines the different
services and service elements that need to be discovered, and
the specific discovery modules that can be used to discover
these elements. The template also establishes the format of
the outputs from the modules.

The discovery engine 58 drives the auto-discovery pro—
cess. The discovery engine interprets the discovery template
48 and for each of the service or service element types
specified in the template, the engine invokes the correspond-
ing discovery module 50, 52 and 54 specified in the tem-
plate. All of the discovery modules report the rrsults of their
execution back to the discovery eng’ne. The discovery
template contains instructions for the discovery engine to
process the output of the discovery modules and to record
them as a discovered instance 36.

Some discovery modules may rely on the discovery
results of other discovery modules. For example, a DNS
round-robin service group discovery module for web ser-
vices relies on identifying which hosts support web services,
which is an output of the web service discovery module 50.
To accommodate these relationships, as part of the interface
that the discovery engine 58 exposes to the discovery
modules, the engine provides ways for accessing and search
ing the instances discovered by other discovery modules.

In contrast to the discovery modules 50, 52 and 54, the
discovery engine 58 is designed to be independent of the
services that need to be discovered. Consequently, to dis-
cover new services or service elements, a user merely has to
provide a discovery template specification or one or more
discovery modules for each new element. By providing an
alternate discovery module for a service that is already
supported, a user can also enhance capabilities of an existing
discovery system.

In practice, there are two significantly different
approaches to designing the discovery engine 58 and the
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discovery modules 50~54. A first approach is to enable the
discovery engine to control the discovery process. The
discovery engine accesses the discovery template and deter~
mines the order in which sections of the template are
processed. 0n the other hand, in the second approach, the
discovery modules drive the discovery process. In effect,
this is an event-driven approach, since the results obtained
from one module will trigger subsequent activities by othermodules.

Regarding the first approach in which the discovery
process is driven by the discovery engine 58, FIG. 13
illustrates the logical building blocks of the discovery
engine. The discovery engine executes periodiqu and each
time it starts, the engine processes the discovery template.

By considering the values of the dependencies variable
for each of the sections in the discovery template, the
discovery engine determines the order in which the sections
must be processed. Thus, the discovery engine includes a
template parser 142. Sections of the template which have no
dependencies are processed first. A module loader 144

directs the relevant information to the appropriate discovery
module 146 for processing a particular section in which no
dependencies are identified. After all such sections are
processed, the discovery engine iterates through the list of
template sections, choosing sections which have not been
processed and which have their dependencies determined by
earlier processing. This process is repeated periodically to
discover new instances as and when they are added to the
system being discovered. In one application, the discovery
engine uses the exec system call to invoke the discovery
modules at separate processes. By doing so, the discovery
engine is able to handle discovery modules written in a
variety programming environments.

A query processor148 of the discovery engine 58 per-
forms two functions. First, when a module 146 is activated,
the processor 148 queries the discovery engine to obtain
configuration information that guides the discovery mod-
ules. In FIG. 4, the configuration information is generated
from the configuration interface 60 that is manipulable by a
user. Table 1 was previously included to depict a typical
configuration file. Each line in the file represents an instruc-
tion for one of the discovery modules. The first column of
the line identifies the discovery module to which the instruc—
tion pertains. There are three types of instructions that are
specified in the configuration file. All of these instructions

specify regular expression patterns that must be applied
against the [P address or host name of the service or service

element. The instructions in the configuration file are (1)
criteria that instruct the discovery modules to include or
exclude specific services or service elements, (2) criteria that
instruct the discovery modules to associate specific services
or service elements with certain categories, and (3) criteria
for discovering terminal servers and for extracting POP
site—to-terminal server mapping from the terminal servernames.

The second function of the query procesor 148 is to
provide the discovery modules 146 with access to previously
discovered instances. Based on configuration and discovered
instance information obtained from the query pmmr, the
discovery modules perform tests on the [SP system and
repon their discovery output to the discovery engine. A
discovery instance generator module 150 of the discovery
engine processes the results of the discovery modules and
outputs the discovery instance in an appropriate format. An
example of such a format was previously set forth in Table
3. The formats of the discovery template and the discovery
instance are thereby hidden from the discovery modules,
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As previously noted, the second approach to designing the
discovery engine 58 and the discovery modules 50—54 of
FIG. 12 is to establish an arrangement in which the discov~
cry process is driven by the modules. In this alternative
embodiment, the discovery engine processes the template
once, invoking the discovery modules simultaneously. From
this point, the discovery modules determine when dilferent
elements in the 131’ system are discovered. The discovery
modules execute periodically, looking for new instances.
Some discovery modules are independent in the sense that
they are not reliant on other modules for discovery. These
independent modules begin executing immediately.

As and when a discovery module 50—54 cfiscovers a new
instance, the discovery module forwards its results to the
discovery engine 58. Based on the dependencies on a
discovery module, as specified in the discovery template 48,
the engine 58 forwards the results to other discovery mod«
ules for which the results are relevant. The availability of
new results (e.g., the discovery of a new host) may trigger
discovery by other modules (cg, the Web server module
checks to determine if a web server is executing on the new
host), and this process continues. A key advantage to this
approach, as compared to the engine—driven discovery
approach, is that multiple discovery modules may be execut-
ing in parallel, discovering the ISP’s services. In this
approach, the discovery engine 58 mainly functions as a
facilitator of mmmunication among the discovery modules.
A variant of this approach may not even involve the dis-
covery engine, with the discovery modules registering inter—
est in other discovery modules and information concerning
newly discovered instances being directly communicated
among the discovery modules, without involving a discov»
ery engine.

Integrating Discovery with Service Models

In the scenario in which the management system uses
service models for management of Internet services, there
are two ways in which discovery can be integrated with
service models. In a looser integration, the output of dis~
covery (the discovered instance) is integrated with a service
model template that outlines the structure of a service, and
the integration automaticflly generates a service model
instance that is customized for the 181’ system being man—
aged. HOWever, the preferred integration is one that provides
a tighter integration, and involves driving auto—discovery
and service model instantiation from a common template. In
this preferred approach, for each node in the service model,
corresponding discovery template specfications are pro-
vided. The discovery and service model-specific compo-
nents of the template can either be processed in a single
application or can be processed separately. This approach
towards tighter integration of dismvery and service model
templates is attractive for several reasons. Firstly, the service
model template can serve to constrain the discovery process,
since only services and service elements that are specified in
the service model template need to be discovered. Secondly,
depending upon its design, the service model template could
end up using some of the outputs of the cfiscovery process.
Using a common template permits tighter syntax checking
across the discovery and service model components of a
template. Thirdly, the two-phase approach to discovery
described above fits in well with the service model concept.
The inter—service dependencies that need to be discovered in
the second phase (internal dismvery) can be determined
based on the service model template. Finally, the discovery
process itself can be determined based on the service model
template specification. The discovery process may attempt
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to traverse the service model template tree from a root node
down. At each level, it attempts to discover all services or
service elements of the types specified by the node, provid—
ing all of the children of a node that have been discovered.
If this is not the case, the discovery process proceeds to first
discover fll instances of the children nodes. Continuing the
tree traversal recursively, the discOVery process discovers all
instances that are necessary to build the service model for
the [81’ system being managed.

What is claimed is:

1. A method of identifying elements, services and depen—
dencies among said elements and services of a network
comprising steps of:

executing a first phase of discovery such that a plurality
of services and service elements that are cooperative in
performing said services within said network are

detected, including discovering a first set of dependen'
cies among said services and service elements, where
said services are functionalities offered by said network
to perform specific tasks;

executing a second phase of discovery using discovery
results of said first phase such that inter—service depenv
dencies among said services detected in said first phase
are identified, each said identified inter-service depen-
dency being related to a reliance ofone of said services
upon at least one other of said services; and

forming a network model that is specific to at least one
said specified service detected in said first phase such
that said network model maps said first set of depen-
dencies and said interservioe dependencies that are
relevant to said at least one specified service.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein said step of executing
said second phase to identify said inter—service dependencies
is an automated process that is based on said detection of
said services and service elements in said first phase of
discovery.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein said step of eXecuting
said second phase includes deploying discovery agents
implemented in computer software, including enabling said
discovery agents to access content of configuration files of
applications that are detected in said first phase of discovery,
such that acce$it1g said content is specific to determining
said inter—service dependencies.

4. The method of claim 1 wherein said step of executing
said second phase includes deploying discovery agents
implemented in computer software, including enabling said
discovery agents to monitor connections completed via
specified service elements detected in said first phase of
diSCOVery, such that said inter-service dependencies areidentified.

5. The method of claim 4 wherein said step that includes
deploying said discovery agents includes enabling said
discovery agents to identify Transmission Control Protocol
(TC?) connections of at least one host that is detected in said
first phase.

6. The method of claim 1 wherein said step of executing
said second phase includes deploying network probes to
access information embedded within data packets transmit-
ted betWeen said service elements detected in said first
phase, said second phase further including utilizing said
accessed information of said data packets to detect said
inter—service dependencies.

7. The method of claim 1 wherein said step ofglrecuting
said first base includ ‘ ' afiou of a aomam
name service DN said etw rk, including identifying
at least two of (1) internal and external name servers, (2) .
round-robin service groups of saia‘mmirrml ,-" !.‘

network—\servers and virtual hosts of said
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3. The method of claim 1 wherein said step of executing
said first phase includes recognizing naming conventions
within said network, including recognizing and utilizing
naming conventions relating to terminal sewers of said
network, said step of executing said first phase further
including identifying execution dependencies relating
directly to an application server being executed on a host
machine and including identifying component dependencies
that ensure redundancy of said servicm.

9. The method of claim 8 wherein said step of recognizing
said naming conventions includes recognizing and utilizing
patterns of host names to identify World Wide Web (WWW)
sites that are stored on a common host machine of said
network.

10. The method of claim 1 further comprising a step of
selecting a particular core service of said network, said steps
of executing said first and second phases and forming said
network model being implemented in a manner specific to
modeling said core service, said step of forming said net—
work model thereby providing a representation of nodes and
node—to-node connections which link all of said services,
service elements and dependencies that are relevant to said
care service.

11. A method of identifying elements, services and depen—
dencies among said elements and services comprising stepsof:

accessing information of a domain name service (DNS) of
a network; and

utilizing said information of said DNS as a basis for
determining a plurality of:
(a) a group of service elements that are generally

equivalent with respect to executing a particular
service within said network;

(15) a host supporting virtual hosting;
(c) a host supporting virtual servers; and
(d) name servers that are authoritative for a domain.

12. The method of claim 11 further comprising a step of
selecting a core service of said network, said step of utilizing
said information of said DNS being executed to model said
core service, including modeling said core service such that
said network compOnents that are used to perform said core
service are represented as nodes and network dependencies
among said network components are represented as edges
among said nodes.

13. The method of claim 12 wherein said step of selecting
said core service includes identifying a service of an Internet
Service Provider (ISP) and said step of modeling is executed
to represent the cooperation within said ISP to perform said
core service.

14. The method of claim 13 wherein said step of utilizing
said information further includes determining SMTP servers
that correspond to hosts which run POP3 servers.

15. The method of claim 14 wherein said step of utilizing
said information further includes determining external mail
gateways for the ISP.
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16. A system for identifying service elements, services
and dependencies among said service elements and services
of a network comprising:

a discovery engine means for driving first and second
phases of discovering said service elements, services
and dependencies, where said services are functional-

ities offered by said network to perform specific tasks
and where said service elements are cooperative in
performing said services;

first discovery tools, responsive to said first phase of said
discovery engine means, for accessing first information
indicative of said service elements, services and a first
set of dependencies among said service elements and
services, including first information indicative of appli-
cations and first information indicative of dependencies
among said service elements;

second discovery tools, responsive to said second phase
of said discovery engine means and based on said first
information, for accessing second information indica-
tive of a second set of dependencies among said service
elements and services, said second discovery tools
including discovery agents executed in computer soft-
ware that is configured to detect inter-service depen-
dencies among said services; and

means for generating a discovered instance of at least a
preselected portion of said network based on said first
and second information from said first and second

discovery tools thereby generating a network model
which maps said first and second information as inter-
connected nodes in said discovered instance of said
prwclected portion.

17. The system of claim 16 wherein said discovery agents
are configured to access configuration files of said applica~
[ions and detect said inter—service dependencies based on
said configuration files.

18. The system of claim 16 wherein said discovery agents
are configured to monitor connections completed via speci—
fied service elements detected by said first discovery tools,
said connections including TCP connections completed via
a specified host machine.

19. The system of claim 16 wherein said first discovery
tools include software configured to access a DNS of said
network and to retrieve information indicative of at least two

of (1) name servers, (2) round-robin service groups, and (3)virtual servers and virtual hosts

20. The system of claim 16 wherein said first discovery
tools include means for recognizing naming conventions of
said service elements of said network, thereby enabling
classification of said service elements at least partially based
on type and geographic location.

'3 >3 1“ t 3
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(57) ABSTRACT

A method and protocol for Distributed Network Address
Translation (“DNAT”) is provided. DNAT is used to oven
come the limited address 32-bit address space used for
versions of the Internet Protocol (“11?"). DNAT is used with
small olfice or home ofiice networks or other legacy local
network that have multiple network devices using a common
external network address to communicate with an external
network. The protocol includes a port allocation protocol to
allocate globally unique ports to network devices on a local
computer network. The globally unique ports are used in a
combination network address with a common external net—
work address such as an lP address, to identify multiple
network devices on a local network to an external network
such as the Internet, an intranet, or a public switched
telephone network. The method includes requesting one or
more globally unique ports from network devices on a local
network, receiving the ports, and replacing local ports with
the globally unique ports. The network devices on the local
network use the combination network address with the
common external network address and the globally unique
port to uniquely identify themselves during communications
with an external network. DNAT overcomes the large com~
putation burdens encountered when network address trans-
lation is done by a router for multiple network devices on a
local network using a common external network address and
simplifies routers since a router in a DNAT system does not
have to support multiple individual protocols. DNAT helps
extend the life of versions of [P using 32-bit addressing,
allows a local network to efficiently switch between external
network service providers and allows a local network to
purchase a smaller block of external network addresses.
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Sir:

Applicants submit the following amendment and request its entry prior to examination of the

claims. The Office is authorized to charge any required fees for consideration of this paper to our

Deposit Account No. 190733.

IN THE CLAIMS:

Please add the followingfiew claims:[:3

 0\ nt by a client and, for each intercepted DNS request,
performs the steps of:
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 of:

into which a user enters a URL resulting in‘the DNS request.

(0

(ii)

(iii)

83.

84.

85.

 

  
when the inter epted DNS request corresponds to a secure server, automatically

initiating an em: ted channel between the client and the secure server.

The data processing e i?of claim 82, wherein step (iii) comprises the steps of:
(a) determining w t er the client is authorized to access the secure server; and

   
 

  
 

(b) when the client i authorized to access the secure server, sending a request to

the secure server to stablish an encrypted channel between the secure server

and the client.

The data processing device. of cla' 83, wherein step (iii) further comprises the step

(c) when the client is not authoriz d to access the secure server, returning a host

unknOWn error message to the c em.

The data processing device of claim 84, wher ' the client comprises a web browser
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86. A data proc ssing device, comprising memory storing a domain name server (DNS)

proxy module that intercept DNS requests sent by a client and, for each intercepted DNS request,

 

 
 

 
 
 

when the intercepted DNS 1' uest corresponds to a secure server, determines whether the client is

authorized to access the secur server and, if so, automatically initiates an encrypted channel between

the client and the secure server

87. A computer read e medium storing a domain name server (DNS) proxy module

comprised ofcomputer readable ins mction at, when executed, cause a data processing device to

yzant by a client;
te epted DNS request corresponds to a secure server;

perform the steps of:

(i) intercepting a DNS req

(ii) determining whether the '

(iii) when the intercepted DNS equest does not correspond to a secure server, forwarding

the DNS request to a DN function that returns an I]? address of a nonsecure

computer; and

   

  

(iv) when the intercepted DNS re ucst corresponds to a secure server, automatically

initiating an encrypted channel tween the client and the secure server.

88. The computer readable medium of laim 87, wherein step (iii) comprises the steps of:

(a) determining whether the clie t is authorized to access the secure server; and

(b) when the client is authorized t access the secure server, sending a request to

the secure server to establish an ncrypted channel between the secure server

and the client.
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89. The compute readable medium ofclaim 88, wherein step (iii) further comprises the

step of:

(c) when the lient is not authorized to access the secure server, returning a host

unknown ea or message to the client.

90. The computer readab ' lrycfium of claim 89, wherein the client comprises a web
browser into which a user enters a ' l r ulting in the DNS request.

91. A computer readable medi comprising computer readable instructions that, when

executed, cause a domain name server (D , ) proxy module to intercept DNS requests sent by a

client and, for each intercepted DNS request, hen the intercepted DNS request corresponds to a

secure server, determines whether the client is uthorized to access the secure server and, if so,

automatically initiates an encrypted [channel betwn the client and the secure server.

Remarks

Applicants have added new claims 82 - 91 to more completely claim the disclosed invention.

Support for the new claims may be found at least on pages 59-60 and in FIG. 26.WW 
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If the Examiner has any questions or wishes to discuss this amendment, the Examiner is

invited to telephone the undersigned representative at the number set forth below.

Respectfully submitted,

BANNER & WITCOFF, LTD.

UlslPIT-ol

Reg. No. 49,024

Date: Z 5 1 lg OZ. By: &W
Bradley C. Wright
Registration No. 38,061

 

11th Floor

1001 G Street NW.

Washington, DC. 20001

(202) 508—9100
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Assistant Commissioner for Patents and Trademarks
Washington, DC. 20231

Sir:

In accordance with 37 C.F.R. § 197(0) and 1.98, enclosed is a PTO Form—1449 listing art
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Consideration of this information is respectfully requested.
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DYNAMIC NETWORK ADDRESS UPDATING

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to managing host addresses.
More particularly, the present invention relates to managing
dynamically allocated host addresses to allow subscribers to
reliably locate other subscribers who have been dynamically
allocated host addremes.

2. The Backgoumd
As shown in FIG. 1, the Internet, or any large computer

network, 10 may be described as a youp of interconnected
computing networks (not shown) that are tied together
through a backbone 12. The computing networks, in turn,
provide access points, such as acces points 14, 16 and 18,
through which users may connect to the Internet via a station
(a computer having a connection to a network) or host, such
as hosts 20, 22, 24, and 26. An access point is essentially a
location on the Intemel that permits access to the Internet.
An access point may include a modern pool (not shown)
maintained by an ISP (Internet Services Provider) which
enables its subscribers to obtain Internet access through a
host having a dial-up connection. Those of ordinary skill in
the art will recognize that other types of access methods may
be provided by an ISP such as frame relay, leased lines,ATM
(asynchronous transfer mode), ADSL, and the like.

Regardless of the access method used, each device (e.g.,
a host or router) that receives, sends and/or routes informa—
tion between or among other devices on Internet 10 is
configured to communicate with other devices using a
communication protocol that may be understood by the
other devices. The current communication protocol used by
these devices on the Internet is TCP/IP (transmission control
protocol/internet protocol). In addition, each device that can
send or receive information (e.g.,' a host device) must also
have a unique host address. The type of host address used for
the Internet, or an equivalent switched network that uses
TCP/IP, is commonly referred to as an IP address.Astandard
TCP/IP address is 4 bytes (32 bits) in length, providing a
total of 232 possible IP addresses. Those of ordinary skill in
the art will readily recognize that not all of these possible IP
addresses are available due to administrative expediencies,
such as reserving blocks of IP addresses for future use.

Sending or receiving information using the TCP/IP pro-

tocol requires encapsulating information into packets. Each
packet includes a header and a payload. The header contains
information related to the handling of the payload by a
receiving host or routing device, whfle the payload contains
part or all of the user information. The information in the
header includes the sender’s and the recipient’s addresses
and is used to route the packet through the Internet until the
packet is received by a host having an IP address that
matches the packet’s destination address (when referrmg to
the source address and destination address of a packet, the
source address and destination address are commonly

referred to as “SA" and “DA”, respectively). This‘enables
users to accurately send and receive information WIIIJ each

other through their respective host computers. .
By implementing a protocol common to all devices usmg

Internet 10, users may send and reocive information With
other users on the Internet in a seamless manner regardless
of geographic location or the type of host and/or intercon—nected network used. While IP addresses themselves are In

numerical form, in order to make navigating the sea of
addresses simpler, the Domain Name Service (DNS) was
formed. DNS enables the central managing of host names to
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IP addresses. It is actually a distributed database which
allows for the dissemination of new host information as
needed. There are a great many DNS servers distributed
throughout the Internet, and most large ISPs maintain theirown DNS server.

FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating the DNS hierarchy, which
is similar to that of a computer file system, At the top ofthe
hierarchy is the root domain 50, which consists of a group
of root servers to service the top-level domains. The top
level domains are separated into organizational and geo-
graphical domains. Many countries have their own top-level
domains, such as .uk for the United Kingdom, .de for
Germany, and jp for Japan (not shown). The United States
has no country’specific top-level domain, but is the main
user of the six organizational top~level domains, which are
net for network support organizations 52, .gov for govern-
ment agencies 54, mil for military users 56, org for not for
profit organizations 58, .com for commercial enterprises 60,
and .edu for educational facilities 62. There are also a near
infinite number of lower level domains. Each level of
domain names may have another level of domain names
below it. For example, a lower level domain .work 64 may
be located under the .com domain 60, and the lower level
domain .univ 66 may be located under the .edu domain 62.
At the lowest level are the hosts. For example, the host
labeled overtime 68 may be located under the .work sub-
domain under the .com domain while the host labeled vax 70
may be located under the .univ sub—domain under the .edu
domain. The proper way to read these two DNS host names
would then be overtime.work.com and vax.univ.edu.

The steps of locating an IP address from a host, sub-
domain, and domain name proceeds as in the following
example. If a user in the vax.univ.edu domain wishes to
contact a user with the uscr name sun in the work.com
domain, the first step is to contact its own DNS server.
Therefore, if the vax.univ.edu host is configured with a DNS
server at the IP address 13331.3, ‘the user sends a DNS
request to that IP address. The DNS server then searches for
the entry in its database. Generally, DNS servers only
maintain a databasc of host addresses (or sub-domain
names) within its own subnet. "therefore, the DNS server
would look for an IP address corresponding to the domain]
sub—domain combination .univ.edu. It may or may not have
information that precise. It may only have information
regarding the IP address of the .com domain and not the
.work.mm domain. Ifit has information about the IP address
of the DNS server of the .work.com domain, it passes this
information to the user, which then contacts the .work.com
DNS server and requests the IP address of the precise user
it wishes to contact in the .work.com domain. If however,
the DNS server associated with the vax.univ.edu host only
has information about the addres of the DNS server of the
.com domain, it retums only that address, and the user must
recursively navigate down the branches of DNS servers in
the com domain until locating the address it needs (in the
present example, it only searches down one level, but in
more complicated hierarchies it may need to search throughmany levels of DNS sewers).

It is also possible that a higher level DNS server will
simply forward the request packet down the hierarchy and
wait to inform the user of the host address until it heats back
from the lower level DNS sewer, thus avoiding having to
contact the user at each step in the hierarchy. However, this
still presents the problem of recursing, which increases the
complexity of a search.

The dramatic increase in popularity of the Internet in
recent years hn created a concern about the number of
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available IP addresses. ISPS and domains are generally
allocated a finite number of IP addrmses. The ISPs and
domains, therefore, are constantly looking for ways to limit
the number of IP addresses they use while still providing
access to the greatest number of users.

One solution for mitigating the effect of the number of
users requiring host addresses is to dynamically allocate host
addresses for users who do not have dedicated connections
to the Internet, such as users who use dial-up access methods
to connect to an ISP. Dynamic allocation of IP addresses
entails having a pool of IP addresses, such as IP address
pool, from which an ISP can draw from each time a valid
subscriber (who does not use a dedicated connection or a
connection that does not have a framed IP address, i.e., a
static IP addres) seels to seems the Internet. Once the
subscriber logs on to an ISP and is properly authenticated,
the ISP allocates an IP address for use by the user. This task
is normally performed by a Dynamic Host Configuration
Protocol (DHCP) server existing on the ISP (or other local
segment of the Internet).

Upon log-0E, the DHCP sewer releases the asigned/
allocated IP address, rendering that IP address available for
subsequent use by another user. In this way, a set of IP
addresses can be used to provide access to a number of users
that exceed the number of IP address comprising the IP
address pool, assuming that at any given time the number of
users seeking to log-on and obtain dynamic IP addresses is
less than or equal to the number of IP address available in
the IP address pool.

Recently, software advances have allowed users to begin
to merge existing technologies, like telephone service, into
their Internet sewice. One example of this phenomenon is a
utility known as Internet Phone. With the lntemet Phone
utility installed on his computer, a user may “dial” a friend’s
computer and speak (either through a microphone connected
to the computer or through an integrated telephone) with his
friend, who has a similar system. Communication is accomv
plished over the Internet utilizing a protocol called Voice
over IP (VolP). VoIP utilizes leackeIs to carry digital audio
transmissions. Through data compression techniques (which
includes filtering out much 0 the silences that accompany
most conversations), it is possible to conduct real—time
conversations through the Internet.

Another example of the technology-merging phenomenon
is in Internet Chat. Internet Chat is similar to e-mail in that
users type messages to one another on Lheir screens.
However, and Internet Chat session takes place in real—time.
Therefore, when a user types a sentence on his screen and
prescs <enter>, the message is transmitted instantaneously
to the recipient, who then may respond to the message. The
recipient may then respond in a similar fashion, creating a
real-time, typed “conversation”.

Aproblem arises in using these technologies when a user
wishes to initiate a conversation or chat session with a

dial-up user. There is currently no way for a system to
resolve a dynamically assigned destination address.

Therefore, programs like lntemet Chat or Internet Phone are
virtually useless when used in conjunction With dial-upusers. The one solution is to determine the users actual

dynamic IP address. This, however, requires efl'orts on both
parties to the conversation.

Additionally, it has become more and more common to
have multiple DHCP servers, rather than a single DHCP
server, for a single 13? or local segment of the lntemet.
These multiple DHCP servers are distributed throughout the
ISP or local segment of the Internet and may contain
different information.
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Multiple DHCP sewers may tend to create a problem with
regards to revocation of dynamically allocated IP addresses.
When an 18? determines it should revoke a dynamically
allocated IP addresses (such as when a dial-up user discon-
nects from the ISP), it must then search each of the DHCP
servers to make sure the address is removed from all DHCP
servers which have stored the dynamically allocatedaddress.

What is needed is a solution which overcomes the draw-
backs of the prior art.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

An information broker is provided which receives infor~
mation regarding the updating of IP addresses and distrib~
utes the information to subscribing Domain Name Service
(DNS) or Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP)
servers. A list of subscribing servers is maintained by the
broker. The broker may broadcast information regarding the
allocation of 3 IP addresses to subscribing DNS sewers,
which then may be added to the DNS databases or the
database may be updated with the new information. The
broker may also broadcast information regarding the revo-
cation of IP addresses to subscribing DNS servers, which
may then be used to clear DNS entries in the database.
Revocation of dynamically allocated IP addresses m net-
works with multiple DHCP sewers may also be simplified
by using the broker, where the broker broadcasts informa-
tion regarding the revocation of IP addresses to subscribing
DHCP sewers. Utilization oflhe broker within a segment of
the Internet allows a user to determine the dynamically
allocated IP'address of a user within the segment simply by
making a standard DNS query.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a prior art block diagram of the Internet.
FIG. 2 is a prior art block diagram illustrating the hier-

archy of some top level domain names.

FIG. 3 is a flow diagram illustrating a method for man-
aging IP addresses in a network including one or more
Domain Name Service (DNS) sewers in accordance with a
presently preferred embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 4 is a flow diagram illustrating a method for man-
agjng IP addresses in a network including one or more
Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) servers in
accordance with a presently preferred embodiment of theinvention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

Those of ordinary skill in the art will realize that the
following description of the present invention is illustrative
only and not in any way limiting. Other embodiments of the
invention will readily suggest themselves to such skilledpersons.

The present invention utilizes a broker to publish inforv
mation regarding dynamically allocated addresses to DNS
and DHCP servers. The broker may also be used to update
DNS servers regarding newly assigned static IP addresses.

FIG. 3 is a flow diagram illustrating a method for updating
one or more DNS servers in accordance with a preferred
embodiment ofthe present invention. At step 100, the broker
maintains a list of all subscribing DNS sewers. A subscrib-
ing DNS sewer is any DNS sewer that wishes to be updated
by the broker. Therefore, generally every DNS sewer main—
tained by an 13? will be a subscribing DNS server With
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regards to a broker maintained by the ISP. It is also possible
for DNS sewers outside the ISP to subscribe as well. When

a new DNS server wishes to subscribe or an existing DNS
server wishes to unsubscribe, it need simply send a message
so indicating to the broker. At step 102, the broker receives
information regarding a newly assigned IP address. This
information will most likely have been sent from a DHCP
server in the case of dynamically allocated IP addresses and
from a DNS server or ISP coordinator in the case of newly
assigned static IP addresses.

At step 104, the broker broadcasts the information regard-
ing the newly assigned IP address to each subscribing DNS
server. Each DNS server may then add the newly assigned
IP address to its database. In the case of dynamically
allocated IP address, it is common for the newly assigned 1?
address to be replacing an existing IP address (which may
have been assigned to a dilIerent user before), in which case
the DNS servers may update their servers to indicate this
change. The broadcasting may take the form of sending an
allocation event message throughout the network containing
the appropriate information.

A user may then find out the dynamically allocated or
newly allocated address of another user by simply making a
standard DNS query, allowing for utilities such as lnternet
Chat or Internet Phone to operate at full capability.

H6. 4 is a flow diagram illustrating a method for updating
one or more DNS servers in accordance with a another
embodiment of the present invention. At step 150, the broker
maintains a list of all wbscribing DHCP and DNS servers.
A subscribing DHCP or DNS server is any DHCP or DNS
server that wishes to be maintained by the broker. Therefore,
generally every DHCP or DNS server maintained by an ISP
will be a subscribing DHCP or DNS server with regards to
a broker maintained by the ISP. It is also possible for DHCP
or DNS servers outside the ISP to subscribe as well. When
a new DHCP or DNS server wishes to subscribe or an
existing DHCP or DNS server wishes to unsubscribe, it need
simply send a message so indicating to the broker. At step
152, the broker receives information regarding a dynami-
cally allocated IP address that needs to be revoked. This
information will most likely have been sent from a DHCP
server which had been alerted as to a user disconnecting
from the service, or directly from software tracking when
users disconnect from the service.

At step 154, the broker broadcasts the information regard-
ing the revocation of the dynamically allocated IP address to
each subscribing DHCP or DNS server. Each subscribing
DHCP or DNS server may then update their databases to
reflect this change. Subscribing DNS servers will simply
clear the corresponding record from their databases, while
subscribing DHCP servers may clear the record and return
the dynamic IP address to a pool. This allows for the
effective management of revoking dynamically allocated IP
addresses. The broadcasting may take the form of sending a
revocation event message through the network containing
the appropriate information. In most systems currently being
used, there is only a single DHCP server, or there are
multiple DHCP servers but they do not share common
information (i.e. not distributed). In these systems, there is
no need to maintain a list of subscribing DHCP servers as
there is no need for the broker to update the DHCP servers.

The broker itself may be executed in either a software or
a hardware application. The broker may be designed to
utilize the Common Object Request Broker Architecture
(CORBA), which handles the communication of messages
to and from objects in a distributed, multi—platforrn enviv
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ronment. CORBA provides a standard way of executing
program modules in a distributed environment. The broker,
therefore, may be incorporated into an Object Request
Broker (ORB) within a CORBA compliant network.

To make a request of an ORB, a client may use a dynamic
invocation interface (which is a standard interface which is
independent of the target object’s interface) or an Object
Management Group Interface Definition Language (OMG
IDL) stub (the specific stub depending on the interface of the
target object). For some functions, the client may also
directly interact with the ORB. The object is then invoked.
When an invocation occurs, the ORB core arranges so a call
is made to the appropriate method of the implementation. A
parameter to that method specifies the object being invoked,
which the method can use to locate the data for the object.
When the method is complete, it returns, causing output
parameters or exception results to be transmitted back to the
client.

The broker may also be applied to any type of network
address, rather than simply IP addresses. The use of the
Internet as an example in this application is not intended to
limit the scope of the invention to use on the Internet, as it
may be used in a wide variety of networks. Likewise, the use
of the terms DNS server and DHCP server is illustrative only
and should be read to include any type of servers that may
perform tasks that handle network addressing.

While embodiments and applications of this invention
have been shown and described, it would be apparent to
those skilled in the art that many more modifications than
mentioned above are possible without departing from the
inventive concepts herein. The invention, therefore, is not to
be restricted except in the spirit of the appended claims.What is claimed is:

1. A method for assigning network addresses in a network
including one or more Domain Name Service (DNS)
servers, said method including;

allocating a network address;
sending information regarding said allocated network

address to a broker; and

broadcasting said information regarding said allocated
network address to the one or more DNS servers usingsaid broker.

2. The method ofclaim 1, wherein said allocating includes
dynamically allocating a network address.

3. The method ofclaim 1, wherein said allocating includesallocating a static network address.

4. The method of claim 1, further including:
receiving said broadcast information regarding said allo~

cated network address in each of said one or more DNS
sewers; and

updating each of said one or more DNS servers with said
broadcast information regarding said allocated networkaddress.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the one or more DNS
serVers are only those DNS servers which have subscribed
to said broker, and the method further includes maintaining
a list of those DNS servers which haVe subscribed to saidbroker.

5_ The method of claim 5, wherein said broadcasting
includes sending information regarding said dynamically
allocated network address to only those DNS servers whichhave subscribed to said broker.

7. A method for reVOking network addresses in a network
including one or more DNS sewers, said method including;

revoking a dynamically allocated network address;
sending information regarding said revoked dynamicallyallocated network address to a broker; and
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broadcasting said information regarding said revoked
dynamically allocated network address to the one or
more DNS sewers using said broker.

8. The method of claim 7, further including:
receiving said broadcast information regarding said

revoked dynamically allocated network address in each
of said one or more DNS servers; and

updating each of said one or more DNS servers with said
broadcast information regarding said revoked dynami—
cally allocated network address.

9. The method of claim 7, wherein the one or more DNS
servers are only those DNS servers which have subscribed
to said broker, and the method further includes maintaining
a list of those DNS sewers which have subscribed to said
broker. '

10. The method of claim 9, wherein said broadcasting
includes sending information regarding said revoked
dynamically allocated network address to only those DNS
servers which have subscribed to said broker.

1].. 'Ilae method of claim 7, wherein the network further
includes one or more Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
(DHCP) sewers, and said broadcasting includes broadcast-
ing said information regarding revoked dynamically allo-
cated networked address to the one or more DHCP servers
using said broker.

12. The method of claim 11, further including:
receiving said broadcast information regarding said allo-

cated network address in each of said one or more DNS
servers;

updating each of said one or more DNS servers with said
broadcast information regarding said allocated network
address;

receiving said broadcast information regarding said
revoked dynamically allocated network address in each
of said one or more DHCP and one or more DNS
sewers; and

updating each ofsaid one or more DHCP servers and one
or more DNS servers with said broadcast information
regarding said revoked dynamically allocated network
address.

13. The method of claim 11, wherein the one or more
DNS servers are only those DNS servers which have sub-
scribed to said broker, the one or more DHCP servers are
only those DHCP servers which have subscribed to said
broker, and the method further includes maintaining a list of
those DNS servers and DHCP servers which have sub-
scribed to said broker.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein said broadcasting
information regarding said allocated network address
includes sending information regarding said allocated net-
work address to only those DNS servers which have sub‘
scribed to said broker, and said broadcasting information

regarding said revoked dynamically allocated network
address includes sending information regarding sa1d
revoked dynamically allocated network address to only
those DNS sewers and DHCP servers which have sub-

scribed to said broker. .
15. A method for managing network addresses in a

network including one or more Domain Name Servrce
(DNS) servers, said method including:

allocating a network address;
sending information regarding said allocated network

address to a broker;

broadcasting said information regarding said allocatednetwork address to the one or more DNS servers usmg
said broker;
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revoking a dynamically allocated network address;
sending information regarding said dynamically allocated

network address to said broker; and

broadcasting said information regarding said dynamically
allocated network address to the one or more DNS
sewers using said broker.

16. The method of claim 15, wherein said allocating
includes dynamically allocating a network address.

17. The method of claim 15, wherein said allocating
includes allocating a static network address.

18. The method of claim l5, further including:
receiving said broadcast information regarding said allo-

cated network address in each of said one or more DNS
servers;

updating each of said one or more DNS servers with said
broadcast information regarding said allocated network
address;

receiving said broadcast information regarding said
revoked dynamically allocated network address in each
of said one or more DNS servers; and

updating each of said one or more DNS servers with said
broadcast information regarding said revoked dynami-
cally allocated network address.

19. The method of claim 15. wherein the one or more
DNS servers are only those DNS servers which have sub-
scribed to said broker, and the method further includes
maintaining a list of those DNS servers which have sub~
scribed to said broker.

20. The method of claim 19, wherein said broadcasting
information regarding said allocated network address
includes sending information regarding said allocated net—
work address to only those DNS servers which have sub-
SCI'Iled to said broker, and said broadcasting information
regarding said revoked dynamically allocated network
address includes sending information regarding said
revoked dynamically allocated network address to only
those DNS sewers which have subscribed to said broker.

21. The method of claim 15, wherein the network further
includes one or more Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
(DHCP) servers, and said broadcasting includes broadcast~
ing said information regarding revoked dynamically allo—
cated networked address to the one or more DHCP sewers
using said broker.

22. The method of claim 21, further including:
receiving said broadcast information regarding said allo—

cated network address in each of said one or more DNSsewers;

updating each of said one or more DNS sewers with said
broadcast information regarding said allocated networkaddress;

receiving said broadcast in formation regarding said
revoked dynamically allocated network address in each
of said one or more DHCP and one or more DNSservers; and

updating each of said one or more DHCP sewers and one
or more DNS sewers with said broadcast information
regarding said revoked dynamically allocated networkaddres.

23_ The method of claim 2], wherein the one or more
DNS sewers are only those DNS sewers which have sub-
scribed to said broker, the one or more DHCP sewers are
only those DHCP sewers which have subscribed to said
broker, and the method further includes maintaining a list of
those DNS servers and DHCP servers Which have sub—scribed to said broker.
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24. The method of claim 23, wherein said broadcasting
information regarding said allocated network address
includes sending information regarding said allocated net~
work address to only those DNS sewers which have sub-
scribed to said broker, and said broadcasting information
regarding said revoked dynamically allocated network
address includes sending information regarding said
revoked dynamically allocated network address to only
those DNS servers and DHCP servers which have sub~
scribed to said broker.

25. A method for managing IP addresses in a network
segment of the Internet, the network segment including one
or more DNS sewers, the method including:

receiving information regarding an assigned IP address;
broadcasting said information regarding an assigned IP

address to the one or more DNS sewers using a broker,
for eventual update of the one or more DNS servers.

26. The method of claim 25, wherein said receiving
information regarding an assigned IP address includes
receiving information regarding an assigned IP address from
a DHCT sewer.

27. The method of claim 25, wherein said information
regarding an assigned IP address is information regarding a
dynamically allocated IP address.

28. The method of claim 25, wherein said information
regarding an assigned IP address is information regarding a
static lP address.

29. The method of claim 25, further including maintaining
a list of subscribing DNS servers.

30. The method of claim 29, wherein said broadcasting
said information regarding an assigned IP address includes
broadcasting said information regarding an assigned IP
address only to subscribing DNS sewers.

31. A method for managing IP addresses in a network
segment of the Internet, the network segment including one
or more DNS servers, the method including:

receiving information regarding a revoked dynamically
allocated IP address; and

broadcasting said information regarding a revoked
dynamically allocated IP address to the one or more
DNS sewers using a broker, for eventual update of the
one or more DNS sewers.

32. The method of claim 31, wherein said receiving
information regarding a revoked dynamically allocated IP
addrms includes receiving information regarding a revoked
dynamically allocated IP address from a DHCP sewer.

33. The method of claim 25, further including maintaining
a list of subscribing DNS sewers.

34. The method of claim 33, wherein said broadcasting
said information regarding a revoked dynamically allocated
IP address includes broadcasting said information regarding
a revoked dynamically allocated ll:I address only to subscrib-
ing DNS sewers.

35. The method ofclaim 31, wherein the network segment
of the Internet further includes one or more DHCP sewers

and said broadcasting said information regarding a revoked
dynamically allocated IP address includes broadcasting said
information regarding a revoked dynamically allocated IP
address to the one or more DHCP sewers and the one or
more DNS sewers.

36. The method of claim 35, further including maintaining
a list of subscribing DNS servers and DHCP sewers.

37. The method of claim 36, wherein said broadcasting
said information regarding a revoked dynamically allocated
IP address includes broadcasting said information regarding
a revoked dynamically allocated IP address only to subscnh—
ing DNS sewers and DHCP servers.
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38. A method for managing IP addresses in a network
segment of the lntemet, the network segment including one
or more DNS sewers, the method including:

receiving information regarding an assigned IP address;
broadcasting said information regarding an amigned IP

address to the one or more DNS sewers using a broker,
for eventual update of the one or more DNS servers;

receiving information regarding a revoked dynamically
allocated IP address; and

broadcasting said information regarding a revoked
dynamically allocated IP address to the one or more
DNS sewers using said broker, for eventual update ofthe one or more DNS sewers.

39. The method of claim 38, wherein said receiving
information regarding an assigned IP address includes
receiving information regarding an assigned IP address froma DHCP sewer.

40. The method of claim 38, wherein said receiving
information regarding a revoked dynamically allocated IP
address includes receiving information regarding a revoked
dynamically allocated lP address from a DHCP sewer.

41. The method of claim 38, wherein said information
regarding an assigned IP address is information regarding a
dynamically allocated IP address.

42. The method of claim 38, wherein said information
regarding an assigned 1? address is information regarding astatic IP address.

43. The method ofclaim 38, further including maintaining
a list of subscribing DNS sewers.

44. The method of claim 43, wherein said broadcasting
said information regarding an assigned IP address includes
broadcasting said information regarding an assigned IP
address only to subscribing DNS sewers, and said broad—
casting said information regarding‘a revoked dynamically
allocated IP address includes broadcasting said information
regarding a revoked dynamically allocated IP address only
to subscribing DNS sewers.

45. The method ofclaim 38, wherein the network segment
of the lntemet further includes one or more DHCP sewers
and said broadcasting said information regarding a revoked
dynamically allocated IP address includes broadcasting said
information regarding a revoked dynamically allocated IP
address to the one or more DHCP sewers and the one or
more DNS sewers.

46. The method ofclaim 45, further including maintaining
a list of subscribing DNS sewers and DHCP sewers.

47. The method of claim 46, wherein said broadcasting
said information regarding an assigned IP address includes
broadcasting said information regarding an assigned IP
address only to subscribing DNS sewers, and said broad—
casting said information regarding a revoked dynamically
allocated IP address includes broadcasting said information
regarding a revoked dynamically allocated IP address only
to subscribing DNS sewers and DHCP sewers.

48. A method for dynamically allocating a network
address to a subscnber in a communications network, the
communications network having one or more DNS sewers,
the method comprising:

assigning a host address to the subscriber by selecting an
address from a pool of available network addresses,
said assigning step performed in response to the sub-
scriber attempting to log-on to the communications .
network;

sending information regarding said subscriber as well as
said host address to a broker;

utilizing said broker to broadcast said information regard-
ing said subscriber as well as said host address to the
one or more DNS sewers; and
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updating the one or more DNS servers with said infor-
mation regarding said subscriber as well as said host
address.

49. The method of claim 48, wherein the one or more
DNS servers are only those DNS sewers which have sub”
sqibed to said broker, and the method further includes
maintaining a list of those DNS sewers which have sub-
scribed to said broker.

50. A method for revoking a dynamically allocated net~
work address assigned by a DHCP server in a communica-
tions network, the communications network having one or
more DNS servers, the method comprising:

removing the dynamically allocated network address
from the DHCP server which assigned the address;

returning the dynamically allocated network address to a
pool of available addresses associated with said DHCP
server which assigned the address;

sending information regarding the dynamically allocated
network address to a broker;

utilizing said broker to broadcast said information regard-
ing the dynamically allocated network address to the
one or more DNS servers; and

updating the one or more DNS servers with said infor—
mation regarding said dynamically allocated network
address.

51. The method of claim 50. wherein the one or more
DNS servers are only those DNS servers which have sub.
scribed to said broker, and the method further includes
maintaining a list of those DNS servers which have sub-
scribed to said broker.

52. The method of claim 50, wherein the communications
network further has a plurality of DHCP servers, and said
utilizing further includes utilizing said broker to broadcast
information regarding the dynamically allocated network
address to the plurality of DHCP servers.

53. The method of claim 52, wherein the plurality of
DHCP servers are only those DHCP servers which have
subscribed to said broker, and the method further includes
maintaining a list of those DNS servers which have sub-
scribed to said broker.

54. A communications network including:
one or more DNS sewers, which maintain a list of

assigned host addresses within the communications
network;

an address allocator, which allocates a network address to
a host on the communications network;

a transmitter, which sends information regarding said
allocated network address to a broker; and

said broker having a broadcaster, which broadcasLs said
information regarding said allocated network address
to said one or more DNS sewers.

55. The communications network of claim 54, wherein
said address allocator is a DHCP server.

56. The communications network of claim 54, wherein
said network address is a status network address.

5'7. The communications network of claim 54, wherein
said broker further includes a list of subscribing DNS
sewers and broadcasts said information regarding said allo~
cated network address only to the subscribing DNS servers.

58. The communications network of claim 54, wherein
said one or more DNS servers receive said broadcast infor-
mation regarding said allocated network address and update
themselves with said information.
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59. A communications network including:
one or more DNS servers;

an address revoker, which revokes a dynamically allo—
cated network address from a host on the communica-
tions network;

a transmitter, which sends information regarding said
revoked dynamically allocated network address to a
broker; and

said broker having a broadcaster. which broadcasts said
information regarding said revoked dynamically allo—
cated network address to said one or more DNS servers.

60. The communications network of claim 59, wherein
said broker further includes a list of subscribing DNS
servers and broadcasts said information regarding said
revoked dynamically allocated network address only to the
subscribing DNS servers.

61. The communications network of claim 59, wherein
said one or more DNS servers receives said broadcast
information regarding said revoked dynamically allocated
network address and update themselves with said informa-tron.

62. A communications nerwork including:
one or more DNS sewers, which maintain a list of

assigned host addresses within the communications
network;

an address allocator, which allocates a network address to
a first host on the communications network;

a transmitter, which sends information regarding said
allocated network address to a broker;

said broker having a broadcaster, which broadcasts said
information regarding said allocated network address
to said one or more DNS servers; and

an address revoker, which revokes a dynamically allo—
cated network address from a second host on the
communications network,

wherein said transmitter further sends information regard—
ing said revoked dynamically allocated network
address to said broker, and

wherein said broadcaster further broadcasts said informa-
tion regarding said revoked dynamically allocated net—
work address to said one or more DNS sewers.

63. The communications network of claim 62, wherein
said broker further includes a list of subscribing DNS
sewers, and wherein said broadcaster broadcasts said infop
mation regarding said allocated network address only to the
subscribing DNS sewers and broadcasts said information
regarding said revoked dynamically allocated network
address only to the subscribing DNS servers.

64_ The communications network of claim 62, wherein
said one or more DNS sewers receive said broadcast infor-
mation regarding said allocated network address and update
themselves with said information, and said one or more DNS
sewers receive said broadcast information regarding said
revoked dynamically allocated network address and updatethemselves with said information.

65. The communications network of claim 62, further
including one or more DHCP sewers, wherein said broad-
caster further broadcasts said information regarding said
revoked dynamically allocated network address to said oneor more DHCP sewers.

66. The communications network of claim 65, wherein
said broker further includes a list of subscribing DNS
sewers and DHCP servers, and said broadcaster broadcasts
said information regarding said allocated netwark address
only to the subscribing DNS servers and broadcasts said
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information regarding said revoked dynamically allocated
network address only to the subscribing DNS servers and
DHCP sewers.

67. The communications network of claim 65, wherein
said one or more DNS servers receive said broadcast infor—

mation regarding said allocated network address and update
themselves with said information, and wherein said one or
more DHCP sewers receive said broadcast information
regarding said revoked dynamically allocated network
address, update themselves with said information, and return
said revoked dynamically allocated network address to a
pool of available addresses.

68. A broker for managing host addresses assigned to
subscribers in a communications network, including:

a receiver, which receives information regarding a sub-
scriber and an assigned host address, said assigned host
address assigned to the subscriber by selecting an
address from a pool of available network addresses in
response to the subscriber attempting to log on to the
communications network; and

a broadcaster which broadcasts said information regard-
ing said subscriber as well as said assigned host addrms
to one or more DNS servers for eventual update.

69. The broker of claim 68, further including a database
manager, which maintains a list ofsubscribing DNS servers,
wherein said broadcaster broadcasts said information and
said assigned host address only to the subscribing DNSservers. L

70. A broker for managing host addresses assigned to
subScxibers in a communications network, said broker
including;

a receiver, which receives information regarding a
revoked dynamically assigned host address, which was
revoked in response to a subscriber attempting to log
off the communications network; and

a broadcaster which broadcasts said information regard—
ing said subscriber as well as said revoked dynamically
assigned host address to one or more DNS servers for
eventual update and release of said dynamically
assigned host address into ‘one or more pools of avail-able addresses. '

71. The broker of claim 70, further including a database
manager, which maintains a list ofsubscribing DNS sewers,
wherein said broadcaster broadcasts said information and
said assigned host address only to the subscribing DNSsewers.

7'2. The broker of claim 70, wherein said broadcaster
further broadcasts said information regarding said sub-
scriber as well as said revoked dynamically assigned host
address to one or more DHCP sewers for eventual update
and release of said dynamically assigned host address into
one or more pools of available addresses.

73. The broker of claim 72, further including a database
manager, which maintains a list of subscribing DHS and
DHCP sewers, wherein said broadcaster broadcasts said
information and said assigned host address only to the
subscribing DNS sewers and DHCP sewers.

74. A broker for manag’ng host addresses amigned to
subscribers in a communications network, said broker
including:

a receiver, which receives information regarding a sub-
scriber and an assigned host addreS, said assigned host
address assigned to said subscriber by selecting an
address from a pool of available network addresses in
response to said subscriber attempting to log on to a
communications network, and which receives informa-
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tion regarding a revoked dynamically assigned host
address, which Was revoked in response to a subscriber
attempting to log off the communications network; and

a broadcaster which broadcasts said information regard-
ing said subscriber as well as said assigned host address
to one or more DNS sewers for eventual update, and
which broadcasts said information regarding said sub-
scriber as well as said revoked dynamically assigned
host address to said one or more DNS sewers for
eventual update. I

75. The broker of claim 74, further including a database
manager, which maintains a list of subscribing DNS sewers,
wherein said broadcaster broadcasts said information and
said assigned host address only to the subscribing DNS
sewers, and broadcasts said information regarding said
revoked dynamically allocated host address only to the
subscribing DNS servers.

76. A broker for managing host addresses assigned to
subscribers in a communications network, said broker
including:

a receiver, which receives information regarding a sub-
scriber and an assigned host address, said assigned host
address assigned to said subscriber by selecting an
address from a pool of available network addresses in
response to said subscriber attempting to log on to a
communications network, and which receives informa-
tion regarding a revoked dynamically assigned host
address, which was revoked in response to a subscriber
attempting to log off the communications network; and

a broadcaster which broadcasts said information regard-
ing said subscriber as well as said assigned host address
to one or more DNS sewers for eventual update, and
which broadcasts said information regarding said sub-
scriber as well as said revoked dynamically assigned
host address to one or more DNS or DHCP sewers for
eventual update and release of said dynamically
assigned host address into one or more pools of avail—able addresses.

77. The broker of claim 76, further including a database
manager, which maintains a list of subscribing DNS sewers
and DHCP servers, wherein said broadcaster broadcasts said
information and said assigned host address only to the .
subscribing DNS sewers and broadcasts said information
regarding said revoked dynamically allocated host address
only to the subscribing DNS sewers and DHCP sewers.

78. A program storage device readable by a machine,
tangibly embodying a program of instructions executable by
the machine to perform a method for managing network
addresses in a network including one or more Domain Name
Sewice (DNS) sewers. said method including:

receiving information regarding an allocated network
address; and

broadcasting said information regarding said allocated
network address to the one or more DNS sewers using
a broker, for the eventual update of the one or moreDNS servers.

79. The program storage device of claim 78, wherein said
allocated network address is a dynamically allocated net-work address.

80. The program storage device of claim 78, wherein said
allocated network addres is a static network address,

81. The program storage device of claim 78, wherein the
one or more DNS servers are only those DNS sewers which
have subscribed to said broker, and the method further
includes maintaining a list of those DNS sewers which havesubscribed to said broker.
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82. The program storage device of claim 81, wherein said
broadcasting further includes sending information regarding
said allocated network address to only those DNS servers
which have subscribed to said broker.

83. A program storage device readable by a machine,
tangibly embodying a program of instructions executable by
the machine to perform a method for managing network
addresses in a network including one or more DNS sewers,
said method including:

receiving information regarding a revoked dynamically
allocated network address; and

broadcasting said information regarding said revoked
dynamically allocated netWork address to the one or
more DNS servers using a broker, for eventual update
of the one or more DNS servers.

84. The program storage device of claim 83, wherein the
one or more DNS sewers are only those DNS servers which
have subscribed to said broker and the method further
includes the step of maintaining a list of those DNS sewers
which have subscibed to said broker.

85. The program storage device of claim 84, wherein said
broadcaster sends information regarding said revoked
dynamically allocated network address to only those DNS
servers which have subscribed to said broker.

86. The program storage device of claim Kl, wherein the
network further includes one or more DHCP servers, and
said broadcasting further includes broadcasting said inf0r~
mation regarding said revoked dynamically allocated net-
work address to the one or more DHCP servers using said
broker, for eventual update of the one or more DHCPsewers. '

87. The program storage device of claim 86, wherein the
one or more DHCP servers are only those DHCP servers
which have subscribed to said broker, and the method further
includes of maintaining a list of those DNS sewers and
DHCP sewers which have subscribed to said broker.

88. The program storage device of claim 87, wherein said
broadcasting further includes broadcasting said information
regarding said revoked dynamically allocated network
address to only those DNS sewers and DHCP server which
have subscribed to said broker.

89. A program storage device readable by a machine,
tangibly embodying a program of instructions executable by
the machine to perform a method for managing network
addresses in a network including one or more DNS sewers,
the method including:

receiving information regarding an assigned network
address;

broadcasting said information regarding an assigned net—
work address to the one or more DNS servers using a
broker, for eventual update of the one or more DNS
servers; ‘

receiving information regarding a revoked dynamically
allocated network address; and

broadcasting said information regarding a revoked
dynamically allocated network address to the one or
more DNS servers using said broker, for eventual
update of the one or more DNS servers.
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90. The program storage device of claim 89, wherein said
receiving information regarding an assigned network
address includes receiving information regarding an
assigned network address from a DHCP server.

91. The program storage device of claim 89 wherein said
receiving information regarding a revoked dynamically allo-
cated network address includes receiving information
regarding a revoked dynamically allocated network address
from a DHCP server.

92. The program storage device of claim 89, wherein said
information regardingan assigned network address is infor—
mation regarding a dynamically allocated network address.

93. The program storage device of claim 89, wherein said
information regarding an assigned network address is infor-
mation regarding a static network address.

94. The program storage device of claim 89, wherein the
method further includes maintaining a list of subscribingDNS servers.

95. The program storage device of claim 94, wherein said
broadcasting said information regarding an assigned net-
work address includes broadcasting said information regard—
ing an assigned network address only to subscribing DNS
servers, and said broadcasting said information regarding a
revoked dynamically allocated network address includes
broadcasting said information regarding a revoked dynami—
cally allocated network addres only to subscribing DNSsewers.

96. The program storage device of claim 89, wherein the
network further includes one or more DHCP servers,
wherein said broadcasting said information regarding an
assigned network address further includes broadcasting said
information regarding said assigned network address to the
one or more DHCP servers using said broker, for eventual
update of the one or more DHCP servers, and wherein said
broadcasting said information regarding a revoked dynami~
cally allocated network address further includes broadcast-

ing said information regarding said revoked dynamically
assigned network address to the one or more DHCP servers

using said broker, for eventual update of the one or moreDHCP servers.

97. The program storage device of claim 96, wherein the
one or more DHCP servers are only those DHCP servers
which have subscribed to said broker, and the method further
includes maintaining a list of those DNS servers and DHCP
sewers which have subscribed to said broker.

98. The program storage device of claim 97, wherein said
broadcasting said information regarding said assigned net-
work address further includes broadcasting only to those
DNS sewers and DHCP sewers which have subscribed to
said broker, and said broadcasting said information regard—
ing a revoked dynamically allocated network address further
includes broadcasting said information regarding said
revoked dynamically assigned network address to only those
DNS sewers and DHCP sewers which have subscribed tosaid broker.
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DOMAIN NAME ROUTING

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention is directed to a system for using
Internet domain names to route data sent to a destination on
a network.

2. Description of the Related Art
Most machines on the Internet use TCP/IP (Transmission

Control Protocol/Intemet Protocol) to send data to other
machines on the Internet. To transmit data from a source to

a destination, the Internet Protocol (1?) uses an IP address.
An IP address is four bytes long, which consists of a network
number and a host number.

There are at least three different classes of networks
currently in use: CIassA, Class B and Class C. Each class
has a different format for the combination of the network
number and the host number in the IP addresses. A ClassA
address includes one byte to specify the network and three
bytes to specify the host. The first bit of a Class A address
is a 0 to indicate Clam A. ACIam B address uses two bytes
for the network address and two bytes for the host address.
The first two bits of the Class B address are 10 to indicate
Class B. The Class C address includes three bytes to specify
the network and one byte for the host address. The first three
bits of the Class C network address are 110 to indicate Class
C. The formats described above :dlow for 126 Class A
networks with 16 million hosts each; 16,382 Class B net-
works with up to 64K hosts each; and 4 million Class C
networks with up to 256 hosts each.

When written out, IP addresses are specified as four
numbers separated by dots (e.g. 198.68.70.1). Users and
software applications rarely refer to hosts, mailboxes or
other resources by their numerical IP address. Instead of
using numbers, they use ASCII strings called domain names.
A domain name is usually in the form of prefix.namew_of_
organization.top__levelwdornain. There are two types of top
level domains: generic and countries. The generic domains
are com (commercial), edu (educational institutions), gov
(the U.S. Federal Government), int (international
organizations), mil (the U.S. Armed Forces), net (network
providers), and org (non~prof1t organizations). The country
domains include one entry for each country. An example of
a domain name is saturn.ttc.con1. The term “Saturn” is the
prefix and may refer to a particular host in the network. The
phrase “ttc” is the name of the organization and can be used
to identify one or more networks to the outside world. The
phrase “corn” signifies that this address is in the commercial
domain. The Internet uses a Domain Name System to
convert the domain name to an IP address.

The Internet Protocol has been in use for over two
decades. It has worked extremely well, as demonstrated by
the exponential growth of the Internet. Unfortunately, the
Internet is rapidly becoming a victim of its own popularity:
it is muning out of addresses. Over 4 billion addresses exist,
but the practice of organizmg the address space into classes
wastes millions of addresses. In particular, the problem is the
Class B network. For most organizations, a ClassA network,
with 16 million addresses is too big, and a Class C network
with 256 addresses is too small. A Class B network appears
to be the right solution for most companies. In reality,
however, a Class B address is far too large for most
organizations. Many Class B networks have fewer than 50
hosts.AClass C network would have done the job, but many
organizations that ask for Class B networks thought that one
day they would outgrow the 8 bit host field.
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One proposed solution to the depleting address problem is
Classless Inter Domain Routing (CIDR). The basic idea
behind CIDR is to allocate the remaining Class C networks
in varied sized blocks. If a site needs 2,000 addresses, it is
given a block of contiguous Class C networks, and not a full
Class B network address. In addition to using blocks of
contiguous Class C networks as units, the allocation rules for
Class C addresses are also changed by partitioning the world
into four zones. Each zone includes a predefined number of
Class C networks. Although CIDR may buy a few more
years time, IP addresses will still run out in the foreseeable
future.

Another proposed solution is Network Address Transla-
tion (NAT). This concept includes predefining a number of
Class C network addresses to be or local addresses (also
called private addresses). The remainder of the addresses are
considered global addresses. Global addresses are unique
addresses. That is, no two entities on the Internet will have
the same global address. Local addresses are not unique and
can be used by more than one organization or network.
However, a local address cannot be used on the Internet.
Local addresses can only be used within a private network.
NAT assumes that less all of the machines on a private
network will not need to access the Internet at all times.

Therefore, there is no need for each machine to have a global
address. A company can function with a small number of
global addresses assigned to one or more gateway comput~
ers. The remainder of the machines on the private network
will be assigned local addresses. When a particular machine
on the private network using a local address attempts to
initiate a communication to a machine outside of the private
network (e.g. via the Internet), the gateway machine will
intercept the communication, change the source machine’s
local address to a global address and set up a table for
translation between global addresses and local addresses.
The table can contain the destination address, port numbers,
sequencing information, byte counts and internal flags for
each connection associated with a host address. Inbound

packets are compared against entries in the table and per—
mitted through the gateway only if an appropriate connec-
tion exists to validate their passage. One problem With the
NAT approach is that it only works for communication
initiated by a host within the network to a host on the
Internet which has a global IP address. The NAT approach
specifically will not work if the communication is initiated
by a host outside of the private network and is directed to a
host with a local address on the private network.

Another solution that has been proposed is a new version
of the Internet Protocol called IPv6 (Internet Protocol ver-
sion 6, also known as IPng). IPv6 is not compatible with the
existing lntemet Protocol (va4). For example, IPv6 has a
longer address than IPv4. Additionally, the IPv6 header is
different than the IPv4 header. Because IPv6 is not compat~
ible with IPv4, almost all routing equipment on the lntemet
must be replaced with updated equipment that is compatible
with IPv6. Such Widespread replacement of legacy equip-
ment is enormously expensive.

As can be seen, the current proposals to solve the dimin-
ishing IP addresses problem are inadequate andfor unduly
expensive. Therefore, a system is needed that can effectively
alleviate the diminishing IP addresses problem withoutunreasonable costs.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention, roughly described, provides for a
system for using domarn names to route data sent to a
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destination on a network. One example includes routing data
to a destination on a stub network. A stub network is a

network oered by an organization that it is connected to the
Internet through one or more gateways. Nodes in the stub
network may be made visible to other nodes on the Internet
or to other nodes in other stub networks interconnected

through the Internet. Rather than use an entire set of global
addresses for a Class A, B or C network, each corporate
entity or stub network can be assigned one or a small number
of global addresses. Each of the hosts can be assigned alocal
address. The same local addresses can be used by many
difi’ercnt organizations. When a source entity sends data to
a destinalion entity in a stub network with a local address,
the data is sent to a global address forthe destination’s
network. The global address is assigned to a Domain Name
Router in communication with the destination’s network.

The Domain Name Router serves as a gateway between the
Internet and the stub network. The Domain Name Router
routes IP traflic between nodes on the lntemet (identified by
their globally unique IP addresses) and nodes in its stub
network. The source entity embeds the dostination’s domain
name and its own domain name somewhere inside the data.
The Domain Name Router receives the data, extracts the
destination’s domain name from the data, translates that
domain name to a local address in its stub network and sends
the data to the destination. Note that the source entity could
have either a local address or a global address and still be
able to utilize the present invention.

One method for practicing the present invention includes
packaging at least a subset ofdata to be communicated to an
entity on a network into a data unit. That data unit is sent to
a Domain Name Router or other similar entity. Information
representing the domain name of the destination is extracted
from the data unit and used to determine a local address for
the destination. Once a local address is determined, the data
unit is sent to that local address.

The data unit can be formed by receiving a first set ofdata
and a domain name. A field (or other subset) is created,
which includes a first set of information representing the
domain name. The field is appended to the first set of data
to create the data unit. The data unit is sent to the Domain
Name Router. The data unit could be an [1’ packet, a TCP
segment, or any other data unit suitable for use with the
present invention as long as the domain name can be reliably
extracted from the data, In one embodiment, the information
used to represent the domain name could include an
encrypted version of the domain name, an encoded version
of the domain name, a compressed version of the domain
name, etc.

In one embodiment, the data unit sent to the Domain
Name Router includes a global IP address for the Domain
Name Router. After translating the domain name to a local
address, the Domain Name Router will replace the global

. address for the Domain Name Router with the local address
of the destination. The step of replacing the global address
with the local address can include adjusting any appropriate
checksums or any other necessary fields in the data unit.

The Domain Name Router can be implemented using
software stored on a processor readable storage medium and
run on a computer or a router. Alternatively, the Domain
Name Router can be specific hardware designed to carry out
the methods described herein.

These and other objects and advantages of the invention
will appear more clearly from the following detailed
description in which the preferred embodiment of the inven-
tion has been set forth in conjunction with the drawings.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a symbolic diagram showing the layers of theTCP/IP Reference Model.

FIG. 2 shows the lntemet Protocol (IP) header.
FIG. 3 shows the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)header.

FIG. 4shows the nesting ofsegments,packets and frames.
FIG. 5 is a block diagram of two stub networks connected

to the Internet.

FIG. 6 is a simplified block diagram of one cxemplar
hardware platform for implementing a Domain NameRouter.

FIG. 7 is a flow chart describing the steps used by an
application process to send data according to the presentinvention.

FIG. 8 is a flow chart describing the steps used by a
transport layer process to send data according to the presentinvention.

FIG. 9 is a flow chart describing the steps used by a
network layer process to send data according to the presentinvention.

FIG. 10 is a flow chart describing the steps performed bya Domain Name Router.

FIG. 11 is a flow chart describing the translation step ofFIG. 10.

DETAILED DESCle0N

FIG. 1 shows the TCP/IP reference model for designing
and building a network. The model includes four layers:
Physical and Data Link Layer 12. Network Layer 14,
Transport Layer 16, and Application Layer 18. The physical
layer portion of Physical and Data Link Layer 12 is con-
cerncd with transmitting raw hits over a communication
channel. The design isues include ensuring that when one
side sends a 1 bit it is received by the other side as a 1 bit,
not as a 0 bit. Typical questions addrcssed are how many
volts should be used to represent a 1 bit, how many volts to
represent a 0 bit, how many microseconds a bit lasts,
whether transmissions may proceed simultaneously in both
directions, how the initial connection is established, how it
is torn down when both sides are finished, and how many
pins the network connector has. The data link portion of
Physical and Data Link Layer 12 takes the raw transmission
facility and transforms it into a line that appears to be
relatively free of transmission errors. It accomplishes this
task by having the sender break the input data up into
frames, transmit the frames and process the acknowledg~
ment frames sent back by the receiver.

Network Layer 14 permits a host to inject packets into a
network and have them travel independently to the destina—
tion. The protocol used for NeMork Layer 14 on the lntemet
is called the lntemet Protocol (1?).

Transport Layer 16 is designed to allow peer entities on
the source and destination to carry on a “conversation.” On
the Internet, two end-to~end protocols are used. The first
one, the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), is a reliable
connection—oriented protocol that allows a byte stream origiv
nating on one machine to be delivered without error to
another machine on the lntemet. It fragments the incoming
byte stream into discrete packets and pages each one to
Network Layer 14. At the destination, the receiving TCP
process reassembles the received packets into the output
stream. TCP also handls flow control to make sure a fast
sender cannot swamp a slow receiVer with more packets
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than it can handle. The second protocol used in Transport
Layer 16 on the Internet, User Datagram Protocol (UDP), is
an unreliable connectionless protocol for applications that
do not want TCP sequencing or flow control. UDP is used
for oneshot, client server type requests-reply queries for
applications in which prompt delivery is more important
than accurate delivery. Transport Layer 16 is shown as being
above Network Layer 14 to indicate that Network Layer 14
provides a service to Transport Layer 16. Similarly, Trans-
port Layer 16 is shown below Application Layer 18 to
indicate that Transport Layer 16 provides a service to
Application Layer 18.

Application Layer 18 contains the high level protocols,
for example, Telnet, File Transfer Protocol (FTP), Electronic
Mail—Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SM'I‘P), and Hyper-
Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP).

The following discussion describes the netWork and trans‘
port layers in more detail. The main function of Network
Layer 14 is routing packets from a source entity to a
destination entity. In most subnets, packets will require
multiple hops to make the journey. The Network Layer
software uses one or more routing methods for deciding
which output line an incoming packet should be transmitted
on. There are many routing methods that are well known in
the an. that can be used in a network layer. For purposes of
this patent, no specific routing method is required. Any
suitable routing method known in the art will sufiice. Some
examples of known routing methods include shortest path
routing, flooding, flow based routing, distance vector
routing, link state routing, hierarchical routing, routing for
mobile hosts, broadcast routing and multicast routing.
Within a network on the Internet, a suitable routing method
may also be based on the Distance Vector Protocol or its
successor the Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) protocol.
Between networks on the Internet, the Border Gateway
Protocol (BGP) can be used.

Communication in the lntemet works as follows. Trans—
port Layer 16 breaks up a stream of data from Application
Layer 18 into a number of segments. Network Layer 14,
using the Internet Protocol, transports the segments in one or
more IP packets from source to destination, without regard
to whether these machines or entities are on the same
network. Each segment can be fragmented into small units
as it is transported. When all of the fragments finally get to
the destination machine, they are reassembled by Network
Layer 14 into the original segment. This segment is then
handed to the Transport Layer 16, which inserts itinto the
receiving process’ (Application Layer 18) input stream.

An IP packet consists of a header and a data portion. Theformat of an IP header is shown in FIG. 2. FIG. 2 shows srx

rows making up the header. Each row is 32 bits wide. The
first five rows of the header comprise a 20 byte fixed portion
of the header. The last row of the header provides a variable
sized Options section 22. Version field 24 keeps track of
which version of the protocol the packet belongs to. The
current version used on the Internet is version 4. ll-IL field
26 describes the length of the header in 32 bit words. Type
field 28 indicates the type of service requested. Various
combinations of reliability and speed are possible. Length
field 30 includes the size of the packet, including both the
header and the data. Identification field 32 is needed to allow
the destination host to determine which segment the
received fragment belongs to. All fragments of a segment
contain the same identification value. Next comes three
flags, which include an unused bit 33 and then two 1 bll
fields 34 and 36. In one embodiment of the present
invention, the unused bit 33 is used to indicate that the
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source of the packet uses a domain name for unique iden-
tification on the lntemet instead of using a globally unique
IP address. DF field 34 stands for don’t fragment. It is an
order to the routers not to fragment the segment because the
destination is incapable of putting the pieces back together
again. MF field 36 stands for more fragments. All fragments
except for the last one have this bit set. Fragment ofl'set field
38 indicates where in the current segment this fragment
belongs. Time to Live field 40 is used to limit packet
lifetime. It is supposed to count time in seconds, allowing a
maximum life time of 255 seconds. In practice, it may count
hops. The time is decremented on each hop by a router.
When the time to live hits 0, the packet is discarded and a
warning is sent back to the source using an lntemet Control
Memaging Protocol (ICMP) packet. This feature prevents
packets from wandering around forever. Protocol Field 42
indicates which traumort layer type is to receive the seg—
ment. TCP is one possibility, UDP is another. The present
invention is not limited to any particular protocol. Check-
sum field “verifies the header. One method for implement.—
ing a checksum is to add up all 16 bit half words as they
arrive and take the ones compliment of the result. Note that
fine checksum must be recomputed at each hop because the
Time to Live field 40 changes. Source field 46 indicates the
IP address for the source of the packet and destination field
48 indicates the IP address for the destination of the packet.

Options field 22 is a variable Ienglh field designed to hold
other information. Currently, options used on the lntemet
indicate security, suggested routing path, previous routing
path and time stamps, among other things. In one embodi-
ment of the present invention, is contemplated that the
source and destination ’5 domain names are added to Options
field 22. In one alternative, the actual full ACSII strings can
be added directly into the options field, first listing the
source’s domain name and followed by the destination’s
domain name (or vice versa). In other alternativas, the two
domain names can be encoded, compressed, encrypted or
otherwise altered to provide more efficient use of storage
space, security or compatibility. In embodiments where the
domain name is encoded, encrypted, compressed, etc., the
information stored is said to represent the domain name.
That is, an entity can read that information and extract (or
identify) the domain name from that information. That
extraction or identification can be by unencoding, decoding,
decompressing, unencrypting, etc.

In another embodiment, the domain names of the source,
destination or both are added to the end of the data portion
(e.g. data field 108 of FIG. 4) of a packet as a trailer. In this
case, Length field 30 needs to account for the extra bytes
added at the end of the data field. Legacy routers can treat
this trailer as an integral part of the data field and ignore it.

Network Layer 14 is comprised of a number ofprocesses
running on the source, destination and, possibly, one or more
routers. The proce$(es) implementing the Network Layer
on the source or destination machines can be in the operating
system kernel, in a separate user process, in a Iibra
package, in a network application, on a network interface
card or in other suitable configurations.

The network entity, the process implementing the network
layer, receives a segment from the transport layer process.
The network entity appends a header to the segment to form
a packet. The packet is sent to a router on a network or the
Internet. Each router has a table listing IP addresses for a
number of distant networks and IP addresses for hosts in the
network closest to the router. When an IP packet arrives its
destination address is looked up in the routing table. If’the
packet is for a distant network, it is forwarded to the next

VNET00221253 '
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router listed in the table. If the distant network is not present
in the router’s tables, the packet is forwarded to a default
router with more extensive tables. If the packet is for a local
host (cg. on the router‘s Local Area Network (LAN)), it is
sent directly to the destination.

Although every machine in the Internet has an IP address,
these addresses alone cannot be used for sending packets
because the data link layer does not understand Internet
addresses. Most hosts are attached to a IAN by an interface
board that only understands LAN addresses. For example,
every Ethernet board comes equipped with a 48 bit Ethemet
address. Manufacturers of Ethernet boards request a block of
addresses from a central authority to ensure that no two
boards have the same address. The boards send and receive
frames based on a 48 bit Ethernet address. For one entity to
transmit data to another entity on the same LAN using an
Ethernet address, the entity can use the Address Resolution
Protocol (ARP). This protocol includes the sender broad-
casting a packet onto the Ethernet asking who owns the
particular IP address in question. That packet will arrive at
every machine on the Ethernet and each machine will check
its IP address. The machine that owns the particular IP
address will respond with its Ethernet address. The sending
machine now has the Ethernet address for sending data
directly to the destination on the LAN.At this point, the Data
Link Layer 12 on the sender builds an Ethernet frame
addressed to the destination, puts the packet into the payload
field of the frame and dumps the frame onto the Ethernet.
The Ethernet board on the destination receives the frame,
recognizes it is a frame for itself, and extracts the IP packetfrom the frame.

The goal of Transport Layer 16 is to provide eflicient and
reliable service to its users (processes in Application Layer
18). To achieve this goal, Transport Layer 16 makes use of
the services provided in Network Layer 14. The one or more
processes that implement the transport layer are called the
transport entity. 'lhe tramport entity can be in the operating
system kernel. in a separate user process, in a library
package, in network applications or on the network interface
card. Typically, executable software implementing a trans-
port entity or a network entity would be stored on a
processor readable storage medium (e.g. a hard disk,
CDAROM, floppy disk, tape, memory, etc.).

The transport layer improves the quality of service of the
network layer. For example, if a transport entity is informed
halfway through a long transmission that its network con—
nection has been abruptly terminated, it can set up a new
network connection to the remote transport entity. Using this
new network connection, the transport entity can send a
query to the destination asking which data arrived and which
did not, and then pick up from where it left ofl'. In essence,
the existence of Transport Layer 16 makes it possflnle for a
transport service to be more reliable than the underlying
network service. Lost data can be detected and compensated
for by the Transport Layer 16. Furthermore, transport ser-
vice primitives can be designed to be independent of the
network service primitives, which may vary considerably
from network to network.

TCP was specifically designed to provide a reliable end-
to-end byte stream over an unreliable internetwork. An
internetwork differs from a single network because different
pans may have difierent topologies, bandwidths, delays,
packet sizes and other parameters. Each machine supporting
TCP has a TCP entity. A TCP entity accepts user data
streams from local processes (application layer). breaks
them up into pieces and sends each piece as a separate
segment to the network entity. When segments arrive at a
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machine they are given to the TCP entity, which reconstructs
the original byte stream. The IP layer gives no guarantee that
segments will be delivered pr0perly, so it is up to the TCP
entity to time out and retransmit them as need be. Segments
that do arrive may do so in the wrong order. It is also up to
the TCP entity to reassemble them into messages in the
proper sequence. In short, TCP must furnish the reliability
that most users want and that the Internet Protocol does not
provide.

TCP service is obtained by having both the sender and
receiver create endpoints called sockets. Each socket has a
socket number (or address) consisting of the IP address of
the host and a 16 bit number local to that host called a port.
To obtain TCP service, a connection must be explicitly
established between a socket on the sending machine and a
socket on the receiving machine. Port numbers below 256
are called well known ports and are reserved for standard
services. For example, any process wishing to establish a
connection to a host to transfer a file using FI‘P can connect
to the destination host port 21. Similarly, to establish a
remote log~in session using Telnet, port 23 is used.

When an application wishes to set up a connection to a
remote application process, the application process issues a
connect primitive requesting that the transport layer set up a
connection between two sockets. If the connect succeeds,
the process returns a TCP reference number used to identify
the connection on subsequent calls. After the connection is
established, the application process can issue a send com-
mand and pass the TCP reference number with the data (or
pointer to data) for sending to the destination. The present
invention also requires that when the application issues its
connect command, in addition to sending the two socket
addresses the application also provides the transport entity
with the domain name for the destination. In addition, the
operating system or the application should make the domain
name of the source available to the connect command. One
alternative to accomplish this is to have the operating system
retrieve the domain name from the DNR or from a local
DNS server through a reverse DNS IP lockup. The source’s
domain name can be retrieved at start—up time of a node and
be made available to the network layer. Another alternative
is to have the application provide the domain name of the
source either directly or through a reverse DNS 1? lookup.
These domain names will be amociated with the TCP
reference number. Alternatively, the domain names can be
passed to the transport layer each time a request to send datais made.

When receiving a request to send data, the TCP entity
builds a data unit called a segment. The TCPentity interfaces
with the network entity by requesting the network entity to
either send a packet or receive a packet. Arequest to send a
packet can include up to seven parameters. The first pa ram-
eter will be a connection identifier. The second parameter is
a flag indicating more data is coming. The third parameter
indicatm the packet type. The fourth parameter is a pointer
to the actual data to be transmitted (i.e. the segment). The
fifth parameter indicates the number of bytes in the segment.
The sixth parameter is the source's domain name. The
seventh parameter is the destination’s domain name.

The segment that is created by the TCP entity and passed
to the 1P entity includes a header section and a data section.
FIG. 3 shows a layout of the TCP header. The header
consists of a fixed format 20 byte header followed by a
variable length Options field 80. The entire header is
appended to the data to comprise a segment. ln FIG. 3, each
of the first five rows represent 32 bits. The option field 80
can be one or more 32 bit words. Source field 62 indicates
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the source’s port. Destination field 64 identifies the desti~
nation’s port. Sequence number field 66 and acknowledge
number field 68 are used [or tracking the sequence of
segments exchanged between the sender and the receiver.
Header length field '70 indicates the number of 32 bit words
contained in the TCP header. Header length field 70 is
followed by six one bit flags '72. The first flag indicates the
presence of urgent data. The second flag indicates that the
acknowledgment number 68 is valid, The third flag indicates
that the data is PUSHed data (data that should be sent
immediately). The fourth flag is used to reset a connection.
The fifth flag is used to establish connections and the sixth
flag is used to release a connection. Window size field 74
indicates the maximum numbEr of bytes that can be sent
without waiting for an acknowledgment. Checksum field 76
provides a checksum for the header, the data and a concep—
tual pseudo header. The pseudo header includes a 32 bit I?
address of the source, a 32 bit IP addrem of the destination,
the protocol number for TCP and the byte count for the TCP
segment (including the header).

Option field 80 was designed to provide a way to add
extra facilities not covered by the regular header. In some
instances, the option field is used to allow a host to specify
the maximum TCP payload it is willing to accept. In one
embodiment of the present invention, the source’s domain
name and/or destination’s domain name are stored in
Options Field 80. In another embodiment, the source’s
and/or destination’s domain name are stored in the data
portion (see data portion 102 of FIG. 4) ofthe TCP segment.

The TCP/IP reference model also supports the connec-
tionless transport protocol, UDP. UDP provides a way for
applications to send encapsulated raw 1? packets and send
them without having to establish a connection. A UDP
segment consists of an 8 byte header followed by the data.
The head includes the source port, destination port, the
length of the header and data, and a checksum.

FIG. 4 shows the relationship between segments, packets
and frames. When an application issues a request to send
data, TCI’ breaks up the data into segments. The segment
includes a header 104 and a payload (data portion) 102. The
segment is passed to the IP entity (network layer entity). The
IP entity incorporates the segment into the data portion 108
(IP payload) and appends a header 110 to that data portion
to form a packet. Thus, the payload for an IP packet includes
the TCPsegtnent. The IP packet is then given to the data link
layer 12 which takes the packet and appends a header 114 to
the packet to create a frame, Thus, the IP packet is the
payload 112 for the frame.

The present invention provides for a Domain Name
Router (DNR) that uses domain names to route data sent to
a destination on a network. The IP address space is divided
into global addresses and local address. Global addresses are
unique addresses that should only be used by one entity
having access to the Internet. LDCaI addresses are used for
entities not having direct access to the Internet. Since local
addresscs are not generally used on the Internet, many
private networks can have entities using the same local
address. To avoid collisions, no entity should use a local
address on the lntemet.

Rather than use the entire set of global addresses for a
Class A, B or C network, each corporate entity or network
can be assigned one or a small number of global address to
be used by the DNR. Each of the hosts on the network can
be assigned a local address. The same local addresses can be
used by many different networks. When a source entity
sends data to a destination entity with a local address, the
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data is sent to the global address for the dcstinalion’s
network. The source entity embeds the destination’s domain
name and its own domain name somewhere inside the data.
Since the DNR for the destination’s network is assigned the
global address [or the destination’s network, the DNR
receives the data. The DNR extracts the destination's
domain name from the data, translates that domain name to
a local address and sends the data to the destination. Note
that the source entity could have either a local address or a
global address and still be able to utilize the present inven—hon.

FIG. 5 shows two LANs 120 and 122 connected to
Internet 140. LAN 120 includes three hosts 132, 134 and 136
connected to each other and to DNR 138. DNR 138 is also
connected to lntemet 140. Network 122 includes three hosts
150, 152 and 154 connected to each other and to router 156.
Router 156 is also connected to Internet 140. DNR 138 is
able to route IP packets received from the Internet to a local
host (132, 134, 136) by using the domain name in accor—
dance with the present invention. In one embodiment, router
156 is also a DNR; however, router 156 need not be a DNR.

FIG. 6 shows one example of a hardware architecture for
a DNR. The DNR includes a processor 202, a memory 204,
a mass storage device 206, a portable storage device 208, a
first network interface 210, a second network interface 212
and I/O devices 214. Processor 202 can be a Pentium
Processor or any other suitable processor. The choice of
processor is not critical as long as a suitable processor with
sufficient speed and power is chosen. Memory 204 could be
any conventional computer memory. Mass storage device
206 could include a hard drive, CD—ROM or any other mass
storage device. Portable storage 208 could include a floppy
disk drive or other portable storage device. The DNR
includes two network interfaces. In other embodiments, the
DNR could include more than two network interfaces. The
network interfaces can include network cards for connecting
to an Ethernet or other type of LAN. In addition, one or more
of the network interfaces can include or be connected to a
firewall. Typically, one of the network interfaces will be
connected to the Internet and the other network interface
Will be connected to a LAN. I/O devices 214 can include one
or more of the following: keyboard, mouse, monitor, front
panel, LED display, etc. Any software used to perform the
routing methods and/or the methods of FIGS. 10 and 11 are
likely to be stored in mass storage 206 (or any form of
non-volatile memory), a portable storage media (e.g. floppy
disk or tape) and, at some point, in memory 204. The above
described hardware architecture isjust one suitable example
depicted in a generalized and simplified form. The DNR
could include software running on a computer, dedicated
hardWare, a dedicated router with software to implement the
domain name routing or other software and/or hardware
architectures that are suitable.

In one embodiment, the domain name routing is done at
the network layer. Thus, the domain names are inserted into
Options field 22 of an IP header. Other embodiments can
place the domain names in other portions of an IP packet,
including the data portion (such as a trailer to the data). In
other alternatives, the domain name can be stored in the
options field 80 ofa TCP segment, the data portion of a TCP
segment, other fielck ofthe TCP segment, data sent from the
application layer, or in another data unit. If the domain
names are inSCI'ICd in Options field 22, it is not necessary to
place ”3511} in Options field 80. Similarly, if the domain
names are Inserted in Options field 80, it is not necessary that
they appear in Options field 22. However, in one
embodiment, i1 may b5 simpler to place the domain names
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in multiple data units (eg. both options fields). The point isthat the domain names must be somewhere inside an IP
packet, whether it is in the payload (or a trailer) or theheader.

FIGS. 7~10 are flow charts which describe the process for
sending data according to the present invention. It is
assumed that a message is being sent from host 150 to host
132. In this example, it is assumed that host 132 has a local
address and host 150 has a global address. For example
purposes, it is assumed that host 150 and 132 are computers.
Alternatively, host 1.50 and 152 can be other electronic
devices that can communicate on the Internet.

FIG. 7 describes an application layer process predomi-
nantly run on host 150. In step 302, host 130 resolves the
domain name. The user wants to send data to another
process. The user provides the domain name of the desti-
nation. A resolver process converts the domain name to an
IP address.

Every domain, whether it is a single host or a top level
domain, has a set of resource records associated with it. For
a single host, the most common resource record is its IP
address. When a resolver process gives a domain name to the
domain name system, it gets back the resource records
a$ociated with that domain name.

A resource record has five fields: domain name, time to
live, class, type and value. The time to live field gives an
indication of how stable the record is. Information that is
highly stable is asigned a large value such as the number of
seconds in a day. The third field is the class. For the Internet
the class is IN. The fourth field tells the type of resource
record. One domain may have many resource records. There
are at least eight types of resource records that are important
to this discussion: SOA, A, MX, NS, CNAME, PTR,
HINFO, and TX'I". The value field for an SOA record
provides the name of the primary source of information
about the name server zone, e—mail address of its
administrator, a unique serial number and various flags and
time outs in the value field. The value field for an A record
holds a 32 bit IP address for the host. The value field for the

MX record holds the domain name of the entity willing to
accept e-mail for that particular domain name. The NS
record specifies name servers. The CNAME record allows
aliases to be created in the value field. A PTR record just
points to another name in the value field, which allows look
up of an IP address for a particular domain name. The value
field of the HINFO record indicates the type of machine and
operating system that the domain name correSponds to. An
example of resource records for a host is found below in
Table 1.

TABLE 1 

Domain Name Time to Live Class Type \hlueW
satum.tu:.corn 86400 rN HtN F0 Sun unix
Snmrn.tlc,com 86400 [N A 18853.7(“
samm.ttr:.com 86400 IN MX marsttccom 

Table 1 includes three resource records for an entity with
a domain name of saturn.ttc.com. The first resource record
indicates a time to live of 86,400 seconds (one day). The
type of record is HIN'FO and the value indicates that the
entity is a Sun workstation running the UNIX operating
system. The second line is a resource record of typeA, which
indicates that the IP address for saturn.ttc.com is
198.68.70.1. The third line indicates that e-mail for Saturn—
.ttc.com should be sent to mars.ttc.com. It is likely that there
will be a DNS record, which indicates the IP address for
mars.ttc.com.
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The DNS name space is divided into nonoverlapping
zones. Each zone is some part of the Internet space and
contains name sewers holding the authoritative information
about that zone. Normally, a zone will have one primary
name server and one or more secondary name sewers which
get their information from the primary name server. When a
resolver process has a query about a domain name, it passes
the query to one of the local name servers. If the host being
sought falls under the jurisdiction of that name server, then
that domain name server returns the authoritative resource
record. An authoritative record is one that comes from the
authority that manages the record. If, however, the host is
remote and no information about the requested host is
available locally, the name server sends a query message to
the top level name server for the host requested. The top
level name server will then provide the resource records to
the local name server which may cache the information and
forwarded it to the original resolver process. Since the
cached information in the local name server is not the
authoritative record, the time to live field is used to deter-
mine how long to use that information.

In one embodiment, DNR 130 serves as the authority
DNS server for the hosts on LAN 120. Thus, DNR 130
would store resource records for host 132. One of the
resource records for host 132 Would be a type A record
correlating the global address of DNR 130 with the domain
name for host 132. ’

Looking back at FIG. 7, after the domain name has been
resolved the application process is in possession of the IP
address for its desired destination. In step 304, the applica—
tion process requests the transport layer (cg. TCP) to
establish a connection. A socket must have been set up in
both the source and destination. The application process
submits the source’s socket, the destination’s socket, the
source’s domain name and the destination ’5 domain name to
the transport layer. In step 306, the application requests that
the transport layer send data. In step 308, the application
process may request that the transport layer receive data
(optional), In step 310, the connection between the source
and destination is closed.

FIG. 8 explains how the transport layer of host 150 sends
the data in conjunction with the request by the Application
layer in the steps of FIG. 7. In step 350, the transport layer
(e.g. TCP) receives the connection request from the appli-
cation layer. In step 352, the transport layer establishes a
connection between the source socket and destination

socket. In one embodiment, the connection request includes
the domain names of the destination and the source.

Alternatively, the domain names can be passed during step
354. In step 354, the transport layer receives from the
application layer the data to be sent to the destination socket.
Step 354 can include actually receiving data or a pointer to
data. The data received can be broken up into one or more
segments and each of the segments will be sent separately.
In step 356, one or more segments are created. Creating the
segments includes the step of creating a header (step 358),
adding the source’s domain name and the destination's
domain name to the header or data portion (step 360), and
appending the header to the data (step 362). If the domain
names are to be added to the IP packet and not to the TCP
segment, then step 360 is skipped. After the segment is
created, the transport layer sends the segments in step 370.
Sending a segment includes passing the segment to the
network layer.

FIG. 9 describes the steps taken by the network layer on
host 150 to send data in response to the steps of FIG. 3. In
step 400, the network layer receives a segment and a request
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to send a packet on the Internet (or other network). As
discussed above, the request to send a packet passes the
source and destination domain names. Alternatively, the
domain names can be embedded in the data. In step 402, a
packet is created. The step of creating the packet includes
creating the header (step 404), adding the domain names of
the source and destination to the header or data portion (step
406) and appending the header to the data (step 403). If the
domain name is to be added as part of the TCP segment and
not part of the IP packet, step 406 can be skipped. After the
packet is created in step 402, the network layer routes the
packet in step 410. The packet is routed from host 150,
through router 156, through Internet 140 and to DNR 138.
The IP packets routed include the destination IP address of
DNR 138 and the source IP address of host 150, both of
which are global addresses. The IP packet also includes the
domain name of hosts 132 and 150. In one embodiment, the
IP packet would not include the source’s domain name. Note
that the steps of FIG. 9 can be repeated for each segment.

In one embodiment, host 150 has a local address and
router 156 is a DNR. When an IP packet sent from host 150
is received at router 156, the local address of host 150 is
replaced by the global address of router 156.

FIG. 10 describes the steps performed by DNR 138 when
it receives the IP packet from host 150. In step 502, DNR
138 receives the 1? packet. In step 504, DNR-138 identifies
the destination’s domain name from the packet. Identifying
the domain name could include looking for the domain name
in the header, data portion or other location in an IP packet,
TCP segment, application data, etc. Identifying the domain
name may include reading an ASCII string. Alternatively, if
the domain names are compressed, encrypted, encoded, etc.,
then DNR 148 would need to decode, decompress,
unencrypt, etc. In step 506, DNR 138 translates the desti—
nation domain name to a local address and in step 508 the
packet is routed to the destination with the local address.

FIG. 11 describes one exemplar embodiment for perform~
ing the step of translating the destination domain name to a
local address (step 506 of FIG. 10). Other suitable methods
of translating a domain name can also be used. Translating
a domain name can include less than all of the steps of FIG.
11. In step 512, DNR 138 looks up the domain name in a
DNR table stored in its memory or other storage device. The
DNR table includes domain names and corresponding local
addresses. In one embodiment, the DNR table could also
include Ethernet addresses. It is also possible that the local
network includes multiple DNRs, forming a tree. Thus, the
entry in the DNR table for a particular domain name could
be just an address for another DNR. The packet would then
be sent to another DNR, and the second DNR that would
then use the domain name to find the final (or next) local
address to the destination or another DNR, etc. The DNR
table can be set up manually by the administrator for the
network or may be set up automatically through embedded
software, firmware or hardware.

In step 514, the DNR determines whether a record for the
domain name was found. If no record was found, then an
error message is sent back to host 150 in step 516.1fa record
is found, the global address for DNR 138 in the [1’ packet is
replaced with the local address in the table. In step 520, the
checksum for the IP header is adjusted if necessary. Since
the destination IP address has changed in the header, the
checlmum may need to be adjusted accordingly. If the
application incorporates information used by the IP packet
into its data payload, such application packets may need to
be adjusted as a result of the change in destination IPaddress.
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When a packet is received by a host, the Network Layer
passes the source and destination domain names to the
Transport Layer (at least once for each connection). The
Transport Layer may pass the source and destination domain
names to the Application Layer. Any of the layers can use the
source’s domain name to send a reply.

Although FIG. 5 shows DNR 138 connected to and
located between the LAN and the Internet, DNR 138 could
also be located inside the LAN. The present invention can be
used with network paradigms other than the TCP/IP refer—
ence model and/or the Internet.

The foregoing detailed description of the invention has
been presented for purposes of illustration and description.
It is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention
to the precise form disclosed, and obviously many modifi—
cations and variations are possible in light of the above
teaching. The described embodiments were chosen in order
to best explain the principles of the invention and its
practical application to thereby enable others skilled in the
art to best utilize the invention in various embodiments and
with various modifications as are suited to the particular use
contemplated. It is intended that the scope of the invention
be defined by the claims appended hereto.I claim:

1. Amethod for communicating data, comprising the stepsof:

receiving a data unit, said data unit includes a destination
address and a first set ofinformation representing a first
domain name, said destination address corresponds to
each entity in a set of two or more entities, said domain
name corresponds to a first entity in said set of entities;

translating said first domain name to a first address, said
first address corresponds to said first entity and does not
correspond to any other entity in said set of entities; and

sending said data unit to said first entity using said firstaddress.

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein:
said first set of information includes said first domain

name.

3. A method according to claim 1, wherein:
said first set of information includes said first domain

name and a second domain name, said second domain
name is associated with a source of said data unit.

4. A method according to claim 1, wherein:
said first set of information includes a compressed form ofsaid first domain name.

5. A method according to claim 1, wherein:
said first set of information includes an encoded form of

said first domain name.

6. A method according to claim 1, wherein:
said first set of information includes an encrypted form ofsaid first domain name.

7. A method according to claim 1, wherein:
said data unit includes a TCP segment.
8. A method according to claim 1, wherein:
said data unit includes an 1? packet.
9. A method according to claim 8, wherein:
said IF packet includes a header; and
said first set of information is stored in said header.
10. A method according to claim 9, wherein:
said header includes an options field; and
said first set of information is stored in said options field.
11. A method according to claim 8, wherein:
said IF packet includes a header; and
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said header includes a flag indicating use of domain name
routing.

12. A method according to claim 8, wherein:

said IF packet includes a header portion and data portion;and

said first set of information is stored in said'data portion.
13. Amethod according to claim I, wherein:
said step of translating includes finding a record in a table

associated with said first domain name, said record in
said table includes said first addres; and

said steps of receiving, translating and sending are per—
formed by a router.

14. A method according to claim 1, wherein:
said step of sending includes sending said data unit to arouter.

15. A method according to claim 1, wherein:
said step of sending includes routing said data unit to said

first entity.
16. A method according to claim 1, wherein:
said destination address is a global address; and
said first address is a local address.

17. A method according to claim 16, further comprising
the step of:

replacing said global address in said data unit with said
local address, said step of replacing being performed
after said step of translating.

18. A method according to claim 17, wherein:
said data unit includes a checksum; and

said method for routing data further comprises the step of
adjusting said checksum in said data unit, said step of
adjusting said checksum being performed after said
step of replacing said global address.

19. A method according to claim 1, further including the
step of:

acting as an authority domain name server for a
destination, said destination being associated with said
first address.

20. A method according to claim 1, wherein:
said step of receiving is performed by a second entity said

second entity, corresponds to said destination address.
21. A processor readable storage medium having proces—

sor readable code embodied on said processor readable
storage medium, said processor readable code for program’
ming a processor to perform a method comprising the steps
of:

receiving a data unit, said data unit includes a destination
address and a first set of information representing a first
domain name, said destination address corresponds to
each entity in a set oftwo or more entities, said domain
name corresponds to a first entity in said set of entities;

translating said first domain name to a first address, said
first address corresponds to said first entity and does not
correspond to any other entity in said set of entities; and

routing said data unit toward said first entity using said
first address.

22. A processor readable storage medium according to
claim 21, wherein:

said data unit is a TCP segment;
said TCP segment includes a header; and
said first set of information is stored in said header.

2.3. A processor readable storage medium according to
claim 21, wherein:

said data unit is an IP packet;
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said 1? packet includes a data portion and a header
portion; and

said first set of information is stored in said data portion.
24. A processor readable storage medium according to

claim 21, wherein:

said data unit is an IP packet;
said 1P packet includes a header;
said header includes an options field; and
said first set of information is stored in said options field.
25. A processor readable storage medium according to

claim 21, wherein:

said first set of information includes information repre—
senting a second domain name, said second domain
name associated with a source of said data unit.

26. A processor readable storage medium according to
claim 21, wherein:

said step of translating includes finding a record in a table
usociated with said first domain name, said record in
said table includes said first address.

27. A processor readable storage medium according to
claim 21, wherein:

said destination address is a global address; and
said first address is a loeal address.

28. A processor readable storage medium according to
claim 27, said method further comprises the step of:

replacing said global address in said data unit with said
local address, said step of replacing being performed
after said step of translating.

29. A processor readable storage medium according to
claim 28, wherein: .

said data unit includes a checksum; and
said method further comprises the step of adjusting said

checksum in said data unit, said step of adjusting said
checksum being performed after said step of replacing
said global address.

30. A method for communicating data, comprising the
steps of:

receiving a first set of data;
receiving a domain name associated with a destination;and

creating a data unit for use with a protocol below an
application layer, said step of creating a data unit
includes the steps of creating a header, appending said
header to said first set of data and adding a first set of
information representing said domain name to said data
unit, said header includes a destination address, said
domain name being different than said destination
addrem, said destination addrem corresponds to an
intermediate entity associated with a set of two or more
destination entities, said domain name corresponds to a
first entity in said set of destination entities.

31. A method according to claim 30, wherein:
said data unit is an lP packet.
32. A method according to claim 30, wherein:
said header is an IP header,
said IF header includes an option field; and
said first set of information is stored in said options field.
33. A method according to claim 30, further comprising

the step of:

sending said data unit to another entity.
34. A method according to claim 30, wherein:
said step of adding a first set of information adds said first

set of information as a trailer to said first set of data.
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35. A method according to claim 30, wherein:
said step of adding a first set of information is performed

prior to said step of appending said header to said firstset of data.

36. A method according to claim 30, further including the
steps of:

sending said data unit to said intermediate entity using
said destination address for delivery to said first entity,
said destination address is a global address;

receiving said data unit at said intermediate entity;
translating said domain name to a local address, said local

address corresponds to said first entity and does not
correspond to any other entity in said set of entities; and

sending said data unit to said first entity using said local
address.

37. A procesor readable storage medium having proces-
SUI readable code embodied on said processor readable
storage medium, said processor readable code for program-
ming a processor to perform a method comprising the steps
of:

receiving a first set of data;
receiving a domain name associated with a destination;and ‘

creating a data unit for use with a protocol below an
application layer, said step of creating a data unit
includes the steps of creating a header, appending said
header to said first set of data and adding a first set of
information representing said domain name to said data
unit, said header includes a destination address, said
domain name being different than said destination
address, said destination address corresponds to an
intermediate entity associated with a set of two or more
destination entities, said domain name corresponds to a
first entity in said wt of destination entities.

38. A promssor readable storage medium according to
claim 37, wherein:

said data unit is an IP packet.
39. A prooemor readable storage medium according to

claim 37, wherein:
said header is an IP header;
said 11’ header includes an options field; and
said first set of information is stored in said options field.
40. A processor readable storage medium according to

claim 37, wherein:
said data unit is an IP packet; and
said step of adding a first set oi information addssaid first

set of information as a trailer to said first set of data.

41. A processor readable storage medium according to
claim 37, further including the step of:

sending said data unit to a router using said destination
address for delivery to a destination host, said destina-
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tion address is a global address, said domain Baffle
corresponds to said destination host, said destinauon
host addressed by a local address.

42. An apparatus for communicating data, comprising:
a processor;
a first network interface in communication with Sald

procemor;
a second network interface in communication with Said

processor; and

a processor readable storage element in communication
with said processor, said processor readable 510mge
element storing processor readable code for program'
thing said procemor, said processor readable C0d°
oompnsmg:

first code for receiving a data unit at said first nelwork
interface, said data unit includes a global address 39"
a first set of information representing a first domatu
name, said global address corresponds to Sam
apparatus, said domain name corresponds to a film
entity in a set of entities not including said apparatus,

second code for translating said first domain name 10,3
local address, said local address corresponds to Sa‘ld
first entity and does not correspond to any other enttly
in said set of entities, and _
third code for sending said data unit to said first entity

using said second network interface and said 1063]address.

43. An apparatus according to claim 42, wherein:
said second network interface is an Ethernet interface-
44. An apparatus according to claim 42, wherein:
said processor readable storage element stores a ”bl?

said table includes a set of records, each record Of 531‘]
set of records includes a domain name and 3 local
address.

45. An apparatus according to claim 42, wherein:
said processor readable storage element stores a ”'31?

said table includes a set of records, each record Of 531d
set of records includes a domain name and a global
address.

46. An apparatus according to claim 42, wherein:
said data unit is an IP packet;
said 1? packet includes a header portion and a data

portion; and
said first set of information is stored in said data portion.
47. An apparatus according to claim 42, wherein:
said second oode replaces said global address in said data

unit with said local address.
48. An apparatus according to claim 47, wherein:
said data unit includes a checlcsum; and
said second code adjusts said checksum in said data unit»

I! t t t t
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PORT = so

RULE! ={
TIME ="1AM-12PM'

}

WWW.SRMC.COM ={
.CGI = “PROCESSCGI”
ROOT = “/HOIVIE/SRMC/HTML”

}

WWWHONOLULUNET ={
.CGI =“" ‘

ROOT = “/I-IOME/HONOLULUIHTML"
},

WWW.SANJOSE.NET -- {
£6] = “PROCESSCGI”

ALLOW ={
*HsmcCOM
205. 138 192-
205.133.192.0/23

}
DENY ={

MISTERPAINCOM

} }
WWPROXYSRMCCOM ={

MODE = RT~SERVERPROXY
}
NS.SRMC.COM ={

ALLOW ==
192.168-0.*

192.168.]! =RULEI

192.168.2.* ={

} M = “1AM.12PM“
192.168.3.* =l92.l68.2.*

} }
MJU.SRMC.COM ={

ALLOW ={

192116800123 =RULE1
}
DENY ={

92168.0! ={

} . TIME =“12PM—IAM”
}

}
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FIREWALL PROVIDING ENHANCED
NETWORK SECURITY AND USER

TRANSPARENCY

This is a continuation of patent application Ser. No. 5
08/733,361, filed Oct. 17, 1996, now US. Pat. No. 5,898,

_ 830, issued on Apr. 27, 1999, entitled, “Firewall Providing
Enhanced Network Security And User Transparency”,
invented by Wesinger, Jr. et al.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the [mention

The present invention relates to computer network secu-
rity and more particularly to firewalls, i.e., a combination of
computer hardware and software that selectively allows
“acceptable” computer transmissions to pass through it and
disallows other non-acceptable computer transmissions.

2. State of the Art

In the space of just a few years, the Interneubecause it
provides access to information, and the ability to publish
information, in revolutionary ways-has emerged from rela~
tive obscurity to international prominence. Whereas in gen~
eral an intemet is a network of networks, the lnternet is a
global collection of interconnected local, mid—level, and
wide-area networks that use the Internet Protocol (IP) as the
network layer protocol. W'hereas the lntemet embraces
many local“ and wide—area networks, a given local— or
wide»area network may or may not form part of the lntemeL
For purposes of the present specification, 3 “wide-area
network” (WAN) is a network that links at least two LANs
over a wide geographical area via one or more dedicated
connections. The public switched telephone network is an
example of a widevarea network. A “local—area network"
(LAN) is a network that takes advantage of the proximity of
computers to typically offer relatively eficient, higherspeed
communications than wide-area networks.

In addition, a network may use the same underlying
technologies as the Internet. Such a network is referred to
herein as an “Intranet,” an internal network based on Internet
standards. Because the Internet has become the most per~
vasive and successful open networking standard, basing
internal networks on the same standard is very attractive
economically. Corporate Intranets have become a strong
driving force in the marketplace of network products andsen/ices.

The present invention is directed primarily toward the
connection of an Intranet to the Internet and the connection
of intranets to other intranets, and any network connection
where security is an issue.

As the Internet and its underlying technologies have
become increasingly familiar, attention has become focused
on Internet security and computer network security in gen-
eral. With Unprecedented access to information has also
come unprecedented opportunities to gain unauthorized
acces to data, change data, destroy data, make unauthorized
use of computer resources, interfere with the intended use of
computer resources, etc. As experience has shown, the
frontier of cyberspace has its share of scofllaws, resulting in
increased efiorts to protect the data, resources, and reputa»
tions of those embracing intranets and the Internet. Firewalls
are intended to shield data and resources from the potential
ravages of computer network intruders. In essence, a firewall
functions as a mechanism which monitors and controls the
flow of data between two networks. All communications,
e.g., data packets, which flow between the networks in either
direction must pass through the firewall; otherwise, security
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is circumvented. The firewall selectively permits the com~
munications to pass from one network to the other, to
provide bidirectional security.

Ideally, a firewall would be able to prevent any and all
security breaches and attacks. Although absolute security is
indeed a goal to be sought after, due to many variables (e.g.,
physical intrusion into the physical plant) it may be ditIicult
to achieve. However, in many instances, it is of equal if not
greater importance to be alerted to an attack so that measures
may be taken to thwart the attack or render it harmless, and
to avoid future attacks of the same kind. Hence a firewall, in
addition to security, should provide timely information that
enables attacks to be detected.

Firewalls have typically relied on some combination of
two techniques atfording netWork protection: packet filter—
ing and proxy services.

Packet filtering is the action a firewall takes to selectively
control the flow of data to and from a network. Packet filters
allow or block packets, usually while routing them from one
network to another (often from the Internet to an internal
network, and vice versa). To accomplish packet filtering, a
network administrator establishes a set of rules that specify
what types of packets (e.g., those to or from a particular IP
address or port) are to be allowed to pass and what types are
to be blocked. Packet filtering may occur in a router, in a
bridge, or on an individual host computer.

Packet filters are typically configured in a “default permit
stance”; i.e., that which is not expressly prohibited is per-
mitted. In order for a packet filter to prohibit potentially
harmful traflic, it must know what the constituent packets of
that tralfic look like. However, it is virtually impossible to
catalogue all the various types of potentially harmful packets
and to distinguish them from benign packet traffic. The
filtering function required to do so is too complex. Hence,
while most packet filters may be effective in dealing with the

- most common types of network security threats, this math»
odology presents many chinks that an experienced hacker
may exploit. The level of security afl‘orded by packet
filtering, therefore, leaves much to be desired.

Recently, a further network security technique termed
“stateful inspection” has emerged. Stateful inspection pen-
forms packet filtering not on the basis of a single packet, but
on the basis of some historical window of packets on the
same port. Although stateful inspection may enhance the
level of security achievable using packet filtering, it is as yet
relatively unproven. Furthermore, although an historical
window of packets may enable the filter to more accurately
identify harmful packets, the filter must still know What it is
looking for. Building a filter with sufficient intelligence to
deal with the almost infinite variety of possible packets and
packet sequences is liable to prove an exceedingly dificulttask.

The other principal methodology used in present-day
firewalls is proxies. In order to describe prior-art proxy-
based firewalls, some further definitions are required. A
“node" is an entity that participates in network communi-
cations. A subnetwork is a portion of a network. or a
physically independent network, that may share network
addresses with omer portions of the network. An interme—
diate system Is a node that '5 connected to more than one
subnetwork and that has the role of forwarding data from
one subnetwork to the other (Le, a “router”).

A proxy is a program, running on an intermediate system,
that deals with servers (e.g,, Web servers, FTP sewers, etc.)
on behalf of clients. Clients, e.g. cemputer applications
which are attempting to communimle with a network that is
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protected by a firewall, send requests for connections to
proxy-based intermediate systems. Proxy-based intermedi-
ate systems relay approved client requests to target servers
and relay answers back to clients.

Proxies require either custom software (i.e., proxy-aware
applications) or custom user procedures in order to establish
a connection. Using custom soflware for proxying presents
several problems. Appropriate custom client software is
often available only for certain platforms, and the software
available for a particular platform may not be the software
that users prefer. Furthermore, using custom client software,
users must perform extra manual configuration to direct the
software to contact the proxy on the intermediate system.
With the custom precedure approach, the user tells the client
to connect to the proxy and then tells the proxy which host
to connect to. Typically, the user will first enter the name of
a firewall that. the user wishes to connect through. The
firewall will then prompt the user for the name of the remote
host the user wishes to connect to. Although this procedure
is relatively simple in the case of a connection that traverses
only a single firewall, as network systems grow in
complexity, a connection may traverse several firewalls.
Establishing a proxied connection in such a situation starts
to become a confusing maze, and a significant burden to the
user, since the user must know the route the connection is to
take.

Furthermore, since proxies must typically prompt the user
or the client software for a destination using a specific
protocol, they are protocol~specific. Separate proxies are
therefore required for each protocol that is to be used.

Another problematic aspect of conventional firewall
arrangements, from a security perSpective, is the common
practice of combining a firewall with other packages on the
same computing system. The firewall package itself may be
a combination of applications. For example, one WelLknown
firewall is a combination Web server and firewall. In other
cases, unrelated services may be hosted on the same com—
puting platform used for the firewall. Such services may
include e-mail, Web sewers, databases, etc. The provision of
applications in addition to the firewall on a computing
system prOVides a path through which a hacker can poten~
tially get around the security provided by the firewall.
Combining other applications on the same machine as a
firewall also has the result of allowing a greater number of
users access to the machine. The likelihood then increases
that a user will, dehberately or inadvertently, cause a secu-
rity breach.

There remains a need for a firewall that achieves both
maximum security and maximum user convenience, such
that the steps required to establish a connection are trans-
parent to the user. The present invention addresses this need.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention, generally speaking, provides a
fireWaII that achieves maximum network security and maxi-
mum user convenience. The firewall employs “envoys" that
exhibit the security robustness of prior-art proxies and the
transparency and ease-ofvuse of prior-art packet filters, com-
bining the best of both worlds No traffic can pass through
the firewall unless the firewall has established an envoy for
that traffic. Both connection—oriented (e.g., TCP) and con-
nectionlms (e.g., UDP-based) services may be handled

. using envoys. Establishment of an envoy may be atbjected
to a myriad of tests to “qualify" the user, the requested
communication, or both. Therefore, a high level of security
may be achieved.

10

4

Security may be further enhanced using out—of—band
authentication. In this approach, a communication channel,
or medium, other than the one over which the network
communication is to take place, is used to trammit or convey
an access key. The key may be transmitted from a remote
location (e.g, using a pager or other transmission device) or
may be conveyed locally using a hardware token, for
example. To gain access, a hacker must have access to a
device (e.g., a pager, a token etc.) used to receive the
out-of—band information. Pager beepoback or similar authen-
tication techniques may be especially advantageous in that,
if a hacker attempts unauthorized access to a machine while
the authorized user is in possession of the device, the user
will be alerted by the device unexpectedly receiving the

. access key. The key is unique to each transmission, such that15
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even if a hacker is able to obtain it, it cannot be used at other
times or places or with respect to any other connection.

Using envoys, the added burden associated with priorvart
proxy systems is avoided so as to achieve full
transparencymthe user can use standard applications and
need not even know of the existence of the firewall. To
achieve full transparency, the firewall is configured as two
sets of virtual hosts. The firewall is, therefore, “multi~
horned,” each home being independently configurable. One
set of hosts responds to addresses on a first network interface
of the firewall.Another set of hosts responds to addresses on
a second network interface of the firewall. In accordance
with one aspect of the invention, programmable transpar—
ency is achieved by establishing DNS mappings between
remote hosts to be accessed through one of the network
interfaces and reSpective virtual hosts on that interface. In
accordance with another aspect of the invention, automatic
transparency may be achieved using code for dynamically
mapping remote hosts to virtual hosts in accordance with a
technique referred to herein as dynamic DNS, or DDNS.

The firewall may have more than two network interfaces,
each with its own set of virtual hosts. Multiple firewalls may
be used to isolate multiple network layers. The full trans-
parency attribute ’of a single firewall system remains
unchanged in a multi—layered system: a user may, if
authorized, access a remote host multiple network layers
removed, without knowing of the existence of any of the
multiple firewalls in the system.

Furthermore, the firewalls may be configured to also
transparently perform any of various kinds of channel
processing, including various types of encryption and
decryption, compression and decompression, etc. In this
way, virtual private networks may be established whereby
two remote machines communicate securely, regardless of
the degree of proximity or separation, in the same manner as
if the machines were on the same local area network.

The problem of lntemet address scarcity may also be
addressed using multielayer network systems of the type
described. Whereas addresses on both sides of a single

, firewall must be unique in order to avoid routing errors,55

65

network segments separated by multiple firewalls may reusethe same addresses.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAMNG

The present invention may be further understood from the
following description in conjunction with the appended
drawing. In the drawing:

FIG._1 is a block diagram of a multi-layered computer
enterprise network in which the present invention may beused;

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a network similar to the
network of FIG. 1 but in which a two-sided firewall has been
replaced by a three-sided firewall;
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FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing in greater detail a
special’purpose virtual host used for configuration of a
firewall;

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a load—sharing firewall;
FIG. 5 is a block diagram of one embodiment of the

firewall of the present invention;

FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating the manner in which
the present firewall handles connection requests;

FIG. 7 is an example of a portion of the master configu-
ration file of FIG. 5;

FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating in greater detail the
structure of the present firewall; and

FIG. 9 is a block diagram of a combination firewall that
allows the bulk of the entire Internet address space to beused on both sides of the firewall.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

The following terms are used in the present specification
in accordance with the following definitions:

 

Concept/Feature Definition 

Mum-homing Multiple virtual hosts running on a
singinphysiql machine, using multiple
network addressu on a single network
interface. A virtual host assumes the
identity of one of multiple,
independently—configurable “homes" to
handle a particular connection at a
particular time.
The ability to establish in connection
through a firewall without requiringthat the user be aware of the firewall.
An intervening program that Functions
as a transparent applimtions gateway.
The use of prognmmable transparencyto achieve rud—to—end connection
across an arbitrary number of networks
that are connected by multiple multi
homing firewalls.
Code that provides a Web-like
interfirce, accessible remotely through
a secure port, for configuring afirewall.
A firewall having N network interfaces
and configured to provide multiplevirtual hosts for each interface.
In deciding whether to allow or
disallow a connection by a user, theuse of information communimted lo
the user through mean other than theduired connection.
Processing performed on data flowing
through a communications channel to
enhance same attrirute or the data,
such as security, reproduction quality,
content, etc.
An internal in which envoys
(intervening programs) are Iced to
perform encrypted communiationsfrom one man: network to another
thruufl a non-secure network.

Programmable transparency

Envoy

Multiwlayering

Configurator

N~dimensional firewall

Out~of.band authentication

Channel processing

Virtual private network

DDNS The dynamic assignment of networkaddresses to virtual hosts on a Lime‘
limited basis.

Load sharing The use of. DDNS to assign a network
address for a particular connection to a
virtual host on one of multiplemachim based on the load of the
machines.

10
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-continuedW

ConuthEeanrre DefinitionWWW
Addrem reuse The use or the same network address

within difi’erenl networks separated byfirewalls.
Programmable The use of envoys Err comedionles
Lranspnrency— (mg, UDP) communications in which n
connectionless time~out value is used to achieve the
protocol: equivalent of a connection.mm

The present firewall provides a choke point used to
control the flow of data between two networks. One of the
two networks may be the Internet, or both of the Mo

’ networks may be intranets—the nature and identity of the
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two networks is immaterial, The important point is that all
trafiic between the two networks must pass through a single,
narrow point of controlled access. Afirewall therefore brings
a great deal of leverage to bear on the problem of network
security, allowing security measures to be concentrated on
this controlled access point. To avoid possible security
compromises, the firewall should ideally run on a dedicated
computer, is. one which does not have any other user-
accssible programs running on it that could provide a path
via which communications could circumvent the firewall.

One environment in which firewalls are particularly desir—
able is in enterprise network systems, in which a number of
individual networks that may be respectively associated with
different departments or divisions of a company, for
example, are connected with one another. In such an
environment, firewalls can be employed to restrict access to
the individual networks. While not limited to this particular
situation, the present invention will be described hereinafter
in such a context, to facilitate an understanding of its
underlying principles.

Referring now to FIG. I; assume that the accounting
departments of two remote corporate sites are networked,
and that these two different accounting networlG are to be
connected via the Internet or a similar nonasec'ure, wide—area
network. For purposes of illustration, a first site 101 having
a first accounting network 103 might be located in
California, and a second site 151 having a second accounting
network 153 might be located in Japan. Within each site,
each accountng network may be part of a larger corporate
network (109, 159). Precautions are required to safeguard
sensitive accounting data such that it cannot be accessed
over the general corporate network. A first firewall (105,
155) is used for this purpose. The first firewall is interposed
between the accounting network and the general corporatenetwork.

A convenient way to place the two accounting networks
in communication with each other is through the Internet
120. which comprises another layer of a mtdti-layer nct~
work. As mmpared to other forms of connection, the Inter—
net may be more economical, more easily accessible, and
more robust. Connecting to the Internet, however, requires
that access between the Internet and the respective sites be
strictly controlled. A second firewall (107, 157) is used at
each site for this purpose.

In the following desaription, the present firewall is illus—
trated most often as a rectangle haVing along each of two
edges thereof a network connection and a row of boxes

representing multiple “homes," corresponding to respective
virtual hosts. A virtual host along one edge may be used to
initiate a comedian only in reSponse to a request from the
network connection that enters the firewall at that edge. The
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connection, once established, is fully bi—directional, with the
same Virtual host passing data between the originating
network connection and the network connection at the
opposite edge of the firewall.

More generally, the firewall may be N-sided, having N
network connections and being illustrated as an N-sidcd
polygon. Any virtual host may establish a connection
between any pair of network connections so long as the
connection originated from the network connection adjoin-
ing that virtual host. Again, the connection, once established,
is fully Iii-directional.

The firewalls 105, 107, 155 and 157 are each of a
construction to be more particularly described hereinafter.
Each firewall is multi-homing. This means that each firewall
is configured as multiple virtual hosts running on a physical
computer. In the example of FIG. 1, a firewall is depicted as
a single computer having multiple virtual hosts on each of its
two interfaces. In practice, the multiple virtualhosts can be
configured in this manner or, alternatively, implemented in
any number of computers, 5 explained in detail hereinafter.
Each virtual host corresponds to a “home”, i.e. a site via
which a connection is made between the two networks on
either side of the firewall. At different times, the same virtual
host might correspond to different homes associated with
difl’erent connections. At any given time, however, a virtual
host represents one home. In the following description of the
particular example illustrated in FIG. 1, therefore, homes
and virtual hosts are described as being synonymous with
one another. Each virtual host is fully independently con-
figurable and unique from each of the other virtual hosts.
Considering the firewall 105 as being exemplary of each of
the firewalls 105, 107, 155 and 157, one set of hosts 105a
responds to addresses on a first network interface of the
firewall. Another set of hosts 10517 responds to addresses on
a second network interface of the firewall.

Normally, in accordance with the prior art, connecting
from one computer to another remote computer along a
route traversing one or more firewalls would require the user
to configure a prior—art proxy for each firewall to be tra-
versed- In accordance with one aspect of the invention,
however, programmable transparency is achieved by estab—
lishing DNS mappings between remote hosts to be accessed
through one of the network interfaces and respective virtual
hosts on that interface.

DNS is a distributed database system that translates host
names to IP addresses and IP addresses to host names (e.g,
it might translate host name homer.odyssey.c0m to
129.186.424.43). The information required to perform such
tramlations is stored in DNS tables. Any program that uses
host names can be a DNS client. DNS is designed to
translate and forward queries and responses between clientsand servers.

When a client needs a particular piece of information
(e.g., the IP address of homer.odyssey.com), it asks its local
DNS server for that information. The local DNS server first
examines its own local memory, such as a cache, to see if it
already knows the answer to the client’s query. If not, the
local DNS server asks other DNS servers, in turn, to
discover the answer to the client's query. When the local
DNS server gets the answer (or decides that for some reason
it cannot), it stores any information it received and answers
the client. For example, to find the IP address for
homer.odyssey.com, the local DNS server first asks a public
root name server which machines are name sewers for the
corn domain. It then asks one of those “com" name servers
which machines are name sewers for the odysseycom
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8
domain, and then it asks one of those name servers for the
IP address of homer.odyssey.corn.

This asking and answering is all, transparent to the client.
As far as the client is concerned, it has communicated only
with the local server. It does not know or care that the local
server may have contacted several other servers in the
process of answering the original question.

Referring still to FIG. 1, the firewall 105 is associated
with a respective domain name server 115. Each of the other
firewalls 107, 155, 157 is also associated with a respective
domain name server 117, 165, 167. The domain name server
may be a dedicated virtual host on the same physical
machine as the firewall. Alternatively, the domain name
server may be a separate machine. A domain name server is
provided for each layer in the multidayer network.

In operation, assume now that a client C on the accounting
network 103 is to connect to a host D on the accounting
network 153 on a repeated basis. The DNS tables of each of
the firewalls may then be programmed so as to enable such
a connection to be established transparently, without the user
so much as being aware of any of the firewalls 105, 107, 155,
15'7~——hence the term programmable transparency. Both for-
ward and reverse table entries are made in the domain name

servers. Within a domain name server 115, for example, D
(the name of the remote host, e.g., mach1.XYZcorp.com)
might be mapped to a Virtual host having a network address
that concludes with the digits 1.1, and vice versa. Within the
domain name server 117, D might be mapped to 5.4, within
the domain name server 167, D might be mapped to 3.22,
and within the domain name server 165, D might be mapped
to 4.5, where each of the foregoing addresses has been
randomly chosen simply for purposes of illustration. Finally,
within a conventional DNS server (not shown), D is mapped
to the “real” network address (e.g, the IP address) of D, say,55.2.

When client C tries to initiate a comedian to host D using
the name of D, DNS operates in the usual manner to
propagate a name request to successive levels of the network
until D is found. The DNS server for D returns the network
address of D to a virtual host on the firewall 155. The virtual
host returns its network address to the virtual host on the

firewall 157 from which it received the lockup request, and
so on, until a virtual host on the firewall 105 returns its

network address (instead of the network addrem of D) to the
client C. This activity is all transparent to the user.

Note that at each network level, the virtual host handling
a connection is indistinguishable to the preceding virtual (or
real) best from D itself. Thus, to the client C, the virtual host
1.1 is D, to the virtual‘hosl 1.1, the, virtual host 5.4 is D, etc.
There is no limit to the number of network layers that may
be traversed in this fashion, or any difl‘erence in operation as
the number of network layers increases. This mum—layering
capability allows two remote machines to communicate with
the same ease as if the machines were on the same local area
network, regardless of the degree of proximity or separation.

Programmable transparency is based upon what may be
termed "envoys.” Important difi'erences exist between
envoys as described herein and conventional proxies.
Normally, a prior-art proxy would have to prompt the user
to enter a destination. To enable such prompting to occur,
different proxy code has conventionally been required for
each protocol to be proxied. Using programmable
transparency, the destination is provided to an envoy using
DNS and/or DDNS as described more fully hereinafter.
There is therefore no need to always prompt the user for a
destination and no need for the user to always enter a
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destination (although a mode of operation may be provided
in which the user is prompted for and does enter a
destination). Instead of a collection of conventional
protoccl~specific proxies, a single genetic envoy program
may be used.

The foregoing discussion has foettsed on the program-
mable transparency aspects of the present firewall. Of
course, a primary function of a firewall is to selectively
allow and disallow communications. Hence, in the course of
establishing a connection, each virtual host examines a
configuration table to determine, based on the particulars of
the requested connection—source, destination, protocol,
time-of—day, port number, etc.——whether such a connection
will be allowed or disallowed. The process by which con—
nection requests may be scrutinized is described in greater
detail in US. patent application Ser. No. 08/595,957 entitled
FIREWALL SYSTEM FOR PROTECTING NETWORK
ELEMENTS CONNECTED TO A PUBLIC NETWORK,
filed Feb. 6, 1996 and incorporated herein by reference.

The firewall may have more than two network interfaces,
each with its own set of Virtual hosts. Referring to FIG. 2,
for example, the two—sided firewall discussed previously in
relation to FIG. 1 has been replaced by a three~sided firewall
205. An accounting department network 203 and a general
corporate network 209 are connected to the firewall 205 as
previously described. Also connected to the firewall 205 is
an engineering department network 202. ln general, a fire.
wall may be N-sided, having N different network connec-
tions. For each network connection there may be multiple
virtual hosts which operate in the manner described above.

Referring again to FIG. 1, configuration of the firewalls
may be easily accomplished by providing on each firewall a
special-purpose virtual host that runs “Configurator”
software—software that provides a “lab—based front-end for
editing configuration files for the other virtual hosts on the
firewall. The special-purpose virtual host (116, 118, 166 and
168 in FIG. 1) is preferably configured so as to allow only
a connection from a specified secure client. The Configu—
rator software running on the special—purpose virtual host is
HTML-based in order to provide an authorized system
administrator a familiar “point—and—click" interface for con-
figuring the virtual firewalls in as convenient a manner as
possible using a standard Web browser. Since Web browsers
are available for virtually every platform, there results a
generic GUI interface that takes adVantage of existing
technology.

Referring more particularly to FIG. 3, there is shown a
firewall 305 having a first set of virtual hosts 30511, a second
set of virtual hosts 30517, and a DNS/DDNS module 315.
The virtual hosts do not require and preferably do not have
access to the disk files of the underlying machine. Instead,
virtual host processes are spawned from a daemon process
that reads a master configuration file from disk once at
startvup. The DNS/DDNS module and the special—purpose
virtual host 317 do have access to disk files 316 of the

underlying physical machine. The special»purpose virtual
host 317, shown in exploded View, runs an HTML-based
Configurator module 319. Access to the special-purpose
virtual host is scrutinized in accordance with rules stored on
disk within configuration files 32]. Typically, these mles
will restrict access to a lcnoWn secure host, will require at
least username/password authentication and optionally more
rigorous authentication. Once access is granted, the Con—
figurator module will send to the authorized accessing host
a first HTML page. From this page, the user may navigate
through difierent HTML pages using a conventional Web
browser and may submit information to the Special-purpose
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virtual host. The special-purpose virtual host will then use
this information to update the configuration files 321.

As will be appreciated more fully from the description of
FIG. 7 hereinafter, configuration is based on host names, not
lP addressesAs a result, two mappings are required in order
to handle a connection request. The requester needs an IP
address. To this end, a first mapping maps from the host
name received in the connection request to the IP address of
a virtual host. The virtual host, however, news the host
name of the host to be connected to. To this end, the second
mapping maps back to the host name in order to read an
appropriate configuration file or sub—file based on the host
name. Thus, when a connection request is received for
homer. odyssey.com, DNS/DDNS in effiact says to the
requester “Use virtual host X.X.X.X," where X.X.X.X rep-
resents an IP address. Then, when the virtual host receives

the request, it performs a reverse lookup using DNSIDDNS,
whereupon DNS/DDNS in effect says “Virtual host
X.X.X.X, use the configuration information for homer.od-
ysseycom.”

Security may be further enhanced, both \m‘th respect to
connections to the special—purpose virtual host for configu-
ration purposes and also with respect to connections
generally, by using out-of‘band user authentication. Outvof-
band authentication uses a channel, a device or any other
communications method or medium which is different from
that over which the inter-network communication is to take
place to transmit or convey an access key. Hence, in the
example of FIG. 1, the firewall 155, upon receiving a
connection request from a particular source, might send a
message, including a key, to a pager 119 of the authorized
user of the source client. The user might be requested to
simply enter the key. In more sophisticated arrangements,
the user may be required to enter the key into a speCial
hardware token to generate a further key. To gain acces, a
hacker must therefore steal one or more devices (e.g, a pager
used to receive the out-ofeband transmissions, a hardware
token, etc.). Funhermore, if a hacker attempts unauthorized
access to a machine while the authorized user is in posses—
sion of the pager or other communications device, the user
will be alerted by the device unexpectedly receiving a
message and access key.

Other methods may be used to communicate out—of—baud
so as to deliver the required access key. For example, the
firewall 155 might send a fax to the fax number of the user
of the source machine. Alternatively, identifying informa—
tion may be sent to the user across the network, after which
the user may be required to dial an unpublished number and
enter the identifying information in order to receive a voice
message containing the required key.

In each of the foregoing methodologies, the key is
cmnectiOn—wecific. That is, once the connection is closed or
the attempt to establish a connection is abandoned, if a user
again attempts to establish a connection, the key that pre-
viously applied or would have applied is no longer appli»cable.

The difiercnt virtual hosts may also be configured to
perform channel processing of various sorts as trafiic
traverses difi‘erent network segments. Channel processing
may include encryption, decryption, compression,
decompression, image or sound enhancement, content
filtering, etc. Channel processing is the processing per-
formed on data flowing through a communications channel
to enhance some attribute of the data, such as security,
reproduction quality, etc. In some instances, channel pro»
cessing may actually afleet the content of the data, for
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example “bleeping” Obscenities by replacing them with a
distinctive character string. Alternatively, channel process-
ing may intervene to cause a connection to be closed if the
content to be sent on that connection is found to be objec-
tionable.

Channel processing may be performed using existing
standard software modules. In the case of encryption and
decryption, for example, modules for DES, RSA, Cylink,
SET, SSL, and other types of encryption/decryption and
authentication may be provided on the firewall. In the case
of compression and decompression, standard modules may
include MPEG, JPEG, LZ-based algorithms, etc. Based on
information contained in the configuration files, information
passing through the firewall may be processed using one or
more such modules depending on the direction of data flow.

Channel processing may be used to perform protocol
translation, for example between IP and some other protocol
or protocols. One problem that has recently received atten-
tion is that of using IP for satellite uplink and downlink
transmissions. The relatively long transit times involved in
satellite transmissions can cause problems using 11’. One
possible solution is to perform protocol translation between
IP and an existing protocol used for satellite transmissions.
Such protocol translation could be performed transparently
to the user using a firewall of the type described.

Channel processing may also be used to perform virus
detection. Blanket virus detection across all platforms is a
daunting task and may not be practical in most cases. A
system administrator may, however, configure the system to
perform specified virus checking for specified hosts.

Encryption and decryption are particularly important to
realizing the potential of the Internet and network commuA
nications. In the example just described, on the network
segment between firewall 105 and 107, DES encryption
might be used, in accordance with the configuration file on
firewalls 105 and 107. Across the Internet, between firewall
107 and firewall 155, triple DES may be applied. On the
network segment between firewall 155 and 157 RSA encryp«
tion may be used. Alternatively, encryption could be pep
formed between firewalls 105 and 155 and also between 107

and 155 and also between 157 and 155. Thus the firewall 157
may then decrypt the cumulative results of the foregoing
multiple encryptions to produce clear text to be passed on to
host D. Combining encryption capabilities with program-
mable transparency as described above allows for the cre‘
ation of Virtual private networks-networks in which two
remote machines communicate securely through cyberspace
in the same manner as if the machines were on the same
local area network.

Using DDNS, mappings between a host machine and a
virtual host are performed dynamically, on—the~fly, as
required. Any of various algorithms may be used to seled a
virtual host to handle a connection request, including, for
example, a least-recently-used strategy. A time—out period is
established such that, if a connection has been closed and is
not reopened wi thin the timeout period, the virtual host that
was servicing that connection may be re-mapped so as to
service another connection—Le, it becomes associated with
a diflerent node. In this manner, the number of clients that
may be serviced is vastly increased. In particular, instead of
the number of clients that may use a particular network
interface being limited to the number of virrual hosts on that
interface as would be the case using static DNS entries.
using DDNS, any number of hosts may use a particular
network interface subject to availability of a virtual host.
Moreover, instead of making static DNS entries at each level
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of a multi-level network, using DDNS, such entries are
rendered unnecessary.

DDNS allows for dynamic load sharing among dilIerent
physical machines. Hentx, instead of a single physical
machine, one or more of the firewalls in FIG. 1 might be
realized by two or more physical machines. When perform~
ing mapping, DDNS can take account of the load on the
physical machine using conventional techniques. If one
physical machine fails, the functions of that machine may
still be performed by virtual hosts running on another
physical machine. DDNS likewise allows a firewall to be
scaled~up very easily, by adding one or more additional
physical machines and configuring those machines as addi-
tional virtual hosts having identical configurations as on the
ein’sting physical machine or machines, but different net-work addresses.

Referring more particularly to FIG. 4, a load-sharing
firewall is realized using a first firewall 407 and a second
firewall 408 connected in parallel to a network 420 such as
the Internet. Redundancy is provided by conventional DNS
procedures. That is, in DNS, redundant name sewers are
required by the DNS specification. If a query addressed to
one of the redundant name servers does not receive a
response, the same query may then be addressed to another
name server. The same result holds true in FIG. 4. If one of
the physical firewall machines 407 or 408 is down, the other
machine enables normal operation to continue.

The configuration of FIG. 4, however, further allows the
physical firewall machines 407 and 408 to share the aggre-
gate processing load of current connections. Load sharing
may be achieved in the following manner. Each of the DNS
modules of all of the machines receive all DNS queries,
because the machines are connected in parallel. Presumably,
the DNS module of the machine that is least busy will be the
first to respond to a query. An ensuing connection request is
then mapped to a virtual host on the responding least-busymachine.

As the popularity and use of the Internet continues to
grow, there is a concern that an available addresses will be
used, thereby limiting further expansion. An important result
of DDNS is that netw0rk addresses may be reused on
network segments beEWeen which at least one firewall
intervenes. More particularly, the addresses which are
employed on Opposite sides of a firewall are mutually
exclusive of one another to avoid routing errors. Referring
again to the example of FIG. 1, users of the Internet 120 are
unaware of the addresses employed on a network segment
110. Certain addresses can be reserved for use behind a
firewall. As shown in FIG. 1, for example, the subset of
addresses represented as 192.168.X.X can be used on the
network segment 110. So long as an address is not used on
both sides of the same firewall, no routing errors will be
introduced. Therefore, the same set of addresses can be used
on the network segment 160, which is separated from the
Internet via the firewall 157. On network segment 102 and
network segment 152, the entire address space may be used,
less those addresses used on the segments 110, 120 of the
re5pective firewalls 105 and 155. Thus by isolating lntemet
Service Providers (ISPS) from the Internet at large using
firewalls of the type described, each 18? could enjoy use of
almost the full address space of the Internet (232 addresses).
Exhaustion of network addresses, presently a grave concern
within the Internet community, is therefore made highlyunlikely. ‘
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Address reuse may be further facilitated by providing
multiple multi-homing firewall programs running on a
single physical machine and defining a virtual network
connection between the twa firewall programs using an IP
address within the range 192.168.X.X as described previ-
ously. To the user and to the outside world, this “compound
firewall" appears as a single multi—homing firewall of the
type previously described. However, since internally the
firewall is really two firewalls, the entire lntemet address
space may be used on both sides of the firewall, except for
the addresses 192.163.X.X. This configuration is illustrated
in FIG. 9.

In essence, the use of firewalls as presently described
allows the prevailing address model of network communi-
cations to be transformed from one in which IP addresses are
used for end-to-end transport to one in which host names are
used for end-to—end transport, with IP addresses being of
only local significance. The current use of IP addresses for
end—to—end transport may be referred to as address-based
routing. Using address-based routing, address exhaustion
becomes a real and pressing concern. The use of host names
for end-to~end transport as presently described may be
referred to as name~based routing. Using name-based
routing, the problem of address exhaustion is eliminated.

The firewall as described also allows for envoys to handle
connectionless (cg, UDP—~User Datagram Protocol) trafic,
which has been problematic in the prior art. UDP is an
example of a connectionless protoc:ol in which packets are
launched without any end—to~end handshaking. 1n the case of
many prior-art firewalls, UDP traffic goes right through the
firewall unimpeded. The present firewall handles connec-
tionless traflic using envoys. Rules checking is performed on
a first data packet to be sent from the first computer to the
second computer. If the‘result of this rules checking is to
allow the first packet to be sent, a time-out limit associated
with communications betwaen the first computer and the
second computer via UDP is established, and the first packet
is sent from one of the virtual hosts to the second computer
on behalf of the first computer. Thereafter, for so long as the
time—out limit has not expired, subsequent packets between
the first computer and the second computer are checked and
sent. A long~lived session is therefore created for UDP
traffic. After the time—out limit has expired, the virtual host
may be remapped to a difierent network address to handle a
difi‘erent connection.

The construction of a typical firewall in accordance with
the present invention will now be described in greater detail.
Referring to FIG. 5, the firewall is a software package that
runs on a physical machine 500. One example of a suitable
machine is a super-minionmputer such as a SparcServer
machine available from Sun Microsystems of Menlo Park,
Calif. The firewall may, however, run on any of a wide
variety of suitable platforms and operating systems. The
present invention is not dependent upon a particular choice
of platform and operating system.

Conventionally, the logical view of the firewall on the
Internet, an intranet, or same other computer network is the
same as the physical view of the underlying hardware. A
single network address has been associated with a single
network interface. As a result, no mechanism has existed for
distinguishing between communications received on a
single network interface and hence directing those commu-
nications to difi'erent logical machines.
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As described previously, this limitation may be overcome
by recognizing multiple addresses on a single network
interfacz, mappingbetween respective addresses and respec-
tive virtual hosts, and directing communications to dilIerent
addresses to difi‘erent virtual hosts. Therefore, the present
firewall, although it runs on a limited number of physical
machines, such as a single computer 500, appears on the
network as a larger number of virtual hosts VH1 through
VHn. Each virtual host has a separate configuration sub-file
(sub-database) C1, CZ, etc., that may be derived fiom a
master configuration file, or database, 510. The configura—
tion subnfiles are text files that may be used to enable or
disable dilferent functions for each virtual host, specify
which connections and types of traflic will be allowed and
which will be denied, etc. Because the configuration files are
text files, they may be easily modified at any time followinginitial installation.

Preferably, each virtual host also has its own separate log
file L1, L2, etc. This feature allows for more precise and
more effective security monitoring.

The firewall is capable of servicing many simultaneous
connections. The number of allowable simultaneous con-

nections Ls configurable and may be limited to a predeter-
mined number, or may be limited not by number but only by
the load currently experiean by the physical machine. The
number of maximum allowable connections or the maxi-
mum allowable machine load may be specified in the
configuration file.

As described in greater detail in connection with FIG. 7,
each configuration file C1, C2, etc., may have an access rules
database 513, including an Allow portion 515, a Deny
portion 517, or both. Using the access rules database 513,
the firewall selectively allows and denies connections to
implement a network security policy.

The firewall is self-daemoning, meaning that it is not
subject to the limitations ordinarily imposed by the usual
Internet meta-daemon, INE'I'D, or other operating- system
limitations. Referring to FIG. 6, when the firewall is brought
up, it first reads in the master configuration file and then
becomes a daemon and waits for connection requests. When
a connection request is received, the firewall spawns a
process, or execution thread, to create a virtual host VI-ln to
handle that connection requesL Each proces runs olI the
same base code. However, each process will typically use its
own subvdalabase from within the master configuration
database to determine the configuration of that particular
virtual host. Processes are created “on demand” as connec-
tion requests are received and terminate as service of those
connection requests is completed.

An example of a portion of a master configuration file is
shOWn in FIG. 7. Within the master configuration file
database, different portions of the file form sub—databases for
different virtual hosts. Each sub-database may specify a root
directory for that particular virtual host. Also as part of the
configuration file of each virtual host, an access rules
database is provided governing access to and through the
virtual host, i.e., which connections will be allowed and
which connections will be denied. The syntax of the access
rules database is such as to allow greater flexibility in
specifying not only what machines are or are not to be
allowed access, but also when such access is allowed to
occur and which users are authorized. The access rules
database may have an Allow portion, a Deny portion or both.
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Proassing with respect to the Allow database is performed
prior to processing with respect to the Deny database.

* Therefore, if there is an entry for a the requested connection
in the Allow database and no entry for that mnnection in the
Deny database, then the connection will be allowed. If there
is no Allow database and no entry in the Deny database, then
the connection will also be allowed. If there is an entry for
the requested connection in the Deny database, then the
connection will be denied regardless. Machines may be
specified by name or by IP address, and may include
“wildcards,” address masks, etc., for example:
Misterl’ain.com, ‘.srmc.corn, 191168.03, 192.168.0024,and so on.

Time restrictions may be included in either the Allow
rules or the Deny rules. For example, access may be allowed
from 1 am to 12 pm; alternatively, access may be denied
from 12 pm to 1 am. Also, rules may be defmed by
identifiers, such as RULEI, RULEZ, etc., and used else-
where within the configuration sub-file of the virtual host to
simplify and alleviate the need for replication.

All access rules must be satisfied in order to gain access
to a virtual host. Depending on the virtual host, however, and
as specified within the configuration sub—file, separate access
scrutiny may be applied based on DNS entries. The access-
ing machine may be required to have a DNS (Domain Name
Services) entry. Having a DNS entry lends at least some
level of legitimacy to the accessing machine. Furthermore,
the accessing machine may in addition be required to have
a reverse DNS entry. Finally, it may be required that the
forward DNS entry and the reverse DNS entry match each
other, i.e., that an adde mapped to from a given host name
map back to the same host name.

If access is gamed and a connection is opened, when Ihe
connection is later closed, a log entry is made recording
information about that access. Log entries may also be made
when a connection is opened, as data transport proceeds, etc.

Referring now to FIG. 8, the logical structure of the
present firewall is shown in greater detail. The main execu-
tion of the firewall is controlled by a daemon. ln FIG. 8, the
daemon includes elements 801, 803 and 805. Although the
daemon mode of operation is the default mode, the same
code can also be run interactively under the conventional
INETD daemon. Hence, when the firewall is first brought
up, command‘line processing is performed in block 801 to
determine the mode of operation (daemon or interactive),
which configuration file to read, etc. For purposes of the
present discussion, the daemon mode of operation. which is
the default, Will be assumed.

In the daemon mode of operation, a process first reads the
configuration file before becoming a daemon. By daemon»
izing after the configuration file (eg, the master configu-
ration file) has been read, the configuration file in effect
becomes “hard coded" into the program such that the
program no longer has to read it in. The daemon then waits
to receive a connection request.

When a connection request is received, the daemon
spawns a process to handle the connection request. This
process then uses a piece of code referred to herein as an
INET Wrapper 810 to check on the local side of the
connection and the remote side of the connection to

determine, in accordance with the appropriate Allow and
Deny databases, whether the connection is to be allowed.

First the address and name (if possible) are obtained of the
virtual host for which a connection is requested. Once the
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virtual host has been identified by name or at least by IP
address, the master configuration database is scanned to see
if a corresponding sub-database exists for that virtual host.
If so, the sub-«database is set as the configuration database of
the virtual host so that the master configuration database
need no longer be referred to. if no corresponding sub-
database is found, then by default the master configuration
database is used as the configuration database. There may be
any number of virtual hosts, all independently configurable
and all running on the same physical machine. The deter—
mination of which Virtual host the process is to become is
made in block 803, under the heading of “mold-homing.”

Once the process has determined which host it is, imme-
diately thereafter, the process changes to a user profile in
block 805 as defmed in the configuration, so as to become
an unprivileged user. This step of becoming an unprivileged
user is a security measure that avoids various known secu—
rity hazards. The lNET Wrapper is then used to check on the
remote host, i.e., the host requesting the connection. First,
the configuration database is consulted to determine the
level of access scrutiny that will be applied. (The default
level of access scrutiny is that no DNS entry is required.)
Then, the address and name (if possible) are obtained of the
machine requesting the connection, and the appropriate level
of access scrutiny is applied as determined from the con-
figuration database. ’

If the remote host satisfies the required level of access
scrutiny insofar as DNS entries are concerned, the INET
Wrapper gets the Allow and Deny databases for the Virtual
host. First the Allow database is checked, and if. there is an
Allow database but the remote host is not found in it, the
connection is denied. Then the Deny database is checked. If
the remote host is found in the Deny database, then the
connection is denied regardless of the allow database. All
other rules must also be satisfied, regarding time of access,
etc. If all the rules are satisfied, then the connection isallowed.

Once the connection has been allowed, the virtual host
process invokes code 818 that performs protocol~based
connection processing and, optionally, code 823 that per-
forms channel processing (encryption, decryption,
compression, decompression, etc). When processing is
completed, the connection is closed, if it has not already
been closed implicitly.

It will be appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the art
that the invention can be embodied in other specific forms
without departing from the Spirit or essential character
thereof. The presently disclosed embodiments are therefore
considered in all respects to be illustrative and not restric—
tive. The scope of the invention is indicated by the appended
claims rather than the foregoing description, and all changes
which come within the meaning and range of equivalents
thereof are intended to be embraced therein.

What Ls, claimed is:

1. in a computer netwmking environment having a plu—
rality of firewall nodes on a path between a first terminal and
a host terminal, where the firewall nodes delineate one
network segment from another network segment, a method

0: establishing a communication link comprising the steps0 :

providing a plurality of virtual hosts on each of the
plurality of firewall nodes;

forming forward and reverse DNS tables for each of said
plurality of firewall nodes wherein the DNS entries
correspond to addresses of the virtual hosts on a given
network segment and the virtual hosts correspond toactual hosts;
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in response to the first terminal’s DNS query to determine
the addres of the host, providing the addres of the
virtual host aSsigned to handle requests for the host
terminal;

transmitting a connection request using the address of the
virtual host;

at the virtual host assigned to handle requests for the host,
and subsequently, at each successive virtual host
located on firewall nodes on the path:
receiving a connection request;
obtaining a host name using reverse DNS, the host

name corresponding to the requested address;
obtaining an address for use on the next network

segment using DNS corresponding to the host name;
requesting a connection using the address for the next

network segment;

receiving a connection request at the host and responding
to the request; and,

5

10

15

18
transmitting the response in the reverse direction travers~

ing the same path from virtual host to virtual host until
the response reaches the first terminal.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the virtual hosts of a

given firewall node resides on more than one physicalmachine.

3. The method of claim 2 wherein the DNS service is
dynamicaily updated depending upon the load associated
with the physical machines.

4. The method of claim 1 wherein the virtual hosts
perform channel processing.

5. The method of claim 1 wherein each virtual host has a
set of configuration parameters.

6. The method of claim 1 wherein one of the virtual hosts
on each firewall node is a configuration host allowing for the
configuration of the firewall node.

i 1 11 it *
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR AN
INTERNET PROTOCOL (IP) NETWORK

CLUSTERING SYSTEM

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLIOATIONS

This application is related to application Ser. No. 09/197,
018 entitled “Method and Apparatus for TCP/1P load bal~
ancing in an IP Netwmk Clustering System,” concurrently
filed Nov. 20, 1998, and still pending.

TECHNICAL FIELD

This invention relates to the field of Computer Systems in
the general Network Communications sector. More
specifically, the invention is a method and apparatus for an
Internet Protocol (IP) Network clustering system.

BACKGROUND ART

As more and more businesses develop electronic com-
merce applications using the lntemet in order to market and
to manage the ordering and delivery of their products, these
businesses are searching for cost—elfective Internet links that
provide both security and high availability. Such mission-
critical applications need to run all day, every day with the
network components being highly reliable and easily scal-
able as the memage traflic grows. National carriers and local
Internet Service Providers (ISPs) are now olfcring Virtual
Private Networks (VFW—enhanced Internet-based back-
bones tying together corporate workgroups on farvflung
Local Area Networks (LANs)-as the solution to these
requirements.

Anumber of companies have recently announced current
or proposed VPN products and/or systems which variously
support IPSec, IKE (ISAmP/Oakley) encryption-key
management, as well as draft protocols for Point-lo—Point
Tunneling protocol (Pm), and Layer 2 Tunneling protocol
(DTP) in order to provide secure tratlic to users. Some of
these products include IBM’s NWays Multiprotocol Routing
Servicesm2.2, Bay Networks Optivity'm and Centillion'm
products, Ascend Communication’s MultiVPNTM package,
Digital Equipment’s ADI VPN product family, and Indus
River’s RiverWorksm VPN planned products. However,
none of these products are Icnown to ofler capabilities which
minimizes delay and session loss by a controlled fail—over
process.

These VPNs place enormous demands on the enterprise
network infrastructure. Single points of failure components
such as gateways, firewalls, tunnel servers and other choke
points that need to be made highly reliable and scaleable are
being addressed with redundant equipment such as “hot
standbys” and various types of clustering systems.

For example, CISCO'"M lnc. now ofi'ers a new product
called LocalDirectorTM which functions as a front-end to a
group of servers, dynamically load balances TCP traflic
betwaen servers to ensure timely access and response to
requests. The LocalDirector provides the appearance, to end
users, of a “virtual” server. For purposes of providing
continuous access if the LocalDirector fails, users are
required to purchase a redundant LocalDirector system
which is directly attached to the primary unit, the redundant
unit acting as a “hot” standby. The standw unit does no
processing work itself until the master unit fails. The
standby unit uses the failover 1P addreS and the secondary
Media Access Control (MAC) address (which are the same
as the primary unit), thus no Address Resolution Protocol
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(ARP) is required to switch to the standby unit. However,
because the standby unit does not keep state information on
each connection, all active connections are dropped and
must be re—cstablished by the clients. Moreover, because the
“hot standby" does no concurrent processing it offers no
processing load relief nor scaling ability.

Similarly, Valence“ Research Inc. (recently purchased
by Microsoft® Corporation) offers a software product called
Convoy Cluster?“ (Convoy). Convoy installs as a standard
Windows NT networking driver and runs on an existing
LAN. It operates in a transparent manner to both server
applications and TCP/1P clients. These clients can access the
cluster as if it is a single computer by using one IP address.
Convoy automatically balances the networking trafiic
betwoen the clustered computers and can rebalance the load
whenever a cluster member comes on-line or goes ofilline.
However this system appears to use a compute inlensive and
memory wasteful method for determining which message
type is to be processed by which cluster member in that the
memage source port address and destination port address
combination is med as an index key which must be stored
and compared against the similar combination of each
incoming message to determine which member is to process
the message. Moreover, this system does not do failover.

There is a need in the art for an IP network cluster system
which can easily scale to handle the exploding bandwidth
requirements of users. There is a further need to maximize
network availability, reliability and performance in terms of
throughput, delay and packet loss by making the cluster
overhead as efficient as possible, because more and more
people are getting on the Internet and staying on it longer. A
still ftu'ther need exists to provide a reliable failover system
for TCP based systems by efiiciently saving the state infor-
mation on all connections so as to minimize packet loss andthe need for reconnections.

Computer cluster systems including “single-system-
image” clusters are known in the art. See for example,
“Scalable Parallel Computing” by Kai Hwang & Zhiwei Xu,
McGrawvHill, 1998, ISBN 0437-0317984, Chapters 9 8t 10,
Page: 453—564, which are hereby incorporated fully herein
by reference. Various Commercial Cluster System products
are described therein, including DEC’s TruClustersT"
system, IBM’s SP7” system, Microsoft’s lNolfpackTM sys»
tem and The Berkeley NOW Project. None of these systems
are known to provide eflicient IP Network cluster capability
along With combined scalability, load.balancing and con-trolled TCP fail-over.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention overcomes the disadvantages of the
abovedescribed systems by providing an economical, high-
performanoe, adaptable system and method for an IP Net-work cluster.

The present invention is an IP Network clustering system
which can provide a highly scalable system which optimizes
message throughput by adaptively load balancing its
components, and which minimizes delay and packet loss
especially in the TCP mode by a controlled fail-over proces.
No other known tunnel-server systems can provide this
combined scalability, load-balancing and controlled fail-ovan

The present invention includes a cluster apparatus com-—
prising a plurality of cluster members, with all cluster
members having the same intemet machine name and IP
address, and each member having a general purpose
prOcesscr, a memory unit, a program in the memory unit, a
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display and an input/output unit; and the apparatus having a
filter mechanism in each cluster member which uses a highly
efl'icient hashing mechanism to generate an index number
for each megage session where the index number is used to
determine whether a cluster member is to process a particu-
lar message or not. The index number is further used to
designate which cluster member is responsible for process-
ing the message and is further used to balance the processing
load over all present cluster members.

The present invention further includes a method for
operating a plurality of computers in an IP Network cluster
which provides a single-systemaimage to network users, the
method comprising steps to interconnect the cluster
members, and assigning all cluster members the same inter-
net machine name and IP address whereby all cluster mem—
bers can receive all messages arriving at the cluster and all
messages passed on by the members of the cluster appear to
come from a single unit, and to allow them to communicate
with each other; to adaptively designate which Cluster mem~
her will act as a master unit in the cluster, and the method
providing a filter mechanism in each cluster member which
uses a highly efficient hashing mechanism to generate an
index number for each message session where the index
number is used to determine whether a cluster member is to
process a particular message or not. The index number is
further used to designate which cluster member is raspon~
sible for processing which message type and is further used
to balance the processing load over all present clustermembers.

Other embodiments of the present invention will become
readily apparent to those skilled in these arts from the
following detailed description, wherein is shown and
described only the embodimenls of the invention by way of
illustration of the best mode known at this time for carrying
out the invention. The invention is capable of other and
different embodiments some of which may be described for
illustrative purposes, and several of the details are capable of
modification in various obvious respects, all without depart-
ing from the spirit and scope of the present invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The features and advantages of the system and method of
the present invention will be apparent from the following
description in which:

FIG. 1 illustrates a typical Internet network configuration.
FIG. 2 illustrates a representative general purpose

computer/cluster—member configuration.
FIG. 3 illustrates a representative memory map of data

contained on a related Flash Memory card.
FIG. 4 illustrates a typical 1? Network cluster
FIG. 5 illustrates a general memory map of the preferred

embodiment of a cluster member acting as a tunnel~server.
FIG. 6 illustrates a flow—chart of the general operation of

the cluster indicating the cluster establishment process.
FIG. 7 illustrates an exemplary TCP state data structure.
FIGS. 8A~SI illustrate flow—charts depicting the evenls

which the master processes and the events which the non-
master cluster members (clients) must process.

FIGS. 9 illustrates a flow—chart depicting the normal
packet handling process after establishing the cluster.

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE
INVENTION

Amethod and. apparatus for operating an Internet Protocol
(IP) Network cluster is disclosed. In the following descrip-
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tion for purposes of explanation, specific data and configu-
rations are set forth in order to provide a thorough under-
standing of the present invention. In the presently preferred
embodiment the IP Network cluster is described in terms of

a VPN tunnel—server cluster. However, it will be apparent to
one skilled in these arts that the present invention may be
practiced without the specific details, in various applications
such as a firewall cluster, a gateway or router cluster, etc. In
other instances, well-known systems and protocols are
shown and described in diagrammatical or block diagram
form in order not to obscure the present invention unnec—
essarily.

Operating Environment

The environment in which the present invention is used
encompasses the general distributed computing scene which
includes generally local area networks with hubs,'routers,
gateways, tunnel-servers, applications servers, etc. con—
nected to other clients and other networks via the Internet,
wherein programs and data are made available by various
members of the system for execution and access by other
members of the system. Some of the elements of a typical
internet network configuration are shown in FIG. 1, wherein
a number of client machines 105 possibly in a branch ofice
of an enterprise, are showu connected to a Gateway/hub/
tunnel-server/etc. 106 which is itself connected to the inter-
net 107 via some internet service provider (ISP) connection
108. Also shown are other possible clients 101, 103 similarly
connected to the internet 107 via an lSP connection 104,
with these units communicating to possibly a home oflfice via
an ISP connection 109 to a gateway/tunneI-server 110 which
is connected 1]] to various enterprise application sewers
112, 113, 114 which could be connected through another
hub/router 115 to various local clients 116, 117, 118.

The present IP Network cluster is made up of a number of
general purpose computer units each of which includes
generally the elemenls shown in FIG. 2, wherein the general
purpose system 201 includes a motherboard 203 having
thereon an input/output (“I/O”) section 205, one or more
central processing unils (“CPU”) 207, and a memory section
209 which may have a flash memory card 211 related to it.
The [/0 section 205 is connected to a keyboard 226, other
similar general purpose computer units 225, 215, a disk
storage unit 223 and a CD-ROM drive unit 217. The
CD—ROM drive unit 217 can read a CDwROM medium 219
which typically contains programs 221 and other data. Logic
circuits or other components of these programmed comput-
ers will perform series of specifically identified operations
dictated by computer programs as described more fullybelow. »

Flash memory units typically contain additional data used
for various purposes in such computer systems. In the
preferred embodiment of the present invention, the flash
memory card is used to contain certain unit “personality”
information which is shown in FIG. 3. Generally the flash
card wed in the current embodiment contains the followingtype of information:

Cryptographically signed kernel—(301)
Configuration files (such as cluster name, wecific unit I?

address, cluster address, routing information configuration,
etc.)—(303)

Pointer to error message logs—(305)
Authentication certificate—(307).
Security policies (for example, encryption needed or not,

etc.)—(309)
The Invention

The present invention is an Internet Protocol (IP) clus-
tering system which can provide a highly scalable system
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which optimizes throughput by adaptively load balancing its
components, and which minimizes delay and session loss by
a controlled fail-over process A typical IP cluster system of
the preferred embodiment is shown in FIG. 4 wherein the
inter-net 107 is showu connected to a typical lP cluster 401
which contains programmed general purpose computer units
403, 405, 407, 409 which act aSprorocol stack processors for
message packets received. The IP cluster 401 is typically
connected to application servers or other similar type units
411 in the network. In this figure it is shown that there
purposes of further illustration the cluster will be depicted as
having three units, understanding that the cluster of the
present invention is not limited to only three units. Also for
purposes of illustration the preferred embodiment will be
described as a cluster whose applications may be VPN
tunnel protocols however it should be understood that this
cluster invention may be used as actustcr whose application
is to act as a Firewall, or to act as a gateway, or to act as a
security device. etc.

In the preferred embodiment of the present invention,
each of the cluster members is a computer system having an
Intel motherboard, two Intel PentiumTM processors, a 64
megabyte memory and two Intel Ethernet controllers, and
two HiFn cryptographic procesors. The functions per-
formed by each processor are generally shown by reference
to the general memory map of each processor as depicted in
FIG. 5. Each cluster member has an Operating System
kernel 501, TCP/IP stack routines 503 and various clutcr
management routines (described in more detail below) 505,
program code for processing application #1 507, which in
the preferred embodiment is code for processing the IPSec
protocol, program code for processing application #2 509,
which in the preferred embodiment is code for processing
the PPTP protocol, program code for processing application
#3 511, which in the preferred embodiment is code for
processing the LZTP protocol, and program code for pro—
cessing application #4 513, which in the preferred embodi-
ment is code space for processing an additional protocol
such as perhaps a “Mobile IP” protocol. Detailed informa-
tion on these protocols can be found through the home page
of the IETF at “http://www.ietforg". The following specific
protocol descriptions are hereby incorporated fully herein by
reference;

“Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol—PPTP", Glen Zorn,
G. Pall, K. Hamzeh, W. Verthein, J. Taarud, W, Little, Jul.
28, 1998;

“Layer Two Tunneling Protocol”, Allan Rubens, William
Palter, T. Kolar, G. Pall, M. Littlewood, A. Valencia, K.
Hamzeh, W. Verthein, J. Taarud. W. Mark Townsley, May
22, 1998;

Kent, 3., Atkinson, R., “I? Authentication Header,” draft-
ietf‘ipsec-authmeader-07.txt.

Kent, 8., Atkinson, R., “Security Architecture for the
Internet Protocol,” drafbietf—ipsec-arch-sec—O71xt.

Kent, 5., Atkinson, R., “I? Encapsulating Security Pay—
load (ESP),” draft-ietf‘ipsec-esp-VZ-OGJXL

Pereira, R., Adams, R., “The ESP CBCoMode Cipher
Algorithms,” draft‘ietf-ipsec—ciph-cbc-04.lxt.

Glenn, R., Kent, 5., “The NULL Encryption Algorithm
and Its Use With lPsec," draftvietf-ipsec—ciph-nullfl.l.txt.

Madson, C., Doraswamy, N., “The ESP DES~CBC Cipher
Algorithm With 'Explicit IV,” draft~ictf—ipsec—ciph-des-
expiv-CYZ.txt.

Madson, C., Glenn, R., “The Use of HMAC—MDS within
ESP and Ali," draft-ietf-ipseoauth-hmac-mdS-96-03.txt.
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Madson, C., Glenn, R., “The Use of HMAC-SHA—l—96
within ESP and AH," draft-ietf—ipsec-auth—hmac-sha 196—03.txt.

Harkim, D., Carrel, D., “The Internet Key Exchange
(IKE),” draft-ietf-ipsec—isakmpcakley—08.txt.

Maughan, D., Schertler, M., Schmeider, M., and Turner,
1., “Internet Security Association and Key Management
Protocol (ISAKW),” draft—ietf-ipsec-isakrnp-IO.{ps,txt}.

H. K. Orman, “The OAKLEY Key Determination
Protocol,” dmft-ietfvipsec-oakley—OZJXL

Piper, D. “The Internet IP Security Domain of Interpre-
tation for ISAKMP," draft-ictllipsccdpsec-doi—10.txt.

Tunneling protocols such as the Point-to-Point Tunneling
Protocol (PPTP) and Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol (1.2T?)
although currently only “draft” standards, are expected to be
Confirmed as oflicial standards by the Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF) in the very near future, and these proto—
cols together with the Internet Security Protocol (lPSec),
provide the basis for the required security of these VPNs.

Referring again to FIG. 5, the preferred embodiment in a
cluster member also contains a work assignment table 515
which contains the message/session work-unit hash numbers
and the cluster member id assigned to that work-unit; a table
containing the application state table for this cluster member
517; a similar application state table for the other members
of the cluster 519; an area for containing incoming messages
521; and data handler routines for handling data mesages
from other members of the cluster 523. Those skilled in the
art will recognize that various other routines and message
stores can be implemean in such a cluster member’s
memory to perform a variety of functions and applications.

The general operation of the preferred embodiment of the
IP cluster is now described in terms of (1) cluster establish-
ment (FIG. 6) including processes for members joining the
cluster and leaving the cluster; (2) master units events
processing (FIGS. 8A—8F) and client units events processing
(FIGS. 86—81); and (3) finally, normal message processing
activity (FIG. 9).

Referring now to FIG. 6 the cluster establishment activity
is depicted. At system start—up 601 cluster members try to
join the cluster by sending (broadcasting) a “join request”
message 603. This “join” message contains an authentica»
lion certificate obtained from a valid certificate authority.
When the master unit receives this ‘join” message it checks
the certificate against a list of valid certificates which it holds
and ifit finds no match it simply tells him the join has failed.
Note that normally when a system administrator plans to add
a hardware unit to an existing cluster, he requests that his
security department or an existing seatrity certificate authotv
ity issue a certificate to the new unit and send a copy of the
certificate to the master unit in the cluster. This process
guarantees that someone could not illegally attach a unit to
a cluster to obtain secured messages. If the master unit does
match the certificate from the join message with a certificate
it holds in its memory it sends an “OK to join” message. If
a “OK to join” message is received 605 then this unit is
designated a cluster member (client or non-master) 607.
Note that each cluster member has a master-watchdog timer
(i.e. a routine to keep track of whether the member got a
keepalive message from the master during a certain interval,
say within the last 200 milliseconds) and if the timer expires
(i.e. no keepalive message from the master during the
interval) it will mean that the master unit is dead 607 and the
cluster member/client will try tojoin the cluster again (611).
Another event that will cause the cluster member/client 607
to try to join up again is if it geLs an “exit request” message
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(Le. telling it to “leave the cluster") 609 If the member
sending out the join request message (603) does not get a
“OK. to join” message 613 the member sends out
(broadcasts) packets ofl‘en’ng to become the masterunit 615.
If the member gets a “other master exists” message 617 the
member tries to join agm’n 603. l f after the member sends out
the packets offering to become the master, he gets no
response for 100 milliseconds 619 he sends broadcast
Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) responses to tell anyone
on the network what Ethernet address to use for the cluster
IP address 621 and now acts as the cluster master unit 623.
If in this process the cluster member got no indication that
another master exists (at 617) and now thinking it is the only
master 623 but yet gets a message to “exit the cluster” 641
the member must. return to try to join up again 642. This
could happen for example, if this new master's configuration
version was not correct. He would return, have an updated
configuration and attempt to rejoin. Similarly, if this member
who thinks he is the new master 623 gets a “master kee-
palive” message 625 (indicating that another cluster member
thinks he is the master unit) then he checks to see if
somehow the master keepalive message was from him 627
(normally the master doesn’t get his own keepalive mes~
sages but it could happen) and if so he just ignores the
message 639. If however the master keepalive message was
not from himself 629 it means there is another cluster
member who thinks he is the master unit and somehow this
“tie” must be resolved. (This tie breaker process is described
in more detail below with respect to “Master event”
processing). If the tie is resolved in favor of the new cluster
member who thinks he is the master 635 he sends an “Other

master exists” message to the other master and once again
sends broadcast Address Resolution Protocol (ARP)
responses to tell anyone on the network what Ethernet
address to use for the cluster 1P addres 637 (because that
other master could have done the same). If this new cluster
member who thinks he is the master loses the tie-breaker 633
then he must go and join up again to try to get the cluster
stabilized. This process produces a single cluster member
acting as the master unit and the other cluster members
understanding they are merely members
Master Unit Events Procesing

Afier a cluster has formed, there are various events that
occur which the master unit must address. How these are
handled in the preferred embodiment are now described with
reference to FIGS. 8A—8F. Referring to FIG. 8A the first
master unit event describes the “tie-breaker” process when
two cluster members claim to be the “master" unit. Recalling
from above that the master normally does not receive his
own “keepalive” mesage so that if a master gets a "master
keepalive” message 801 it likely indicates that another
cluster member thinks he is the master. In the preferred
embodiment, the “master keepalive” message contains the
cluster member list, the adaptive keepalive interval (which
is described in more detail below) and the current set of
work assignments for each member which is used only for
diagnostic purposes. So when a master gets a master keeo
palive message 801 he first asks “is it from me?” 803 and if
so he just ignores this mesage 807 and exits 308, If the
master keepalive message is not from this master unit 804
then the “tie—breaker” process begins by asking “Do I have
more cluster members than this other master?” 809 If this
master does then he sends a “other master exists” message
825 telling the other master to relinquish the master role and
rejoin the cluster. The remaining master then once again
sends broadcast Address Resolution Protocol (ARP)
responses to tell anyone on the network what Ethernet
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8
address to use for the cluster IP address 827 and exits 808.
If the current master does not have more cluster members
than this other master 811 he asks “do I have less cluster
members than the other master?” 813 and ifso 816 he must

give up the master role to the other one by exiting the cluster
821 and rejoining the cluster as a member/non-masler 823)
exiting to 601 in FIG. 6. lfthe current master does not have
less members than the other master 815 (which indicates
they both have the same number) then the final timbreaker
occurs by asking “is my IP address less than his ” 817 and
if so then again the current master wins the tie-breaker 818
and sends the “other master exists” message as before 825
If however he loses this final tie-breaker 819 then he exits
the cluster to rejoin as a non—master member 821.

Referring now to FIG. BB another master event occurs
when the master gets a “client keepalive message” (that is
one from a noncmaster cluster member) 830. The master
asks “is this client in my cluster?" 83]. and if not the master
sends the client an “exit cluster" message 833 telling the
client to exit from this cluster. 1f the client is from this
master's cluster the master calculates and stores a packet
loss average value using the sequence number of the client
keepalive message and the calculated adaptive keepalive
interval. 835 The master then resets the watchdog timer for
this client 837. The watchdog timer routine is an operating
system routine that checks a timer value periodically to see
if the failover detection interval has elapsed since Lhe value
was last reset and if so the watchdog timer is said to have
expired and the system then reacts as ifthe client in question
has left the cluster and reassigns that clients workoload to the
remaining cluster members.

M indicated above, the master periodically sends out a
master keepalive memage containing the cluster member
list, the adaptive keepalive interval (which is described in
more detail below) and the current set of work assignments
for each member which is used only for diagnostic purposes.
(See FIG. 8C).,ln addition, the master periodically (in the
preferred embodiment every 2 seconds) checks the load—
balance ofthe cluster members. In FIG. 8D when the timer
expires 855 the master calculates the load difl‘erence
between most loaded (say “K”) and least loaded (say “J")
cluster member 857 and then asks “would moving 1 work
unit from most loaded (K) to least loaded (J) have any
effect?" that is, if K>J is K—l 51-4? 859. If so then the
master sends a “work de~assign” request to the most loaded
member with the least loaded member as the target recipient
863 and then the master checks the load numbers again 865.
if the result of moving 1 work unit would not leave the least
loaded less than or equal to the most loaded 860 then the
master makes no reassignments and exits 861.

Another master event occurs when a watchdog timer for
a client/Cluster member expires wherein the master deletes
that client from the cluster data list and the deleted unit’s
work goes into a pool of unassigned work to gel reassigned
normally as the next message arrives. (See FIG. 8E).

Referring now to FIG. 8F another master event in the
preferred embodiment occurs when the master gets a client
join request message 875. The master initially tells the client
to wait by sending a NAK with an “operation in progress”
reason. 877 The master then notifies the applica Lions that are
present that a client is trying to join the cluster as some
applications want to know about it. 879. For example if
IPSec is one of the applications then IPSec may want to
validate this client before agreeing to let it join the cluster.
If any application rejects the join request the master sends a
NAK with the reason 855 and exits. If all applications
approve the join request the master sends an ACK and the
join proceeds as normal. 887.
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Client Cluster Member Events

The non-master cluster members (clients) must also send
keepalive messages and monitor the watchdog timer for the
master. Referring now to FIG. 86 when a client gets a
master keepalive mesage 890 it updates its adaptive kee-
palive interval 891, and checks the I’mt of cluster members
to see if any members have been lost 893. If so this client
notifies its applications that a cluster member has departed
895 (for example, lPSec wants to know). The client also
checks to see ifany members have been added to the cluster
897 and if so notifies the applications 898 and finally resets
the watchdog timer for monitoring the master 899 and exits.
Each client also has a periodic timer which is adaptive to the
network packet loss value sent by the master which requires
the client to send a client keepalive message (containing a
monotonically increasing numeric value) to the master peri-
odically (See FIG. 8H). Also each client has a master
watchdog timer it must monitor and if it expires the client
must exit the cluster and send a new join message to re-enter
the cluster. (See FIG. 81).

Normal [P Packet Processing

In order for a cluster member to correctly process only its
share of the workload, one of three methods is used:

I. The MAC address of the master is bound to the cluster
I? address (using the AR? protocol). The master applies the
filtering function (described in more detail below) to classify
the work and forward each packet (if necessary) to the
appropriate cluster member.

2. A cluster—wide Unicast MAC address is bound to the
cluster IP address (using the ARP protocol). Each cluster
member programs its network interface to accept packets
from this MAC destination addres. Now each cluster mem-
ber can see all packets with the cluster [P addreS destina-
tion. Each member applies the filtering function and discards
packets that are not part of its workload.

3. method 2 is used but with a Multicast MAC address
instead of a Unicast MAC address. This method is required
when intelligent packet switching devices are part of the
network. These devices learn which network ports are
associated with each Unicast MAC address when they see
packets with a Unicast MAC destination address, and they
only send the packets to the port the switching device has
determined is associated with that MAC address (only 1 port
is associated with each Unicast MAC address). A Multicast
MAC address will cause the packet switching device to
deliver packets with the cluster IP destination address to all
cluster members.

In the preferred embodiment, there is a mechanism for
designating which cluster member is to process a message
and allow the other members to disregard the message
without inadvertently sending a "reset" message to the
originating client. The preferred embodiment makes use of
a “filter" process in each cluster member which calculates a
hash function using certain fields of the incoming message
header. This hash calculation serves as a means of both
assigning a work unit number to a message and assigning a
work unit to a particular cluster member for processing. This
technique allows a cluster member to tell whether the
incoming message must be processed by it, therefore the
possibility of an inadvertent “reset” message is precluded. [t
is noted that other solutions to this problem of “how to get
the work to the right member of the cluster with minimum
overhead" could include a hardware filter device sitting
between the network and the cluster wherein the hardware

filter would do the member assignment and load balancing
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function. Note that since all cluster members have the same
MAC address, all cluster members get all messages and the
way they tell whether they must process the message further
is to calculate the work unit number using the hashing
method shown above and then to check the resulting work
unit number against their work load table to see if it is
assigned to them. If not they dump the message from their
memory. This is a fast and efficient scheme for dumping
messages that the units need not process further and yet it
provides an efficient basis for load-balancing and eficient
fail—over handling when a cluster member fails.

The normal processing of IP packets is described with
reference to FIG. 9. Upon the receipt of a packet 901 a
determination is made as to whether the packet is addressed
to a cluster IP address 903 or not. If not 905 then it is
determined if the IP address is for this cluster member and

if so it is processed by the [P stack locally 909. [f the packet
is to be forwarded (here the system is acting like a router)
908 a forward filter is applied in order to classify the work913.

This designates whether the packet is for normal work for
the cluster clients or is forwarding work. If at step 903 where
the addreS was checked to see if it was a cluster IP address,
the answer was yes then a similar work set filter is applied
911 wherein the [P Source and destination addresses are
bashed modulo 1024 to produce an index value which is
used for various purposes. This index value calculation (the
processing filter) is required in the current embodiment and
is described more fully as follows;

Basically the fields containing the IP addresses, IP
protocol, and TCP/UDP port numbers, and if the application
is LZTP, the session and tunnel lD fields are all added
together (logical XOR) and then shifted to produce a unique
“work unit” number between 0 and 1023.

For example, in the preferred embodiment the index could
be calculated as follows:

 
/‘
" Sample Cluster Filtering function.
/

italic int Cluster_,Ffltefi.ng_I=‘unctinn(voil'Packet, int Fonnrding)
strum ip ‘ip - (struct ip ")Packet;
int i, length;l'
' Select filtering scheme based on whether or not we are

forwarding this packet

' Filta Forwarded packets on source & destinationIP address

i :- ip—>ip.__dst.5._,nddr;
i mip—>ip,,sre.s_addr;

} else (I‘
' Not. forwarding: Put in the [P source address'I

i a ip—>ip_:rc.s_3ddr,/‘

:IGet the packet header length and dispatch on protocol
length — ip—>ip_hl << 2;
if (ip—>ip_p—[PPROTO_UDP) (,-

' UDP: Hash an OD? Source Port and Source [PAddress
'/

i ‘_((suucr udphdr -)((ctm ')ip + length))—>uh_ art;
) else if ('rp—>ip_p-IPPROTO_TCP) { SP/"
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mentioned 
' Hash on the TCP Source Port and Source lPAddress
'l

i «((struct tcphdr ‘)((char ')ip + length))—>th_sport;
} else (I'

' Any other protocol: Hash on the Destination and
Source IP Addresses

'l
i lsip—>ip.dst.e_,nddr,

l
}l"
' Collapse it into a work-set numbera
I

retum(lP_CLUSl‘ER,_J-IASH(D);
l 

Referring again to FIG. 9, and having the work set index
value czdculated each member making this calculation uses
the index value as an indirect pointer to determine for this
work set if it is his assigned work set 915, 917. If the index
value does not indicate that this work set has been assigned
to this cluster member, if this cluster member is not the
cluster master, then the packet is simply dropped by this
cluster member 921, 923, 925. If on the other hand this
cluster member is the master unit 926 then the master must
check to see if this work set has been assigned to one of the
other cluster members for processing 927. If it has been
assigned‘to another clustermember 929 the master checks to
see if that cluster member has acknowledged receiving the
assignment 931 and if so the master checks to see if he was
in the multicast mode or unicast/forwarding mode 933, 935.
If he is in the unicast or multicast mode the master drops the
packet because the assigned cluster member would have
seen it 936. If however, the master was in the forwarding
mode the master will forward the packet to the assigned
member for processing 943. If the assigned cluster member
has not acknowledged receiving the assignment yet 940 then
save the packet until he does acknowledge the assignment
941 and then forward the packet to him to process 943. If
when the master checked to see if this work set had been

assigned at 927 the answer is no 928 then the master will
assign this work set to the least loaded member 937 and then
resume its previous task 939 until the assigned member
aclmowledges receipt of the assignment as described above.
If work is for this member, the packet is passed on to Lhe
local TCP/1P slack.
State Maintenance

RFC 1180 ATCP/IP Tutorial, T. Socolofsky and C. Kale,
January 1991 generally describes the TCP/1P protocol suite
and is incorporated fully herein by reference. In the present
invention, a key element is the ability to separate the TCP
state into an essential portion of the state and a calculable
portion of the state. For example, the state of a TCP message
changes constantly and awardingly it would not be practical
for a cluster member to transfer all of this TCP state to all
of the other members of the cluster each time the stale

changed. This would require an excessive amount ofstorage
and promssing time and would essentially double the traffic
to the members of the cluster. The ability of the member
units to maintain the state of these incoming messages is
critical to their ability to handle the failure of a member unit
without requiring a reset of the message session. H6. 7
depicts the preferred embodiment’s definition of which
elements of the TCP state are considered essential and
therefore must be transferred to each member of the cluster
701 when it changes, and which elements of the TCP state
are considered to be calculable from the essential state 703
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and therefore need not be transferred to all members of the
cluster when it changes. The TCP Failover State 700 in the
present embodiment actually comprises three portions, an
Initial Stale portion 702 which only needs to be sent once to
all cluster members; the Essential State Portion 701 which
must be sent to all cluster members for them to store when
any item listed in the Essential portion changes; and the
Calculable State portion 703 which is not sent to all mem-
bers. The data to the right of the equals sign (“a”) for each
element indicates how to calculate that elements value
whenever it is needed to do so.
Failover Handling

As indicated above, the preferred embodiment of the IP
cluster apparatus and method also includes the ability to
monitor each cluster member’s operation in order to manage
the cluster Operation for optimal performance. This means
insuring that the cluster system recognize quickly when a
cluster member becomes inoperative for any reason as well
as have a reasonable process for refusing to declare a cluster
member inoperative because of packet losses which are
inherent in any TCP/1P network. This monitoring process is
done in the preferred embodiment by a method whereby
each non-member cluster member keeps a “master watchdog
timer” and the master keeps a “client watchdog timer” for all
cluster members. These watchdog timers are merely routines
whereby the cluster member’s OS periodically checks a
“watchdog time-value" to see if it is more than “t” Lime
earlier than the current time (that is, to see if the watchdog
time value has been reset within the last “I” time). If the
routine finds that the difl'erence between the current time and
the watchdog time vatue is greater than “t” time then it
declares the cluster member related to the watchdog timer to
be inoperative. These watchdog time values are reset when—
ever a cluster member sends a “keepalive” packet
(sometimes called a “heartbeat” message) to the other mem-bers.

Generally a “keepalive” message is a message sent by one
network device to inform another network device that the

virtual circuit between the two is still active. In the preferred
embodiment the master unit sends a “master keepalive"
packet that contains a list of the cluster members, an
“adaptive keepalive interval” and a current set of work
assignments for all members. The non—master cluster mem-
bers monitor a Master watchdog timer to make sure the
master is still alive and use the “adaptive keepah've interval”
value supplied by the master to determine how frequently
they (the nommaster cluster members) must send their
“client keepalive" packets so that the master can monitor
their presence in the cluster. The “client keepalive” packets
contain a monotonically increasing sequence number which
is used to measure packet loss in the system and to adjust the
probability of packet loss value which is used to adjust the
adaptive keepalive interval. Generally these calculations are
done as follows in the preferred embodiment, however it
will be understood by those skilled in these arts that various
programming and logical circuit processes may be used to
accomplish equivalent measures of packet loss and related
watchdog timer values.

Each client includes a sequence number in its “Client
keepalive” packet. When the master gets this keepalive
packet for client “:1" he makes the following calculations:

SA~[this sequence numbed—[last sequence numbed-1

his value SA is typically=0 or 1 and represents the
number of dropped packets between the last two keepalive
messages, or the current packet loss for client “x”.

This value 15 then used in an exponential smoothing
formula to calculate current average packet loss “P" asfollows;
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This Pm then represents the probability of a lost packet,and

P" (P to the nth power) would represent the probability of
getting “n" successive packet losses. And 1/!" would be how
often We would lose “n” packets in a row.

So “n" is defined as the number of lost packets per
interval, and 1’1 then is the probability of losing “n” packets
in an interval. Obviously it'we lose more than some number
of packets in a given interval the cluster member is either
malfunctioning, inoperative or the network is having prob
lems. In the preferred embodiment we assume “n” is a
number betWeen 2 and 20 and calculate its value adaptivelyas follows

We call the interval “K" and set 1/K.—.n P". By policy we
set K=3600 (which is equivalent to a period of 1 week) and
then calculate the smallest integer value of“n” for which n
P". <V36on. In the preferred embodiment this is done by
beginning the calculation with n=2 and increasing :1 by 1
iteratively until the condition is met. The resulting value of
"n” is the adaptive keepalive interval which the master then
sends to all of the cluster members to use in determining
how often they are to send their “Client keepalive” mes
sages.

Having described the invention in terms of a preferred
embodiment, it will be recognized by those skilled in the art
that various types of general purpose computer hardware
may be substituted for the configuration described above to
achieve an equivalent result. Simflarly, it will be appreciated
that arithmetic logic circuits are configured to perform each
required means in the claims for processing internet security
protocols and tunneling protocols; for permitting the master
unit to adaptively distribute processing assignments for
incoming messages and for permitting cluster members to
recognize which messages are theirs to process; and for
recognizing messages from other members in the cluster. It
will be apparent to those skilled in the art that modifications
and variations of the preferred embodiment are possible,
which fall within the true spirit and scope of the invention
as measured by the following claims.

What is claimed is:

1. An lntemet Protocol (1?) Network cluster apparatus
comprising:

a. a plurality of cluster members with all cluster members
being addressable by a single dedicated Internet
machine name and IP address for the cluster, each
cluster member comprising a computer system having
a processor, a memory, a program in said memory, a
display screen and an input/output unit;

b. a filter mechanism in each cluster member, the filter
mechanism using a hashing mechanism to generate an
index number for each message Session received by the
cluster member, the index number being used to indi-
cate to which workset a message belongs, worksets
being assigned to cluster members to balance process-
ing load, each cluster member checking whether the
workset has been assigned to it in order to determine
whether the cluster member must process the message
received or ignore it.

2. The apparatus of claim 1 further comprising an assign—
ment mechanism in each cluster member, for use by a cluster
member designated as a master unit, the assignment mecha-
nism used when a message of an unassigned message
session is received by the master unit, the assignment
mechanism using the index number calculated by the filter
mechanism to assign sets of message sessions to cluster

5
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members for further processing in order to load balance
processing of incoming messages.

3, The apparatus of claim 1 further comprising a first
program code mechanism in each of the plurality of cluster
members configured to save state for each message session
including TCP state.

4. The apparams of claim 3 further comprising a second
program code mechanism in each of the plurality of cluster
members configured to transfer an essential portion of the
saved state for each message session to each of the other
cluster members, whenever required.

5. The apparatus of claim 4 further compr'ming a third
program code mechanism in each of the plurality of cluster

‘ members configured to permit a cluster member acting as a
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master unit to recognize an equipment failure in one of the
other members in the cluster, to reassign the work of the
failed cluster member to remaining members in the cluster
thereby rebalancing the processing load and maintaining themessage seasons.

6. The apparatus of claim 5 further comprising a fourth
program code mechanism in each of the plurality of cluster
members configured to permit units which are not acting as
the master unit to recognize an equipment failure in the
master unit, to immediately and cooperatively designate one
of the remaining cluster members as a new master unit, the
new master unit to reassign the work of the failed cluster
member to remaining cluster members thereby rebalancing
the processing load and maintaining the message sessions

7. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the memory of each
of the cluster members includes a flash memory card con—
taining a program code mechanism which describes the
personality of the Cluster member including its clusteraddress.

8. A method for operating a plurality of computers in an
Internet Protocol (IP) Network cluster, the cluster providing
a single-system-image to network users, the method com~
prising the steps of;

a. providing a plurality of cluster members, each cluster
member comprising a computer system having a
processor, a memory, a program in said memory, a
display screen and an input/output unit;

b. interconnecting the cluster members together, and
assigning all cluster members a same internet machine
name and a same IP raddres whereby a message
arriving at the cluster will be recognized by the appro~
priate member in the cluster and an output from any
cluster member will be recognimd as coming from the
cluster, and whereby the cluster members can commu-
nicate with each other; and
providing a filter mechanism in each cluster member,
the filter mechanism using a hashing mechanism to
generate an index number for each message session
received by the cluster member, the index number
being used to indicate to which workset a message
belongs, worksets being assigned to cluster members to
balance processing load, each cluster member checking
whether the workset has been assigned to it in order to
determine whether the cluster member must proces the
message received or ignore it.

9. The method of claim 8 further comprising an assign-
ment mechanism in each chister member, for use by a cluster
member designated as a master unit, the assignment mecha-
nism used when a message of an unassigned message
session is received by the master unit, the assignment
mechanism using the index number calculated by the filter
mechanism to assign sets of message sessions to cluster
members for funher promssing in order to load balance
processing of incoming messages.
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10. The method of claim 8 comprising the additional step
of each clusmr member saving state for each message
session connection including TCP state, and for segregating
this state into an essential state portion and a non-essential
state portion.

11. The method of claim 10 comprising the additional step
of each cluster member transferring to each other cluster
member the saved essential state portion for message ses-
sions for which that cluster member is responsible, such
transfer to be made whenever the essential portion of the
state changes, whereby all cluster members maintain essen—
tial state for all message sesion connections.

12. The method of claim 11 comprising the additional step
of each cluster member recognizing the equipment failure of
one of the cluster members, immediately reassigning a task
of being the master if it is the master unit that failed, the
master unit reassigning the work which was assigned to the
failed cluster member, rebalancing the load on the remaining ‘tunnelservers.

13. An Internet Protocol (IP) network cluster apparatus
comprising:

a. a plurality of interconnectedcluster members, each
cluster member comprising a computer system having
a processor, a memory, a program in said memory, a
display screen and an input/output unit;

b. means in each of the plurality of cluster members for
recognizing other members of the plurality of cluster
members which are connected together and cmperat»
ing with the other members to adaptively designate a
master unit; and

10
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c. means for generating an index number for each mes-
sage session reoeived by a cluster member, the index
number being used to indicate whether the cluster
member must procem the message received or ignoreit.

14. The apparatus of claim 13 further comprising means
in each of the plurality of cluster members for saving
essential state for each message session.

15. The apparatus in claim 14 further comprising means
in each of the plurality of cluster members for periodically
transferring the saved essential state for each message
session to each of the other members in the cluster.

16. The apparatus of claim 15 further comprising means
in each of the plurality of cluster members for permitting a
cluster member acting as a master unit to recognize an
equipment failure in one of the other cluster members, and
for reassigning work of the failed cluster member to remain—
ing members in the cluster thereby rebalancing the process—
ing load and maintaining message session connections, and
for permitting cluster members which are not acting as a
master unit to recognize an equipment failure in the master
unit, to immediately and cooperatively designate one of the
remaining cluster members as a new master unit, the new
master unit to reassign Work of the failed cluster member to
remaining members in the cluster thereby rebalancing the
processing load and maintaining message session connec-tions.
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MANAGED NETWORK DEVICE SECURITY
METHOD AND APPARATUS

Reference to Related Application

This application is related to the following application
having the same assignee and inventorship and containing
common disclosure, and is believed to have an identical
effective filing date.- “System and Method for Detecting and
Preventing Security Intrusions in Campus LAN Networks”,
Ser. No. 08/780804.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates in general to computer network
security systems and in particular to systems and methods
for detecting and preventing intmsion into a campus local
area network by an unauthorized user.

As local area networks (LANS) continue to proliferate,
and the number of personal computers (PCs) connected to
We continue to grow at a rapid pace, network security
becomes an ever increasing problem for network adminis-
trators. As the trend of deploying distributed LANs
continues, this provides multiple access points to an enter-
prise’s network. Each of these distributed access points, if
not controlled, is a potential security risk to the network.

To further illustrate the demand for improved network
security, an IDC report on network management, “LAN
Management: The Pivotal Role of Intelligent Hubs”, pub-
lished in 1993, highlighted the importance of network secu-
rity to LAN administrators. When asked the importance of
improving management of specific LAN devices, 75% of the
respondents stated network security is very important. When
further asked about the growing importance of network
security over the next three years, many respondents indi-
cated that it would increase in importance.

More recently, a request for proposal from the US.
Federal Reserve specified a requirement that a LAN hub
must detect an unauthorized station at the port level and
disable the port within a 10-second period. Although this
requirement will stop an intntder, there is an inherent
weakness in this solution in that it only isolates the security
intrusion to the port ofentry. The rest of the campus network
is unaware of an attempted break~in. The detection of the
unauthorized station and the disabling of the port is the first
reaction to a security intrusion, but many significant
enhancements can be made to provide a network-wide
security mechanism. Where the above solution stops at the
hub/port level, this invention provides significant enhance-
ments to solving the problem of network security by pre-
senting a system wide solution to detecting and preventing
security intrusions in a campus LAN environment.

In today’s environment, network administrators focus
their attention on router management, hub management,

server management, and switch management, with the goals
of ensuring network up time and managing growth (capactty
planning). Security is often an afterthought and at best
administrators get security as a by-product of employing
other device functions. For example, network administrators
may set filters at router, switch, or bridge ports for perfor-
mance improvements and implicitly realize some level of
security as a side effect since the filters control the flow of
frames to LAN segments.

The problem with using filters is that their primary focus
is on performance improvements, by restricting the flow of
certain types of network traffic to specified LAN segments.
The filters do not indicate how many times the filter has
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2
actually been used and do not indicate a list of the media
access control (MAC) addresses that have been filtered.
Therefore, filters do not provide an adequate detection
mechanism against break—in attempts.

Another security technique that is commonly employed in
hubs is intrusion control. There are token ring and Ethernet
managed hubs that allow a network administrator to define,
by MAC address, one or more authorized users per hub port.
If an unauthorized MAC address is detected at the hub pon,
then the port is automatically disabled. The problem with
this solution is that prevention stops at the hub and no further
action is taken once the security intrusion has been detected.
This solution does not provide a network—centric, system‘
wide solution. It only provides a piecemeal solution for a
particular type of network hardware namely, the token ring
and Ethernet managed hubs. The result is a fragmented
solution, where security may exist for some work groups
that have managed hubs installed, but not for the entire
campus network. At best, the security detection/prevention
is localized to the hub level and no solution exists for a
network~wide solution.

Other attempts to control LAN access have been done
with software program products. For example, IBM Corpo»
ration’s Lan Network Management (LNM) products LNM
for 052 and LNM for ABC both provide functions called
access control to token ring LANs. There are several prob—
lems with these solutions. One problem with both of these
solutions is that it takes a long time to detect that an
unauthorized station has inserted into the ring. An intruder
could have ample time to compromise the integrity of a LAN
segment before LNM could take an appropriate action.
Another problem with the LNM products is that once an
unauthorized MAC address has been detected, LNM issues
a remove ring station MAC frame. Although this MAC
frame removes the station fi'om the ring, it does not prevent
the station from reinserting into. the ring and potentially
causing more damage. Because these products do not pro—
vide foolproof solutions, and significant security exposure
still exists, they do not provide a viable mlution to the
problem of network security for campus LAN environments.

Thus, there is a need for a mechanism in the managed
devices of a computer network that enables a comprehensive
solution and that not only provides for detection of security
intrusions, but also provides the proactive actions needed to
stop the proliferation of security intrusions over the domain
of an entire campus network. '

SUMMARY OF THE [NVENTION

It is, therefore, an object of the invention to provide an
apparatus and method in a managed device for detecting and
preventing security intrusions in a computer network.

It is another object of the invention to provide an appa-
ratus and method in a managed hub for detecting and
preventing security intrusions in a computer network.

Overall, this invention can be described in terms of the
following procedures or phases: discovery, detection,
prevention, hub enable, and security clear. During each of
these phases, a series of frames are transmitted between the
interconnect devices on a campus network. These frames are
addressed to a group address (multicast address). This well
known group address needs to be defined and reserved for
the LAN security functions that are described herein. This
group address will be referred to as LAN security feature
group address throughout the rest of this description.

The campus LAN security feature relies on managed hubs
discovering the interCOnnect devices in the campus LAN
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segment that support this LAN security feature. The term
“LAN interconnect deVice” is used throughout this descrip-
tion to refer to LAN switches (token ring and Ethernet
10/100 Mbps), LAN bridges and routers. The managed hub
maintains a list of authorized MAC addresses for each port
in the managed hub. 1f the managed hub detects an unau-
thorized station connecting to the LAN, the hub disables the
port and then transmits a security breach detected frame to
the LAN security feature group address. Each of the LAN
interconnect devices on the campus LAN segment copies the
LAN security feature group address and performs the fol-
lowing steps: 1) set up filters to filter the intruding MAC
address; 2) forward the LAN security feature group address
to other segments attached to the LAN interconnect device;
and 3) send an acknowledgement back to the managed hub
indicating that the intruding address has been filtered at the
LAN interconnect device. Once the managed hub receives
acknowledgements from all of the interconnect devices in
the campus LAN, the port where the security intrusion was
detected is re~enabled for use. Another part of the invention
provides a network management station with the capability
to override any security filter that was set in the above
process.

The following is a brief description of each phase in the
preferred embodiment of the invention:
1. Discovery

In this phase, the managed hub determines the interma-
nect devices in the campus network that are capable of
supporting the LAN security feature. The managed hub
periodically sends a discovery frame to the LAN security
feature group address. The managed hub then uses the
responses to build and maintain a table of interconnect
devices in the network that support the security feature.2. Detection

In the detection phase, the managed hub compares the
MAC addresses on each port against a list of authorized
MAC addresses. If an unauthorized MAC address is
detected, then the managed hub disables the port and notifies
the other interconnect devices in the campus network by
transmitting a security breach detected frame to the LAN
sewrity feature group address.
3. Prevention

The prevention phase is initiated when a LAN intercon—
nect device receives the security breach detected frame.
Once this frame is received, the LAN interconnect device
sets up a filter to prevent frames with the intruding MAC
address from flowing through this network device. TheLAN
interconnect device then forwards the security breach
detected frame to the other LAN segments attached to the
interconnect device. The LAN interconnect device also
transmits a filter set frame back to the managed hub.
4. Hub Enable

The hub enable phase takes place when the managed hub
has received all acknowledgements from the LAN intercou-
nect devices in the campus network. When the acknowl-
edgements have been received, the managed hub rc-enables
the port where the security intrusion occurred.
5. Security Clear Condition

In this phase, a network management station can remove
a filter from a LAN interconnect device that was previously
set in the prevention step.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The invention will be described with respect to a preferred
embodiment thereof which is further illustrated and

described in the drawings.
FIG, 1 is a block diagram of a campus network in which

the present invention can be implemented.
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FIG. 2 is a component block diagram for an SNMP
managed device.

FIG. 3 is a component block diagram for a network
management station.

FIGS. 4A—4C show general frame formats for Ethernet
and token ring frames.

FIGS. 5A~5E show the information contained in the

Elhemet and token ring frame data fields to represent the
difl‘erent frame types that are implemented in the preferredembodiment.

FIG. 6 illustrates the structure of the Interconnect Device
List (1CD).

FIG. 7 illustrates the structure of the Breach List.
FIG. 8 illustrates the structure of the Intrusion List.

FIG. 9 is a flow chart of the processing that occurs in the
managed hub to initiate the discovery phase of the invention.

FIG. 10 is a flow chart of the processing that occurs in the
interconnect device during the discovery phase of the inven‘non.

FIG. 11 is a flow chart ofthe processing that occurs in the
managed hub during the discovery phase of the invention in
response to the receipt of a discovery response frame.

FIG. 12 is a flow chart of the processing that occurs in the
managed hub during the detection phase of the invention.

FIG. 13 is a flow chart of the processing that occurs in an
interconnect device during the prevention phase of thisinvention.

FIG. 14 is a flow chart of the processing that occurs in the
managed hub during the hub enable phase of the invention.

FIG. 15 is a flow chart ofthe processing that occurs in the
interconnect devices in response to the receipt of a securityclear condition frame.

FIG. 16 is an example of the implementation of the
invention in a campus LAN environment.

FIG. 17 is an example of the data flows corresponding to
the example implementation in a campus LAN environment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

The preferred embodiment of this invention uses the
SNMP network management protocol, since SNMP is the
most prevalent network management protocol in the indus-
try and is the most widely deployed in campus networks. It
should be noted that the concepts in this invention related to
network management could also be applied to other network
management protocols such as CMIP or SNA.

FlG. 1 illustrates a typical campus network environment
in which the present invention can be implemented. As
shown in the figure, the campus network 10 contains inter—
connect devices, such as router 12, router l4, token ring
switch 16, bridge 18, managed hubs 20, 22, 24, network
management station 26, workstation 28 and file server 30.

The managed hubs and interconnect devices depicted in
FIG. 1 are considered SNMP managed devices. The typical
component block diagram for an SNMP managed device is
illustrated in FIG. 2. Atypical managed device is an embed.
ded system that includes a system bus 50, random access
memory (RAM) 52, MM 54 to store configuration
information, FLASH EPROM 56 to store the operational
and bootcup code, a processor or CPU 58 to execute the code
instructions, and a media access control (MAC) chip 66 that
connects the device to the network 10. FIG. 2 also shows
operational code 60, TCP/IP protocol stack 62 and SNMP
agent code 64. In most instances, the operational code and
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the frame processing code execute in FIASH memory 56 or
in RAM 52. The code that implements several phases in this
invention is included as a part of the operational code
(microcode or finnware) of the managed device. The MAC
chip 66 copies the frames corresponding to the diiferent
phases into RAM 52 and notifies‘the processor 58, usually
via an interrupt, that a frame is ready for processing. The
operational code 60 handles the interrupt and processes theframe.

FIG. 3 illustrates the typical component block diagram for
a network management station such as that indicated by
reference numeral 26 in FIG. 1. The network management
station includes a processor 70, with a system bus 90 to

10

which RAM 72, direct access storage device (DASD) 74, ,
other peripherals 76, d'splay monitor 78, keyboard 80,
mouse 82 and network interface card 84 are connected.

FIGS. 4A—4C show the general frame formats for Ether.
net and token ring frames. The LAN security feature group
address is placed in the destination address (DA) field of the
discovery request, security breach detected and security
clear condition (optionally) flames as discussed more fully
below. The data. field portion of each frame is used to pass
the additional information related to this security feature.

The following describes the information that is included
in the data fields of the Ethernet and token ring frame types
to represent the difierent frames that are specific to the
preferred embodiment of the invention.

The discovery request frame shown in FIG. 5A is sent to
the LAN security feature group address and the data field
includes a one byte field which indicates that the frame type
(frame typc identifier x ‘01:) is a discovery request frame.
The time stamp field is the system time value when the
discovery request frame ‘5 transmitted. It is used to correlate
the discovery response frame with the d‘mcovery requestframe.

The discovery response frame shown in FIG. SB is sent to
the individual MAC address of the managed hub that
initiated the request. The data field in this frame includes a
one byte field which indicates that the frame type is a
discovery response frame (frame type identifier x ‘02’), and
also contains the MAC address of the LAN interconnect

device sending the frame, a description of the LAN inter-
connect device (e.g., IBM 8272 Model 108 Token Ring
Switch), and a time stamp that is used to correlate the
discovery response frame with the discovery request frame.

The security breach detected frame shown in FIG. 5C is
sent to the LAN security feature group address and the data
field includes a one byte field which indicates that the frame
type is a security breach detected frame (frame type iden-
tifier x ‘03’) and contains the MAC address that was
detected as the security intnrder. Other fields of this frame
contain the module number and port number where the
security breach was detected and the system time when the
searrity breach was detected. When the time stamp value is
used in combination with the intruding MAC address and
module and port numbers, it forms an intrusion identifier as
will be referred to subsequently. Following the time stamp
are device field length indicating the length of the field that
follows and address fields. The address field contains the list

of addresses that have processed and forwarded the security
breach detected frame. It starts with the originating MAC
address of the managed hub. Each successive interconnect
device that receives the frame, appends its MAC addres to
the end of this field and updates the device field length
before it forwards the frame. It provides an audit trail or path
that the security breach detected frame followed throughout
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the network. A network management station can monitor the
progress of the security breach detected frame through
information in the trap frames that it receives.

The filter set frame shown in FIG. 5D is sent to the
individual MAC address of the managed hub that initiated
the security intrusion condition. The data field includesa one
byte field which indicates that the frame type is a fill er set
frame (frame type identifier x ‘04’) and contains the MAC
address of the LAN interconnect device sending the frame.
Other fields in this frame are the MAC address of the
detected intnrsion, the module and port number of the
managed hub where the security intrusion was detected, and
the time stamp representing the system time when the
security breach was detected.

The security clear condition frame shown in FIG. 5B can
be sent to the LAN security feature group address or to the
individual MAC address of a LAN interconnect device. The
data field includes a one byte field which indicates that the
frame type is a security clear condition frame (frame type
identifier x ‘05’) and contains the intruding MAC address toremove as a filter.

Trap frames are sent to the network management station
at various times depending upon the phase of the invention
that is being performed. All trap frames have the same basic
format with the information in each trap frame varying
according to the phase.

In the discovery phase, traps are sent as a result of the
managed hub deleting an interconnect device from the list of
devices that are in the searrity domain of interconnect
devices. The discovery trap frame contains the trap identifier
(x ‘01’), the MAC address of the interconnect device and
device description. This trap indicates that an interconnect
device was removed from a managed hub interconnect
device list because it did not respond to Lhe managed hub
with a discovery response frame within the allotted time
period of the discovery window.

Traps sent in the detection phase indicate that the man-
aged hub detected an intrusion on one of the hub ports.
Information in this trap frame includes trap identifier (x
‘02’), the MAC address of the intruding device, the module
and port number of the detected intrusion, and the time when
the security intrusion was detected.

Traps sent in the prevention phase indicate that the
interconnect device has completed the processing Of a
received security breach detected frame. This trap frame
contains the trap identifier (x ‘03’), the MAC address of the
intruding device, the module and port number of Lhe
detected intrusion, me time when the security breach was
detected and a variable length address field. This last field
contains a list of MAC addresses for all the devices that have
processed the security breach detected frame. This informa-

tion provides to the network management station the path
that the security breach detected frame followed through thenetwork.

Traps sent in the hub enable phase indicate that the
managed hub has reenabled a hub port as a result of
receiving filter set frames from all of the interconnect
devices in the discovered security domain, i.e., all the
discovered interconnect devices. This trap frame contains
the trap identifier (x ‘04’), the MAC address of the intruding
device, the module and port number of the detected
intrusion, and the time when the security breach wasdetected.

For token ring networks, the information in the trap
frames can be included in frames addressed to the functional
address of the LAN manager. The LAN management frame
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format and defined functional address are specified in the
IBM Token Ring Network Architecture (SC30~3374-02)
publication.

For managed hubs, the authorized address list (AAL)
controls which MAC addresses are allowed to connect to
specified ports. Each entry in the AALconsists of two fields:
port number and authorized address. The port number iden—
tifies a specific port on the hub; the authorized address field
specifies the address or addresses that are allowed to connect
to the port.

TheAALcan be built by the network administrator as part
of the configuration of the managed hub. his network
administrator identifies the addresses that are allowed to
connect to specific ports on the hub. After the initial
configuration, the AAL can be updated in several ways. The
network management station can add or delete entries in the
AAL by sending SNMP management frames. Since most
managed hubs provide a Telnet interface into the device to
change configuration parameters, a Telnet session could be
used to add or delete entries in the AAL. Also, since most
managed hubs provide for the attachment of a local console
over an R8232 serial port connection which can be used to
change configuration parameters, a local console session can
be used to add or delete entries in the AAL.

Altematively, the AAL can be built dynamically through
a learning process. Most managed hubs provide a mecha«
nism in the hardware to capture the addresses of the stations
that are attached to the ports of a hub. These learned
addresses can be provided to the network management
station as those stations authorized to access the hub. These

learned addresses are then used as the AAL for the managedhub.

The discovery phase is initiated by each managed hub in
the campus network. Its purpose is to determine the LAN
interconnect devices in the campus LAN that support the
LAN security feature. Each managed hub periodically trans-
mits a discovery frame (FIG. 5A) to the LAN security
feature group address. The managed hub then uses the
information in the response frame (FIG. SE) to build and
maintain a list of all of the devices that support the LAN
security feature. This list is referred to as the Interconnect
Device List (lCD). The addresses in this list are used in the
hub enable phase to correlate the reception of the filter set
frame (FIG. 5D) with entries in the list. The managed hubs
typically store these ICD lists in management information
base (MlB) tables where they can be retrieved, upon request,
from a network management station.

The discovery phase can also be used to provide an
integrity check on the ICD list of devices supporting the
LAN security feature. By periodically transmitting the dis—
covery frame (FIG. 5A) to the LAN security feature group
address, checks can then be made to ensure that all of the
devices are still in the ICU security list. If any discrepancies
are detected, e.g., if a station is removed from the list or
added to the list, then an SNMP trap is sent to the network
management station. This notification alerts the network
administrator that a potential security exposure exists in the
campus network..FIG. 6 illustrates the structure of the ICU
list along with the information stored in the list for each
discovered interconnect device. Other lists that are buflt and
maintained in the detection and prevention phases are theBreach List shown in FIG. 7 and the Intrusion List shown in

FIG. 8. Their use will be explained below in the descnptton
of the detection and preventiOn phases.

The detection phase operates at the managed hub level.
Each port on the managed hub can be configured to hold one
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8
or more MAC addresses of users that are authorized to
access the network. The managed hubs can be 10 or 100
Mbps Ethernet or token ring hubs. Current hub chipsets
provide the capability to determine the last source MAC
address that is seen on a port. When a station attempts to
connect to a network, either by inserting into the token ring
or by establishing a link state with an Ethernet hub, the last
source address seen on the port is compared to the autho—
rized list of MAC addresses that has been defined for this
port. If the address is authorized then normal network
operations occur. If the address is not authorized, then the
managed hub performs the following actions:

1. disables the port;
2. sends an SNMP trap frame to the network managementstation;
3. sends an alert frame to the functional address of the

LAN Manager (token ring); and
4. transmits a security breach detected frame (FIG. SC) to

the LAN security feature group address.
Additional variables in the SNMP trap provide informa-

tion about the point of intrusion: eg. the module id (in the
case of stackable hubs), the port number, the network
number (in cases where hubs have multiple backplanes), and
a time stamp (sysUthrne) of when the intrusion was
detected. SysUthme is an SNMP MlB variable that repre—
sents the time (units of 0.015) since the network manage—
ment portion of the system was last re-initialized.

Some managed hubs support multiple backplancs or net-
works. In this case, the security breach detected frame is
transmitted on all of the active backplanes/networks withinthe hub.

The well known group address needs to be defined and
reserved for LAN security functions. The security breach
detected frame (FIG. 5C) containing the MAC address of the
station that intruded into the network is sent to the LAN
security feature group address.

The prevention phase spans the network. Each intercon—
nect device in the campus network is configured to copy
frames addressed to the LAN security feature group address.
Upon a security intrusion, the network interconnect devices

copy the security breach detected frame (FIG. 5C) and
perform the following functions:

1. set filters based on the intruder’s MAC address.

2. trammit a security breach detected frame (FIG. SC) to
the LAN security feature group address.

3. send an SNMP trap frame to the network managementstation.

4. send an alert frame to the functional address ofthe LAN
manager (token ring).

5. transmit filter set frame (FIG. 5D) to the MAC address
of the hub that initiated the security breach process.

Setting filters by the network interconnect device prevents
intrusion attempts with this MAC address originating else-
where in the campus network from flowing through this
interconnect device. This protects an enterprise's data on
this segment of the network from any attacks via theintruder‘s MAC address.

The interconnect device extracts the intrusion identifier
information from the security breach detected frame. If this
is the first time the interconnect device has received a
security breach detected frame with this intrusion identifier,
the interconnect device adds this information to the Intrusion
List, then checks to ensure the filter has been set for the
intruding MAC address and resets, if required. The inter
connect device then transmits the security breach detected
frame on all ports except the port on which the securitybreach detected frame was received.
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Sending the trap frame indicates that the filter has been set
as a result of receiving the security breach detected frame.
Likewise, sending the alert frame indicates that the filter has
been set as a result of receiving the security breach detected
frame. . p

The hub enable phase operates at the network level. The
hub that initiates the security breach process receives the
filter set frames from the interconnect devices in the campus
network. The hub then waits to receive responses back from
all of the interconnect devices that were determined in the
discovery phase to be in the campus network. When all the
interconnect devices in the network have responded to the
hub with the filter Set frame, the hub then re-enables the port
for use and then sends a TRAP frame back to the network
management station indicating that all filters have been set
for the intruding MAC address. The network management
station can optionally forward this information to a network
management application such as IBM Corporation's
NetVieW/B90 product via an alert.

The security clear condition phase of this invention pro-
vides the capability for a network administrator to manually
override, if necessary, one of the filters that has been set in
the prevention phase. The network management station
could globally clear, i.e., remove a filter from all LAN
interconnect devices by transmitting the security clear con-
dition frame (FIG. SE) to the LAN security feature group
address The network management station could selectively
clear, i.e., remove a filter from a LAN interconnect device by
transmitting the security clear condition frame to the MAC
address of the specific LAN interconnect device.

FIGS. 9—15 are flow charts that illustrate the processing
that occurs in the managed hub and in the interconnect
devices during each phase of the invention. The code to
implement the discovery phase of this invention runs within
the managed hub and interconnect device as event driven
threads within the real time OS embedded system. The flows
in FIG. 9 depict the processing that occurs in the managed
hub to initiate each discovery phase. This task manages the
initialization and update of the Interconnect Device List and
timing of the next iteration of the discovery phase. The
following briefly describes each logic block in the figure.

Step 100: Entry to this task can be caused by a power on
and/or reset. This would be one of many tasks that would run
in response to this event.

Step 10]: There are two lists. a period, a window, and two
flags that are used by the managed hub in this invention. The
ICD (Interconnect Device) List contains information on the
devices found during the discovery phase. The Breach List
contains information on intrusions recognized by the hub
and in the prom of being secured. The period is the time
between discovery phases. The window is the time between
when a discovery phase is initiated and when an Intercon-
nect Device must respond before being assumed mecca—
sible due to network or device outage. One flag 15 an
indication that initialization has completed. The OHIO! flag '5
an indication that the security feature is enabled. The lists,
the period, the window and the enabled flag may be cleared
or loaded from persistent memory. The initialized flag IS set
to True. _

Step 102: Test for whether the security feature ts enabled-
Step 103: Each managed hub maintains a MIB val‘mblc

that is called SysUpTime. This is used as a time stamp for
sicurity feature frames.

Step 104: The discovery frame is built with the data field
containing the type of the frame—-Request. _

Step 105: The frame is sent to the LAN security feature
group address.
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Step 106: The discovery phase is initiated periodically as
an integrity check on the security feature coverage within
the network. The period is adjustable to reflect variable path
lengths or round‘trip—tirnes between a managed hub and
interconnect devices. The period can be set via SNMP. The
longer t he period, the less the integrity of the network
coverage. The shorter the period, the higher the traffic rate
required for the security feature.

Step 107: Set a pointer to the he ad of the list of ICD
(Interconnect Device) List items. The pointer may point to
an item or nothing if there are not items in the list. (The ICD
List is a list of the interconnect devices that responded in a
previous discovery phase). This part of the task is to update
the Interconnect Device List by updating items as appropriw
ate or deleting them as necessary.

Step 108: Does the pointer point to an item in the list or
does it point beyond the end of the list? ~

Step 109: Each 1CD List item has a time stamp from the
last discovery response frame received from the device.

Step 110: Is the time for the item in the ICD List later than
current time?

Step 11]: If yes, the managed hub has reset or rolled over
its SysUanne since the last response from the ICD. Set the
time in the ICD List item to current time.

Step 112: Is the difl'erence between the current time and
the last response time from the item greater than the dis-
covery window?

Step 113: Assume the device is inaccessible due to
network or device outage and purge the item from the ICD
List. Also. decrement the outstanding filter set count on all
the Breach List items.

Step 114: If there is a network management station (NMS)
that is receiving traps from the managed hub and the traps
are enabled, send a trap indicating that the interconnect
device is no longer accessible. If there is an LNM for 0512
station availablc and traps are enabled, send a trap to the
LNM for 08/2 station.

Step 115: Move the ICD List pointer to the next item or
to the end of the list if no more entries exist. This is for
stepping through the entire list of ICD items.

Step 116: End the task and return to the embedded systemOS.

Step 117: Enter this task due to a timer driven interrupt
(set in step 106).

The flows in FIG. 10 depict the processing that occurs in
the interconnect devices during each iteration ofthe discov~
ery phase. This task responds to the receipt of a discovery
request frame by sending a discovery response frame. The
following briefly describes each logic block in the figure.

Step 143: The task is initiated by the receipt of a discoveryrequest frame.

Step 144: Achcck is made for whether the security feature
is enabled. This determines if any additional processing isrequired.

Step 145'. The source MAC address and time stamp are
extracted for building the response.

Step 146: The discovery response frame is built using the
information from the discovery request frame that was justreceived.

h Step 147: The frame is sent to the orig’nating managedub.

Step 148: The task ends, returning control to the embed-ded os. '

The flows in FIG. 11 depict the processing that occurs in
the managed hub in resporse to the receipt of a discovery
response frame. This task maintains the state of this iteration
of the discovery phase. The following briefly describes eachlogic bIOCk in the figure.
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Step 130: The task is initiated in the managed hub by the
receipt of a discovery response frame.

Step 131: The interconnect device information is
extracted from the frame.

Step 132: The Interconnect Device List is searched for an
item with a MAC address matching the source address of the
discovery response frame.

Step 133: Has a match been found?
Step 134: If a match is found, update the last response

lime in the [CD List item with the time stamp that was
extracted from the discovery response frame.

Step 135; If there is no match, assume that the device is
not in the list because of either network/device outages or
the device has just started utilizing the security feature. It is
necessary to determine if the discovery window is still large
enough. The round-trip~time is calculated, and multiplied by
2 to derive a potential discovery-window. If this is larger
than the current discovery window, the discovery window
needs to be changed.

Step 136: Change the discovery window.
Step 137: Create a new Interconnect Device List item

using the source address from the discovery response frame,
the device description from the frame, and the time stampfrom the frame. Add it to the list,

Step 138: Optionally send a trap to the network manage-
menl station(s) and if this is a token ring, to the LAN
manager functional address.

Step 139: The task ends, returning control to the embed-ded OS.

The code to implement the detection phase of this inven—
tion runs as a separate task independent from the other tasks
in the managed hub. The flows in FIG. 12 depict the
processing that occurs during the dispatch of the detection
phase task. This task simply checks all the ports in the hub
to ensure that the station attached to the port has been
authorized to establish a connection on this port. The AAL
(Authorized Address List) defines which MAC addresses are
allowed to connect to specific ports on the hub. The follow-
ing briefly describes each logic block in the figure.

Step 200: This is the entry point for the detection phase
task. Processing starts at port number 1 in the hub and
continues until all of the ports in the hub have been pro-cessed.

Step 210: This step checks if a station is attached to the
port in the hub. If a station is attached, then an address exists
for the port. If an address is detected for the port (i.e., a
station is attached to the port), then processing continues
with step 220. if there is no address detected for this port
(i.e., no station is attached), then processing continues with
step 230.

Step 220: Acheck is made here to ensure that the address
that has been detected on this port is in the list of authorized
addresses. If the address detected on the port is authorized,
then continue processing at step 230. If the address detected
on the port is not in the authorized list, then processing
continues at step 250.

Step 230: A check is made here to see if all of the ports
in the hub have been processed. If all of the ports have been
processed, then processing resumes at step 200 with the
processing of port number 1. if this was not the last port and
there are more ports to process, then processing continues at
step 240. .

Step 240: In this step, the next port in the hub is set up to
be processed. Processing then continues at step 210. .

Step 250: In this step a check is made to see if the port IS
already disabled. If the port is already disabled, then the
port/network is already secure from intruders on this port. if
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the port is already disabled, then processing continues at step
230. If the port is enabled, processing then continues at step260.

Stop 260: In this step, the port is disabled. Processing then
continues at step 265.

Step 265: In this step, an entry is added to the Breach List
containing the following: MAC address that was detected as
the intmdcr, the module and port number where the intrusion
was detected, the time (sysUpTime) when the security
breach was detected, and the outstanding filter set count
which is set to the number of entries in the ICD list.
Processing then continues at step 270. ’

Step 270: In this step, the security breach detected frame
is transmitted on all netWOrk segments of the hub. The info
field of the security breach detected frame includes the
following: MAC Address of the intruder, module number,
port number, time stamp (sysUpTime), the device field
length initialized to 6 (bytes), the 6 byte MAC address ofthe
managed hub. Processing then continues at step 280.

Step 280: In this step, a trap frame is optionally sent to the
network management station. The trap frame includes the
following information:

(a) trap identifier x ‘02’;
This indicates that the managed hub detected in intrusion

on one of the hub ports.
(b) MAC addrm of the intruding device;
(c) module number of the detected intrusion;
(:1) port. number of the detected intrusion;
(e) time when the security breach was detected;
Processing then continues at step 290.
Step 290: In this step, a check is made to see if this

invention has been implemented in a token ring network.
The token ring architecture defines a special functional
address that is used by LAN management stations. Func-
tional addresses are only used in token ring environments. If
the invention is implemented in a token ring network,
processing then continues at step 295. If the invention is
implemented in a non~token ring network, processing then
continues at step 230.

Step 295: in this step, a frame is sent to the functional
address of the LAN manager with the information from step
280. Processing then continues at step 230.

FIG. 13 depicts the flows for the prevention phase of the
invention. The prevention phase is implemented in the
interconnect devices of the network. The following briefly
deseribe each logic block in the figure.

Step 300: The processing is initiated when the intercon—
nect device receives a frame from the network. The inter~
connect device copies the frame and saves the port number
that the frame was received on. Processing then continues at
step 302.

Step 302: In this step, the frame that wa s copied in step
300 is interrogated and a check is made to determine if the
destination address of the frame is equal to the LAN security
feature group address. if the received frame is addressed to
the LAN security feature group address, then processing
continues at step 306. Otherwise, the frame is of some other
type and the procesing continues with step 304.

Step 304: This step is encountered for all frame types
other than the LAN security feature. The normal frame
processing code of the interconnect device runs here.

Step 306: In this step, the intrusion identifier information
is copied from the frame. The intrusion identifier consists ofthe following information:

(a) MAC address of the intruder;
(b) module number;
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(c) port number;
((1) time stamp;
Procesing then continues at step 308.
Step 308: In this step, a check is made to determine if the

intrusion identifier is already in the Intrusion List of this
interconnect device. If yes, processing then continues at step
316. If no, processing then continues at step 312.

Step 312: In this step, the intrusion identifier information
is added to the Intrusion List. Processing then continues at
step 316.

Step 316: In this step, the current port of the interconnect
device is set to port number 1. Processing then continues at
step 313.

Step 318: In this step, a check is made to determine if the
intruding MAC address is already filtered on the current
port. If yes, processing then continues at step 322. If no,
processing then continues at step 320.

Step 320: In this step, a filter is set for the intruding MAC
address on the current port. Processing then continues at step322.

Step 322: In this step a check is made to determine if the
filter proceming has been applied to all of the ports in the
interconnect device. If all of the ports have been processed,
processing then continues at step 326. If there are more ports
to process, processing then continues at step 324.

Step 324: In this step, the current port is set to the next
port in the interconnect device. Processing then continues at
step 318.

Step 326: In this step, the security breach detected frame
is propagated throughout the network. The interconnect
device transmiLs the security breach detected frame on all
ports other than the port the original frame was received on.
(Reference step 300 where it is determined which port the
frame was received on). Before transmitting the security
breach detected frame, the ICD appends its MAC address to
the addresses field of the frame and increments the device
field length field of the frame by 6. This provides the audit
trail or the path information for the security breach detected
frame. Processing then continua at step 332.

Step 332: In this step, the interconnect device transmits
the filter set frame to the originator of the security breach
detected frame. The originator is determined by extracting
the source address from the frame that was copied in step
306. Processing then continues at step 334.

Step 334: In this step, a trap frame is sent to the network
management station. The trap frame includes the following
information:

(a) trap identifier x ‘03’;
This indicates that the interconnect device has completed

the processing of a received security breach detected frame.
(1)) MAC address of the intruding device;
(c) module number of the detected intrusion;
((1) port number of the detected intrusion;
(e) time when the security breach was detected;
(1) addresses field;
This is a variable length field that contains a list of all of

the devices that have processed the security breach detected
frame. This information provides to the network manage—
ment station the path that the security breach detected frame
followed throughout the network.

Processing then continues at step 336. ‘
Step 336: In this step, a check is made to see if this

invention has been implemented in a token ring network.
The token ring architecture defines a special functional
address that is used for LAN management stations. Func—
tional addresses are only used in token ring environments. 1f
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the invention is implemented in a token ring network,
processing then continues at step 338. If the invention is
implemented in a non-token ring network, processing then
continues at step 340.

Step 338: In this step, a frame containing the same
information in the trap frame in step 334 is sent to the
functional address of the LAN manager. Processing then
continues at step 340.

Step 340: In this step, processing resumes again at step300.

The code to implement the hub enable phase of this
invention runs within the managed hub as event driven
threadswithin the real time 08 embedded system. The flows
in FIG. 14 depict the processing that occurs in the managed
hub in response to receipt of each filter set frame. The task
maintains the necessary lists of interconnect devices and
breaches to complete the hub enable phase for each breach.
The following briefly describes each logic block in the
figure.

Step 400: The task is initiated in the managed hub by the
receipt of a filter set frame.

Step 401: Get the source address of the frame for findingthe associated ICD List item.
Step 402: The Interconnect Device List is scanned for an

item with the same MAC address as the source address ofthe frame.

Step 403: Was a match found? If not, assume that the
interconnect device is no longer accessible.

Step 404: If a match is found, decrement the outstanding
breach response count in ICD List item by 1. This provides
an up—to—date count of outstanding responses for each ICD.
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Step 405: Extract intrusion identifier information from theframe.

Step 406: Scan the Breach List for an item with a
matching intrusion identifier.

Step 407: Match found?

Step 408: If a match is found, decrement the outstanding
filter set count by 1 in the matching Breach List item.

Step 409: Have all interconnect devices responded? Areall filters set?

Step 410: Since the intruder is now being filtered and has
been removed from the network, remove the Breach Listitem.

Step 411: If there is a listening network management
station(s), send a trap. If this is a token ring, send an alert to
the LAN manager functional address.

Step 412: Optionally reenable the port. This is a policy
decision. It may also reflect the likelihood of the intruder
still attempting to intrude via this same port.

Step 413: End the task and return control to the embeddedOS.

The code to implement the security clear condition phase
of this invention runs within the interconnect devices as
event driven threads within the real time OS embedded
system: The flows in FIG. 15 define the processing that
occurs in the interconnect devices in response to receipt of
each security clear condition frame. The task updates the
Intruder List of breaches and completes the security clear
condition phase for each breach. The following briefly
describes cad: logic block in the figure.

Step 500: The task is initiated in the interconnect device
by the receipt of a security clear condition frame from anetwork management station.

Step 501: Extract the intruder MAC address from the
security clear condition frame.

Step 502: Search the Intrusion List for a matching MACaddress.
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Step 503: Is there a match?
Step 504: If there is a match, remove the item from the

Intrusion List.

Step 505: Remove filter for the intruding MAC address.
Step 506: End the task and return control to the embedded

OS.

Two examples are given below to illustrate the actions
that are performed by the managed hub and interconnect
devices in an implementation of this invention in an opera-
tional campus environment. Referring again to FIG. I, there
is depicted a workstation 28, attached to an Ethernet hub 24,
that is attempting to gain unauthorized access to a file server
30 that is located on a token ring segmenL The security
intrusion is detected by the managed Ethernet hub 24, since
the MAC address of the workstation 28 is not authorized for
this port in the hub. The managed hub 24 then disables the
por1 and transmits the security breach detected frame to the
LAN interconnect device 14 on this segment, which, in turn,
forwards the security breach detected frame to LAN inter-
connect devices 12, 16 that are attached to subnet 3 and
subnet 4, respectively. LAN interconnect device 12, in turn,
forwards the security breach detected frame to LAN inter-
connect device 18. The LAN interconnect devices 12, 14,
16, 18 set filters on all ports in the device to prevent frames
with the intruding MAC address from flowing through theinterconnect device.

More specifically, the managed hub 24 disables the port
and transmits the security breach detected frame to router
14. The managed hub 24 also sends a trap frame to the
management station 26. Router 14 applies the intruder’s
MAC address as a filter on all of its ports and forwards the
security breach detected frame on all of its ports, except the
port the security breach detected frame was received on.
Router 14 then sends a trap to the network management
station 26 and sends a filter set frame back to the managed
hub 24. Router 12 and the token ring switch 16 also receive
the security breach detected frame and perform the same
processing operations as defined above for router 14. The
bridge 18 receives the security breach detected frame and
performs the same processing operations as done by router
14. The managed hub 24 now correlates all of the received
filter set frames with the interconnect devices 12, 14, 16, 18
that were discovered via the discovery requesh’response
framm and reenables the port. The managed hub 24 then
sends a trap to the management station 26 to indicate that the
intruder’s port has been reenabled. V

As a practical example of the implementation of this
invention in a campus LAN environment, FIG. 16 depicts a
university setting in which there is a managed hub on each
floor of the buildings in a campus network. The network
infrastructure consists of a pair ofEthernet switches attached
to a campus backbone. Each Ethernet switch is also attached
to a plurality of Ethernet managed hubs (one on each floor
in each building). The figure shows a student dormitory that
is attached to the same network that runs the university
administration applications. There are obvious security con-
cerns about students accessing the proprietary administra~
live information (i.e., grades, transcripts, payroll, accounts
receivable/payable, etc.).

An intruder trying to access the network via one of the
managed hub ports in the dormitory is Slapped at the port of
entry to the network and further access to the campus
network is prevented by having the intruder’s MAC address
filtered on all LAN interconnect devices. The symbols
containing a “B" in FIG. 16 indicate the points in the campus
network where frames with the intruding MAC addrCSS are
blocked from access to LAN segments by the setting of
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filters. The data flows corresponding to the example are
shown in FIG. 17 and are self-explanatory.

For simplicity, this invention has used the term managed
hub to refer to traditional token ring and Ethernet port
concentration devices (e.g., IBM 8738, IBM 8224, IBM
8225. IBM 8250, IBM 8260). In reality, the functions of the
managed hub can be extended to LAN switches (both token
ring and Ethernet) where dedicated stations could be
attached directly to the switch port. LAN switches would
have to add the functionality of authorizing a set of MAC
addresses that could attach to a switch port and detecting any
unauthorized acc55e5 to the switch port.

To describe the key aspects of this LAN security
invention, it was easiest to illustrate with an implementation
using managed hubs. In reality, many large enterprises use
a combination of both managed hubs and unmanaged hubs
throughout their networks. This invention is readily extend»
ible and the security detection mechanism can easily be
integrated into the function of a LAN bridge. The bridge
would keep the list of authorized addresses for a given LAN
segment where access to the LAN is via low cost unmanaged
concentrators. The bridge would then detect any new
addresses on the LAN segment and compare the addresses
against the authorized list. If an unauthorized address was
detected, the bridge would then set up filters for the intrud—
ing MAC addres, and transmit the security breach detected
frame to the other interconnect devices attached to the
campus network. In this case, the intruder would be isolated
to the LAN segment where the intrusion was first detected.
This example shows that the composite function of the
managed hub could be integrated into a LAN bridge and the
bridge could control the security access for a large segment
consisting of unmanaged concentrators.

Another special use of this invention involves the tasks of
a network administrator. A key dayoto—day task for most
network administrators falls into the category of moves,
adds, and changes to network configuration. In this
invention, the network management station has complete
awareness of all of the authorized users throughout the
campus network. In the event that a security breach is
detected, in the special case where an authorized user is
trying to gain access through an unauthorized port, the
network management station could detect this situation and
automatically take the appropriate actions (i.e., remove
filters from the interconnect devices since this is an autho-
rlzed user). This type of action would amist administrators
that work in dynamic environments where there are frequent
moves, adds and changes.

The preferred embodiment of the invention has relied
upon the detection of unauthorized MAC addresses by the
managed hub. It can easily be modified to apply to the
network layer (layer 3) or higher layers, in the Open System
Interconnection (OSI) protocol stack and work With such
well known network protocols as TCPIIP, IPX, HTTP,
AppleTalk, DECnet and NETBIOS among others.

Currently, many LAN switches have custom application
specific integrated circuits (ASle) that are designed to
detect or recognize frame patterns in hardware. These LAN
swrtches use this frame type recognition capability primarily
for'frame forwarding based on the IP address and for placing
swrtch ports in a virtual LAN (VLAN). In order to provide
55‘3"“? Pmledlofl at the network layer, it will be clear to
one skilled in the art that the authorized address list (AAL)
described herein can be extended to include IP addresses.
T113 Wmodifie‘i AAL. cottpled with the LAN switch capa-
bility l? dale“ IP addresses in a frame will enable imple-
mentation of the detection and prevention phases [0 support
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IP addresses. In the detection phase, the ASIC-based LAN
switch can be used to obtain the IP addrss that is connected
to a port. The detected 1? address would then be compared
to the authorized 1? addresses in theAAL. If an unauthorized
IP address is detected, the invention works as previously
described with the disabling of the port and the transmission
of the security breach detected frame. In the prevention
phase, the interconnect devices are notified of intruding 1P
addresses and then apply filters for the intmding IP address.

The present invention can also be modified to operate at
the application layer (layer 7) of the OSI protocol stack.
Currently, several commercially available LAN switches,
such as the model 8273 and model 8274 LAN switches
available from lBM Corporation, provide a capability for a
user—defined policy for creating a VLAN. This user-defined
policy enables one to specify an offset into a frame and a
value (pattern) to be used to identify the frame. Once the
user—defined policy has been defined, the switch ASIC

’ detects all frames matching the specified pattern and places
them into a specific VLAN. Since the custom ASlC recog-
nizes the user-defined pattern, it can be programmed to
recognize portions of a frame that identify a specific appliv
cation. This application pattern can then be used as the
detection criteria in the invention and thus provide applica—
tion layer security.

The present invention can be modified further to provide
additional security by encryption of the data fields in the
frames that are used to implement the inventive concepts
described above. One of the most widely known and rec-
ognized encryption algorithms is the Data Encryption Stane
dard (DES). The implementation of DES or other encryption
algorithm to encrypt the data fields of frames described in
this invention can ensure the privacy and integrity of the
communication between managed hubs, interconnect
devices and network management stations. Security proto»
cols such as Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) utilizing public key
encryption techniques are becoming standardized and can be
used to further enhance the invention described herein.

While the invention has been particularly shown and
described with reference to the particular embodiments
thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that
various changes in form and detail may be made therein
without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention.

Having thus described our invention, what we claim and
desire to secure as Letters Patent is as follows

1. A method for providing security against intrusion in a
managed device of a computer network having at least one
interconnect device, said method comprising the steps of:

discovering each of said interconnect devices that is
enabled to provide network security;

detecting an unauthorized address on a first port of said
managed device and disabling said first port;

notifying each of said securitywnabled interconnect
devices that the unauthorized address has been detected
on said first port; and

reenabling said first port after each of said security-
enabled interconnect devices has notified said managed
device that a filter has been set to prevent frames with
the unauthorized address from flouting through said
each security—enabled interconnect device.

2. The method for providing security against intrusion of
claim 1 wherein said managed device is a managed bub.

3. The method for providing security against intrusion of
claim 1 wherein said managed device is a switch.

4. The method forrproviding security against intrusion of
claim 1 wherein said computer network includes a local areanetwork.
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5. The method for providing security against intrusion of
claim 1 further comprising the steps of building and main~
taining an authorized address list of addresses that are
allowed to connect to each port in said managed device.

6. The method for providing security against intrusion of
claim 5 wherein each entry in said authorized address list
includes a port number and an authorized address.

7. The method for providing security against intrusion of
claim 1 wherein said discovering step includes the steps of:

transmitting a discovery request frame, said discovery
request frame having a security feature group address;

receiving a discovery response frame from each of said
security-enabled interconnect devices;

building and maintaining an interconnect device list of
said security-enabled interconnect devices that trans.
mitted said discovery response frame back to said
managed device.

8. The method for providing security against intrusion of
claim 7 wherein each entry in said interconnect device list
includes an address of the security-enabled interconnect
device that sent the discovery response frame and a time
stamp extracted from said discovery response frame.

9. The method for providing security against intrusion of
claim 6 wherein said detecting step includes the steps of:

comparing, for each port, a source address of a station
attempting to connect to said port with the authorized
address list of addresses for said port and determining
whether said source address is on said authorized
address list. ~

10. The method for providing security against intntsion of
claim 7 wherein following said disabling step said methodfurther includes:

sending a trap frame to a network management station
indicating that an intrusion has been detected on said
first port; and

transmitting a security breach detected frame having said
security feature group address to said security—enabled
interconnect devices that have entries in said intercon—
nect device list.

11. The method for providing security against intrusion of
claim 10 wherein said security breach detected frame
includes a source address of an unauthoriud station, the port
number at Which the intrusion occurred, and a time stamp
representing the time at which the unauthorized station wasdetected.

12. The method for providing security against intrusion of
claim 11 wherein each of said security-enabled interconnect
devices transmits a filter set frame to said managed device
that includes the address of said each securityvenabled
interconnect device sending said filter set frame, the source
address of said unauthorized station, the port number at
which the intnision occurred, and a time stamp representing
the time at which the unauthorized station was detected.

13. The method for providing security against intrusion of
claim 1 wherein following said reenabling step said man-
aged deVice SCDdS a trap frame to a network management
station indicating that said filtering step has been completed.

14. An apparatus for providing security against intrusion
in a managed device of a computer network having at least
one interconnect device, said apparatus comprising:

means for discovering each of said interconnect devices
that )5 enabled to provide network security;

means for detecting an unauthorized address on a first port
of Said managed devtce and means for disabling saidfirst port;

means for notifying each of said security~enabled inter-
conDOCt deViDe§ that the unauthorized address has been
detected on said first pen; and
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means for reenabling said first port after each of said
security~enabled interconnect devices has notified said
managed device that a filter has been set to prevent
frames having the unauthorized address from flowing
through said each security~enabled interconnect device,

15. The apparatus for providing security against intrusion
of claim 14 wherein said managed device is a managed hub.

16. The apparatus for providing security against intmsion
of claim 14 wherein said managed device is a switch.

17. The apparatus for providing security against intrusion
of claim 14 further Comprising means for building and
maintaining an authorized address list of addresses that are
allowed to connect to each port in said managed device.

18. The apparatus for providing security against intrusion
ofclaim 17 wherein each entry in said authorized address list
includes a port number and an authorized address.

19. The apparatus for providing security against immsion
of claim 14 wherein said means for discovering includes:

means for transmitting a discovery request frame, said
discovery request frame having a security feature group
address;

means for receiving a discovery response frame from each
of said security-enabled interconnect devices;

means for building and maintaining an interconnect
device list of said security~enabled interconnect
devices that transmitted said discovery response frame
back to said managed device.

20. The apparatus for providing security against intrusion
of claim 19 wherein each entry in said interconnect device
list includes an address of the security—enabled interconnect
device that sent the discovery response frame and a time
stamp extracted from said discovery response frame.

21. The apparatus for providing security against intrusion
of claim 18 wherein said means for detecting includes:

means for comparing, for each port, a source address of a
station attempting to connect to said port with the
authorized address list of addresses for said port and
means for determining whether said source address is
on said authorized address list.

22. The apparatus for providing security against intrusion
of claim 19 further including:

means for sending a trap frame to a network management
station indicating that an intrusion has been detected on
said first port; and

means for transmitting a security breach detected frame
having said security feature group address to said
security~enabled interconnect devices that have entries
in said interconnect device list. '

23. The apparatus for providing security against intrusion
of claim 22 wherein said security breach detected frame
includes a source address of an unauthorized station, the port
number at which the intrusion occurred, and a time stamp
representing the time at which the unauthorized station was
detected.

24. The apparatus for providing security against intrusion
of claim 23 wherein each of said security—enabled intercon-
nect devices transmits a filter set frame to said managed
device that includes the address of said each security—
enabled interconnect device sending said filter set frame, the
source address of said unauthorized station, the port number
at which the intrusion occurred, and a time stamp represent—
ing the time at which the unauthorized station was detected.

25. The apparatus for providing security against intrusion
of claim 14 wherein said managed device further comprises
means for sending a trap frame to a network management
station indicating that said filter has been set at each of said
security—enabled interconnect devices.
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26. Amethod for providing security against intrusion in a
managed hub of a computer network having at least one
interconnect device, said method comprising the steps of:

building and maintaining an authorized address list of
addresses that are allowed to connect to each port;

discovering each interconnect device that is enabled to
provide network security;

detecting an unauthorized address on a first port and
disabling said first port;

notifying each security—enabled interconnect device that
the unauthorized address has been detected on said first
port; and

reenabling said first port after each security-enabled inter-
connect device has notified said managed hub that a
filter has been set to prevent frames with the unautho—
rized address from flowing through each security-enabled interconnect device.

27. The method for providing security against intrusion of
claim 26 wherein said discovering step includes the steps of:

transmitting a discovery request frame, said discovary
request frame having a security feature group address;

receiving a discovery response frame from each security-
enabled interconnect deVice;

building and maintaining an interconnect device list of
each security—enabled interconnect device that trans-
mitted said discovery response frame back to said
managed hub.

28. The method for providing security against intrusion of
claim 27 wherein said detecting step includes the steps of:

comparing, for each port, a source address of a station
attempting to connect to said port with an authorized
address list of addresses for said port and determining
whether said source address is on said authorized
address list.

29. The method for providing security against in lrusion of
claim 27 wherein following said disabling step said methodfirrther includes:

sending a trap frame to a network management station
indicating that an intrusion has been detected on said
first port; and

transmitting a security breach detected frame having said
security feature group address to each security-enabled
interconnect device that has an entry in said intercon-
nect device list. .

30. The method for providing security against intrusion of
claim 26 wherein following said rcenabling step said man-
aged hub sends a trap frame to a network management
station indicating that said filtering step has been completed.

31. An apparatus for providing security against intrusion
in a managed hub of a computer network having at least one
interconnect device, said apparatus comprising:

means for building and maintaining an authorized address
list of addresses that are allowed to connect to eachport;

means for discovering each interconnect device that is
enabled to provide network security;

means for detecting an unauthorized address on a first port
and means for disabling said first port;

means for notifying each security—enabled interconnect
device that the unauthorized address has been detected
on said first port; and

means for reenabling said first port after each SCCurity—
enabled interconnect device has notified said managed
hub that a filter has been set to prevent frames with the
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unauthorized address from flowing through each
security-enabled interconnect device.

32. The apparatus for providing security against intrusion
of claim 31 wherein said means for discovering includes:

means for transmitting a discovery request frame, said
discovery request frame having a security feature group
address;

means for receiving a discovery response frame from each
security—enabled interconnect device;

means for building and maintaining an interconnect
device list of each security-enabled interconnect device
that transmitted said discovery response frame back to
said managed hub. ‘

33. The apparatus for providing security against intrusion
of claim 32 wherein said means for detecting includes:

means for comparing, for each port, a source address of a
station attempting to connect to said port with an
authorized address list of addresses for said port and

22

means for determining whether said source address is
on said authorized address list.

34. The apparatus for providing security against intrusion
of claim 32 further including:

means for sending a trap frame to a network management
station indicating that an intrusion has been detected on
said first port; and

means for transmitting a security breach detected frame
having said security feature group address to each
security-enabled interconnect device that has an entry
in said interconnect device list.

35. The apparatus for providing security against intrusion
of claim 31 wherein said managed hub further comprises

15 means for sending a trap frame to a network management
station indicating that said filter has been set at each
security-enabled interconnect device,

anti-*5.-
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A system and method is disclosed for detecting security
vulnerabilities in a computer network. The system includes
an IP spoofing attack detector, a stealth port service map
generator, a source port verifier, source routing verifier, an
RPC service detector and a Socks configuration verifier.
Each of these verifiers may be operated separately or as a
group to detect security vulnerabilities on a network. Each
verifier may be programmed to exhaustively test all ports of
all computers on a network to detect susceptibility to IP
spoofing attacks, access to services with little or no autho—
rization checks or misconfigured routers or Socks servers.
The detected vulnerabilities or the location of services
having little or no authorization checks may be stored in a
table for reference by a network administrator. The service
map generated by the stealth service map generator may be
used to identify all service ports on a network to facilitate the
operation of the other verifiers which send service command
messages to service ports to detect their accessibility. A
graphic user interface (GUI) may be used to provide input
and control by a user to the security verifiers and to present
options and display information to the user.
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